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Dispatch No. 32 | 3 June 2015 

Persisting education disparities threaten to exclude 

women from the global knowledge economy 

Afrobarometer Dispatch No. 32 | Rorisang Lekalake 

Summary 

Despite growing public support for gender parity, and government initiatives to promote it in 

some African countries, inequalities in educational attainment remain a significant obstacle 

to women’s empowerment. The United Nations reports notable successes in increasing 

primary-school enrolment rates, from 52% in 1990 to 78% in 2012 in sub-Saharan Africa and 

from 80% to 99% in North Africa, but girls continue to be educated at lower rates than boys – 

particularly at secondary and tertiary levels (United Nations, 2014).  

Findings from Afrobarometer surveys in 34 African countries confirm significant gains in 

educational attainment, with youth reporting higher levels than their elders. But although 

there is broad support for gender equality in education access, women’s attainment levels 

are lower than men’s across all age groups. 

This disparity is most notable in post-secondary education, even among young Africans, 

which threatens to perpetuate existing inequalities in economic and political empowerment. 

As countries approach universal access to primary education, the development agenda has 

shifted toward an emphasis on higher education’s role in national development (Bloom, 

Canning, Chan, & Luca, 2014). Modern economies increasingly emphasise human capital 

(education and knowledge/skills), reflected in government investment in science, 

technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) education in developed economies.  

The persisting gender gap in higher education therefore threatens to maintain African 

women’s marginalisation in the global knowledge economy. 

Afrobarometer survey 

Afrobarometer is an African-led, non-partisan research network that conducts public attitude 

surveys on democracy, governance, economic conditions, and related issues across more 

than 30 countries in Africa. Five rounds of surveys were conducted between 1999 and 2013, 

and Round 6 surveys are currently under way (2014-2015). Afrobarometer conducts face-to-

face interviews in the language of the respondent’s choice with nationally representative 

samples of between 1,200 and 2,400 respondents. 

Afrobarometer surveys are based on nationally representative samples. The current analysis is 

based on results for 34 countries surveyed in Round 5 (2011-2013) (see Figure 7 below for a list 

of countries), representing the views of approximately three-quarters of the continent’s 

population. Depending on sample size, results for each country are reliable within margins of 

sampling error of +/-3% or +/-2% at a level of 95% confidence.  

Key findings 

 Support for equal opportunity: Two-thirds of citizens in 34 African countries say that if 

funds are limited, families should prioritise educating the child with the greatest ability 
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to learn, regardless of gender. Only 15% indicate an explicit preference for educating 

boys rather than girls.  

 Gains in educational attainment: More than three-fourths (77%) of Africans have at 

least a primary education, and the proportions of young Africans with secondary and 

tertiary education are at least double those of their elders above age 50. 

 Persistent gaps: Despite these gains, women are more likely to have lower levels of 

education than men. The gender gap in post-secondary educational attainment is 

prevalent throughout the continent and consistent across all age groups. There are, 

however, large differences between countries, ranging from no gap in Cape Verde 

to a 15-percentage-point gap in Egypt. 

Support for equal educational opportunity 

The United Nations’ Millennium Development Goals (MDG) prioritise achieving universal 

primary education and the promotion of gender equality and women’s empowerment by 

the end of 2015. As this deadline approaches, it has become evident that although progress 

has been made on both fronts, access to social, economic, and political advancement 

remains unequal. Previous Afrobarometer analysis demonstrates that gender parity enjoys 

broad support among both genders throughout the continent, but African women report 

lower levels of education, employment, and political participation than men (Chingwete, 

Richmond, & Alpin, 2014). 

Public support for equal access to education is widespread throughout the continent, with 

two-thirds (67%) of survey respondents saying that ability, not gender, should be the primary 

determinant of who receives schooling if a family’s funds are limited. Only 15% of 

respondents say that a boy’s education should take priority over a girl’s. These views are 

shared equally by both genders (Figure 1).  

North Africans express the lowest levels of support for prioritising ability (55%), while East 

Africans are the most supportive of this view (79%). However, less than one in five North 

African respondents say outright that boys should take preference over girls, which is 

comparable to levels in sub-Saharan Africa (Figure 2).  

Figure 1: Prioritising access to education | by gender | 34 countries | 2011/2013 

 
Respondents were asked: Which of the following statements is closest to your view? 

Statement 1: If funds for schooling are limited, a boy should always receive an education in school 

before a girl. 

Statement 2: If funds for schooling are limited, a family should send the child with the greatest ability to 

learn.  
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Figure 2: Prioritising access to education | by region | 34 countries | 2011/2013 

 

 

Women lag in educational attainment 

After years of national and international investment, the marked generational differences in 

educational attainment indicate that there have been significant gains in expanding 

education on the continent. Almost nine in 10 young Africans (aged 18-35 years) have some 

formal education, compared to only six in 10 in the over-50 age group. The greatest gains 

have been made in expanding access to secondary education, with a 25-percentage-point 

difference between 18- to 35-year-olds and those aged over 50 (Figure 3). 

Despite these gains and the widespread support for gender equality in educational 

opportunities, women are more likely than men to have lower levels of education (i.e. none 

or primary only). While the sample is split evenly by gender, almost six in 10 respondents with 

no formal education and only four in 10 respondents with post-secondary education are 

women (Figure 4).  

Figure 3: Educational attainment | by age group | 34 countries | 2011/2013 
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Figure 4: Educational attainment | by gender | 34 countries | 2011/2013 

 

No progress in closing the gender gap in higher education 

The World Bank identifies education/training as one of the four pillars of the knowledge 

economy, with a specific focus on secondary and tertiary, rather than primary, education 

(World Bank, 2012). As shown above, women are underrepresented in both secondary and 

post-secondary education. This inequality is particularly concerning due to the ever-

increasing need for high-level skills in order to participate in the modern knowledge 

economy.  

Despite progress in broadening access to higher education, the gender gap in post-

secondary educational attainment is almost identical (5-6 percentage points) across age 

groups (Figure 5).  

The UN reported a marked regional difference in women’s access to tertiary education in 

2012: While North Africa’s female enrolment ratios outpaced those of men, the opposite was 

true in sub-Saharan Africa (United Nations, 2014). Afrobarometer data, however, indicates 

that women’s tertiary education attainment remains lower than men’s throughout the 

continent. While North Africans are most likely to have at least some post-secondary 

education, the region also has the largest gender gap, at 7 percentage points (Figure 6). 

Further analysis shows the wide variation among African countries. Cape Verdean women 

are as likely to embark on post-secondary studies as their male counterparts, with women in 

Lesotho and Madagascar not far behind. In Egypt, on the other hand, the gender gap is 

triple the overall average of 5 percentage points (Figure 7). 
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Figure 5: Gender differences in post-secondary educational attainment | by age 

group | 34 countries | 2011/2013 
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Figure 6: Gender differences in post-secondary educational attainment | by region 

| 2011/2013 
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Figure 7: Gender gap in post-secondary education | 34 countries | 2011/2013 
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Dispatch No. 35 | 16 June 2015 

South African youth patriotic, optimistic about 

national cohesion, but low on civic engagement 

Afrobarometer Dispatch No. 35 | Rorisang Lekalake  

 

Summary 

South Africa celebrates Youth Day every June 16 to commemorate the students who lost 

their lives during the Soweto Uprising in 1976. An estimated 3,000-10,000 students marched to 

protest the apartheid government’s directive to make Afrikaans a compulsory medium of 

instruction in public education, alongside English. The violent police response to this peaceful 

protest led to a widespread revolt against the government and exposed the brutality of the 

apartheid state to the international community. These events brought energy back into the 

liberation struggle and pushed young citizens to play a pivotal role in ending apartheid 

(South African History Online, 2015).  

One of the legacies of this history is the paradoxical perception of youth in South Africa 

today as “the primary catalyst of activism and political change” on one hand and a 

generation in “crisis” on the other (Mattes & Richmond, 2015, page 1). In January 2015, the 

government introduced a draft National Youth Policy for 2014-2019, which highlights three 

key objectives related to consolidating the country’s political culture: strengthening patriotic 

citizenship, fostering national cohesion, and “encouraging visible and active participation in 

different youth initiatives/projects and nation-building activities” (Presidency, 2014, page 12).  

Findings from Afrobarometer surveys in South Africa from 2000 to 2011 indicate that young 

adults are highly patriotic and support the creation of a united country across racial lines, but 

that their civic engagement is low. As previous analyses have pointed out (e.g. Mattes, 2011; 

Mattes & Richmond, 2015), there are significant deficits in the country’s political culture 

across all generations, including the issue of low engagement. The national education 

system does little to address this issue, because democratic values are not an explicit part of 

the curriculum, placing the additional burden of teaching them on poorly trained and 

equipped teachers.  

Given the government’s prioritization of civic engagement by youth, it is clear that the 

national curriculum needs to address civics explicitly in order to achieve the objectives of the 

proposed youth policy.  

Afrobarometer survey  

Afrobarometer is a pan-African, non-partisan research network that conducts public attitude 

surveys on democracy, governance, economic conditions, and related issues across more 

than 30 countries in Africa. Five rounds of surveys were conducted between 1999 and 2013, 

and Round 6 surveys are currently under way (2014-2015). Afrobarometer conducts face-to-

face interviews in the language of the respondent’s choice with nationally representative 

samples of between 1,200 and 2,400 respondents. 

Afrobarometer teams in South Africa interviewed 2,200 adult South Africans in 2000 and 2,400 

adults in 2002, 2004, 2006, 2008, and 2011. Samples of 2,400 yield results with a margin of error 

of +/-2% at a 95% confidence level.  
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While the official definition of “youth” in South Africa is ages 15-35 years, Afrobarometer 

samples include only adult citizens. As a result, this analysis focuses on those ages 18-35. 

Key findings 

 Young South Africans are highly supportive of a cohesive South African nation. Across 

all Afrobarometer surveys since 2000, on average about eight in 10 have agreed that 

citizens should think of themselves as “South Africans first” (83%) and that national 

unity is both desirable (82%) and possible (77%). 

 Young South Africans express high levels of patriotism across all race groups. In all 

Afrobarometer surveys since 2000, on average almost nine in 10 (86%) have said that 

being South African is an important part of their identity, while 87% are proud to be 

called South African and 87% would want their children to think of themselves as 

South African. 

 Increasing youth civic engagement is likely to be the most significant challenge in 

implementing the national youth policy. Most young South Africans are not active 

members of civic organisations, and most do not participate in raising issues or 

demonstrations. However, youth participation in community meetings has increased 

since 2000.  

Support for a united South Africa 

Given South Africa’s cultural diversity and the socioeconomic legacy of apartheid, the 

proposed youth policy seeks a balance between the quest for national unity and the need 

to respect differences across various dimensions (Presidency, 2014).  

Young South Africans have consistently affirmed the need for national cohesion. In 2011, 

more than eight in 10 young people said that citizens should prioritise their national identity 

above that of their ethnic group (86%) and that it is desirable to create a united country 

(84%). Furthermore, South African youth were optimistic about prospects for national 

cohesion: 84% believed that it is possible to create a united country (Figure 1).  

These attitudes have been fairly steady since 2000 except for a dip in 2008, a politically 

turbulent year that included a power struggle within the ruling African National Congress and 

the resignation of President Thabo Mbeki.  

In 2011, young citizens of all race groups were highly supportive of prioritising their national 

identity over group identities, but young white respondents were less likely than other groups 

to agree that it is desirable (74%) and possible (67%) to create one united South African 

nation (Figure 2). 
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Figure 1: Attitudes toward national cohesion | 18- to 35-year-olds | South Africa            

| 2000-2011 

 
Respondents were asked: Please tell me whether you disagree, neither disagree nor agree, or agree 

with these statements: 

1. People should realise we are South Africans first, and stop thinking of themselves in terms of the 

group they belong to. 

2. It is desirable to create one united South African nation out of all the different groups who live 

in this country.  

3. It is possible to create such a united South African nation. 

(% who said “strongly agree” or “agree”) 

Figure 2: Attitudes toward national cohesion | by race group | 18- to 35-year-olds    

| South Africa | 2011 
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Young people’s evaluation of the government’s efforts to promote national cohesion 

improved steadily between 2000 (when 56% said the government was doing “fairly well” or 

“very well” at uniting the country) and 2006 (69%). As with attitudes toward cohesion, 

approval ratings dipped in 2008 before recovering in 2011. Although fairly large, the 

proportion of young people who approve of these efforts (62% on average) has consistently 

been lower than the proportion of those who believe that it is possible to create a united 

South African nation (77% on average) (Figure 3).  

Young Coloured citizens were the most critical of the government’s performance: A majority 

(52%) said the government was doing “very badly” or “badly,” compared to 30% of young 

Black South Africans who disapproved (Figure 4). 

Figure 3: Evaluations of national cohesion: Feasibility vs. government performance   

| 18- to 35-year-olds | South Africa | 2000-2011 

Respondents were asked:  

1. Please tell me whether you disagree, neither disagree nor agree, or agree with these statements: It 

is possible to create such a united South African nation? (% who said “Strongly agree” or “Agree”) 

2. How well or badly would you say the current government is handling the following matters, or 

haven’t you heard enough to say: Uniting all South Africans into one nation? (% who said “very 

well” or “fairly well”) 

Figure 4: Evaluations of government national cohesion efforts | by race group            

| 18- to 35-year-olds | South Africa | 2011 
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National pride and ethnic identity 

One of the components of political culture is the acceptance of the officially defined 

national political community. Afrobarometer findings have consistently shown that South 

Africans identify with and are proud of their national identity (Mattes & Richmond, 2015).  

Young South Africans are no exception, expressing high levels of pride in their nationality: On 

average since 2000, nine in 10 say that they are proud to be called South African, that being 

South African is a very important part of how they see themselves, and that they would want 

their children to think of themselves as South African (Figure 5). 

Patriotic attitudes are prevalent across racial lines. Although young South Asians were slightly 

less likely than other groups in 2011 to express pride in their nationality (80%) and to say that 

being South African was an important part of their identity (86%), almost all (95%) said that 

they would want their children to think of themselves as South African (Figure 6). 

Figure 5: Patriotism among South African youth | 18- to 35-year-olds | 2000-2011 

 

 Respondents were asked: Please tell me whether you agree or disagree with the following statements: 

1. It makes you proud to be called a South African.  

2. Being South African is a very important part of how you see yourself. 

3. You would want your children to think of themselves as South African. 
(% who said “strongly agree” or “agree”) 

Figure 6: Patriotism among South African youth | by race group | 2011 
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Despite broad support for prioritising national identity, only two-thirds of young South Africans 

said that they feel “only South African” or “more South African” than their ethnic or group 

identity. In Afrobarometer surveys, interviewers identify respondents’ race, while respondents 

are asked to identify their ethnic or group identity. Interestingly, 21% of white respondents 

and 15% of South Asians declined to identify an ethnic or group identity at all, suggesting 

that these young citizens are the most supportive of prioritising national identity (Figure 7). 

Only 7% of Black and 8% of Coloured respondents declined to identify an ethnic or group 

identity.  

Figure 7: Attachment to national vs. ethnic identity | 18- to 35-year-olds | by race 

group | South Africa | 2011 

 
Respondents were asked: Let us suppose that you had to choose between being a South African and 

being a ______[respondent’s ethnic group]. Which of the following statements best expresses your 

feelings? 

 I feel only South African 

 I feel more South African than _________ [respondent’s ethnic group]  

 I feel equally South African and _________ [respondent’s ethnic group]  

 I feel more _________ [respondent’s ethnic group] than South African 

  I feel only _________ [respondent’s ethnic group] 

Low levels of civic engagement 

The National Youth Policy aims to empower young citizens to take a leading role in South 

African society. It notes the country’s relatively low levels of youth electoral activity and 

volunteerism but provides few concrete proposals on how to address this issue. It does, 

however, acknowledge that the education system needs to create greater awareness of the 

national Constitution and the Bill of Responsibilities, a document based on the Constitution’s 

Bill of Rights and intended as a guide for young people to active and “responsible” 

citizenship (Presidency, 2014, page 43).   

Afrobarometer findings show that a majority of young South Africans are not active members 

of civic organisations. On average since 2000, fewer than four in 10 young citizens (36%) are 

active members of religious groups, and that proportion declined between 2006 (43%) and 
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2011 (28%). The proportion who actively participated in other types of civic organisations was 

13% in 2008 and declined to 10% in 2011 (Figure 8). 

Other forms of civic engagement among youth are also fairly low. In 2011, one in 10 young 

South Africans (11%) had attended a demonstration or protest march in the previous year, a 

continued decline in this type of engagement. Conversely, youth participation in community 

meetings and in raising important issues increased somewhat between 2000 and 2011 (Figure 

9).  

In South Africa, low levels of engagement are not peculiar to youth. Citizens aged 36 or older 

are slightly more active than youth across all measures except participation in 

demonstrations or protests (Figure 10).  

Figure 8: Active membership in civic organisations |18- 35-year-olds | South Africa | 

2000-2011 

 

Respondents were asked: Now I am going to read out a list of groups that people join or attend. For 

each one, could you tell me whether you are an official leader, an active member, an inactive 

member, or not a member:  

1. A religious group that meets outside of regular worship services? (In 2000, the question was: 

Over the past year, how often have you attended meetings of a church group (other than 

religious services))? 

2. Some other voluntary association or community group? 

(% who said “active member” or “official leader”) 
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Figure 9: Civic engagement | 18- to 35-year-olds | South Africa | 2000-2011 

 

Respondents were asked: Here is a list of actions that people sometimes take as citizens. For each of 

these, please tell me whether you, personally, have done any of these things during the past year:  

1. Attended a community meeting? 

2.  Got together with others to raise an issue? 

3. Attended a demonstration or protest march? 

(% who said “yes”) 

Figure 10: Active membership and civic engagement | by age group | South Africa 

| 2011 
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Improving prospects for South Africa’s youth: 

Education, vocational training still key priorities 

Afrobarometer Dispatch No. 36 | Ayanda Nyoka and Rorisang Lekalake  

 

Summary 

In 2015, the Republic of South Africa ratified its National Youth Policy 2015-2020 (NYP). One of 

the policy’s four primary objectives is “to strengthen the capacity of young people to enable 

them to take charge of their own well-being through building their assets and ultimately 

realising their potential to the fullest” (Presidency, 2014, p. 12). This is a crucial objective, given 

that about half of the country’s unemployed workers are youth ages 15-24 years (Statistics 

South Africa, 2015). 

Two-thirds (66%) of South Africa’s population is less than 35 years old (Statistics South Africa, 

2014). To reap a demographic dividend from its “youth bulge,” the government’s strategy 

entails investment in human capital development, particularly in education.  

This paper examines South Africa’s progress in building young people’s human and labour-

market capacities through education. Longitudinal data from Afrobarometer and the 

Institute for Justice and Reconciliation’s (IJR) Transformation Audit indicate that the South 

African government has succeeded in increasing access to education for the current 

generation of youth. However, an analysis of unemployment data and trends in higher 

education participation rates paints a less rosy picture for the prospects of South African 

youth, particularly Black youth. 

Although the NYP clearly indicates that the government considers young people to be one 

of South Africa’s primary assets, a majority of South African children and youth still attend 

under-resourced schools with poorly trained teachers (Spaull, 2013). Furthermore, the loss of 

pupils in the school pipeline contributes to low levels of post-secondary education, 

exacerbated by limited vocational skills training (Lolwana, 2012).  

Despite government efforts, inequalities in educational attainment persist across races. Our 

results suggest that further investment in public education, including upskilling of teachers, is 

key to creating a generation of productive and fulfilled citizens. In addition, given the high 

proportion of young people who fail to complete secondary education, vocational training 

is an untapped resource for increasing employment and growing the economy.    

Data sources 

Afrobarometer survey  

Afrobarometer is a pan-African, non-partisan research network that conducts public attitude 

surveys on democracy, governance, economic conditions, and related issues across more 

than 30 countries in Africa. Five rounds of surveys were conducted between 1999 and 2013, 

and Round 6 surveys are currently under way (2014-2015). Afrobarometer conducts face-to-

face interviews in the language of the respondent’s choice with nationally representative 

samples of between 1,200 and 2,400 respondents. 

The Afrobarometer team in South Africa, led by the Institute for Democracy in Africa (Idasa), 

interviewed 2,400 adult South Africans in October-November 2011. A sample of this size yields 
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results with a margin of error of +/-2% at a 95% confidence level. Previous surveys have been 

conducted in South Africa in 2000, 2002, 2004, 2006, and 2008. Data collection for the Round 

6 survey, led by the IJR, will take place in 2015. 

Transformation Audit 

The Transformation Audit is the annual review of the IJR’s Inclusive Economies project. 

Published since 2003, the Transformation Audit represents IJR's contribution to an improved 

understanding of the socioeconomic and development factors that impact social justice 

and national reconciliation in South Africa. 

While South Africa defines “youth” as ages 15-35 years, as per the African Youth Charter, the 

Transformation Audit uses a 15-34 age range based on statistical norms in South Africa, and 

this analysis of data from Afrobarometer, which surveys only adult citizens, reports on 18- to 

35-year-olds. 

Key findings 

 South African youth have consistently identified unemployment as the most important 

problem facing the country. In Afrobarometer surveys since 2000, on average 46% of 

young respondents have cited unemployment first among the three most important 

problems that they say government must address. In 2011, two-thirds of young South 

Africans were optimistic about the government’s prospects for solving the problem by 

2016. 

 Almost all young respondents (95%) had at least some formal education in 2011, but 

higher education remained out of reach for the vast majority (90%) of South Africans. 

 Despite government efforts to improve access to and quality of education, the 

legacy of apartheid-era inequality persists. In the 2011 Afrobarometer survey, young 

White/European South Africans were significantly more likely to have post-secondary 

education (44%) than South Asian/Indian (20%), Coloured/Mixed race (14%), and 

Black/African (8%) respondents. The Cape Higher Education Consortium in 2011 

noted that White/European South Africans’ participation rates in tertiary education 

were 43 percentage points higher than those for Black/African South Africans.  

 Government’s financial aid support for financially needy students accessing higher 

education has grown significantly since South Africa’s political transition: In 1995, 

financial aid of R40 million supported about 40,000 beneficiaries, which grew to 

almost R13 billion for approximately 150,000 beneficiaries in 2010.  

Unemployment and job creation 

In South Africa, youth are disproportionately affected by unemployment. In the first quarter 

of 2015, 50% of workers ages 15-24 were unemployed; in the age cohort 25-34, 31% were 

unemployed. Between late 2008 and early 2015, the unemployment rate for the age cohorts 

15-24 and 25-34 increased by 5 and 6 percentage points, respectively (Figure 1). 

Afrobarometer survey results show that unemployment has consistently been a leading issue 

for South African youth. Almost half (48%) of young citizens identified unemployment first 

among the most important problems facing the country in 2011, reversing a gradual decline 

between 2002 (61%) and 2008 (36%) (Figure 2). Approval ratings of government performance 

on job creation have been low during this period, although the 2011 figure (approval by 25% 

of young respondents) was almost double that in 2000 and 2002 (12%). Despite these views, 

young people have been optimistic about the prospects for solving the unemployment 
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problem within the next five years. It is unclear, however, what effect the past four years of 

low economic growth have had on these attitudes.  

Figure 1: Official unemployment rates by age group | South Africa | 2008-2015                       

| Transformation Audit  

Source: Authors’ calculations for 2008-2013 are based on Quarter 4 data sets from Statistics South 

Africa’s Quarterly Labour Force Surveys (Revised) 2008-2013. For 2014-2015, figures for the age cohorts 

35-64 are calculated based on Statistics South Africa’s Quarterly Labour Force Survey Report 2015, 

Quarter 1. Figures for the age cohorts 15-24 and 25-34 are sourced from the same report.  
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Figure 2: Youth perceptions regarding unemployment | 18- to 35-year-olds | South 

Africa | 2000-2011 | Afrobarometer 

  
Respondents were asked: 

1. In your opinion, what are the most important problems facing this country that government should 

address? (% who cited “unemployment” first. Note: The 2000 figure combines responses for 

“unemployment” (16%) and “job creation” (26%). Subsequent survey rounds dropped this 

distinction.) 

2. Taking the problem that you mentioned first, how likely do you think it is that government will solve 

this problem within the next five years? (% who said “somewhat likely” or “very likely”) 

3. How well or badly would you say the current government is handling the following matters, or 

haven’t you heard enough about them to say: Creating jobs? (% who said “fairly well” or “very 

well”). 

Access to higher education 

One of the key government strategies to reduce youth unemployment has been to increase 

young people’s capacities via significant investment in education. The government spent 

R254 billion on education in 2014-2015, 20% of the national budget (National Treasury, 2014). 

The 2011 Afrobarometer survey results confirm significant improvement in South Africans’ 

access to secondary education. Nine in 10 South Africans aged 18-35 years had at least 

some secondary education, compared to 65% of respondents aged 36 and older (Figure 3). 

However, only 11% of young respondents had post-secondary education, compared to 14% 

of respondents aged 36 and older. While educational attainment varied little between men 

and women, citizens living in rural areas were less likely to have higher education (6%) than 

their urban counterparts (16%).  

Figure 4 confirms the lack of progress toward increasing access to higher education 

between 2000 and 2011; higher education remains out of reach for almost nine in 10 young 

South Africans.  
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Figure 3: Educational attainment in South Africa | by age, gender, and location | 

2011 | Afrobarometer 

 
Respondents were asked: What is the highest level of education you have completed? 

Figure 4: Youth educational attainment | 18- to 35-year-olds | South Africa                

| 2000-2011 | Afrobarometer  
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The pass rate for the National Senior Certificate (NSC), which is South Africa’s school-leaving 

certificate and therefore an important asset that young people need to gain entry into 

higher education and the labour market, has stayed above 60% since 2001 and exceeded 

70% during the period since 2011 (Figure 5). This improvement in the pass rate does not, 

however, reflect the major systemic challenges of low learner retention rates and poor 

educational quality – hence the lack of corresponding growth in tertiary education 

participation figures. 

Figure 5: School-leaving pass rates | South Africa | 2000-2014 | Transformation Audit  

 

Source: 2003–2012 data sourced from the Presidency, Department of Monitoring and Evaluation, 2012 

Development Indicators; 2013 data sourced from Department of Basic Education, 2013 NSC 

Examination Technical Report; 2014 data sourced from Department of Basic Education, National Senior 

Certificate: Information Booklet. 

Although access has improved at primary and secondary school levels, cost remains a major 

impediment to accessing higher education. Students from poor households, mostly 

Black/African, can obtain funding for higher education from the National Student Financial 

Aid Scheme (NSFAS). Between 1995 and 2010, NSFAS funding grew from R40 million to R12.9 

billion, with corresponding growth in the number of students receiving aid, from 40,002 to 

148,387 (De Villiers, 2012). However, given increases in tuition fees, the demand for public 

funding continues to increase. 

Persistent inequalities 

Despite government efforts since 1994, the legacy of apartheid-era racial inequality persists 

in South Africa’s education system. In the 2011 Afrobarometer survey, 44% of young 

White/European respondents said they had completed at least some post-secondary 

education, compared to only 20% of South Asian/Indian, 14% of Coloured/Mixed race, and 

8% of Black/African respondents (Figure 6).  

National statistics from the Council on Higher Education confirm a corresponding pattern in 

higher education participation: Rates for Black/African and Coloured/Mixed race 

populations have lagged by about 40 percentage points behind those for White/Europeans, 

while rates for South Asian/Indians have lagged by about 10 percentage points (Figure 7). 

Further analysis of 2011 Afrobarometer data indicates that Coloured/Mixed race and South 

Asian/Indian youth reported higher levels of access to post-secondary education than their 

older counterparts (by 10 and 14 percentage points, respectively). Young Black/African 

respondents, on the other hand, had nearly the same level of representation in higher 
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education (8%) as those over 35 years (7%) (Figure 8). This suggests that upward mobility and 

breaking the cycle of intergenerational poverty may be more common among 

Coloured/Mixed race and South Asian/Indian youth than among Black/African youth.  

Figure 6: Youth educational attainment | by race | South Africa | 2011                       

| Afrobarometer 

 

Respondents were asked: What is the highest level of education you have completed? 

Figure 7: Gross public higher education participation rates | by race | 2001-2011       

| Transformation Audit 

  
Source: Wangenge-Ouma (2012). 2011 data sourced from Council on Higher Education (2011). 
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Figure 8: Post-secondary educational attainment | by age and race | South Africa 

| 2011 | Afrobarometer 

 

Respondents were asked: What is the highest level of education you have completed? (% who 

completed post-secondary education) 

Vocational training to boost youth employment 

Intermediate-level skills are a critical need in South Africa’s economy, and further education 

training (FET) colleges exist to fulfil this requirement. The government planned to increase FET 

enrolments, particularly among youth, to reach 1 million by 2014 to fill the country’s shortage 

in these skills. But enrolments have remained static (Figure 9). Kraak (2014) argues that this is 

due to a failure to align FET college curricula with employer demand and government 

economic and industrial policy. This represents a significant missed opportunity to address this 

skills shortage while boosting youth employment.  

Figure 9: Vocational education training enrolments | South Africa | 2007-2010           

| Transformation Audit  

 
Source: Kraak (2014) 
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Is Kenya’s anti-terrorist crackdown 

exacerbating drivers of violent extremism?  

Afrobarometer Dispatch No. 37 | Stephen Buchanan-Clarke and Rorisang Lekalake  

 

Summary 

Kenya has seen a dramatic rise in violent extremism: Between 1970 and 2007, the country 

experienced 190 terrorist attacks, an average of five per year; since 2008, the average has 

escalated to 47 attacks a year. The overwhelming majority of these incidents have been 

attributed to Al-Shabaab. Originating in Somalia in 2005, the group has since regionalized its 

operations and established an active presence in Kenya, where it has successfully recruited 

and radicalized Kenyan nationals and carried out numerous attacks on a variety of local 

targets (Botha, 2014). The 2 April 2015 attack on Garissa University College, which killed 147 

people, was the group’s most deadly to date.  

According to the 2014 Global Terrorism Index (GTI), two of the primary correlates of terrorism 

are “state-sponsored violence against vulnerable communities” and “social hostilities 

between different ethnic, religious, and linguistic groups, lack of intergroup cohesion, and 

group grievances” (Institute for Economics and Peace, 2014). Martha Crenshaw (1981) 

identifies “the existence of concrete grievances among ... an ethnic minority discriminated 

against by the majority” as the first condition that can be considered a direct cause of 

terrorism. While feelings of social and political isolation may be widely held among a 

community, usually only a minority come to hold views that make them susceptible to 

radicalization and recruitment into terrorist organisations. 

In Kenya’s attempts to address the threat of violent extremism, the Somali Kenyan 

community is often stigmatized, and serious human rights violations during counter-terrorist 

operations by the police and other security forces have been reported (Amnesty 

International, 2014). This raises the question: Is the current political context in Kenya 

exacerbating the Somali Kenyan community’s vulnerability to recruitment by terrorist 

organisations? 

Recent Afrobarometer survey data show that Kenyans disapprove of their government’s 

handling of terrorism and that the Somali Kenyan community is even more critical than 

citizens from other ethnic communities. Somali Kenyans feel marginalised by the state and 

express problematic levels of social intolerance, factors that indicate the presence of 

political and social conditions associated with higher levels of violent extremism. Like most 

Kenyans, a majority of Somali Kenyans see the police as corrupt and untrustworthy.  

These findings suggest that the Kenyan government should curb police abuses and explore 

more developmental approaches to counter-terrorism to ensure that measures aimed at 

engaging Al-Shabaab do not generate further grievances among an already isolated and 

vulnerable community.  

Afrobarometer survey  

Afrobarometer is a pan-African, non-partisan research network that conducts public attitude 

surveys on democracy, governance, economic conditions, and related issues across more 
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than 30 countries in Africa. Five rounds of surveys were conducted between 1999 and 2013, 

and Round 6 surveys are currently under way (2014-2015). Afrobarometer conducts face-to-

face interviews in the language of the respondent’s choice with nationally representative 

samples of between 1,200 and 2,400 respondents. 

The Afrobarometer team in Kenya, led by the Institute for Development Studies (IDS) at the 

University of Nairobi, interviewed 2,400 adult Kenyans in November-December 2014. A 

sample of this size yields country-level results with a margin of error of +/-2% at a 95% 

confidence level.  

However, given the small size of the Somali Kenyan subsamples (6% of the total 2014 sample, 

n=131), the resultant wider margin of uncertainty surrounding generalizations about Somali 

Kenyans calls for caution in interpreting associated numerical results.  

Key findings 

 Approval of the government’s performance in fighting terrorism dropped substantially 

between 2011 and 2014. Half of Kenyans (51%) believe the fight against terrorism is 

going badly, compared to only 11% in 2011. Furthermore, although two-thirds believe 

that the military intervention in Somalia has been necessary, half (48%) support 

withdrawal of the Kenya Defence Forces (KDF).  

 Somali Kenyan respondents are significantly more critical of the government’s security 

efforts than citizens of other ethnicities. 

 Somali Kenyans are more than twice as likely to say that they are “always” or “often” 

treated unfairly by the government (51%) as citizens of other ethnicities (22%).  

 Somali Kenyans are far more intolerant of other religions and ethnic groups than 

Kenyans of other ethnicities. 

 Most Somali Kenyans (like most Kenyans) say they do not trust the police and believe 

that “most” or “all” police officers are corrupt. The KDF is more trusted and less likely to 

be perceived as corrupt than the police.  

Kenyans increasingly disapprove of the government’s handling of terrorism 

On 16 October 2011, Kenyan troops entered the border regions of southern Somalia as part 

of a military offensive against Al-Shabaab named Operation Linda Nchi (“Protect the 

Country”). The primary goal of the operation was to create a 100km buffer zone along the 

border and eliminate Al-Shabaab militants, who had been mounting increasing numbers of 

terrorist attacks on some of Kenya’s northern and coastal towns.  

In November 2011, most Kenyans (82%) held a favourable opinion of their government’s 

handling of the threat posed by Al-Shabaab. By 2014, after a substantial increase in major Al-

Shabaab attacks in Kenya, public approval of government counter-terrorism efforts declined 

sharply, to 44%, with 51% of Kenyans indicating that their government is doing “very badly” or 

“fairly badly” in the fight against violent extremism (Figure 1).  

Whilst two-thirds of Kenyans say that KDF involvement in Somalia has been necessary despite 

Al-Shabaab reprisals, 48% of citizens support KDF withdrawal (Figure 2). 
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Figure 1: Evaluations of government performance in fighting terrorism | Kenya           

| 2011-2014 

 

Respondents were asked: How well or badly would you say the current government is handling the 

following matters, or haven’t you heard enough to say: 

1. Addressing terrorist threats by Al-Shabaab terror group? (2011) 

2. Fighting terrorism in Kenya? (2014) 

Figure 2: Evaluations of security initiatives | Kenya | 2014 

 

Respondents were asked: For each of the following statements, please tell me whether you disagree or 

agree, or haven’t you heard enough to say:   

1. The involvement of Kenya Defence Forces, or KDF, in Somalia has been necessary despite the 

terrorist problems resulting from it?  

2. The KDF should pull out of Somalia? 

Analysis by ethnicity reveals striking differences of opinion between Somali Kenyans and 

citizens from other communities on these measures. Somali Kenyan respondents are 

significantly more critical of the government’s security efforts (76%) than citizens of other 

ethnicities (50%) (Figure 3).  
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Furthermore, they are less likely to agree that the KDF’s intervention in Somalia has been 

necessary despite the resulting terrorist activity (32%, as opposed to 68%) and that this 

involvement should continue (28% vs. 44%) (Figure 4).  

Disapproval of how the state is handling the fight against terrorism, in addition to the 

increased frequency and scale of attacks, has put pressure on the Kenyan government to 

step up its security efforts. It is important to be cognizant that aggressive security-led 

approaches could exacerbate underlying social tensions and community grievances that 

improve conditions for radicalization and recruitment by extremist organisations.   

Figure 3: Evaluation of government performance in fighting terrorism | by ethnicity    

| Kenya | 2014 

 
Respondents were asked: How well or badly would you say the current government is handling the 

following matters, or haven’t you heard enough to say: Fighting terrorism in Kenya? 

Figure 4: Support for security initiatives | by ethnicity | Kenya | 2014 

Respondents were asked: For each of the following statements, please tell me whether you disagree or 

agree, or haven’t you heard enough to say:   

1. The involvement of Kenya Defence Forces, or KDF, in Somalia has been necessary despite the 

terrorist problems resulting from it? (% who say “strongly agree” or “agree”) 

2. The KDF should pull out of Somalia? (% who say “strongly disagree” or “disagree”) 
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Somali Kenyans feel marginalised by the state 

Amnesty International (2014) has reported that government counter-terrorist operations, such 

as Operation Usalama Watch (Security Watch), have unfairly targeted Somali Kenyans, 

serving as a pretext for blanket punishment and mass human rights violations, including 

arbitrary arrest, extortion, ill-treatment, forced relocations, and unlawful expulsion.  

Afrobarometer survey findings going back to 2005 indicate that a considerable proportion of 

Somali Kenyans have consistently felt marginalised by the government. In 2005, almost seven 

in 10 Somali Kenyans (68%) said that their community was “often” or “always” treated unfairly 

by the government. This proportion steadily dropped to 45% by 2011 before rising again to 

51% in 2014 (Figure 5). Somali Kenyans are more than twice as likely to feel this way as other 

ethnicities (Figure 6).  

Figure 5: Somali Kenyans’ perceptions of unfair treatment | 2005-2014 

 
Respondents were asked: How often, if ever, are ___________ [members of the respondent’s ethnic 

group] treated unfairly by the government? 

Figure 6: Perceived government treatment of different ethnic groups | Kenya | 2014 
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Somali Kenyans are more intolerant than other ethnicities 

Somali Kenyans are concentrated in Kenya’s northeastern counties, and there have been 

fluctuating levels of tension between the community and wider Kenyan society since the 

1960s. This social fault line poses challenges to national cohesion and has the potential to 

incite civil unrest if left unaddressed (National Cohesion and Integration Commission, 2011). 

While radical and intolerant views may generally be held only by a minority of a given 

community, extremist organisations recruit from these peripheries, and it is the size and 

distribution of this minority that is most important to security risk analysis frameworks. 

Among the 131 Somali Kenyan respondents in Afrobarometer’s 2014 survey, 75% are aged 

18-35 years, compared to 57% of Kenyans of other ethnicities, and 99% are Muslim, 

compared to 4% of Kenyans of other ethnicities. 

A majority of Somali Kenyans express tolerance regarding people of other religions, 

ethnicities, and nationalities (Figure 7). Nonetheless, Somali Kenyans express far higher levels 

of intolerance than do other Kenyans: They are three to four times as likely as Kenyans of 

other ethnicities to say they would “strongly dislike” or “somewhat dislike” having a neighbour 

of a different ethnicity or religion.  

Somali Kenyans are slightly more tolerant than other Kenyans of immigrants or foreign workers 

(Figure 8). This could be due to a large proportion of recent immigrants in Kenya being 

Somali nationals, who share a similar ethnic background and cultural experience with Somali 

Kenyans.  

Figure 7: Social tolerance among Somali Kenyans | 2014 

 

Respondents were asked: For each of the following types of people, please tell me whether you would 

like having people from this group as neighbours, dislike it, or not care: 

1. People of a different religion? 

2. People from other ethnic groups? 

3. Immigrants or foreign workers? 
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Figure 8: Social intolerance | by ethnicity | Kenya | 2014 

 
(% who say they would “dislike” or “strongly dislike” having such a person as a neighbour) 

Trust and perceived corruption in the police and military 

Kenya is plagued by high levels of corruption, ranking 145th of 175 on the 2014 Corruption 

Perceptions Index, which cites the police as the state’s most corrupt institution (Transparency 

International, 2014). Furthermore, allegations of arbitrary and unlawful killings of suspected 

criminals are common; human rights groups estimate the police to be responsible for at least 

1,000 extrajudicial killings between 2008 and 2012 (U.S. Department of State, 2013). In 2013, 

the Kenyan government established the Independent Policing Oversight Authority to address 

endemic corruption within the Kenyan police. The authority’s first report (2013) contained 

witness reports of police misconduct in the forms of “unwarranted shooting, assault, bribery, 

threat of imprisonment, and falsification of evidence” (U.S. Department of State, 2013). 

Similarly, Amnesty International describes the extortion of bribes as a common part of abuses 

of Somali Kenyans by the police and other security forces (Amnesty International, 2014).  

A majority of Somali Kenyans (58%) say they trust the police “just a little” or “not at all” (Figure 

9). Similarly, a majority (63%) say that “most” or “all” police officers are corrupt (Figure 10), in 

addition to 17% who say they “don’t know.” These assessments of the police are actually 

slightly less negative than those by Kenyans overall, who have consistently expressed low 

levels of trust and high perceptions of corruption in the police (Figure 11). In contrast, two-

thirds of Kenyans trust the KDF, and 60% say that “none” or “some” KDF members are corrupt. 
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Figure 9: Trust in the police force | by ethnicity | Kenya | 2014 

 

Figure 10: Perceived corruption in the police force | by ethnicity | Kenya | 2014 
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Figure 11: Confidence in police and KDF | Kenya | 2003-2014 

Respondents were asked:  

1. How much do you trust each of the following, or haven’t you heard enough about them to say: 

- The police? 

- The Kenya Defence Forces (KDF)? 

(% who say “somewhat” or “a lot”) 

2. How many of the following people do you think are involved in corruption, or haven’t you heard 

enough about them to say:  

- The police? 

- The Kenya Defence Forces (KDF)? 

(% who said “none” or “some of them”) 
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Political freedoms and interest have yet to 

translate into Mandela’s vision of participatory 

democracy in Africa 

Afrobarometer Dispatch No. 39 | Anyway Chingwete and Claire-Anne Lester 

 

Summary 

Nelson Mandela International Day (18 July) honours the ideals that underpinned Madiba’s 

actions – freedom, universal enfranchisement, and participatory democracy. As Mandela 

once said, “We can change the world and make it a better place. It is in your hands to make 

a difference.” More than a quarter-century after grass-roots pro-democracy movements 

began replacing authoritarian regimes in many African countries, and despite marked 

progress toward democratic governance, many new democracies continue to suffer from a 

number of democratic deficits. One of these is low levels of civic participation.  

Democratic political systems rely on citizen participation, building wider channels of 

integration and richer networks of association, for their consolidation. Citizen participation 

can range from the bare minimum of voting to more active modes of citizenship, such as 

campaigning or being a member of a community organisation or social movement. In 

Africa, participation may also focus on powerful informal and traditional networks. 

In the formal political sphere, participation empowers citizens and is a vital part of 

democratic governance. In the context of a new democracy, a strong and engaged civil 

society is desirable for its ability to legitimate the state’s authority, to hold the government 

accountable, and to allow citizens to engage in decision-making processes that ultimately 

affect their lives.  

Data from Afrobarometer surveys show that large majorities of African citizens are interested 

in public affairs and feel free to express their views and associate as they wish. But tracing 

political participation across the continent suggests that awareness of political freedoms and 

interest in public affairs have not translated into an actualisation of these freedoms through 

widespread civic engagement and political participation in Africa’s democracies.  

Afrobarometer survey  

Afrobarometer is a pan-African, non-partisan research network that conducts public attitude 

surveys on democracy, governance, economic conditions, and related issues across more 

than 30 countries in Africa. Five rounds of surveys were conducted between 1999 and 2013, 

and Round 6 surveys are currently under way (2014-2015). Afrobarometer conducts face-to-

face interviews in the language of the respondent’s choice with nationally representative 

samples of between 1,200 and 2,400 respondents. Samples of this size yield country-level 

results with a margin of error of +/-3% (if n=1,200) or +/-2% (if n=2,400). 

This analysis draws mostly on survey results from Afrobarometer Round 5 (2011-2013, or c. 

2012), whose nationally representative samples totalling 51,605 respondents from 34 
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countries1 represent 84% of the continent’s population. In addition, results from 16 countries 

that were also tracked in earlier survey rounds (c. 2002, c. 2005, and c. 2008)2 are analysed 

for over-time comparisons.  

Key findings 

 Interest in public affairs is high (80% of respondents) across the 34 surveyed countries. 

Both interest in public affairs and the tendency to discuss politics with friends and 

family are highest in North Africa, i.e. in a region considered less democratic than 

Southern, West, or East Africa. 

 The proportion of respondents who belong to community groups or voluntary 

associations has increased, from 26% in c. 2002 to 36% in c. 2012.  

 Despite strong interest in public affairs and increased membership in community 

groups, active participation in terms of contacting government officials to raise an 

issue is reported by less than 30% of the population in all regions.   

 Active citizenship is particularly low among citizens living in North African states; only 

14% of North Africans say they are members of a community group or voluntary 

organisation, and only 26% attended a community meeting (other than a religious 

meeting) in the year preceding the survey to raise an important issue. In contrast, 74% 

of East Africans say they attended community meetings, as did 61% of Southern 

Africans and 58% of West Africans.  

Interest in public affairs and perceptions of freedom  

Across the continent, four out of five Africans (80%) assert that they are “very interested” or 

“somewhat interested” in public affairs. This proportion has remained consistently at 80% or 

above between c. 2002 and c. 2012. Similarly, two-thirds (67%) of respondents say they 

discuss political affairs “frequently” or “occasionally” with family and friends (Figure 1).  

Looking at results by region, both interest and propensity to discuss politics are higher in North 

Africa than in East, West, or Southern Africa – an interesting finding considering the autocratic 

nature of many regimes in the North African region. (Among five North African countries 

surveyed, Freedom House rates only one (Tunisia) as “free” in terms of political rights and civil 

liberties (Freedom House, 2015).) 

  

                                                
1 Countries included in Round 5 are Algeria, Benin. Botswana, Burkina Faso, Burundi, Cameroon, Cape Verde, 
Cote d’Ivoire, Egypt, Ghana, Guinea, Kenya, Lesotho, Liberia, Madagascar, Malawi, Mali, Mauritius, Morocco, 
Mozambique, Namibia, Niger, Nigeria, Senegal, Sierra Leone, South Africa, Sudan, Swaziland, Tanzania, Togo, 
Tunisia, Uganda, Zambia, and Zimbabwe. 
2 Countries tracked since 2002 are Botswana, Cape Verde, Ghana, Kenya, Lesotho, Malawi, Mali, Mozambique, 
Namibia, Nigeria, Senegal, South Africa, Zimbabwe, Uganda, Tanzania, and Zambia. 
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Figure 1: Percentage of respondents who are interested in politics and discuss 

political affairs | by region | 34 countries | c. 2012 

 
Respondents were asked:  

1. How interested are you in public affairs? (% who say “very interested” or “somewhat interested”)  

2. When you get together with your friends or family, would you say you discuss political matters? (% 

who say “frequently” or “occasionally”) 

Large majorities also say they enjoy the freedom to say what they think (77%), to join any 

organisation they wish (84%), and to vote for any candidate they like (92%) (Figure 2). 

Citizens in East African countries are most likely to feel free to say what they think (82%, 

compared to 74% in Southern Africa).  

North Africans are about average in perceived freedoms of expression and association, 

though they are somewhat less likely to say they feel free to choose whom to vote for (87%, 

compared to 93% in West and East Africa and 92% in Southern Africa). 

Despite these small regional differences, the data suggest that Africans generally have a 

strong sense of their political freedoms. The perceived freedom of electoral choice remained 

high (between 80% and 92%) both across the continent and between c. 2008 and c. 2012. 
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Figure 2: Perceived political freedoms | by region | 34 countries | c. 2012 

 
Respondents were asked: In this country, how free are you: (a) To say what you think? (b) To join any 

political organisation you want? (c) To choose who to vote for without feeling pressured? 

(% who say “completely free” or “somewhat free”) 

Political participation 

High interest in public affairs and high perceptions of political freedoms across the continent 

reflect promising potential for political engagement. However, levels of tangible political 

participation are more mixed. 

Voting rates declined between c. 2005 and c. 2012 (Figure 3). Membership in a community 

group or voluntary organisation increased between c. 2002 and c. 2008, from 26% to 38%, 

before dipping to 36% in c. 2012. However, this increase has not led to an increase in active 

participation in community meetings (Figure 4). 

Likewise, the proportion of respondents who say they contacted a member of Parliament 

(MP), an official of a government agency, or a political party representative during the year 

preceding the survey remained fairly static between c. 2002 and c. 2012, ranging between 

12% and 18% (Figure 5). About one in four respondents contacted a local councillor to raise 

an important issue, suggesting that people may feel more comfortable contacting local 

officials. 
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Figure 3: Trend in voter turnout | 16 countries | c. 2005-c. 2012 

 
Respondents were asked: With regard to the most recent national election in (year), which statement is 

true for you: You voted in the last election? 

Figure 4: Community group membership and meeting attendance | 16 countries       

| c. 2002-c. 2012 

 
Respondents were asked:  

1. Now I am going to read out a list of groups that people join or attend. For each one, could you 

tell me whether you are an official leader, an active member, an inactive member, or not a 

member? (% who said “official leader,” “active member,” or “inactive member” of “some 

voluntary association or community group” (other than a religious group)) 

2. Here is a list of actions that people sometimes take as citizens. For each of these, please tell me 

whether you, personally, have done any of these things in the past year: Attended a 

community meeting? (% who said “often,” “several times,” or “once or twice”) 
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Figure 5: Contact with political or government officials | 16 countries | c. 2002-c. 2012 

 
Respondents were asked: During the past year, how often have you contacted any of the following 

persons about some important problem or to give them your views?  

(% who said “only once,” “a few times,” or “often”) 

 

Civic engagement in post-colonial Africa 

While Afrobarometer data allow us to examine political engagement through voting, 

participation in community groups, and contact with elected or appointed government 

representatives, they do not measure some forms of non-conventional or informal 

participation that may be relevant to African societies. The literature depicts post-colonial 

African countries as web-like, composed of many social and political organisations (Dia, 

1996; Migdal, 1988) that hold variable degrees of social control. Fragmented authority can 

precipitate struggles for social control between official government entities and less formal 

spheres of influence, such as landowners, moneylenders, local chiefs, and kinsmen. Ekeh 

(1975) asserts that the experience of colonialism in Africa led to the emergence of two public 

spheres: the civic public, which includes the formal structures of government instituted by 

colonial administrations, and the primordial public, which includes more informal, traditional 

groupings or cultural ties. The extent to which citizens are interested and participate in each 

sphere will depend on the nature of the issue involved. 

This suggests the possibility that in addition to their high or low levels of formal political 

engagement, citizens may be using less formal spaces to discuss pertinent issues, such as 

negotiating with a local strongman or traditional leader, instead of with an MP, to raise an 

important issue. 

Conclusion 

The Afrobarometer data suggest a weak link between citizens and the formal decision-

making agencies of the state. Interest in public affairs and increased group membership 

have not translated into higher voter turnout or a stronger propensity to engage government 
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officials or political party representatives to raise a concern. Dia (1996, p. 1) describes this as 

a disconnect between indigenous and formal institutions – a consequence of formal 

institutions and hierarchies that did not develop out of “local culture.” 

If healthy democracies rely on citizen participation, then moving toward Mandela’s 

democratic vision will require a better understanding of the nuanced relationships between 

the state apparatus and the citizens they govern. As it stands, interest in public affairs and 

the freedoms that citizens enjoy are not being channelled into active political participation 

as a platform for substantive change.  
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International Youth Day: Despite interest, 

African youth not connecting with political 

processes 

Afrobarometer Dispatch No. 41 | Sibusiso Nkomo and Eleanor du Plooy 

 

Summary 

A majority of African youth are interested in public affairs and discuss politics with those 

around them, but relatively low levels of civic engagement and political participation 

suggest a disconnect between the continent’s “youth bulge” and democratic processes.  

These results of a new Afrobarometer analysis are being released in observance of 

International Youth Day (12 August), whose 2015 theme focuses on youth civic engagement 

and its implications for development. (For more on International Youth Day, please visit 

http://www.un.org/youthenvoy/2015/06/join-international-youth-day-2015-celebrations/.) 

Data from six rounds of Afrobarometer surveys in more than 30 African countries suggest that 

African youth are not fully engaged in formal political processes, such as voting in elections, 

as well as in more informal modes of engagement, such as meeting with community 

members and contacting political representatives. Youth participation in protests or 

demonstrations seems to vary with in-country conditions, and youth overwhelmingly reject 

the use of violence for political ends. 

Afrobarometer survey  

Afrobarometer is a pan-African, non-partisan research network that conducts public attitude 

surveys on democracy, governance, economic conditions, and related issues across more 

than 30 countries in Africa. Five rounds of surveys were conducted circa 2000, 2002, 2004, 

2008, and 2012, and Round 6 surveys are currently under way (2014-2015). Afrobarometer 

conducts face-to-face interviews in the language of the respondent’s choice with nationally 

representative samples of between 1,200 and 2,400 respondents. These sample sizes yield 

country-level results with a margin of error of +/-3% (for samples of 1,200) or +/-2% (for samples 

of 2,400) at a 95% confidence level. Analysis of smaller subsamples, such as youth, increases 

the margins of uncertainty around numerical results. 

Afrobarometer surveys target adults ages 18 years and older. In line with Afrobarometer 

categories, this analysis uses “youth” to refer to adults ages 18-29, which differs from the 

United Nations definition (ages 15-24) and the African Union definition (15-35 years) of 

“youth.”  

Key findings 

 More than half (56%) of Africa’s youth say they are “somewhat” or “very” interested in 

public affairs, but one-third (34%) say they never discuss politics.  

 A majority (55%) of African youth voted in their last national election, and one-third 

(34%) attended election campaign meetings.  
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 A majority (55%) of youth did not contact their local government councillor in the 

year preceding the survey.  

 Youth participation in protests declined in South Africa and Zimbabwe but rose 

dramatically in Nigeria. Nine in 10 (92%) African youth say they would not use force 

for a political cause. 

Interest in public affairs 

More than half (56%) of African youth say they are “somewhat interested” or “very 

interested” in public affairs. Interest was highest in Egypt (78%) and Tanzania (77%) and 

lowest in Côte d’Ivoire (29%) and Madagascar (35%) (Figure 1). One possible explanation for 

the low levels of interest in Côte d’Ivoire and Madagascar may be those countries’ recent 

experiences with, respectively, a post-electoral civil war and a coup d’état (Nossiter, 2011).   

Figure 1: Youth interest in public affairs | 18-29 years old | 33 countries | c. 2012 

 
Respondents were asked: How interested would you say you are in public affairs?" (% who said 

“somewhat interested” or “very interested”) 
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A majority (56%) of youth in surveyed countries say they talk about politics “occasionally” or 

“frequently” (Figure 2), but 34% say they never discuss political matters. Those who “never” 

discuss politics are in the majority only in Madagascar (67%) and Burundi (55%). North African 

countries have the highest proportions of youth who discuss politics, with an average of 73%.   

Figure 2: Youth discussion of politics| 18-29 years old | 33 countries | c. 2012 

 
Respondents were asked: When you get together with your friends or family, would you say you discuss 

political matters?  
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Youth voting and campaigning 

On average, more than half (55%) of Africa’s youth say they voted in the last national 

elections held in their countries (Figure 3). East Africans were at the forefront, with two-thirds 

(65%) saying they voted. The smallest proportion was in North Africa, where fewer than half 

(49%) say they voted. (For more on election patterns, see Ellis, 2014.) 

Beyond voting, youth participation in election campaigns was limited: On average, one-third 

(34%) of youth attended campaign rallies or meetings in the year preceding the survey, and 

two in 10 (23%) tried to persuade others to vote for a certain candidate or party (Figure 4). In 

East Africa, 51% of youth say they attended campaign rallies or meetings. North Africans had 

by far the lowest levels of participation: 12% attended a campaign event, and 11% tried to 

influence other voters. 

Figure 3: Youth voting in the last election | by region | 33 countries | 18-29 years old 

| c. 2012 

 
Respondents were asked: Thinking about the last national election in [20xx], did you vote? 

(% who said “yes”) 

Figure 4: Youth involvement in electoral campaigns | by region | 33 countries          

| 18-29 years old | c. 2012 

 

Respondents were asked: Thinking about the last national election in [20xx], did you: Attend a 

campaign meeting or rally? Persuade others to vote for a certain candidate or party?  
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Across 24 countries where the question was asked, on average 15% of youth say they 

worked for a candidate or party during the year preceding the survey (Figure 5). In Tunisia, 

only 9% of youth say they worked for a candidate or party. Tunisia’s low levels of voting and 

campaigning may be explained by the country’s dictatorship until the citizen-led Arab Spring 

uprisings leading to multiparty elections in October 2011 (Chatora, 2012). 

Figure 5: Youth who worked for a candidate or party in the last election                      

| 18-29 years old | 24 countries | c. 2012 

 
Respondents were asked: Thinking about the last national election in [20xx], did you: Work for a 

candidate or party?  

(% who said “no”) 
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Participation in community organisations 

Participation in community associations or organisations is an important marker of whether 

youth are engaged and participate in decision-making that directly affects their lives.  

Looking at nine countries with relatively long histories of multi-party democracy (South Africa 

is not included because its 2014-2015 data are not yet available), on average about one in 

seven youth (14%) were active members and/or leaders of community organisations over the 

period 2008-2014 (Figure 6). Tanzania (26%) and Ghana (20%) have the highest proportions of 

youth who are members or leaders of community associations, while Namibia, Zimbabwe, 

Botswana, and Lesotho have the lowest proportions.  

Figure 6: Average youth membership in community organisations| 18-29 years old    

| 9 countries | 2008-2014 

 
Respondents were asked: Now I am going to read out a list of groups that people join or attend. For 

each one, could you tell me whether you are an official leader, an active member, an inactive 

member, or not a member?  

Figure 7 shows average youth attendance of community meetings in the same nine 

countries over the 2008-2014 period. Overall, Malawi has the highest proportion of youth 

(74%) who attended at least one meeting in the year preceding the surveys, while Nigeria 

has by far the largest proportion (25%) of youth who say they would never attend such 

meetings. In Namibia and Ghana, 45% of youth say they did not attend a meeting but would 

do so if they had the chance. In Malawi (34%) and Lesotho (31%), about one-third of youth 

say they attend community meetings often.  
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Figure 7: Average youth attendance of community meetings | 18-29 years old           

| 9 countries | 2008-2014 

 
Respondents were asked: Here is a list of actions that people sometimes take as citizens. For each of 

these, please tell me whether you, personally, have done any of these things during the past year. If 

not, would you do this if you had the chance: Attended a community meeting? 

Taking to the streets 

Overall, the countries where the highest proportions of youth participated in protests or 

demonstrations during the period 2000-2014 are Kenya, Mozambique, Nigeria, South Africa, 

Tanzania, and Zimbabwe (Figure 8). Youth participation in protest marches or demonstrations 

appears to vary with developments in-country. For example, in South Africa, while the c. 2000 

survey showed two-thirds (67%) of youth had engaged in protests in the previous year, that 

proportion dropped to one in six (16%) in the c. 2012 survey. Similarly in Zimbabwe, the 

proportion of youth who protested dropped from almost half (45%) in c. 2000 to one in 20 

(5%) in 2014.  

On the flipside, almost two-thirds (64%) of Nigerian youth say in 2014 that they engaged in 

protest marches or demonstrations, compared to one-third or less from 2000 to 2012. 

While youth engagement in protest activity varies widely, nine in 10 youth (92%) across 33 

countries say they would never use force for a political cause (Figure 9). Tunisia (99%) and 

Mauritius (98%) top the list of countries whose youth would not use force, compared to only 

76% of Mozambican youth who foreswear political violence.  
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Figure 8: Youth participation in protests | 18-29 years old | 6 countries with highest 

levels of youth participation in protests | c. 2000-c. 2014 

 

Respondents were asked: Here is a list of actions that people sometimes take as citizens when they are 

dissatisfied with government performance. For each of these, please tell me whether you, personally, 

have done any of these things during the past year. If not, would you do this if you had the 

chance: Attend a demonstration or protest march? 

(% who said “yes, often,” “yes, several times,” or “yes, once or twice”)  
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Figure 9: Youth who would never use force for a political cause| 18-29 years old        

| 33 countries | c. 2012 

  
Respondents were asked: Here is a list of actions that people sometimes take as citizens when they are 

dissatisfied with government performance. For each of these, please tell me whether you, personally, 

have done any of these things during the past year. If not, would you do this if you had the 

chance: Used force or violence for a political cause? 

(% who “would never do this”)  

Contacting leaders 

On average, fewer than half of African youth made contact in the preceding year with their 

local government councillor, the closest on-the-ground leader that average Africans would 

engage with regarding services or other problems (Figure 10). The highest level of contact 

was in East Africa, where on average about six in 10 youth (59%) contacted their local 

councillors about an important issue. In Southern and North Africa, 45% of youth, on average, 

contacted their councillors, while West Africa had the lowest frequency of contact, at 29%.  
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Figure 10: Did not contact local government councillor |18-29 years old | by region 

| c. 2012  

 

Respondents were asked: During the past year, how often have you contacted any of the following 

persons about some important problem or to give them your views: A local government councillor? (% 

who said “never”) 

Conclusion 

Africa is experiencing an unprecedented increase in its youth population. Many view this as 

an opportunity for greater economic growth, but if it is not solidly engaged in democratic 

processes, a youth bulge marked by unemployment, poverty, and lack of education could 

also be a potential threat to political stability and national security.  

Youth voice and engagement are fundamental aspects of democratic consolidation, as 

tomorrow’s leaders must be active participants in today’s decision-making processes.  

Youth voice and civic engagement can be improved through training in civic participation 

and through the creation of authentic opportunities for youth to engage with candidates 

and elected officials. The creation of such spaces and opportunities for engagement will go 

a long way in countering the disconnect between youth and their local leaders.  
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To further explore this data, please visit Afrobarometer's online data 
analysis facility at www.afrobarometer.org/online-data-analysis. 
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Introduction 

The South African government’s recent refusal to comply with its obligation to detain Sudan’s 

President Omar al-Bashir has sparked renewed debate on the role of the International 

Criminal Court (ICC) in Africa.1 A number of governments, civil society organisations, and 

prominent academics have levelled accusations of bias at the ICC, noting that all eight 

states in which the court is currently intervening are African. Calls for African member states 

to withdraw from the ICC have often been supported by the argument that a judicial body 

led by the African Union (AU) would be better placed to fill the role of “court of last resort” on 

the continent.  

The AU has called for a unified continental position on the ICC. As Maunganidze and du 

Plessis (2015) argue, however, African governments’ views on the ICC and its members’ 

obligations under its founding treaty, the Rome Statute, are not homogenous. As Tladi (2009, 

p. 57) notes, the growing rift between the ICC and the AU has “placed African states party 

to the Rome Statute … in the unenviable position of having to choose between their 

obligation as member states of the AU, on one hand, and their obligations as states party to 

the Rome Statute, on the other.” Support from African governments was instrumental in the 

ICC’s formation and survival, and the continent provides the largest regional bloc of states 

that are party to the Rome Statute. Furthermore, many African states have demonstrated 

their confidence in the court by referring cases for investigation, cooperating with the 

prosecutor, and aiding in the pursuit and arrest of suspects. African states receive more than 

half of the Office of the Prosecutor’s total requests for cooperation, and 70% of these 

requests are met with positive responses (Bensouda, 2012). 

Given these competing tensions, democratically elected governments should ensure that 

their citizens’ interests are at the heart of any decisions regarding the implementation of 

international justice in their respective countries. Full representation of these interests requires 

both awareness of and responsiveness to public opinion on this issue. At present, little is 

known about citizens’ preferences. 

Is impunity for perpetrators of gross human rights violations a major concern for African 

citizens? Do Africans support the ICC’s efforts to fight impunity? Do they think the court is 

biased? Would they prefer an AU-led court?  

Kenya provides the best case study of Africans’ perceptions of the ICC based on its history 

with the court and the availability of longitudinal opinion data on this issue.  

In September 2013, the Kenyan Parliament threatened to withdraw from the ICC due to the 

prosecution of four leading Kenyan political figures, most notably President Uhuru Kenyatta 

and Deputy President William Ruto, for their alleged roles in 2008 post-election violence that 

left about 1,100 people dead, 660,000 displaced, and thousands injured (Amnesty 

International, 2014). Public opinion data from Ipsos Kenya indicate, however, that a majority 

of Kenyans have supported the court’s intervention since 2010 (Wolf, 2013). Similarly, recent 

Afrobarometer findings show that a majority of Kenyans believe that the ICC is an important 

tool in the fight against impunity, see it as an impartial institution, and reject the notion of 

withdrawal from the court. Further analysis reveals that opinions are sharply divided along 

ethnic lines, reflecting the deep discord between the country’s notoriously factious ethnic 

groups. 

At present, Afrobarometer survey data indicate that ordinary citizens do not feel that the AU 

plays a significant role in their respective countries. If the AU is to take on the role of 

                                                      

1 According to Article 86 of the Rome Statute (1998), ICC state parties are duty bound to “co-operate fully with 
the Court in its investigation and prosecution of crimes within the jurisdiction of the Court” (ICC, 2015). In 
2002, the South African Parliament passed the Implementation of the Rome Statute of the International 
Criminal Court Act 27, which domesticated the ICC statute in line with the country’s constitution. The 
government was therefore obliged to arrest al-Bashir as soon as he landed in South Africa on 13 June 2015 in 

order to facilitate the ICC prosecution.  
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strengthening international justice on the continent, it will face the same political challenges 

that the ICC has had to navigate since its inception. 

Afrobarometer survey 

Afrobarometer is a pan-African, non-partisan research network that conducts public attitude 

surveys on democracy, governance, economic conditions, and related issues across more 

than 30 countries in Africa. Five rounds of surveys were conducted between 1999 and 2013, 

and Round 6 surveys are currently under way (2014-2015). Afrobarometer conducts face-to-

face interviews in the language of the respondent’s choice with nationally representative 

samples of between 1,200 and 2,400 respondents. 

The Afrobarometer team in Kenya, led by the Institute for Development Studies (IDS) at the 

University of Nairobi, interviewed 2,400 adult Kenyans between 12 November and 5 

December 2014.2 A sample of this size yields country-level results with a margin of error of    

+/-2% at a 95% confidence level. Previous surveys have been conducted in Kenya in 2003, 

2005, 2008, and 2011. 

Key findings 

 The latest Afrobarometer survey finds that two-thirds (66%) of Kenyans believe that 

their national judiciary treats people unequally. Almost nine in 10 (86%) say that 

ordinary citizens who break the law “never” or “rarely” go unpunished, while only 20% 

say that this is the case for public officials. 

 Perceptions of official impunity are widespread in Africa: On average, 56% of Africans 

say that officials “always” or “often” go unpunished. In Kenya, 76% report the same, 

which represents a significant increase from 2011 (64%). These figures suggest the 

need for independent judicial bodies to address impunity among powerful political 

figures. 

 Support for ICC prosecutions of Kenyan political figures is relatively high: 61% of 

Kenyans believe that the cases are an important tool for fighting impunity in the 

country. More than half believe that the court is an impartial institution (55%) and 

reject the notion of withdrawing from the Rome Statute/ICC (55%). Further, an 

overwhelming majority (86%) endorse Kenyatta’s decision to appear before the court 

in The Hague. 

 Ethnic identity and political partisanship affect public attitudes toward ICC 

intervention. Citizens from Kenyatta’s and Ruto’s ethnic groups (Kikuyu and Kalenjin, 

respectively) hold majority negative perceptions of the court, while groups 

associated with opposition politicians are highly supportive of its involvement. 

 A majority of African citizens say the AU does not provide significant support to their 

countries: On average, 38% say the AU helps “a lot” or “somewhat.” This varies widely, 

from 22% of Zimbabweans and Senegalese to 68% of Namibians. Kenyans’ views are 

close to the average, at 40%.  

The ICC intervention in Kenya 

The ICC was established in 1998 “to help end impunity for the perpetrators of the most serious 

crimes of concern to the international community,” including genocide and crimes against 

humanity (ICC, 2015). Investigations in signatory states may be voluntary submissions or the 

initiative of the ICC’s special prosecutors. The United Nations Security Council (UNSC) is the 

only institution empowered to refer cases in non-signatory states. The Rome Statute restricts 

ICC intervention to specific criteria. The court’s prosecutor must determine whether there is a 

                                                      

2   Only five interviews were conducted on 5 December, the date that the ICC announced its withdrawal of the 
Kenyatta case. Therefore the event is unlikely to have influenced survey results. 
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reasonable basis to initiate an investigation and is not bound to pursue cases, regardless of 

the referring party.  

The court can only exercise its jurisdiction when the state concerned cannot, does not, or is 

unwilling to prosecute the perpetrators itself.  

Following the 2008 post-election violence in Kenya, a Commission of Inquiry (popularly known 

as the Waki Commission) was established to investigate and offer recommendations to the 

Kenyan government. The ICC intervened only after Parliament rejected the commission’s 

recommendation to establish a special tribunal (Wolf, 2013). A brief timeline of the ICC’s role 

in Kenya is provided in Appendix A. 

Impunity in Kenya 

Afrobarometer findings show that Kenyans perceive major inequalities in the treatment of 

public officials and ordinary citizens by the national court system. Two-thirds (66%) of Kenyans 

say that the courts “always” or “often” treat people unequally. Strikingly, more than four 

times as many respondents say that ordinary citizens “rarely” or “never” get away with 

breaking the law (86%) as report the same for public officials (20%) (Figure 1). 

Figure 1: Perceptions of impunity in Kenya | 2014 | Afrobarometer 

 

Respondents were asked: In your opinion, how often, in this country:  

1. Are people treated unequally under the law? 

2. Do officials who commit crimes go unpunished?  

3. Do ordinary people who break the law go unpunished? 

 

Three in four citizens (76%) say that government officials who commit crimes “always” or 

“often” go unpunished – an increase of 12 percentage points since the previous survey in 

2011 and the highest rate since the question was first asked in 2008 (Figure 2).  
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Figure 2: Perceptions of impunity for officials | Kenya | 2008-2014 | Afrobarometer 

 

Respondents were asked: In your opinion, how often, in this country, do officials who commit crimes go 

unpunished?  

Given this perceived bias in the national judiciary and the senior political status of the 

individuals accused in Kenya’s 2008 post-electoral violence, one would expect ordinary 

Kenyans to welcome a role for an independent judicial body, unbeholden to domestic 

politics, such as the ICC.  

Kenyans’ evaluations of the ICC intervention, 2010-2015 

Citizens’ evaluations of the ICC intervention in Kenya are highly contingent on political party 

affiliation. Kenya’s two dominant political forces are the Jubilee Alliance and the Coalition 

for Reform and Democracy (CORD). The Jubilee Alliance was established in 2013 to support 

the joint presidential ticket of Kenyatta (The National Alliance, TNA) and Ruto (United 

Republican Party, URP) – both suspects in the ICC investigation into the 2008 post-electoral 

violence. CORD is the official opposition, formed in response to the creation of the Jubilee 

Alliance by Raila Odinga (Orange Democratic Movement, ODM), Kalonzo Musyoka (ODM-

Wiper Party), and Moses Wetangula (FORD Kenya).  

Partisanship in Kenya is, in turn, largely shaped by ethnic identity. Electoral success is 

determined by shifting alliances between representatives of the country’s five main ethnic 

groups.3 As Wolf (2013, p. 145) notes, “Ethnicity … has long been recognised in Kenya as the 

most salient factor in how political support is organised.” Jubilee is primarily supported by 

Kikuyu and Kalenjin Kenyans (Kenyatta and Ruto’s respective ethnic groups), while CORD is 

supported by the Luo, Luhya, and Kamba (Odinga, Musyoka, and Wetangula’s ethnic 

groups, respectively) (for details on party support by ethnic group, see Appendix B).  

Support for the ICC, 2010-2013 

Given high levels of perceived impunity among public officials, it is understandable that an 

Ipsos Kenya poll in October 2010 found that a majority of Kenyans (68%) supported ICC 

involvement. Once the names of six prominent suspects in the 2008 violence (the ”Ocampo 

Six”) became public in December 2010, however, support declined to 57%, likely driven by 

shifts among Kenyatta and Ruto supporters. Overall support subsequently remained fairly 

stable through early 2013 (Figure 3). 

                                                      

3 The main ethnic groups’ national representation is as follows: Kikuyu (22%), Luhya (14%), Luo (13%),  
Kalenjin (12%), and Kamba (11%) (University of Pennsylvania, 2013). 
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Figure 3: Support for ICC investigations in Kenya | 2010-2013 | Ipsos Kenya 

 
Source: Figure 3 in Wolf (2013). Note: Ipsos Kenya uses face-to-face and computer-aided telephonic 

interviews of nationally representative samples of adult Kenyans.   

In contrast to the fairly stable average public support for the ICC intervention in Kenya, 

evaluations by ethnicity fluctuated significantly between December 2010 and early 2013. In 

general, however, there was a distinct ethnic divide in opinion, with high support levels 

among Kamba, Luhya, and Luo citizens and low support among Kalenjin and Kikuyu citizens 

(Figure 4).  

Figure 4: Support for ICC investigations in Kenya | by ethnicity | 2010-2013 | Ipsos 

Kenya 

 

Source: Figure 4 in Wolf (2013). Note: Wolf reports data for “Mt Kenya,” which is the region most 

associated with the Kikuyu ethnic group. 
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Current support for the ICC (2014-2015) 

Data from the November-December 2014 Afrobarometer survey indicate high overall 

support for the ICC: Six in 10 Kenyans (61%) believe that its case against top Kenyan leaders is 

important in the fight against impunity, while almost nine in 10 (86%) support Kenyatta’s 

decision to appear before the court. Furthermore, 55% reject the prospect of withdrawal 

from the ICC (Figure 5). These findings align with independent polling by Ipsos Kenya in 

October 2014, which found that 87% of respondents supported Kenyatta’s decision to honour 

the ICC’s summons, while 56% wanted Kenya to remain an ICC member state, regardless of 

the outcome of the prosecutions (Ipsos, 2014).  

Ipsos Kenya polling in March-April 2015 indicates that support levels for the ICC have 

declined since the court announced its intention to withdraw charges against Kenyatta in 

December 2014, with opinion split evenly between those who support withdrawal from the 

ICC (50%) and those who reject this proposal (50%). Furthermore, there is slightly more support 

(54%) for an AU-led human rights tribunal than for the ICC. At present, however, an African-

led alternative to the ICC does not exist, and past efforts to establish regional judicial bodies 

have failed. 

Figure 5: Attitudes toward the ICC | Kenya | 2014 | Afrobarometer 

 

Respondents were asked: For each of the following statements, please tell me whether you disagree or 

agree:  

1. The prosecution of Kenyan leaders by the International Criminal Court or ICC is an important effort 

to fight impunity in Kenya. 

2. As a sitting president, Uhuru Kenyatta made the right decision to honour the ICC summons to 

physically appear before the court. 

3. The National Assembly should pass legislation to enable Kenya to withdraw from the ICC. 

 

Analysis of Afrobarometer findings by ethnicity indicates that Luo Kenyans express the highest 

levels of support for ICC prosecutions (87%), followed by Kamba (75%) and Luhya (70%) 

respondents. In contrast, fewer than half of Kalenjin (34%) and Kikuyu (44%) respondents 

believe that the intervention is “an important effort in the fight against impunity.” Outright 

rejection of ICC withdrawal is generally slightly lower than support for prosecution (Figure 6). 

Ipsos Kenya (2014) found that two-thirds (67%) of the governing Jubilee coalition’s supporters 
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believed that the government had fully cooperated with the ICC, compared to only 38% of 

opposition (CORD) supporters.4  

Figure 6: Support for ICC in Kenya | by ethnic group | 2014 | Afrobarometer 

  

Respondents were asked: For each of the following statements, please tell me whether you disagree or 

agree:  

1. The prosecution of Kenyan leaders by the International Criminal Court or ICC is an important effort 

to fight impunity in Kenya ICC. (% who “strongly agree” or “agree”) 

2. The National Assembly should pass legislation to enable Kenya to withdraw from the ICC. (% who 

“strongly disagree” or “disagree”) 

Perceptions of ICC impartiality (2014) 

Allegations of ICC bias derive from the fact that all eight of its current interventions are in 

African states. However, such charges overlook the specific criteria by which the court 

determines when and where to intervene. As ICC Special Prosecutor Fatou Bensouda (2012) 

states:  

Simply put, the Court cannot investigate if a state itself is investigating and 

prosecuting the same crime. In all situations referred to the Court by states 

themselves (Uganda, DRC, Central African Republic, …), the Office [of the 

Prosecutor] started investigating only after determining that there were no 

ongoing investigations. Even in situations referred to the Office by the UNSC 

(Sudan and Libya) or situations in which the Office opens investigations by [its] 

own motion (Kenya), the Office is obliged to first determine whether there are 

ongoing national proceedings before starting its own investigations. 

This justification explains why preliminary examinations into cases in Iraq and Venezuela have 

been closed, whilst similar examinations are still ongoing in Afghanistan, Colombia, Georgia, 

Guinea, Honduras, Iraq, Nigeria, Ukraine, and Palestine. 

Contrary to growing international criticism of the ICC, Afrobarometer data show that more 

than half of Kenyan respondents (55%) believe that the ICC is an impartial institution, vs. 35% 

who say that it is biased against Kenya and other African countries (Figure 7). Nine in 10 Luo 

                                                      

4 Wolf (2013) notes that “Kenyan survey firms refrain from releasing results with such ethnic group 
correlations, though there is no legal restriction on doing so” (p. 159, footnote 31).   
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respondents (91%) consider the ICC to be an impartial institution, followed by seven in 10 

Kamba and Luhya. This is in sharp contrast to the majority of Kikuyu (64%) and Kalenjin (68%) 

respondents who perceive the court to be biased against the country and African states in 

general (Figure 8). 

Figure 7: Perceptions of ICC impartiality | Kenya | 2014 | Afrobarometer 

Respondents were asked: Which of the following statements is closest to your view? Choose Statement 

1 or Statement 2.  

Statement 1: The ICC is an impartial international institution for justice. 

Statement 2: The ICC is biased against Kenya and other African countries. 

Figure 8: Perceptions of ICC impartiality | by ethnic group | Kenya | 2014                   

| Afrobarometer 
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Prospects for an African-led alternative to the ICC 

The African Court on Human and Peoples’ Rights was established around the same time as 

the ICC (June 1998) to promote and protect human rights on the continent. It came into 

effect in January 2004, and at present, 28 of the 54 AU member states have ratified the 

protocol (African Court on Human and Peoples’ Rights, 2015).5 This decade-long delay in 

ratification indicates a lack of consensus among AU member states. Unlike the ICC, the 

African Court does not currently have the jurisdiction to try international crimes, and 

agreement on extending its role is likely to be, at best, several years away.  

The Southern African Development Community (SADC) Tribunal is a notable example of an 

African regional court’s inability to overcome political pressure. The SADC Tribunal was 

dissolved following Zimbabwe’s withdrawal resulting from an unfavourable ruling in one of its 

first cases (Mike Campbell (Pvt) Ltd and Others v. Republic of Zimbabwe (2008)). As Fritz 

(2014) argues, the tribunal failed because of its inability to find “champions among other 

SADC heads of state.”  

Impunity in Africa 

The rule of law is a cornerstone of a functioning democracy. “Safety and Rule of Law” is one 

of the four conceptual areas captured in the Ibrahim Index of African Governance (Mo 

Ibrahim Foundation, 2014). On average, African countries currently score 47.1 points (out of 

100) on rule of law and 38.9 on accountability. Among the four subcategories of “Safety and 

Rule of Law,” accountability experienced the greatest decline over the past five years (Mo 

Ibrahim Foundation, 2014).   

Comparative data from Afrobarometer demonstrates that African publics regard the legal 

impunity of political leaders as a problem throughout the continent; on average, in countries 

for which 2014-2015 data is available, 56% of African citizens believe that officials “often” or 

“always” go unpunished (Figure 9). This points to a pressing need to strengthen national 

judicial systems. Given the additional complexities of prosecuting international crimes, an 

independent court of last resort is also necessary, whether African-led or otherwise. (For 

further analysis of perceptions of impunity in Africa, see Appendix C).  

                                                      

5 Algeria, Benin, Burkina Faso, Burundi, Cote d’Ivoire, Comoros, Congo, Gabon, Gambia, Ghana, Kenya, Libya, 
Lesotho, Mali, Malawi, Mozambique, Mauritania, Mauritius, Nigeria, Niger, Rwanda, Sahrawi Arab Democratic 
Republic, South Africa, Senegal, Tanzania, Togo, Tunisia, and Uganda. 
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Figure 9: Perceptions of impunity | 21 countries | 2014/2015 | Afrobarometer 

 

Respondents were asked: In your opinion, how often, in this country, do officials who commit crimes go 

unpunished? 

(% who say ”always” or ”often”) 

Evaluations of the African Union (AU) 

In February 2014, the African Union announced its opposition to the ICC’s efforts to prosecute 

sitting presidents. An official communiqué insisted that “African States Parties should comply 

with African Union Decisions on ICC and continue to speak with one voice … in line with their 

obligations under the Constitutive Act of the Union” (African Union, 2014, p. 2). In June of that 

year, the AU Assembly adopted a draft protocol to extend the jurisdiction of the African 

Court on Human and Peoples’ Rights to international criminal justice (including genocide, 

war crimes, and crimes against humanity), but this has not yet been ratified (Maunganidze & 

du Plessis, 2015).  

Afrobarometer does not have a specific survey question regarding the proposal for an 

alternative, African-led court, but it does ask citizens for their opinions on the role that the AU 

plays in their respective countries. African perceptions of the AU range widely: Seven in 10 

Namibians (68%) believe that the AU helps their country “somewhat” or “a lot,” while only 

22% of Zimbabwean and Senegalese citizens say the same. On average, only four in 10 

Africans (38%) feel that the AU contributes “somewhat” or “a lot,” while 32% believe that it 

does “little” or “nothing” to help their country, and 30% say they “don’t know” (Figure 10). 

Overall, only minorities of citizens in 17 of 21 countries currently find the AU helpful. 

Given that ordinary citizens do not see the AU as a major player in a large number of African 

countries, the proposed African-led tribunal could enhance the role of the AU on the 
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continent. If, however, it insists on exempting political incumbents from prosecution, the 

African Court would create a major obstacle to fighting impunity. Furthermore, its creation 

could create additional complexities arising from potential judicial overlap with the ICC 

(Maunganidze & du Plessis, 2015).  

Figure 10: Perceptions of the African Union | 21 countries | 2014/2015                         

| Afrobarometer 

 

Respondents were asked: In your opinion, how much do each of the following do to help your country, 

or haven’t you heard enough to say: African Union (AU)? 

Conclusion  

Debate on the ICC’s role in Africa has strayed from what matters most: ending impunity for 

perpetrators of gross human rights violations by providing access to justice and impartial 

adjudication for victims. Instead, attention has largely turned to ideological and geopolitical 

disputes. 

Kenyan public opinion highlights the pivotal role that domestic politics play in shaping 

perceptions of the ICC. Kenyans’ attitudes toward ICC prosecutions of national leaders are 
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the ICC prosecutions and reject the notion that the court is a biased institution. While the AU 
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government has previously called for withdrawal from the ICC, these positions do not reflect 

the wishes of ordinary citizens.  

The apparent impunity of top public officials is a major concern among citizens across the 

continent. The AU’s proposal to amend Article 27 of the Rome Statute, which extends the 

ICC’s jurisdiction to sitting presidents, is a significant impediment to addressing impunity.  

Most of the critiques of the ICC have focused on its implementation of the Rome Statute, 

rather than its stated goals. Any efforts to better serve international justice on the continent, 

whether based in The Hague or Addis Ababa, will have to confront the same challenges in 

navigating internal and external political forces.  

Policy recommendations: 

1. Public opinion researchers should gather more data about Africans’ views on the ICC 

and any potential alternative tribunals, including one led by the AU. They should also 

broadly disseminate survey results to help ensure that citizen views are taken into 

account in any government decisions. 

2. Governments should strengthen the capacity of national judicial systems in order to 

locally adjudicate cases pertaining to gross human rights violations. Reforms must include 

the domestication of international criminal justice legislation and the provision of 

technical training to local officials, perhaps through partnerships with the ICC and civil 

society organisations. 

3. Governments must make lasting commitments to the independence of the judiciary and 

the rule of law in order to ensure that no individual is exempt from prosecution, regardless 

of position. Only then will impunity among public officials, including incumbents, be 

addressed.  

4. Regardless of the justice mechanisms adopted by African states, they must demonstrate 

full commitment to upholding treaties to which they are party in order to avoid 

undermining established principles of international criminal law.  

 

 

  

To further explore this data, please visit Afrobarometer's online data 
analysis facility at www.afrobarometer.org/online-data-analysis. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A: Timeline of the ICC investigation in Kenya 

27 Dec. 2007  General elections take place in Kenya.  

30 Dec. 2007 Incumbent President Mwai Kikabi of the Party of National Unity 

(PNU) is declared victor over Ralia Odinga of the Orange 

Democratic Movement (ODM). Allegations of electoral fraud are 

made from both sides, triggering outbreaks of violence leading to 

the deaths of between 800 and 1,500 and the displacement of 

between 180,000 and 600,000 Kenyans.  

5 Feb. 2008 The ICC announces commencement of a preliminary investigation 

into the post-election violence. 

28 Feb. 2008 The Kenyan government establishes the Commission of Inquiry on 

Post-Election Violence (CIPEV), popularly known as the Waki 

Commission after its chair, Judge Philip Waki. 

15 Oct. 2008 The Waki Commission submits its final report to the government, 

which calls for the establishment of a special tribunal to 

investigate and prosecute individuals involved in post-election 

violence within 6 months of the submission, or the Commission 

would refer the case to the ICC. 

12 Feb. 2009 The Kenyan Parliament votes against the establishment of the 

proposed tribunal. 

3 June 2009 Three Kenyan Cabinet ministers sign an agreement with the ICC 

committing Kenya to the establishment of a credible and 

independent tribunal to try perpetrators of post-election violence. 

16 July 2009 The Waki Commission refers the case to the ICC and includes a list 

of suspects. 

15 Dec. 2010 ICC Prosecutor Luis Moreno Ocampo names six suspects 

(popularly known as the ”Ocampo Six”): William Samoei Ruto, 

Henry Kiprono Kosgey, Joshua arap Sang, Francis Kirimi Muthaura, 

Uhuru Muigai Kenyatta, and Mohamed Hussein Ali.  

23 Jan. 2012 The ICC confirms charges against four of the six suspects (Ruto, 

Sang, Muthaura, and Kenyatta). 

4 Dec. 2012 Former rivals Kenyatta and Ruto establish a political alliance (the 

Jubilee Alliance) to run for president and deputy president in the 

March 2013 elections. 

11 March 2013 The ICC withdraws its case against Muthaura after a key witness is 

discredited. 

30 March 2013 Kenya’s Supreme Court validates Jubilee’s victory after receiving 

legal challenges to the electoral result. 

19 Dec. 2013 The ICC postpones Kenyatta's trial by three months after the 

defence requests more preparation time. 

5 Sept. 2013 Kenya’s Parliament votes to back a call for the government to pull 

out of the ICC. 

8 Oct. 2014 Kenyatta becomes the first serving head of state to appear before 

the ICC in The Hague. 
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5 Dec. 2014 ICC prosecutors withdraw their case against Kenyatta, saying that 

the Kenyan government’s failure to cooperate with the 

investigation has left them with too little evidence to go to trial. 

The cases against Ruto and Sang remain open. 

13 March 2015 The ICC confirms its decision to withdraw charges against 

Kenyatta. 
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Appendix B: Partisanship and ethnicity in Kenya6   

Table B.1: Party affiliations | by Kenyan major ethnic group | 2014                   

| Afrobarometer  

 
Jubilee CORD 

Other 
alliance 

N/A 
Refused to 

answer 

Kikuyu 59% 1% 2% 37% 1% 

Luo 2% 80% 0% 15% 2% 

Luhya 9% 36% 2% 49% 2% 

Kamba 16% 39% 0% 41% 4% 

Kalenjin 70% 5% 3% 21% 0% 

Respondents were asked: Do you feel close to any particular political party? Answers of “No,” 

“Don’t know,” or “Refused to answer” are shown as “Not applicable.” If the answer was “Yes,” 

respondents were asked: Which party is that? 

Table B.2: Voting intentions | by Kenyan major ethnic group | 2014 | 

Afrobarometer  

 
Jubilee CORD 

Other 
alliance 

Would not 
vote 

Refused to 
answer 

Kikuyu 59% 1% 2% 37% 1% 

Luo 2% 80% 0% 15% 2% 

Luhya 9% 36% 2% 49% 2% 

Kamba 16% 39% 0% 41% 4% 

Kalenjin 70% 5% 3% 21% 0% 

Respondents were asked: If presidential elections were held tomorrow, which party’s 

candidate would you vote for? 

 

  

                                                      

6 Parties included in the Afrobarometer questionnaire were grouped as per Ipsos Kenya’s 
classification: Kenya Social Congress (Other), NARC Kenya (Other), Orange Democratic Movement 
(CORD), Restore and Build Kenya (Other), SAFINA Party (Other), The National Alliance (Jubilee), United 
Democratic Front (Other), United Republican Party (Jubilee), Wiper Democratic Movement (CORD), 
and FORD Kenya (CORD). All other parties have been excluded from this analysis. 
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Appendix C: Impunity in Africa 

Table C.1: Perceptions of impunity in Africa | 21 countries | 2014/2015 | 

Afrobarometer 

  
  

People are treated 
unequally under the law 

Officials who commit 
crimes go unpunished 

Ordinary people who break 
the law go unpunished 

Never/ 
Rarely 

Always/
Often 

Don't 
know 

Never/ 
Rarely 

Always/
Often 

Don't 
know 

Never/ 
Rarely 

Always/
Often 

Don't 
know 

Benin 28% 70% 2% 26% 72% 2% 83% 17% 1% 

Botswana 62% 34% 4% 54% 38% 8% 81% 15% 3% 

Burundi 40% 58% 2% 40% 57% 3% 79% 19% 2% 

Cameroon 29% 67% 4% 34% 60% 6% 74% 23% 3% 

Cape Verde 36% 59% 5% 51% 38% 10% 76% 19% 5% 

Cote d'Ivoire 17% 81% 2% 22% 75% 3% 62% 37% 1% 

Ghana 42% 53% 5% 39% 54% 7% 76% 19% 5% 

Kenya 30% 67% 3% 20% 76% 4% 86% 12% 2% 

Lesotho 37% 51% 12% 36% 48% 16% 66% 28% 6% 

Madagascar 45% 55% 0% 42% 58% 0% 72% 27% % 

Malawi 53% 43% 3% 48% 49% 3% 86% 12% 2% 

Mali 17% 83% 0% 25% 75% 0% 75% 25% % 

Mauritius 54% 42% 4% 58% 37% 5% 90% 6% 4% 

Namibia 68% 31% 1% 66% 34% 1% 85% 14% 1% 

Nigeria 42% 57% 1% 30% 67% 2% 75% 23% 2% 

Senegal 22% 75% 4% 28% 68% 5% 88% 9% 2% 

Swaziland 34% 62% 4% 39% 57% 5% 86% 12% 2% 

Tanzania 48% 48% 4% 46% 45% 9% 73% 24% 3% 

Togo 31% 66% 4% 34% 58% 9% 77% 21% 2% 

Zambia 50% 45% 4% 51% 44% 5% 69% 28% 2% 

Zimbabwe 40% 56% 4% 33% 58% 9% 74% 21% 5% 

21-country 
average 

40% 57% 3% 38% 56% 5% 78% 19% 3% 

Respondents were asked: In your opinion, how often, in this country:  

1. Are people treated unequally under the law? 

2. Do officials who commit crimes go unpunished?  

3. Do ordinary people who break the law go unpunished? 
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                        Dispatch No. 64 | 24 November 2015  

South Africans disapprove of government’s 

performance on unemployment, housing, crime  

Afrobarometer Dispatch No. 64 | Anyway Chingwete 

Summary 

For two decades, South Africa has been grappling with the agonizing triple challenges of 

poverty, unemployment, and inequality. President Jacob Zuma’s State of the Nation address 

in February 2015 called upon the nation to be united in advancing economic freedom. Most 

South Africans would acknowledge that despite gains in political freedom, much remains to 

be done to overcome poverty and bring economic justice to the Rainbow Nation.  

A new Afrobarometer survey shows that unemployment remains the most important problem 

for government to address, cited as one of their three top priorities by nearly three-quarters 

of the survey respondents. In a list of citizen priorities that is largely unchanged from 

Afrobarometer’s previous survey in 2011, unemployment is followed by housing, crime, 

education, poverty, and corruption. 

Yet on most of these high-priority issues, large majorities of South Africans say their 

government has performed “fairly badly” or “very badly” – an assessment that parallels 
increasing public dissatisfaction with elected leaders, especially President Zuma (see 

Afrobarometer dispatches No. 65 and 66, available at www.afrobarometer.org). Notable 

exceptions are majority approval of government performance in the areas of welfare 

distribution, uniting the country, and meeting educational needs. 

Afrobarometer survey  

Afrobarometer is a pan-African, non-partisan research network that conducts public attitude 

surveys on democracy, governance, economic conditions, and related issues across more 

than 30 countries in Africa. Five rounds of surveys were conducted between 1999 and 2013, 

and Round 6 surveys are currently under way (2014-2015). Afrobarometer conducts face-to-

face interviews in the language of the respondent’s choice with nationally representative 

samples of between 1,200 and 2,400 respondents. 

The Afrobarometer team in South Africa, led by the Institute for Justice and Reconciliation 

(IJR) and Plus 94 Research, interviewed 2,400 adult South Africans in August-September 2015. 

A sample of this size yields country-level results with a margin of error of +/-2% at a 95% 

confidence level. Previous surveys have been conducted in South Africa in 1999, 2002, 2004, 

2005, 2008, and 2011.  

Key findings  

 Unemployment remains by far the most important problem for South Africans, 

followed by housing, crime, education, poverty, and corruption. Education moved 

up in the priority list, but overall the popular assessment of problems that government 

should address have not changed substantially since 2011. 

 Public evaluations of government performance on key issues – especially economic 

issues – are overwhelmingly negative. More than seven in 10 South Africans say the 

government is performing “fairly badly” or “very badly” in fighting corruption in 

http://www.afrobarometer.org/
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government (80%), narrowing income gaps (78%), reducing crime (77%), creating 

jobs (77%), keeping prices down (76%), and managing immigration (72%). 

 South Africans give the government high marks for its performance in ensuring 

welfare payments to eligible recipients, and a majority of respondents also approve 

of the government’s performance in uniting the country, addressing educational 

needs, maintaining roads and bridges, improving basic health care, and providing 

water and sanitation. 

 While most ratings are similar to 2011 assessments, public disapproval of government 

performance on crime reduction, management of the economy, and the fight 

against corruption increased by more than 10 percentage points from the previous 

survey.  

 On most performance indicators, Indian/South Asian and white South Africans rate 

the government more negatively than do their black and coloured counterparts. 

 Even among supporters of the ruling African National Congress (ANC) party, 

majorities are critical of the government’s performance on job creation, keeping 

prices down, fighting corruption, and reducing crime.  

Unemployment, housing, and crime top list of problems 

Asked what are “the most important problems facing this country that the government 

should address,” seven of 10 South Africans (71%) cite unemployment among their top three 

priorities (Figure 1). This proportion is almost unchanged from 2011 (70%), suggesting that the 

public perceives little progress on the job-creation front.  

Next on the priority list are provision of decent housing and crime/security, each mentioned 

by 27% of survey respondents. Concerns about crime align with crime rate statistics released 

in September 2015 by the South Africa Police Services, in which 16 of 27 crime categories saw 

increases from the previous year (Business Tech, 2015).  

For the first time, education ranks among citizens’ top five priorities, moving up from sixth to 

fourth place since the 2011 survey. Although the 2015 survey was conducted a month before 

the recent student protests against fee increases and the call for free education at South 

Africa’s universities, survey respondents clearly endorse education as a major issue. 

Interestingly, six of 10 citizens (60%) approve of the government’s efforts to meet the 

country’s educational needs, though this proportion has declined from 67% in 2011. 

Poverty and corruption round out the top six priority issues. The Nkandla corruption scandal 

surrounding President Zuma, which the Public Protector’s office ruled involved gross abuses of 

public funds, may have been a contributory factor in the corruption rating. 
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Figure 1: Citizens’ top-priority concerns | South Africa | 2015  

 
Respondents were asked: In your opinion, what are the most important problems facing this country 

that the government should address? (Respondents could give up to three responses. Numbers shown 

are % of all respondents identifying each problem as one of their three most important problems. Since 

respondents could give more than one response, numbers total more than 100%.) 

Government performance rated as poor on key issues 

Most citizens rate the government’s performance as “fairly bad” or “very bad” on key 

economic indicators. In nine of 16 performance areas, a majority of citizens give the 

government a failing grade (Figure 2). In a list that is fairly consistent with citizens’ most 

important problems, the worst rating is reserved for the fight against corruption in 

government, in which four of five citizens (80%) say the government is performing badly.  

The government also receives strongly negative ratings on reducing income gaps (78% 

“fairly” or “very” badly), reducing crime (77%), job creation (77%), and keeping prices down 

(76%). About two-thirds believe the government has done a poor job of managing the 

economy (66%) and of improving the living standards of the poor (69%).  

The negative ratings of the government’s performance on economic issues align with South 

Africa’s slower economic growth rate (1.5% growth in the gross domestic product in 2015 

compared to 2% during the period 2008-2012) and rising unemployment (25.5% after a loss of 

188,000 jobs during the third quarter of 2015 (Trading Economics, 2015). 
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Figure 2: Assessment of government performance | South Africa | 2015  

 
Respondents were asked: How well or badly would you say the current government is handling the 

following matters, or haven’t you heard enough to say? (Numbers exclude “Don’t know” responses, 

which made up 3% or less of all responses) 

As shown in Figure 2 above, despite negative ratings on a number of government 

performance indicators, a majority of South Africans say their government has done “very 

well” or “fairly well” on a number of social-service delivery issues. More than eight of 10 

respondents (84%) applaud the government’s performance in distributing welfare payments 

to citizens who are entitled to them, an improvement from 76% in 2011. A majority also 

approve of the government’s efforts in uniting the country (61%) and meeting educational 

needs (60%), improving basic health care (56%), providing water and sanitation (52%), and 

maintaining roads and bridges (51%). The proportion of respondents who say the 
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government has performed well on food security continues to rise (from 22% in 2002 to 31% in 

2008, 38% in 2011, and 41% in 2015) but still remains a minority.   

Several of these positive ratings are somewhat less positive than they were four years ago. 

The survey shows a decline in approval ratings with regard to addressing education needs 

(from 67% who said fairly/very well in 2011 to 60% in 2015) and providing water and sanitation 

(from 59% approval to 52%), among others. 

Disapproval increases on crime, corruption, the economy, immigration 

Though negative, public assessments on most economic indicators are not substantially more 

negative in 2015 than they were in 2011. In contrast, four performance areas saw significant 

increases in public disapproval of government performance, suggesting a need for urgent 

action: reducing crime, fighting corruption in government, managing the economy, and 

immigration. 

Eight of 10 respondents (80%) rate government performance as poor in fighting corruption, a 

14-point increase from 2011 on an issue that has been a priority for major international 

organisations and many political leaders since the mid-1990s (Figure 3).  

The largest increase in public disapproval (18 percentage points) concerns management of 

the economy (72%, up from 54% in 2011). Disapproval of the government’s performance on 

crime reduction increased by 13 percentage points to 77%, up from 64% in 2011. 

The government also received a gloomy assessment of its performance on managing 

immigration. Despite its own challenges, South Africa remains Africa’s major economic hub 

and attracts many migrants from neighbouring countries and beyond. A spike in xenophobic 

attacks in April 2015 may have contributed to this 72% negative rating – a 6-percentage-

point increase from 2011. 

Figure 3: Increases in negative ratings | South Africa | 1999-2015 
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Disapproval high across all demographic groups – even ANC supporters 

An analysis of evaluations by various demographic groups shows that on almost all 

performance indicators, Indian/South Asian and white South Africans paint a gloomier 

picture than their black and coloured counterparts (Figure 4). On job creation, for example, 

disapproval is registered by 96% of Indian/South Asian South Africans and 85% of white South 

Africans, compared to 77% of coloured and 76% of black citizens. Similarly, on reducing 

crime, more Indian/South Asian (96%) and white South Africans (90%) disapprove of the 

government’s performance than do coloured (80%) and black South Africans (74%). 

Exceptions to this pattern are seen on the issues of narrowing income gaps, where coloured 

South Africans register the highest level of disapproval (86%), and immigration, where black 

citizens are most critical (82%).  

The survey reveals no significant variations of perception by sex or age group.  

Figure 4: Disapproval of government performance| by race | South Africa | 2015  

 

(% who say “fairly badly” or “very badly”) 

Note: Given the smaller sample size of demographic and political subgroups, these findings have 

significantly larger margins of sampling error than the +/-2% margin for the overall survey. 
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Supporters of the ruling ANC1 rate the government less negatively than opposition supporters 

on most performance indicators, including on managing the economy, improving living 

standards of the poor, narrowing income gaps, meeting educational needs, improving basic 

health services, ensuring food security, and managing immigration. On management of the 

economy, for example, 54% of ANC supporters say the government is performing “fairly” or 

“very” badly, compared to 84% of Democratic Alliance (DA) supporters, 68% of Inkatha 

Freedom Party (IFP) supporters, and 80% of Economic Freedom Fighters (EFF) supporters.  

Similarly, fewer ANC members (56%) give a thumbs-down to the government on improving 

the living standards of the poor, as opposed to 87% of DA, 77% of IFP, and 76% of EFF 

supporters.  

Nonetheless, it is clear that even among ANC supporter, large proportions – and in many 

cases majorities – are critical of the government’s performance, especially with regard to the 

country’s major challenges of unemployment, inflation, corruption, and crime (Figure 5). On 

the issue of job creation, for example, almost three-quarters (74%) of ANC supporters say the 

government is performing “fairly badly” or “very badly” – a level of disapproval that is only 

marginally lower than that of IFP supporters (79%). The fact that ANC supporters 

acknowledge the government’s failure to effectively address South Africa’s major problems is 

a particularly telling indication of broad public disenchantment. 

Figure 5: Disapproval of government performance| by party affiliation | South Africa 

I 2015  

 

(% who say “fairly badly” or “very badly”) 

Findings on differences by party affiliation align with provincial breakdowns (Table 1), which 

show that a majority of respondents in the Western Cape Province (the DA’s stronghold) rate 

the national government more poorly on nearly all performance indicators. For example, 

more than four of five Western Cape residents (83%) disapprove of the government’s 

performance in improving the living standards of the poor – 14 percentage points above the 

average of 69% and more than 20 points higher than in the Eastern Cape (59%), 

Mpumalanga (57%), and Free State (56%). Similarly, close to nine of 10 residents in Limpopo 

(87%) and Western Cape (85%) disapprove of the government’s performance in reducing 

crime, compared to 69% in Northern Cape, 68% in Eastern Cape, and 67% in Mpumalanga.  

                                                

1
 Survey respondents were asked whether they feel “close” to a particular political party and if so, to which 

one. 
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Table 1: Disapproval of government performance | by province | South Africa | 2015 

  
Eastern 

Cape 
Free 
State Gauteng 

KwaZulu- 
Natal Limpopo 

Mpuma- 

langa 
North 
West 

Northern 
Cape 

Western 
Cape Total 

Managing the economy 60% 69% 75% 54% 73% 67% 64% 57% 71% 66% 

lmproving living standards of the poor 59% 56% 74% 63% 73% 57% 77% 69% 83% 69% 

Creating jobs  66% 63% 78% 79% 91% 86% 72% 67% 82% 77% 

Keeping prices down 69% 79% 82% 73% 65% 77% 81% 67% 84% 76% 

Narrowing gaps between rich and poor 66% 84% 82% 71% 78% 71% 85% 77% 86% 78% 

Reducing crime 68% 75% 82% 71% 87% 67% 80% 69% 85% 77% 

Improving basic health services 33% 56% 48% 35% 48% 30% 50% 44% 54% 44% 

Addressing educational needs 23% 46% 41% 40% 45% 33% 44% 33% 56% 40% 

Provision of water/sanitation services 54% 47% 37% 46% 68% 46% 67% 46% 42% 48% 

Ensuring everyone has enough to eat 74% 59% 62% 54% 57% 40% 62% 53% 62% 59% 

Fighting corruption in government 70% 84% 85% 73% 85% 87% 81% 75% 77% 80% 

Maintaining roads and bridges 59% 52% 47% 37% 59% 70% 60% 48% 36% 49% 

Provision of reliable electric supply 57% 52% 62% 52% 52% 30% 69% 51% 57% 55% 

Uniting all South Africans into one nation 29% 55% 45% 36% 43% 26% 18% 32% 53% 39% 

Distributing welfare payments 30% 19% 15% 18% 13% 5% 4% 15% 21% 16% 

Managing immigration 50% 85% 83% 73% 86% 59% 68% 49% 67% 72% 

 (% who say “fairly badly” or “very badly”) 
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South Africa scores poorly in regional comparison  

Among nine southern African countries for which 2014/2015 Afrobarometer data were 

available at the time of writing, the South African government compares poorly on the issues 

of creating jobs, fighting corruption, reducing crime, and managing the economy (Figure 6). 

South Africa ranks highest (along with Mauritius) in public disapproval of government 

performance in reducing crime, surpassing the regional average of 49% by 26 percentage 

points. On job creation, corruption, and management of the economy, South Africa also 

ranks in the top three in terms of public disapproval. On all four performance indicators, the 

Rainbow Nation scores well above regional averages for public disapproval.  

Figure 6: Disapproval of government performance | 9 countries in southern Africa      

| 2014/2015  
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To further explore this data, please visit Afrobarometer's online data 
analysis facility at www.afrobarometer.org/online-data-analysis. 

Conclusion 

Resonating with South Africa’s current economic environment, public evaluations of the 

government’s recent performance suggest there is more to worry about than to celebrate. 

Backed by broad agreement on national priorities, survey findings point to areas where 

concerted government action is needed.  
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South Africans increasingly dissatisfied with 

their elected leaders’ performance  

Afrobarometer Dispatch No. 65 | Rorisang Lekalake 

Summary 

2015 has been a tumultuous year for South Africa’s democracy. A number of key 

government officials have been embroiled in corruption scandals, most notably the alleged 

mismanagement of state funds in the construction of President Jacob Zuma’s private 

residence in Nkandla, KwaZulu-Natal. An investigation led by the Public Protector found that 

state funds were employed for non-security installations and determined that the president 

should repay “a reasonable percentage” of these costs (Public Protector of South Africa, 

2014). While civic groups called for greater government accountability, opposition demands 

for President Zuma to account to the National Assembly and reimburse the state led to 

numerous clashes, and parliamentary security had to be called during last February’s State 

of the Nation address.  

While the corruption scandal awaits resolution in the courts – and the headlines – student 

protests have succeeded in forcing the government, already plagued by mediocre news on 

the economic and unemployment fronts, to accept a freeze on higher education tuition for 

2016.   

Data from the 2015 Afrobarometer survey suggest that elected leaders may not escape 

unscathed by the year’s events. Public approval of the performance of the president, 

members of Parliament (MPs), and local government councillors has declined. The 

president’s approval rating is at its lowest level since 2000, well below the regional average 

for presidents. Unsurprisingly, public approval is generally higher in rural areas and among 

black South Africans, the ANC’s traditional electorate.  

Interestingly, citizens increasingly believe that voters, rather than political actors, should be 

responsible for making sure that leaders do their jobs. Given these findings and the successes 

of recent student protests in securing a higher education tuition freeze for 2016, South 

Africans may increasingly turn to direct civic action to achieve their objectives.  

Afrobarometer survey 

Afrobarometer is a pan-African, non-partisan research network that conducts public attitude 

surveys on democracy, governance, economic conditions, and related issues across more 

than 30 countries in Africa. Five rounds of surveys were conducted between 1999 and 2013, 

and Round 6 surveys are currently under way (2014-2015). Afrobarometer conducts face-to-

face interviews in the language of the respondent’s choice with nationally representative 

samples of between 1,200 and 2,400 respondents. 

The Afrobarometer team in South Africa, led by the Institute for Justice and Reconciliation 

(IJR) and Plus 94 Research, interviewed 2,400 adult South Africans in August-September 2015. 

A sample of this size yields country-level results with a margin of error of +/-2% at a 95% 

confidence level. Previous surveys have been conducted in South Africa in 2000, 2002, 2004, 

2006, 2008, and 2011. 
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Key findings 

 South Africans are generally dissatisfied with their elected leaders’ performance in 

the past year. President Zuma and local government councillors receive the lowest 

approval ratings (only 36% of respondents “approve” or “strongly approve”), followed 

by MPs (42%), while provincial leaders enjoy the highest levels (53%). 

 Public disapproval of elected leaders’ performance has increased significantly since 

2011 for the president (by 28 percentage points), MPs (16 points), and local 

government councillors (10 points). Cross-country comparisons show that all three 

measures are above the regional average.  

 Urban residents, Indian/South Asian citizens, and non-ANC supporters are generally 

more critical of presidential and MP performance than rural residents, other racial 

groups, and ANC supporters. Levels of approval are similar across age groups and 

genders. 

 Since 2006, citizens increasingly believe that voters should be responsible for ensuring 

that leaders do their jobs.  

Approval of public leaders declines 

South Africans’ evaluations of overall government performance has declined significantly in 

a number of key areas, including management of the economy, crime/security, and the 

fight against corruption (see Afrobarometer Dispatch No. 64 at www.afrobarometer.org). 

Given this perceived failure to address key economic challenges, it is unsurprising that public 

approval of elected leaders’ performance has also dropped. 

Approval of President Zuma’s performance almost halved between 2011 (64%) and 2015 

(36%) and is now well below the presidential average since 2000 (55%). This is the first time 

that a majority of South Africans have expressed outright disapproval of a president’s 

performance (62%) since the initial Afrobarometer survey in 2000. On average across years, 

63% of South Africans approved of former President Thabo Mbeki’s performance between 

2000 and 2006, compared to a 2011-2015 average of 50% for President Zuma. Furthermore, 

approval ratings increased significantly over Mbeki’s tenure, from 51% in 2000 to 77% in 2006 

(Figure 1).1  

On average, half (50%) of South Africans have approved of their MP’s performance since 

2000, and the trend in citizens’ evaluations during that time period largely mirrors that of the 

president. At present, only four in 10 South Africans (42%) “approve” or “strongly approve” of 

their MP’s performance, a decrease of 12 percentage points since 2011 (Figure 2).  

  

                                                
1 It is important to note, however, that only two surveys have been conducted under President Zuma’s 

tenure and that neither was held in the early years (2009-2010). 
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Figure 1: President’s performance ratings | South Africa | 2000-2015 

 

Respondents were asked: Do you approve or disapprove of the way that the following people have 

performed their jobs over the past 12 months, or haven’t you heard enough about them to say: 

President [insert name]?2  

Figure 2: Members of Parliament’s performance ratings | South Africa | 2000-2015 

 

Your Member of Parliament? 

South Africa is a federal state, comprising nine provincial governments, each led by a 

premier. In contrast to the president and MPs, approval ratings of provincial leaders did not 

change significantly from the last survey round. A majority of South Africans (53%) continue to 

approve of their respective premier’s performance (compared to 54% in 2011), although this 

is lower than approval levels in 2004 and 2006 (Figure 3). Disaggregation by province 

indicates that residents of KwaZulu-Natal are the least dissatisfied, with only 24% saying they 

                                                
2 The 2008 survey referred to President Kgalema Motlhanthe, who had only been in office for a short 

time, hence the high proportion of respondents who felt unable to answer the question (37%). 
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“disapprove” or “strongly disapprove,” followed by the Western Cape (34%) and Gauteng 

(34%) (see Appendix B, Table 3, for a breakdown by province).  

South Africans are generally more critical of their elected local government leaders than of 

any other leadership category: On average, less than four in 10 (39%) have “approved” or 

“strongly approved” of their performance since 2000. Dissatisfaction with elected 

representatives has been gradually growing since 2008, from 44% to 51% in 2011 and 61% in 

2015 (Figure 4). Interestingly, local government elections are the only case in which citizens 

vote directly for a majority of their representatives, which may encourage critical appraisal. 

MPs and members of provincial legislatures are chosen from party lists, and the leader of the 

majority party is then elected president by the National Assembly. The Van Zyl Slabbert 

Commission on Electoral Reform Report (January 2003) recommended that the local 

government election mixed-member system be extended to provincial and national levels, 

but this recommendation was not implemented.   

Figure 3: Premiers’ performance ratings | South Africa | 2000-2015  

 
The premier of this province? 

Figure 4: Local government councillors’ performance ratings | South Africa                 

| 2000-2015 

 

Your elected local government councillor? 
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South Africans are among the most critical citizens in the region  

As Figure 5 shows, South Africans’ disapproval of various categories of elected leaders has 

followed more or less the same trend since 2000, dipping between 2000 and 2004 before 

gradually rising after 2006. Although citizens have generally been most dissatisfied with their 

local government councillors, the significant increases in disapproval of the performance of 

President Zuma and MPs between 2011 and 2015 have led to some convergence of these 

measures. At present, a majority of South Africans disapprove of the performance of the 

president (62%), local councillors (61%), and MPs (54%) during the past year. Disapproval of 

the nine premiers is significantly lower (at 34%, on average since 2000) and has been 

relatively stable since 2008.  

A comparison to other countries in southern Africa shows that South Africans’ evaluations are 

among the most critical in the region, while Namibians are the most satisfied with their 

leaders’ performance (Figure 6). Disapproval ratings in South Africa are significantly above 

the regional average for local government councillors (by 23 percentage points) and the 

president (22 points), while that for MPs is only slightly higher (5 points). Malawians were 

similarly dissatisfied with their leaders prior to last year’s election: Six in 10 disapproved of 

then-President Joyce Banda (60%) and their MPs (64%) in March 2014. 

Figure 5: Disapproval of elected leaders’ performance | South Africa | 2000-2015 
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Figure 6: Disapproval of leaders’ performance | southern Africa | 2014/20153 

 

 (% who “disapprove” or “strongly disapprove”) 

Urban residents, Indian citizens, and opposition supporters are most critical 

Disaggregation of the data by demographic attributes reveals significant differences by 

residence location, race, and party affiliation, but not by age or gender (see Appendix B for 

detailed data).4 

Urban residents are more critical than their rural counterparts of the performance of their MPs 

(by 17 percentage points) and President Zuma (14 points), while differences regarding local 

councillors and premiers are negligible (Figure 7).  

Analysis by race demonstrates that black South Africans are the least critical of leaders’ 

performance across the board. Nonetheless, a majority of black respondents “disapprove” 

or “strongly disapprove” of the performance of both President Zuma (56%) and their local 

councillors (60%). Indian/South Asian citizens are consistently the most critical, even in the 

case of local government councillors (83% disapproval, compared to an average of 60% 

among black, white, and coloured citizens) (Figure 8). 

                                                
3 A Round 6 survey was also conducted in Mozambique, but the data were not available at the time of 
publication (see Appendix A for data from all available countries). The question on local government 
councillors is not asked in Malawi. 
4 Note that given the smaller sample size of demographic and political subgroups, these findings have 
significantly larger margins of sampling error than the +/-2% margin for the overall survey. 
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Unsurprisingly, analysis by reported party affiliation shows that ANC supporters are 

significantly less critical than those who support opposition parties (Figure 9).5 Only 45% of 

ANC supporters disapprove of the president’s performance, for example, compared to 79% 

of opposition supporters. The gaps are slightly smaller for MPs (24 percentage points), local 

government councillors (13 points), and premiers (11 points). Non-partisan citizens’ 

evaluations are generally similar to those of opposition supporters, except in the case of MPs. 

Figure 7: Disapproval of leadership performance | by location | South Africa | 2015 

 
(% who “disapprove” or “strongly disapprove”) 

Figure 8: Disapproval of leadership performance | by race | South Africa | 2015 

 
(% who “disapprove” or “strongly disapprove”) 

                                                
5 Survey respondents were asked whether they feel “close” to any political party and if so, to which 

one. Overall, 45% say they support the ANC, while 25% say they support an opposition party, and 30% 

say they do not feel close to any party or refused to answer.  
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Figure 9: Disapproval of leadership performance | by party affiliation | South Africa 

| 2015 

 
(% who “disapprove” or “strongly disapprove”) 

South Africans increasingly believe they should oversee elected leaders  

A majority of South Africans believe that the different branches of government should 

oversee each other’s work. Four in 10 respondents (38%) say the legislature should hold the 

president accountable, compared to 19% who believe that the ANC should do so and 15% 

who say the executive. However, about one-fourth of South Africans believe that voters 

themselves should hold elected leaders accountable for their performance (Figure 10). The 

share of citizens who believe that voters should be responsible for making sure that elected 

leaders do their jobs has increased significantly over the past decade (Figure 11). 

Figure 10: Oversight over elected leaders| South Africa | 2015 
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Figure 11: Support for public oversight of elected leaders | South Africa | 2006-2015 

 
 (% who said “the voters”) 

Conclusion 

Citizens’ evaluations of their elected leaders’ performance suggest that South Africans hold 

them responsible for the country’s recent economic and political difficulties. President Zuma, 

members of Parliament, and local government officials have all experienced a significant 

decline in approval ratings since 2011; only ratings for provincial leaders remain stable. South 

Africans are currently the most dissatisfied citizens in the region, and citizens increasingly 

believe that they should be responsible for making sure that elected leaders do their jobs.  

This rise in critical citizenship and increasing willingness to take primary oversight over elected 

officials’ performances may be an indication of more direct civic engagement in the future. 
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To further explore this data, please visit Afrobarometer's online data 
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Appendix A: Cross-national approval ratings 

Table 1: Performance rating: President/Prime minister | 32 countries | 2014/2015 

 Approve/Strongly 

approve/ 

Approve 

Disapprove/Strongly 

disapprove 

 

Don't know/ 

Haven't heard 

enough 

Algeria 46% 45% 9% 

Benin 50% 49% 0% 

Botswana 80% 19% 2% 

Burkina Faso N/A N/A N/A 

Burundi 84% 15% 1% 

Cameroon 66% 23% 10% 

Cape Verde 67% 16% 16% 

Cote d'Ivoire 64% 34% 2% 

Egypt 82% 15% 3% 

Ghana 37% 60% 4% 

Guinea 57% 41% 2% 

Kenya 75% 24% 1% 

Lesotho 46% 46% 8% 

Liberia 33% 66% 1% 

Madagascar 40% 59% 1% 

Malawi 38% 60% 2% 

Mali 71% 29% 0% 

Mauritius 59% 35% 6% 

Namibia 88% 11% 1% 

Niger 80% 18% 2% 

Nigeria 39% 60% 1% 

Senegal 58% 39% 3% 

Sierra Leone 51% 44% 5% 

South Africa 36% 62% 2% 

Sudan 51% 39% 11% 

Swaziland 56% 35% 9% 

Tanzania 80% 19% 1% 

Togo 61% 33% 6% 

Tunisia N/A N/A N/A 

Uganda 81% 16% 2% 

Zambia 59% 35% 6% 

Zimbabwe 57% 37% 6% 

Average 56% 34% 4% 
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Table 2: Performance rating: Member of Parliament/National Assembly 

representative | 32 countries | 2014/2015 

 Approve/Strongly 

approve 

 

Disapprove/Strongly 

disapprove 

 

Don't know/ 

Haven't heard 

enough 

Algeria 30% 54% 16% 

Benin 54% 42% 4% 

Botswana 56% 40% 4% 

Burkina Faso N/A N/A N/A 

Burundi 62% 35% 3% 

Cameroon 42% 41% 17% 

Cape Verde 44% 34% 22% 

Cote d'Ivoire 49% 47% 4% 

Egypt N/A N/A N/A 

Ghana 31% 63% 6% 

Guinea 55% 40% 5% 

Kenya 51% 46% 3% 

Lesotho 34% 57% 10% 

Liberia 30% 69% 1% 

Madagascar 35% 65% 1% 

Malawi 33% 64% 4% 

Mali 65% 34% 1% 

Mauritius 54% 36% 10% 

Namibia 81% 16% 3% 

Niger 66% 28% 6% 

Nigeria 30% 67% 3% 

Senegal 39% 44% 17% 

Sierra Leone 23% 71% 7% 

South Africa 42% 54% 4% 

Sudan 38% 48% 14% 

Swaziland 48% 47% 6% 

Tanzania 60% 39% 1% 

Togo 42% 45% 13% 

Tunisia N/A N/A N/A 

Uganda 51% 45% 4% 

Zambia 34% 61% 5% 

Zimbabwe 39% 55% 6% 

Average 41% 43% 6% 
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Table 3: Performance rating: Local government councillor | 32 countries | 2014/2015 

 Approve/Strongly 

approve 

 

Disapprove/Strongly 

disapprove 

 

Don't know/ 

Haven't heard 

enough 

Algeria 36% 54% 11% 

Benin 50% 49% 0% 

Botswana 54% 43% 4% 

Burkina Faso N/A N/A N/A 

Burundi 78% 20% 1% 

Cameroon 48% 39% 12% 

Cape Verde 41% 39% 20% 

Cote d'Ivoire 42% 51% 6% 

Egypt N/A N/A N/A 

Ghana 37% 58% 5% 

Guinea 59% 38% 4% 

Kenya 55% 41% 4% 

Lesotho 42% 52% 6% 

Liberia 37% 60% 3% 

Madagascar 70% 30% 0% 

Malawi N/A N/A N/A 

Mali 57% 43% 1% 

Mauritius 61% 32% 7% 

Namibia 66% 29% 5% 

Niger 71% 26% 3% 

Nigeria 34% 63% 3% 

Senegal 54% 36% 10% 

Sierra Leone 25% 68% 6% 

South Africa 36% 61% 3% 

Sudan N/A N/A N/A 

Swaziland 43% 32% 25% 

Tanzania 62% 37% 1% 

Togo 41% 45% 14% 

Tunisia N/A N/A N/A 

Uganda 53% 40% 7% 

Zambia 41% 52% 7% 

Zimbabwe 48% 49% 4% 

Average 42% 37% 5% 
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Appendix B: South African performance ratings by selected indicators 

Table 1: Leadership performance | by urban/rural location | South Africa | 2015 

 Approve/ 

Strongly approve 

Disapprove/ 

Strongly 

disapprove 

Don't 

know/Haven't 

heard enough 

President 

Urban 31% 67% 2% 

Rural 45% 53% 2% 

Member of Parliament 

Urban 37% 60% 3% 

Rural 53% 43% 5% 

Premier 

Urban 52% 36% 12% 

Rural 55% 38% 7% 

Local government councillor 

Urban 34% 62% 4% 

Rural 40% 59% 2% 

Table 2: Leadership performance | by gender | South Africa | 2015 

 Approve/ 

Strongly approve 

Disapprove/ 

Strongly 

disapprove 

Don't 

know/Haven't 

heard enough 

President 

Male 36% 63% 1% 

Female 36% 61% 2% 

Member of Parliament 

Male 43% 54% 3% 

Female 41% 55% 4% 

Premier 

Male 53% 38% 9% 

Female 54% 35% 11% 

Local government councillor 

Male 37% 60% 4% 

Female 35% 62% 3% 
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Table 3: Leadership performance | by province | South Africa | 2015 

 Approve/ 

Strongly approve 

Disapprove/ 

Strongly disapprove 

Don't know/ 

Haven't heard 

enough 

President 

Eastern Cape 39% 60% 1% 

Free State 31% 67% 2% 

Gauteng 23% 76% 2% 

KwaZulu-Natal 56% 39% 5% 

Limpopo 28% 72% 0% 

Mpumalanga 50% 50% 0% 

North West 33% 67% 0% 

Northern Cape 23% 75% 2% 

Western Cape 31% 66% 3% 

Members of Parliament 

Eastern Cape 47% 48% 5% 

Free State 23% 73% 4% 

Gauteng 34% 65% 1% 

KwaZulu-Natal 52% 43% 5% 

Limpopo 52% 44% 3% 

Mpumalanga 55% 42% 2% 

North West 36% 53% 11% 

Northern Cape 40% 57% 4% 

Western Cape 33% 65% 3% 

Premiers 

Eastern Cape 44% 42% 15% 

Free State 55% 44% 2% 

Gauteng 52% 34% 15% 

KwaZulu-Natal 60% 24% 15% 

Limpopo 59% 46% 4% 

Mpumalanga 51% 45% 4% 

North West 51% 44% 5% 

Northern Cape 51% 43% 6% 

Western Cape 62% 34% 5% 

Local government councillors 

Eastern Cape 34% 62% 3% 

Free State 29% 68% 3% 

Gauteng 31% 63% 5% 

KwaZulu-Natal 45% 53% 3% 

Limpopo 33% 66% 1% 

Mpumalanga 30% 68% 2% 

North West 35% 64% 1% 

Northern Cape 35% 62% 4% 

Western Cape 42% 53% 5% 
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Table 4: Leadership performance | by age group | South Africa | 2015 

 Approve/ 

Strongly approve 

Disapprove/ 

Strongly 

disapprove 

Don't know/ 

Haven't heard 

enough 

President 

18-29 years 34% 64% 2% 

30-49 years 36% 62% 2% 

50 years and older 61% 38% 2% 

Members of Parliament 

18-29 years 42% 54% 3% 

30-49 years 43% 54% 3% 

50 years and older 41% 55% 5% 

Premiers 

18-29 years 55% 34% 11% 

30-49 years 54% 37% 9% 

50 years and older 51% 38% 11% 

Local government councillors 

18-29 years 34% 62% 4% 

30-49 years 37% 60% 3% 

50 years and older 36% 61% 3% 

Table 5: Leadership performance | by race | South Africa | 2015 

 Approve/ 

Strongly approve 

Disapprove/ 

Strongly 

disapprove 

Don't know/ 

Haven't heard 

enough 

President 

Black/African 42% 56% 2% 

White/European 11% 88% 1% 

Coloured/Mixed race 27% 71% 1% 

Indian/South Asian 8% 90% 1% 

Members of Parliament 

Black/African 47% 48% 4% 

White/European 23% 76% 1% 

Coloured/Mixed race 33% 64% 3% 

Indian/South Asian 10% 89% 1% 

Premiers 

Black/African 56% 34% 9% 

White/European 44% 45% 11% 

Coloured/Mixed race 54% 35% 10% 

Indian/South Asian 12% 64% 24% 

Local government councillors 

Black/African 38% 60% 3% 

White/European 32% 60% 8% 

Coloured/Mixed race 34% 61% 5% 

Indian/South Asian 14% 83% 2% 
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Table 6: Leadership performance | by party affiliation | South Africa | 2015 

 Approve/ 

Strongly approve 

Disapprove/ 

Strongly 

disapprove 

Don't know/ 

Haven't heard 

enough 

President 

ANC supporter 53% 45% 2% 

Opposition supporter 20% 79% 1% 

Non-partisan 24% 73% 3% 

Members of Parliament 

ANC supporter 54% 42% 4% 

Opposition supporter 32% 66% 2% 

Non-partisan 31% 64% 5% 

Premiers 

ANC supporter 62% 29% 9% 

Opposition supporter 53% 40% 7% 

Non-partisan 41% 44% 15% 

Local government councillors 

ANC supporter 44% 54% 2% 

Opposition supporter 30% 67% 3% 

Non-partisan 28% 66% 6% 
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                             Dispatch No. 66 | 24 November 2015 

South Africans have lost confidence in Zuma, 

believe he ignores Parliament and the law 

Afrobarometer Dispatch No. 66 | Rorisang Lekalake 

Summary 

The African National Congress (ANC) has won every national election since South Africa’s 

transition to universal suffrage in 1994. But while the ANC’s victory in 2014 – its fifth in a row – 

confirmed the party’s electoral dominance, its share of the vote declined from 66% in 2009 to 

62%. New public opinion data from Afrobarometer indicate that the party’s leader, President 

Jacob Zuma, has lost significant citizen support since 2011.  

The 2015 data show significant declines in citizens’ evaluations of government performance 

on key indicators and general dissatisfaction with political leaders’ performance, particularly 

the president’s (see Afrobarometer dispatches No. 64 and 65, at www.afrobarometer.org). 

Public disapproval of the president’s performance and perceptions of corruption in the 

Presidency are at their highest levels since Afrobarometer conducted its first survey in South 

Africa in 2000. Furthermore, South Africans’ trust in President Zuma dropped by almost half 

over the past four years, and a majority of citizens believe that he routinely ignores both the 

legislature and the judiciary. Although negative evaluations are lower among the ANC’s 

traditional support base, a majority of black South Africans disapprove of his performance in 

the past year and say they trust him “just a little” or “not at all.” 

President Zuma has been a controversial political figure for a long time, and even self-

identified ANC supporters are divided on whether they trust him. These results indicate that 

while a majority of South Africans continue to support the ANC, a great deal of work needs 

to be done to restore confidence in its leader.  

Afrobarometer survey  

Afrobarometer is a pan-African, non-partisan research network that conducts public attitude 

surveys on democracy, governance, economic conditions, and related issues across more 

than 30 countries in Africa. Five rounds of surveys were conducted between 1999 and 2013, 

and Round 6 surveys are currently under way (2014-2015). Afrobarometer conducts face-to-

face interviews in the language of the respondent’s choice with nationally representative 

samples of between 1,200 and 2,400 respondents. 

The Afrobarometer team in South Africa, led by the Institute for Justice and Reconciliation 

(IJR) and Plus 94 Research, interviewed 2,400 adult South Africans in August-September 2015. 

A sample of this size yields country-level results with a margin of error of +/-2% at a 95% 

confidence level. Previous surveys have been conducted in South Africa in 2000, 2002, 2004, 

2006, 2008, and 2011. 
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Key findings 

 Trust in the president is at its lowest point since 20001: Only one-third (34%) of South 

Africans say they trust President Zuma “somewhat” or “a lot,” down from 62% in 2011. 

Distrust of the president differs by location, race, and political affiliation, but even 

among self-identified ANC supporters, half (50%) say they trust him “just a little” or “not 

at all.” 

 Perceptions of corruption in the Presidency are at their highest level since 2000. 

Almost half (46%) of citizens say that “most” or “all” officials in the Presidency are 

involved in corruption, an increase of 11 percentage points since 2011.  

 Public approval of President Zuma’s performance dropped from 64% in 2011 to 36% in 

2015. A majority of citizens of all race groups disapprove of his performance in the 

past year. 

 South Africans support limitations on presidential power: More than three-quarters 

support term limits (78%) and believe that Parliament, not the president, should make 

laws (76%), and six in 10 (62%) say that the president should have to account to 

Parliament for government expenditures. Despite strong support for the notion that 

the president should be subject to the law (77%), a majority believe that President 

Zuma “often” or “always” ignores laws (59%) and Parliament (57%).    

Trust in President Zuma 

Public trust in South African presidents has generally been low since 2000: On average from 

2000 to 2006, about half (52%) of citizens said they trusted former President Thabo Mbeki “a 

lot” or “somewhat” – identical to the 2011-2015 average for President Zuma. But while public 

confidence in Mbeki increased in the latter half of his tenure, the proportion of citizens who 

say they trust President Zuma “somewhat” or “a lot” has decreased by 28 percentage points 

since 2011. At two-thirds, distrust of the president is currently at its highest level since 

Afrobarometer began surveys in South Africa in 2000 (Figure 1). 

Disaggregating these results by key demographic and political indicators shows that across 

almost all categories, a majority of South Africans say they trust the president “just a little” or 

“not at all.”2 While there are few differences by gender, dissatisfaction increases with 

urbanisation, from 58% in rural areas to 69% among urban dwellers. Citizens aged 50 or older 

are less likely to say they trust the president “just a little” or “not at all” than their younger 

counterparts. Indian/South Asian (93%) and white (87%) South Africans and opposition 

supporters (82%) are the most likely groups to express distrust of the president. Remarkably, 

half (50%) of ANC supporters3 say they trust President Zuma “just a little” or “not at all” – 

despite the fact that he is also president of their party (Figure 2). 

  

                                                
1 Interpretations of survey findings on attitudes and evaluations since 2000 exclude the 2008 survey, which 
referred to former President Kgalema Motlanthe, because he was not well known at the time of fieldwork. 
2 Note that given the smaller sample size of demographic and political subgroups, these findings have 
significantly larger margins of sampling error than the +/-2% margin for the overall survey. 
3 Respondents were asked whether they feel “close” to a particular political party and if so, to which one.  
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Figure 1: Public trust in the president | South Africa | 2000-2015 

 

Respondents were asked: How much do you trust each of the following, or haven’t you heard enough 

about them to say: The president?4 

Figure 2: Distrust of President Zuma | by key indicators | South Africa | 2015 

 

(% who say “not at all” or “just a little”) 

                                                
4 The response options in 2002 and 2004 were “a very great deal,” “a lot,” “just a little,” and “not at all.” In 2000, the 
question was phrased this way: “How much of the time can you trust President Mbeki to do what is right?” Response 
options were “just about always,” “most of the time,” “only some of the time,” and “never.” 
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Corruption in the Presidency 

In general, South Africans who see the Presidency as largely corrupt have been in the 

minority. On average since 2000 (excluding 2008), six in 10 respondents (62%) have said they 

thought that “none” or “some” of its officials were involved in corruption, compared to 27% 

who believed that “most” or “all” were corrupt. Perceptions of corruption in former President 

Mbeki’s office were voiced by 13% of respondents in 2002 but increased to 22% in 2015. 

Unsurprisingly, given recent high-profile corruption scandals, the proportion of citizens who 

believe that “all” or “most” officials in President Zuma’s office are corrupt has increased by 11 

points since 2011, reaching its highest level (46%) since Afrobarometer surveys began (Figure 

3). 

There are no significant differences by gender and age group, but urban residents are far 

more likely (by 22 percentage points) than rural residents to perceive corruption, and 

opposition supporters are almost twice as likely to believe that corruption is rife in President 

Zuma’s office as ANC supporters. In contrast to perceptions of trust, white South Africans 

(72%) are the most likely race group to believe that “most” or “all” officials in the Presidency 

are involved in corruption, along with a majority of Indian/South Asian (63%) and coloured 

(54%) citizens and a substantial minority (41%) of black respondents (Figure 4). 

Figure 3: Perceptions of corruption in the Presidency | South Africa | 2002-2015 

 

Respondents were asked: How many of the following people do you think are involved in corruption, or 

haven’t you heard enough about them to say: The president and officials in his office? 
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Figure 4: Perceived corruption in the Presidency | South Africa | by key indicators     

| 2015 

 

(% who say “most of them” or “all of them”) 

 

Disapproval of the president’s performance 

On average, a majority (59%) of South Africans have approved of their president’s 

performance between 2000 and 2015, compared to 37% who have disapproved. Public 

approval of former President Thabo Mbeki’s performance improved significantly over the 

course of his tenure, from half (51%) in 2000 and 2002 to three-quarters (77%) of citizens in 

2006. In contrast, President Zuma’s performance rating has declined by 28 percentage points 

in the past four years. Excluding the 2008 result, public approval of the president (36%) is at its 

lowest level since the country’s initial Afrobarometer survey (Figure 5). 

A majority of South Africans disapprove of the president’s performance across all categories, 

except for ANC supporters (45%). While there are few differences by gender or age, 

dissatisfaction increases with urbanisation, from 53% in rural areas to 67% among urban 

dwellers. Indian/South Asian (90%) and white (88%) South Africans are more likely to give 

negative evaluations than other race groups, although a majority of coloured (71%) and 

black (56%) citizens also disapprove. Dissatisfaction is high not only among self-identified 

opposition supporters (79%) but also among non-partisan respondents (73%) (Figure 6).   
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Figure 5: Evaluations of the president’s performance | South Africa | 2000-2015 

 

Respondents were asked: Do you approve or disapprove of the way that the following people have 

performed their jobs over the past 12 months, or haven’t you heard enough about them to say: 

President [insert name]?   

Figure 6: Disapproval of President Zuma’s performance | by demographic indicators 

| South Africa | 2015  
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In sum, public distrust and disapproval of the South African president have followed roughly 

the same trajectory since 2000. Both negative measures declined over the course of former 

President Mbeki’s tenure and have risen during President Zuma’s tenure. Although 

perceptions of corruption in the Presidency have been significantly lower than the other two 

indicators, they have been gradually increasing since 2002. All three measures are currently 

at their highest levels (Figure 7),5 despite the ANC’s continued electoral strength at the 

national level. 

President Zuma’s current approval rating is significantly lower than the continental average 

for presidents (by 20 percentage points), as is public confidence in him (by 24 percentage 

points). However, slightly fewer South Africans see their president’s office as corrupt than do 

citizens of other surveyed countries (see Appendix, Tables 1-3). 

Figure 7: Negative evaluations of the president | South Africa | 2000-2015 

 

Presidential powers and respect for Parliament and the law  

South Africans generally support limitations on the powers of the president: More than three-

fourths say that office-holders should abide by the laws of the country (77%) and should be 

restricted to two terms (78%). Furthermore, six in 10 (62%) say the president should have to 

account to Parliament for government spending, and 76% affirm that law-making should be 

led by parliamentarians, not by the president (Figure 8). 

In practice, however, six in 10 respondents believe that President Zuma “always” or “often” 

ignores the laws and courts of the country (59%) as well as Parliament (57%). Both proportions 

have more than doubled since 2011 (Figure 9). 

                                                
5 In contrast to these national results, support for President Zuma is generally higher in his home province of KwaZulu-
Natal (see Appendix, Tables 4-6, for full frequencies by province). 
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Figure 8: Support for restrictions to presidential powers | South Africa | 2015 

 

Respondents were asked:  

1. Which of the following statements is closest to your view? Choose Statement 1 or Statement 2.   

Statement 1: Since the president was elected to lead the country, he should not be bound by laws 

or court decisions that he thinks are wrong. 

Statement 2: The president must always obey the laws and the courts, even if he thinks they are wrong. 

2. Which of the following statements is closest to your view? Choose Statement 1 or Statement 2.   

Statement 1: The Constitution should limit the president to serving a maximum of two terms in office. 

Statement 2: There should be no constitutional limit on how long the president can serve. 

3. Which of the following statements is closest to your view? Choose Statement 1 or Statement 2.   

Statement 1: Parliament should ensure that the president explains to it on a regular basis how his 

government spends taxpayers’ money. 

Statement 2: The president should be able to devote his full attention to developing the country 

rather than wasting time justifying his actions. 

4. Which of the following statements is closest to your view? Choose Statement 1 or Statement 2.   

Statement 1: Members of Parliament represent the people; therefore they should make laws for this 

country, even if the president does not agree. 

Statement 2: Since the president represents all of us, he should pass laws without worrying about 

what Parliament thinks. 

Figure 9: Perceptions of presidential respect for Parliament and the law                        

| South Africa | 2000-2015 

  

Respondents were asked: In your opinion, how often, in this country: 

1. Does the president ignore the courts and laws of this country?6 

2. Does the president ignore Parliament and just do what he wants? 

(% who say “always” or “often”) 

                                                
6 In 2002, 2004, and 2006, survey respondents were asked: “In this country, how often does the president ignore the 
constitution?” 
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Conclusion 

Analysis of new public opinion data clearly indicates that South Africans have lost 

confidence in President Zuma and are dissatisfied with his performance. Negative 

evaluations of the president are higher among urban residents and minority race groups, but 

they are relatively high even among the ANC’s traditional support base. Given the level of 

recent controversy regarding the president – and by extension his party – a concerted effort 

from both is required to restore public confidence in the country’s leader in order to prevent 

these attitudes from extending into overall dissatisfaction with the party. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

To further explore this data, please visit Afrobarometer's online data 
analysis facility at www.afrobarometer.org/online-data-analysis. 
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Appendix  

Table 1: Evaluations of president/prime minister’s performance | 32 countries | 2014/20157 

 Approve/Strongly 
approve 

Disapprove/Strongly 
disapprove 

Don't know/ 
Haven't heard enough 

Algeria 46% 45% 9% 

Benin 50% 49% 0% 

Botswana 80% 19% 2% 

Burkina Faso N/A N/A N/A 

Burundi 84% 15% 1% 

Cameroon 66% 23% 10% 

Cape Verde 67% 16% 16% 

Cote d'Ivoire 64% 34% 2% 

Egypt 82% 15% 3% 

Ghana 37% 60% 4% 

Guinea 57% 41% 2% 

Kenya 75% 24% 1% 

Lesotho 46% 46% 8% 

Liberia 33% 66% 1% 

Madagascar 40% 59% 1% 

Malawi 38% 60% 2% 

Mali 71% 29% 0% 

Mauritius 59% 35% 6% 

Namibia 88% 11% 1% 

Niger 80% 18% 2% 

Nigeria 39% 60% 1% 

Senegal 58% 39% 3% 

Sierra Leone 51% 44% 5% 

South Africa 36% 62% 2% 

Sudan 51% 39% 11% 

Swaziland 56% 35% 9% 

Tanzania 80% 19% 1% 

Togo 61% 33% 6% 

Tunisia N/A N/A N/A 

Uganda 81% 16% 2% 

Zambia 59% 35% 6% 

Zimbabwe 57% 37% 6% 

Average 56% 34% 4% 

 

  

                                                
7 Surveys were conducted in 36 countries. Data from four countries were not available at the time of publication: Gabon, Morocco, 
Mozambique, and São Tomé e Principe. 
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Table 2: Trust in president/prime minister | 32 countries | 2014/2015 

 A lot/ 
Somewhat 

Not at all/ 
Just a little 

Don't know/ 
Haven't heard enough 

Algeria 47% 50% 3% 

Benin 47% 53% 0% 

Botswana 67% 32% 1% 

Burkina Faso 68% 30% 2% 

Burundi 81% 18% 1% 

Cameroon 67% 29% 4% 

Cape Verde 57% 36% 6% 

Cote d'Ivoire 54% 45% 1% 

Egypt 82% 17% 1% 

Ghana 40% 57% 2% 

Guinea 59% 39% 2% 

Kenya 72% 28% 1% 

Lesotho 50% 43% 7% 

Liberia 30% 69% 1% 

Madagascar 52% 48% 0% 

Malawi 29% 68% 3% 

Mali 70% 30% 0% 

Mauritius 54% 43% 2% 

Namibia 80% 19% 1% 

Niger 81% 17% 2% 

Nigeria 31% 68% 1% 

Senegal 66% 33% 1% 

Sierra Leone 52% 44% 5% 

South Africa 34% 66% 1% 

Sudan 54% 43% 3% 

Swaziland 58% 40% 2% 

Tanzania 80% 19% 1% 

Togo 53% 43% 4% 

Tunisia 56% 42% 3% 

Uganda 79% 19% 2% 

Zambia 55% 43% 2% 

Zimbabwe 63% 33% 4% 

Average 58% 40% 2% 
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Table 3: Perceptions of corruption in president/prime minister’s office | 32 countries              

| 2014/2015 

 

None/Some of them All/Most of them 
Don't know/Haven't 

heard enough 

Algeria 56% 31% 13% 

Benin 45% 51% 4% 

Botswana 68% 20% 12% 

Burkina Faso 68% 27% 5% 

Burundi 73% 16% 12% 

Cameroon 51% 34% 15% 

Cape Verde 47% 12% 40% 

Cote d'Ivoire 70% 24% 6% 

Egypt Not asked Not asked Not asked 

Ghana 43% 48% 9% 

Guinea 60% 32% 9% 

Kenya 64% 27% 9% 

Lesotho 59% 17% 24% 

Liberia 35% 63% 2% 

Madagascar 70% 28% 1% 

Malawi 45% 43% 12% 

Mali 63% 35% 2% 

Mauritius 69% 16% 15% 

Namibia 75% 17% 8% 

Niger 69% 22% 9% 

Nigeria 43% 54% 3% 

Senegal 60% 22% 18% 

Sierra Leone 39% 48% 13% 

South Africa 51% 46% 2% 

Sudan 57% 33% 11% 

Swaziland 54% 29% 17% 

Tanzania 72% 15% 13% 

Togo 45% 37% 18% 

Tunisia 61% 18% 20% 

Uganda 58% 29% 13% 

Zambia 66% 27% 7% 

Zimbabwe 58% 30% 12% 

Average 56% 30% 11% 
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Table 4: Evaluations of President Zuma’s performance | South Africa | by province | 2015 

 Approve/Strongly 
approve 

Disapprove/Strongly 
disapprove 

Don't know/Haven't 
heard enough 

Eastern Cape 39% 60% 1% 

Free State 31% 67% 2% 

Gauteng 23% 76% 2% 

KwaZulu-Natal 56% 39% 5% 

Limpopo 28% 72% 0% 

Mpumalanga 50% 50% 0% 

North West 33% 67% 0% 

Northern Cape 23% 75% 2% 

Western Cape 31% 66% 3% 

Average 36% 62% 2% 

Table 5: Public trust in President Zuma | South Africa | by province | 2015 

 
A lot/Somewhat 

Not at all/ 
Just a little 

Don't know/Haven't 
heard enough 

Eastern Cape 29% 71% - 

Free State 19% 78% 3% 

Gauteng 19% 81% 0% 

KwaZulu-Natal 57% 41% 1% 

Limpopo 27% 72% 0% 

Mpumalanga 48% 52% - 

North West 36% 64% - 

Northern Cape 29% 69% 2% 

Western Cape 32% 67% 1% 

Average 34% 66% 1% 

Table 6: Perceptions of corruption in the Presidency | South Africa | by province | 2015 

 None/Some  
of them 

All/Most  
of them 

Don't know/Haven't 
heard enough 

Eastern Cape 65% 33% 2% 

Free State 36% 62% 2% 

Gauteng 34% 65% 2% 

KwaZulu-Natal 66% 29% 5% 

Limpopo 59% 40% 1% 

Mpumalanga 68% 32% 1% 

North West 43% 56% 1% 

Northern Cape 49% 47% 4% 

Western Cape 45% 53% 2% 

Average 51% 46% 2% 
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Introduction 

Botswana is Africa’s oldest continuous democracy, having enjoyed decades of peaceful 

multipartyism since independence in 1966. However, this success is tempered by growing 

concerns that the country’s remarkable stability has come at the cost of further political 

development. Significant weaknesses in Botswana’s democracy include low civic 

participation, relatively weak opposition and civil society sectors, and a lack of incumbent 

turnover in 11 consecutive free and fair elections. Despite these challenges, Botswana has 

maintained its reputation as an African success story due to the scale, pace, and endurance 

of its socioeconomic and political development, particularly given setbacks elsewhere in the 

region.  

Democracy is one of Botswana’s four founding principles and is a pillar of its National Vision 

2016, which has driven development plans since 1997 (Presidential Task Group, 1997).1 The 

Vision 2016 Council’s evaluation of the country’s progress on this front is largely positive, citing 

high rankings on international benchmarks relative to other African countries (Botswana 

Vision 2016 Council, 2015). Transparency International’s Corruption Perceptions Index (CPI), 

for example, ranks Botswana as the least corrupt country in sub-Saharan Africa, while 

Freedom House has classified the country as “free” since 1973. In recent years, however, the 

country’s CPI score has declined (Transparency International, 2015), and in 2009, Freedom 

House downgraded Botswana’s political rights rating as a result of “decreased transparency 

and accountability in the executive branch under President Seretse Khama Ian Khama’s 

administration” (Freedom House, 2015a).  

Both Freedom House and Transparency International rely on surveys of experts to monitor 

political freedoms and accountability around the world, but Bratton and Mattes (2003) argue 

that public opinion is a better measure of democratic consolidation: “No matter how well or 

badly international donors or academic think tanks rate the extent of democracy in a given 

country, this form of regime will only consolidate if ordinary people themselves believe that 

democracy is being supplied” (p. 2). Recent analysis of public opinion data from 

Afrobarometer surveys demonstrates that although Batswana continue to report enjoying 

high levels of democracy compared to citizens of other African countries (Bentley, Han, & 

Penar, 2015), there have been significant declines in public assessments of freedom of 

expression (Lekorwe & Moseki, 2015) and accountability (Molomo, Molefe, & Seabo, 2015) in 

the country. In September 2015, President Khama’s office reasserted his commitment to 

democratic principles and refuted rumours that he planned to pursue a third term, citing 

Afrobarometer results as evidence of the country’s high democratic standing on the 

continent (Office of the President, 2015).  

As democratization has been an explicit goal of national policy since the late 1990s, this 

paper explores trends in citizens’ attitudes toward and evaluations of democracy in 

Botswana over the same time period (1999-2014). Have Botswana’s prospects for democratic 

consolidation improved over the past 15 years? How can the post-Vision 2016 development 

agenda facilitate this process? 

This preliminary analysis indicates that most (but not all) Batswana are familiar with the 

concept of “democracy” and are supportive of its tenets. While the data suggest that the 

country has some way to go before achieving democratic consolidation, its prospects are 

not too different from those of other relatively developed democracies in the region. Overall, 

citizens in sub-Saharan Africa’s best-performing democracies are increasingly critical of their 

respective countries’ implementation of the regime.2 Future policy initiatives should therefore 

                                                      

1
 The other three principles are development, unity, and self-reliance. National Vision 2016 identifies seven key 

development goals, or “pillars,” the fifth one of which is “An open, democratic and accountable nation.” 
2
 This paper uses the term ”political regime” to indicate “the ‘rules of the political game’ for choosing leaders 

and exercising power; simply conceived, regimes fall on a continuum from democracy through hybrid 
 arrangements to autocracy” (Bratton & Gyimah-Boadi, 2015, p. 3).
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focus on increasing popular awareness of democracy and its benefits among sub-

populations that are less familiar with the concept and on addressing recent setbacks in its 

institutionalization in order to promote greater citizen support. 

Afrobarometer survey  

Afrobarometer is a pan-African, non-partisan research network that conducts public attitude 

surveys on democracy, governance, economic conditions, and related issues across more 

than 30 countries in Africa. Six rounds of surveys have been conducted between 1999 and 

2015. Afrobarometer conducts face-to-face interviews in the language of the respondent’s 

choice with nationally representative samples of 1,200 or 2,400 respondents. 

For its Round 6 survey in Botswana the national Afrobarometer team, led by Star Awards (Pty) 

Ltd., interviewed 1,200 adult Batswana in June and July 2014. A sample of this size yields 

country-level results with a margin of sampling error of +/-3% at a 95% confidence level. 

Previous surveys were conducted in Botswana in 1999, 2003, 2005, 2008, and 2012. 

Key findings 

 Eight in 10 Batswana (82%) claim to understand the term “democracy” in either 

English (50%) or Setswana (32%). Urban residents, men, and educated Batswana are 

more likely to understand the term than rural residents, women, and less educated 

citizens. 

 Batswana view democracy primarily in terms of its liberal and procedural 

components rather than material outcomes. Since 1999, there has been a substantial 

shift in how respondents define democracy; they now place greater emphasis on civil 

liberties and elections and multipartyism and less on popular rule and peace and 

unity.  

 About two-thirds (64%) of Batswana demand democracy (i.e. prefer democracy over 

other forms of government and reject non-democratic alternatives) – roughly the 

same proportion as in 1999. 

 Importantly, the proportion of Batswana who perceive an adequate supply of 

democracy in their country (i.e. those who both see the country as a democracy and 

are satisfied with the way democracy works) has declined by 17 percentage points 

since 2008, to 63%. 

 Demand for democracy (64%) and supply (63%) are roughly in equilibrium, suggesting 

that the regime may be consolidating, but both measures are at a relatively low level 

(i.e. less than a full democracy) (Bratton & Mattes, 2003). Furthermore, this equilibrium 

has not been stable for long enough to indicate true consolidation, despite the 

country’s reputation and its history of electoral democracy.  

 Batswana are not alone in reporting a declining supply of democracy. Across 10 of 

Africa’s most developed democracies, the perceived supply of democracy declined 

by 9 percentage points between Round 5 surveys (2011/2013) and Round 6 

(2014/2015), from 54% to 45%. Citizens of Mauritius, Africa’s other notable democratic 

success story, report the highest levels of both demand for (77%) and supply of 

democracy (63%, tied with Botswana and Namibia).3  

                                                      

3
 Freedom House currently rates 11 African countries as “free”: Benin, Botswana, Cape Verde, Ghana, Lesotho, 

Mauritius, Namibia, São Tomé and Princípe, Senegal, South Africa, and Tunisia (Freedom House, 2015). Round 
6 (2014/2015) was the initial Afrobarometer survey in São Tomé and Princípe, so comparisons are available for 
only 10 countries. 
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Democratic development in Botswana 

Linz and Stepan (1996) define a consolidated democracy as “a political regime in which 

democracy as a complex system of institutions, rules, and patterned incentives and 

disincentives has become, in a phrase, ‘the only game in town’ ” (p. 15). This implies that 

consolidation relies not only on institutional and procedural conditions, but also on a 

supportive political culture to assure this legitimation. Bratton and Mattes’ (2003) model of 

regime consolidation employs public opinion data to measure these attributes via popular 

demand for democracy (i.e. regime legitimation) and perceived supply of democracy (i.e. 

regime institutionalization). According to this model, regime consolidation is achieved when 

these two measures are in equilibrium over a sustained period of time. 

This paper asks: What does “democracy” mean to Batswana? Do citizens demand 

democracy? What are their evaluations of its implementation in the country? Is the regime 

consolidating?  And if so, is it consolidating as a democracy? 

Although Botswana has successfully institutionalized many of the rules and procedures of 

electoral democracy, the country still faces several key democratic challenges. One of its 

longstanding weaknesses has been low levels of civic engagement. Voter turnout as a 

proportion of the eligible population has failed to exceed 50% in seven of the country’s 11 

elections, and voter apathy is a particular challenge among the nation’s youth. The 

country’s Independent Electoral Commission (IEC) has struggled to increase voter registration 

since its creation in 1997 (see Appendix A, Table A.1, for details on voter registration and 

turnout). Weak electoral participation is exacerbated by the absence of a strong civil society 

sector to promote civic education and participation between elections.  

Political opposition in Botswana has also been relatively weak, and opposition parties have 

struggled to present themselves as an alternative to the ruling Botswana Democratic Party 

(BDP), which subtitled its 2004 election manifesto “There is still no alternative.” According to 

the June/July 2014 Afrobarometer survey, however, a plurality (44%) of Batswana agree (vs. 

38% who disagree) that the opposition does provide a viable alternative to the ruling party. 

Furthermore, the combined strength of the Umbrella for Democratic Change (UDC) coalition 

resulted in a highly competitive election in October 2014. For the first time in the country’s 

history, the BDP won less than a two-thirds majority of parliamentary seats in contention, and 

its share of the popular vote dipped below half (46.45%)(see Appendix A, Table A.2). This 

unprecedented opposition success may point toward further gains in 2019, but similar 

advances by the Botswana National Front (BNF) in the 1994 elections were lost after infighting 

led to the creation of a breakaway party in 1998, further splitting the opposition vote. 

This paper will present citizens’ understanding and interpretation of “democracy” and then 

measure the regime’s legitimation and institutionalization. A comparison of Botswana’s 

scores with those in other relatively advanced African democracies will help contextualize 

this analysis. 

Popular understanding of ‘democracy’ in Botswana 

“Democracy” is a widely recognized yet contested term due to a wide range of definitions 

and measurements, each placing varying emphasis on procedural, institutional, and 

substantive aspects. Schumpeter (1942) defines democracy procedurally as “that 

institutional arrangement for arriving at political decisions in which individuals acquire the 

power to decide by means of a competitive struggle for the people’s vote” (Lipset, 1959, p. 

1). Huntington (1991) builds on this conceptualization in proposing the “two-turnover test” 

(two peaceful democratic turnovers) for full consolidation. After five decades of 

multipartyism, Botswana clearly meets Schumpeter’s criteria but has failed to meet 

Huntington’s benchmark due to its lack of political turnover.  

In addition to procedural components, democracy is often understood in terms of its liberal 

values (i.e. civil rights and personal freedoms) and substantive outcomes (i.e. material 

benefits such as socioeconomic development and service provision). The conventional view 
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is that Africans’ interpretations of democracy are largely based on substantive outcomes, 

thus leading to instrumental, rather than intrinsic, support for the regime (i.e. based on what it 

does rather than what it is) (Bratton & Mattes, 2003).  

Afrobarometer has measured Africans’ interpretation of “democracy” on three occasions: 

Round 1 (1999/2001), Round 3 (2005/2006), and Round 6 (2014/2015). Respondents were 

asked “What, if anything, does democracy mean to you?” in order to gauge both their 

understanding of the term in the official language (i.e. English, French, Arabic, or Portuguese) 

and its meaning.4 In Botswana, all respondents were asked the question using the English 

term, “democracy,” regardless of the interview language. This was translated into Setswana 

(as “Puso ya batho ka batho”) only if the respondent did not understand the English term. 

Awareness of ‘democracy’  

Unlike in most African countries, Botswana’s democratic transition took place at 

independence, and most citizens have no direct experience with non-democratic political 

regimes.5 As democracy is one of Botswana’s founding principles, it is unsurprising that a 

large majority of Batswana (82%) say they understand the term in either the country’s official 

language, English (50%), or in the national language, Setswana (32%) (Figure 1). This is a slight 

improvement from 2005, but the fact that 17% of respondents still do not recognize the term 

indicates the need for further civic education.  

Figure 1: Understanding ‘democracy’ | Botswana | 2005 and 2014 

 

Respondents were asked: What, if anything, does “democracy” mean to you? 

Levels of understanding (in either English or Setswana) differ by key demographic indicators 

(Figure 2). Understanding of “democracy” increases with urbanisation, from 77% in rural areas 

to 90% among urban dwellers. Batswana men are more likely to understand the term (87%) 

than women (78%). Older citizens (50 years and older) have slightly lower awareness levels 

than younger citizens. And understanding of democracy increases with education, although 

even among citizens with no formal education, two-thirds (67%) understand the term.  

                                                      

4
 The question is open-ended, and respondents can provide up to three responses. This analysis focuses on 

each respondent’s first answer because of low response rates for the two subsequent responses. 

 
5
 In 2014, only 25% of respondents were born prior to independence.
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Figure 2: Understanding of ‘democracy’ | by social attributes | Botswana | 2014 

 

(% who understand “democracy” in English or Setswana) 

Interpretations of ‘democracy’ 

In Botswana, four interpretations of “democracy” account for approximately 60% of total 

responses: civil liberties, popular rule, peace/unity/power sharing, and electoral competition 

(Figure 3). These findings demonstrate that Batswana largely view democracy in either liberal 

or procedural terms, with very few alluding to material outcomes (for full frequencies, see 

Appendix B, Table B.5). 
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Figure 3: Meaning of ‘democracy’ | first response | Botswana | 1999-2014 

 

Respondents were asked: What, if anything, does “democracy” mean to you? (Note: Figure shows the 

four most frequent responses.) 

Interestingly, civil liberties (for example, basic freedoms of speech, assembly, and 

association) overtook popular rule as the most frequently cited meaning of democracy 

between 1999 and 2005. As of 2014, such liberties were the primary interpretation of 

democracy for 30% of Batswana. The proportion of responses related to electoral 

competition had the largest increase over the past 15 years, tripling to 15% in 2014. 

Conversely, democracy’s association with popular rule declined from the most frequently 

cited response (24%) in 1999 to third place (10%) in 2014, and its association with peace and 

unity declined by 3 percentage points. 

In sum, most Batswana understand and can offer a definition of the term “democracy,” 

although there are some variations by key social attributes. Further analysis of the interaction 

between these demographic variables would help to shape targeted policies to increase 

awareness. Batswana associate the term with its liberal and procedural components, and 

this understanding has shifted toward a greater emphasis on civil liberties/personal freedoms 

and elections/multiparty competition.  

These findings provide context for understanding the results reported in the next sections on 

demand for and supply of democracy in Botswana.   

Political legitimation in Botswana 

Democratic consolidation requires legitimation of the regime by both political elites and 

ordinary citizens (Bratton & Mattes, 2003). As an indicator of the views of ordinary citizens, 

Afrobarometer uses an index of “demand for democracy.” It is measured as a combination 

of stated support for democracy along with rejection of three non-democratic alternative 

regimes (one-party rule, military government, and presidential dictatorship). Combining these 

components provides a more comprehensive picture of citizen commitment to democracy 

than support for democracy alone, as it addresses the potential for lingering authoritarian 

nostalgia and variations in interpretations of the term “democracy.”  
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Popular demand for democracy, 1999-2014  

Both support for democracy and rejection of non-democratic regimes have been the 

majority view in Botswana since 1999. On average across 15 years, 78% have expressed 

support for democracy as the preferred system of government, while an average of 77% 

have rejected one-party rule, and even higher proportions have rejected military rules (85% 

on average) and one-man rule (89%) (see Appendix C, Table C.1, for results by year). The 

proportion of Batswana who say they support democracy has consistently been higher than 

the proportion who reject all three alternative (i.e. non-democratic) regimes (Figure 4).   

Figure 4: Components of demand for democracy | Botswana | 1999-2014 

 
Respondents were asked: 
1. Which of these three statements is closest to your own opinion? 

Statement 1: Democracy is preferable to any other kind of government.  

Statement 2: In some circumstances, a non-democratic government can be preferable. 

Statement 3: For someone like me, it doesn’t matter what kind of government we have. 

(% who say “Democracy is preferable to any other kind of government”) 

2. There are many ways to govern a country. Would you disapprove or approve of the following 

alternatives? 

A. Only one political party is allowed to stand for election and hold office. 

B. The army comes in to govern the country. 

C. Elections and Parliament are abolished so that the president can decide everything. 

(% who “disapprove” or “disapprove strongly” of all three alternatives) 

 

The Demand for Democracy Index is a cumulative measure based on whether respondents 

reject none, one, two, or all three authoritarian alternatives, and for those at the top of the 

scale, whether they both reject all alternative systems and express support for democracy.  

Despite the large majorities rejecting individual authoritarian alternatives reported above, this 

more stringent measure shows somewhat more modest results. In 2014, just 73% rejected all 

three authoritarian alternatives, and just 64% rejected all authoritarian alternatives and 

expressed support for democracy (Figure 5) (for disaggregated results, see Appendix C).  

Popular demand for democracy in Botswana started at about this same level (66%) in 1999, 

but had declined significantly by 2003 (48%). Demand has now largely recovered to the 

original level. Still, demand for democracy is not as high in Botswana as one might expect for 

a country with such a long, successful history of electoral democracy; at present, almost four 

in 10 Batswana (36%) express some ambivalence toward the regime. 
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Figure 5: Demand for Democracy Index | Botswana | 1999-2014 

 
(Four-item index: % who both support democracy and reject all three alternative political regimes) 

Institutionalization of democracy in Botswana 

In addition to legitimation, democratic consolidation requires the institutionalization of its rules 

and procedures (Bratton & Mattes, 2003). Perceived supply of democracy is measured as a 

combined index of respondents’ assessments of the extent of democracy in their country 

and their level of satisfaction with its implementation.  

Perceived supply of democracy, 1999-2014 

Between 1999 and 2014, the proportion of Batswana who believed that their country was “a 

full democracy” or “a democracy, but with minor problems” was consistently higher (on 

average 76%) than the proportion who said they were “very” or “fairly” satisfied with its 

implementation (69%) (Figure 6). Both measures recorded steep declines between 1999 and 

2003, then peaked in 2008 before declining again by 15-16 percentage points.  

Figure 6: Components of supply of democracy | Botswana | 1999-2014 

 

Respondents were asked: 

1. In your opinion, how much of a democracy is Botswana today: A full democracy? A 

democracy, but with minor problems? A democracy with major problems? Not a democracy? 

(% who said “a full democracy” or “a democracy, but with minor problems”) 

2. Overall, how satisfied are you with the way democracy works in Botswana? (% who said “very 

satisfied” or “fairly satisfied”) 
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The Supply of Democracy Index is also cumulative, capturing those who both believe that 

Botswana is a democracy (“a full democracy” or “a democracy, but with minor problems”) 

and who are “fairly satisfied” or “very satisfied” with its implementation. The index of supply of 

democracy in Botswana has been markedly less stable than the index of demand for 

democracy. After peaking at 80% in 2008, the index records a dramatic decline (by 17 

percentage points) to just 63% in 2014 (Figure 7).  

This is an important finding; Bratton and Gyimah-Boadi (2015) argue that the two-item 

concept (defined negatively, i.e. as the proportion of respondents who are dissatisfied with 

the way democracy works and who consider that their country is “not a democracy” or is “a 

democracy with major problems”) may provide an “early warning indicator” of potential 

regime instability. However, there was no significant crisis in Botswana at the time of an even 

larger decline (25 percentage points) between 1999 and 2003. It is unclear why measures of 

both demand for and supply of democracy experienced these declines at that time. 

Figure 7: Supply of Democracy Index | Botswana | 1999-2014 

 

(Two-item index: % of respondents who both believe that Botswana is “a full democracy” or “a 

democracy, but with minor problems” and are satisfied with the way democracy works in Botswana) 

While Afrobarometer does not ask respondents to explain their views on their country’s 

democracy, declines in the perceived supply of democracy since 2008 mirror similar trends in 

key international democracy and accountability indicators. The latest Ibrahim Index of 

African Governance (IIAG), for example, reports significant declines on key indicators of 

participation and accountability between 2008 and 2014: political rights (16.7 points), 

diversion of public funds (12.5 points), prosecution of abuse of office (14.3 points), and 

access to information (12.5 points) (Mo Ibrahim Foundation, 2015). Following President 

Khama’s confirmation in April 2008, analysts feared that his military background would have 

a detrimental effect on the country’s democracy, reflected in his assertion, during his 

inaugural address, that “there can be no democracy without discipline” (Lekorwe, 2009,      

p. 4). Concerns were heightened by a series of controversies that included a number of 

extrajudicial killings linked to state security forces (2008-2009),6 the first major split in the ruling 

party following an internal power struggle (2010),7 and the termination of striking public 

sector workers (2011) (Freedom House, 2015).  

                                                      

6
 According to Freedom House’s 2010 country report, government statistics and media reports counted 10-12 

extrajudicial killings between April 2008 and the end of 2009 (Freedom House, 2010). 
7 

The breakaway Botswana Movement for Democracy (BMD) captured 30% of the vote in 2014 as one of the 
coalition partners in the Umbrella for Democratic Change (UDC). 
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Since Botswana is not in a transitional stage of democracy, however, declines in the 

perceived supply of democracy may alternatively reflect the fact that “citizens routinely re-

evaluate regime performance as democracies mature, often raising their expectations” 

(Bratton & Gyimah-Boadi, 2015, p. 21). Significant drops in supply of democracy have also 

been recorded in a number of other relatively well-established democracies, including Benin 

and Ghana.   

Prospects for democratic consolidation in Botswana 

The supply/demand model of political development asserts that consolidation incorporates 

three dimensions: demand for democracy, perceived supply of democracy, and time. A 

political regime achieves consolidation when, over a sustained period of time, the proportion 

of citizens who demand democracy is equal to the proportion who believe that democracy 

is adequately institutionalized in the country. This can be an indication of democratic 

consolidation (when both measures are high, i.e. at least 70%) or of the consolidation of 

autocratic rule (when both measures are low).  

Demand for and perceived supply of democracy in Botswana have followed the same 

general trajectory over time (Figure 8). Both measures peaked in 2008, but at that time there 

was a large gap between the proportion of Batswana who saw democracy as the most 

legitimate form of government (66%) and those who believed that democracy was 

adequately institutionalized (80%), indicating a “surplus of authority” in which “mass 

demands are relatively limited and people say they are satisfied with (whatever elites choose 

to call) ‘democracy’ ” (Bratton & Houessou, 2014, p. 20).  

Although demand and supply in Botswana have in most cases been near equilibrium, the 

equilibrium has not been stable, suggesting the regime has yet to fully consolidate. 

Furthermore, the country’s prospects for consolidating at a highly democratic level appear 

to be regressing given the significant decline in the level of perceived institutionalization 

between 2008 (80%) and 2014 (63%). Demand for democracy, on the other hand, has 

remained fairly stable. At less than two-thirds of citizens, however, both measures are 

significantly lower than one might expect given the endurance of electoral democracy in 

Botswana. As previously mentioned, it is unclear whether the decline in perceived 

institutionalization is a reflection of higher citizen expectations of democracy (i.e. growth in 

what Norris (1999) calls “critical citizenship”) or rather reflects real failures on the part of the 

regime to protect and extend democratic procedures and institutions.8 

                                                      

8
 Using empirical evidence from advanced and developing democracies, Norris (1999) argues that the decline 

in public trust in democratic institutions during the 1990s was a reflection of “the emergence of more ‘critical 
citizens,’ or ‘dissatisfied democrats,’ who adhere strongly to democratic values but who find the existing 
structures of representative government … to be wanting” for 21

st
-century concerns (p. 3). 
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Figure 8: Demand and supply: Equilibrium without consolidation | Botswana              

| 1999-2014 

 

Botswana’s regime consolidation in comparative context 

Across 34 African countries in 2011/2013, supply of democracy lagged behind popular 

demand for democracy by 7 percentage points (Bratton & Houessou, 2014). This supply 

deficit is reflected in objective measures and expert surveys: At present, only 12% of sub-

Saharan Africa’s population live in “free” states (as defined by Freedom House), which is 

significantly lower than for the populations of Europe (86%), the Americas (71%), and Asia-

Pacific (38%) but higher than for the populations of the Middle East and North Africa (5%) 

and Eurasia (0%) (see Appendix A, Table A.3, for Freedom House ratings of “free” African 

countries). Furthermore, while there were improvements in two countries between 2013 and 

2014 (Tunisia and Guinea-Bissau), six African countries experienced declines in their ratings 

during the same period due to significant reversals in either civil liberties or political rights: 

Burkina Faso, Burundi, Nigeria, Rwanda, South Sudan, and Uganda (Freedom House, 2015b).  

As Figure 9 shows, there is a deficit of democratic implementation in the 11 “free” African 

countries, that is, average demand for democracy exceeds the perceived supply. While 

Botswana, South Africa, and Tunisia all approach equilibrium, demand and supply in South 

Africa (36% and 37%, respectively) and Tunisia (34% and 32%, respectively) are significantly 

lower than in Botswana. In fact, Botswana has above-average levels of democratic demand 

and supply: On average across the 11 countries, 53% of citizens demand democracy, while 

less than half (41%) believe that it is adequately institutionalized in their respective countries. 

Senegalese (72%) and Mauritians (77%) show higher levels of demand for democracy than 

Batswana, but the latter is tied with Namibia and Mauritius for highest perceived democratic 

supply (63%) even though Freedom House ranks both of them as more democratic than 

Botswana (Appendix C, tables C.4-C.7).  

Bratton and Mattes (2003) argue that public opinion is a better measure of consolidation 

than expert surveys, suggesting that ordinary citizens are the best judges of the extent to 

which democracy is supplied in a given country. Of the 11 countries under consideration in 

this analysis, all but Lesotho have better scores than Botswana on Freedom House’s index, yet 

none has a higher score on the Supply of Democracy Index. This suggests that citizens in 

these democracies are more likely to be critical about conditions on the ground than expert 

opinion, which appears to support the argument of a growth in “critical citizenship.” 
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Figure 9: Regime consolidation | 11 ‘free’ countries | 2014/2015 

  

Namibia and Tunisia are the only countries that have made progress on both measures of 

democratic consolidation since the previous round of surveys in 2011/2013 (Figure 10). Most 

countries have experienced an increase in demand (3 percentage points, on average), with 

significant rises in Namibia (14 points), Senegal (11 points), and Tunisia (7 points). Conversely, 

perceived supply has declined by 7 percentage points on average, with significant declines 

in Ghana (-23 points), Benin (-16 points), Cape Verde (-15 points), Lesotho (-15 points), and 

South Africa (-12 points). 

Figure 10: Trends in demand and supply of democracy | 10 ‘free’ countries                  

| 2011/2013 vs. 2014/20159 

  

(Figure shows % in 2014/2015 survey minus % in 2011/2013 survey for demand and supply indices) 

                                                      

9
 Countries rated as “free” by Freedom House exclude São Tomé and Princípe because 2015 was its initial 

Afrobarometer survey. See Appendix C, tables C.6 and C.7 for 2011/2013 frequencies. 
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Given this analysis of the region’s most lauded democracies, it appears that much is still to be 

done to consolidate democracy, not only in Botswana but throughout the continent. 

Although some countries have approached convergence in democratic demand and 

supply, the proportions of citizens expressing positive attitudes are significantly lower than 

required for democratic consolidation. The levels of democratic demand and supply in South 

Africa and Lesotho are particularly concerning given the longevity of democracy in these 

countries compared to Tunisia (the first Arab country to achieve “free” status in four 

decades) and the significant declines in perceived supply since 2012 (Freedom House, 

2015b).  

Further exploration of the determinants of demand for democracy is required in order to 

explain why Batswana have consistently reported lower levels of demand than one would 

expect given the regime’s critical role in the country’s post-colonial success. More research is 

also required to determine whether the general trend toward lower perceived 

institutionalization is an indication of regression in democratic indicators on the ground or 

whether this in fact reflects a rise in critical citizenship as seen in mature democracies. 

Conclusion 

This paper aimed to analyze popular understanding of democracy and levels of its 

legitimation and institutionalization in Botswana. Overall, while citizens’ understanding of 

democracy is high, their demand for democracy and perceptions of its implementation are 

lower than one might expect given the central role assigned to democracy in Botswana. 

Any future policy should therefore focus on increasing both legitimation and 

institutionalization. 

Since 1999, while the two measures have moved in the same direction from one survey to the 

next, the fluctuations in supply have been larger.  The fact that supply occasionally exceeds 

demand (e.g. in 2008) suggests that increasing demand for democracy is likely to be more 

difficult than raising perceived supply. First, demand levels have never increased above two-

thirds (66%) of citizens, while supply levels have reached as high as eight in 10 (80%, in 2008). 

Second, if the reversal in perceived institutionalization of democracy since 2008 reflects 

events on the ground, this would imply that supply levels may recover once recent reversals 

in democratic development are addressed and these factors are documented by 

international expert surveys. It is important that future policies address these reversals in order 

to avoid long-term damage to the regime’s legitimacy in Botswana.  

Developing democratic citizenship in Botswana may therefore require the deliberate 

inculcation of these values and practices via civic education. Given limited donor funding 

and a weak civil society, the Botswana government will probably have to take the lead in 

promoting awareness of democracy in the country outside of formal education, either via 

the Independent Electoral Commission or by supporting local civic and nongovernmental 

organisations. Fortunately, a large number of initiatives exist in the region to serve as 

templates, and as most are donor-funded, monitoring and evaluation data are often 

available to help the Botswana government to maximise the impact of its efforts. 

The IEC’s pre-election awareness campaigns are a key mechanism for civic education in 

Botswana outside of formal education. This analysis suggests that the IEC’s efforts should 

concentrate on rural populations and women, perhaps through radio programming 

between election cycles. Further  examination of the specific effects of different 

socioeconomic and cognitive determinants of democratic attitudes will facilitate the 

crafting of finer tools by determining exact target population groups (e.g. women in general 

vs. rural women) and the best means by which to reach them. 

On the regional level, an analysis of other relatively mature African democracies shows that 

perceived institutionalization of democracy has declined in all countries except Namibia and 

Tunisia. While Tunisia is a very new democracy and has made significant progress in the past 

few years, the trend in most of the established democracies may be an indication of the 

growth of a more critical citizenry and/or popular dissatisfaction with current governments, 
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Do your own analysis of Afrobarometer data – on any question, 
for any country and survey round. It’s easy and free at 

www.afrobarometer.org/online-data-analysis. 

rather than with democracy in general. However, failure to address weaknesses in 

democratic institutions in these countries could lead to long-term disillusionment with the 

regime itself. More robust analysis of determinants of the decline, not only in Botswana but in 

all of the continent’s more established democracies, would strengthen efforts to avoid long-

term reversals. 

International donor agencies and civil society organisations should therefore consider the 

need for democracy promotion initiatives in these countries, in addition to such efforts in 

transitional societies. These could be relatively inexpensive by supporting existing networks or 

by working with governments to incorporate civic education into formal schooling.  
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Appendix A: Democracy indicators  

Table A.1: Voter turnout | Botswana | 1965-2014 

Year 
Voting-age 
population 

Registration 
Voter 

turnout (%) 

Voting-age 
population 
turnout (%) 

Freedom 
House score 

1965 202,800 -  - 69.42 - 

1969 205,200 140,428 54.73 37.46 - 

1974 244,200 205,016 31.22 26.21 2.5 

1979 290,033 243,483 55.24 46.37 2.0 

1984 420,400 293,571 77.58 54.18 2.5 

1989 522,900 367,069 68.24 47.90 1.5 

1994 634,920 370,173 76.55 44.63 2.5 

1999 844,338 459,662 77.11 41.98 2.0 

2004 957,540 552,849 76.20 44.00 2.0 

2009 892,339 723,617 76.71 62.20 2.0 

2014 1,267,719 824,073 84.75 55.09 2.5 

Source: International Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance (2015) 

Table A.2: Parliamentary election results | Botswana | 1994-201410 

Year Seats won 
Seats won 

(%) 
Votes 

achieved 
Votes 

achieved (%) 

1994 

BDP 26 67 151,031 54.43 

BNF 13 33 102,862 37.07 

1999  

BDP 33 83 192,598 54.34 

BNF 6 15 87,457 24.67 

BCP 1 3 40,096 11.31 

2004 

BDP 44 77 213,308 50.63 

BNF 12 21 107,451 25.51 

BCP 1 2 68,556 16.27 

2009 

BDP 45 79 290,099 53.26 

BNF 6 11 119,509 21.94 

BCP 4 7 104,302 19.15 

BAM 1 2 12,387 2.27 

Independent 1 2 10,464 1.92 

2014 

BDP 37 65 320,657 46.45 

UDC 17 30 207,113 30.01 

BCP 3 5 140,998 20.43 
Source: Democracy Research Project (2002), IEC (2000), IEC (2005), and IEC (2010).  

                                                      

10
 Parties: Botswana Democratic Party (BDP), Botswana National Front (BNF), Botswana Congress Party (BCP), Botswana 

Alliance Movement (BAM), and Umbrella for Democratic Change (UDC, a coalition that includes BNF, BAM, and Botswana 
Movement for Democracy (BMD)).  
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Table A.3: ‘Free’ countries | Africa | Freedom House | 2014 

Country 

Political 
rights 

(1=best, 
7=worst) 

Civil liberties 
(1=best, 
7=worst) 

Freedom 
House score 

(average) 

Cape Verde 1 1 1.0 

Ghana 1 2 1.5 

Mauritius 1 2 1.5 

Benin 2 2 2.0 

Namibia 2 2 2.0 

São Tomé and Príncipe 2 2 2.0 

Senegal 2 2 2.0 

South Africa 2 2 2.0 

Tunisia 1 3 2.0 

Botswana 3 2 2.5 

Lesotho 2 3 2.5 

Source: Freedom House (2015) 
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Appendix B: Understanding of ‘democracy’ 

Respondents were asked: What, if anything, does “democracy” mean to you? 

Table B.1: Understanding of ‘democracy’ | by location | Botswana | 2005 and 2014 

 2005 2014 

 
Urban Rural Urban 

Semi-
urban 

Rural 

Understand “democracy” in English 61% 37% 69% 53% 36% 

Require Setswana translation 22% 34% 21% 30% 40% 

Don’t understand the word/question 18% 30% 10% 16% 23% 

 

Table B.2: Understanding of ‘democracy’ | by gender | Botswana | 2005 and 2014 

 2005 2014 

 Male Female Male Female 

Understand “democracy” in 
English 

53% 42% 57% 43% 

Require Setswana translation 29% 28% 30% 34% 

Don’t understand the word/ 
question 

18% 30% 13% 22% 

 

Table B.3: Understanding of ‘democracy’ | by age | Botswana | 2005 and 2014 

 2005 2014 

 18-29 30-49 50 + 18-29 30-49 50 + 

Understand “democracy” in English 66% 45% 17% 61% 55% 25% 

Require Setswana translation 15% 33% 48% 22% 29% 53% 

Don’t understand the word/question 19% 23% 35% 17% 15% 21% 

 

Table B.4: Understanding of ‘democracy’ | by educational attainment | Botswana             

| 2005 and 2014 

 2005 2014 

 No 
formal 

Primary Secondary 
Post-

secondary 
No 

formal 
Prim. Sec. 

Post-
sec. 

Understand 
“democracy” in 
English 

10% 26% 66% 89% 8% 27% 56% 86% 

Require Setswana 
translation 

44% 46% 16% 8% 59% 45% 29% 9% 

Don’t understand 
the word/question 

45% 28% 18% 3% 31% 27% 15% 5% 
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Table B.5: Interpretations of ‘democracy’ |first response | Botswana | 1999, 2005, 

and 2014 

 1999 2005 2014 

Civil liberties/Personal freedoms 19% 28% 30% 

Don't know/Did not understand the question 29% 26% 17% 

Voting/Elections/Multiparty competition 5% 5% 15% 

Government by, for, of the people/Popular rule 24% 13% 10% 

Peace/Unity/Power sharing 11% 12% 8% 

Working together 0% 4% 4% 

Social/Economic development 2% 2% 3% 

Governance/Effectiveness/Accountability/Rule of law 2% 1% 3% 

Other positive meanings 0% 1% 3% 

Equality/Justice 4% 5% 2% 

Majority rule 0% 1% 2% 

N 1,200 1,200 1,200 
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Appendix C: Demand for and supply of democracy 

Table C.1: Components of demand for democracy | Botswana | 1999-2014 

 1999 2003 2005 2008 2012 2014 Average 

Support democracy 82% 66% 69% 85% 82% 83% 78% 

Reject one-party rule 78% 68% 82% 79% 80% 77% 77% 

Reject military rule 84% 79% 80% 89% 90% 88% 85% 

Reject one-man rule 86% 85% 89% 93% 92% 88% 89% 
Respondents were asked: 
1. Which of these three statements is closest to your own opinion? 

Statement 1: Democracy is preferable to any other kind of government.  

Statement 2: In some circumstances, a non-democratic government can be preferable. 

Statement 3: For someone like me, it doesn’t matter what kind of government we have. 

(% who say “Democracy is preferable to any other kind of government”) 

2. There are many ways to govern a country. Would you disapprove or approve of the following 

alternatives? 

A. Only one political party is allowed to stand for election and hold office. 

B. The army comes in to govern the country. 

C. Elections and Parliament are abolished so that the president can decide everything. 

(% who “disapprove” or “disapprove strongly” of all three alternatives) 

Table C.2: Demand for democracy| Botswana | 1999-2014 

 1999 2003 2005 2008 2012 2014 Average 

Reject none 4% 6% 4% 4% 2% 7% 5% 

Reject 1 6% 13% 10% 5% 6% 6% 8% 

Reject 2 16% 26% 18% 17% 18% 13% 18% 

Reject 3 74% 56% 68% 74% 73% 73% 70% 

Reject 3 + support democracy 66% 48% 58% 66% 63% 64% 61% 

Table C.3: Supply of democracy | Botswana | 1999-2014 

 1999 2003 2005 2008 2012 2014 Average 

Botswana is a democracy 82% 59% 73% 91% 79% 75% 76% 

Satisfied with democracy 75% 58% 59% 83% 70% 68% 69% 

Botswana a democracy + 
satisfied 71% 46% 54% 80% 65% 63% 63% 

Respondents were asked: 

1. In your opinion, how much of a democracy is Botswana today: A full democracy? A 

democracy, but with minor problems? A democracy with major problems? Not a democracy? 

(% who said “a full democracy” or “a democracy, but with minor problems”) 

2. Overall, how satisfied are you with the way democracy works in Botswana? (% who said “very 

satisfied” or “fairly satisfied”) 
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Table C.4: Components of demand for democracy| 11 ‘free’ countries11 | 2014/2015 

 
BEN BOT CV GHA LES MAU NAM STP SEN SAF TUN Ave. 

Supports 
democracy 

81% 86% 88% 79% 56% 86% 76% 62% 93% 66% 69% 77% 

Reject 0 alt. 
regimes 

3% 8% 5% 5% 7% 2% 6% 8% 2% 9% 11% 6% 

Reject 1 5% 6% 9% 8% 16% 4% 10% 14% 5% 14% 18% 10% 

Reject 2 22% 13% 19% 24% 30% 9% 21% 24% 17% 26% 29% 21% 

Reject 3 71% 73% 67% 62% 47% 85% 64% 54% 76% 51% 43% 63% 

Reject 3 + 
support 
democracy 

60% 64% 62% 55% 32% 77% 52% 39% 72% 36% 34% 53% 

Table C.5: Components of supply of democracy| 11 ‘free’ countries | 2014/2015 

 BEN BOT CV GHA LES MAU NAM STP SEN SAF TUN Ave. 

[Country] is a 
Democracy 

54% 76% 55% 52% 37% 76% 72% 52% 65% 47% 38% 57% 

Satisfied with 
Democracy 

40% 68% 26% 56% 32% 66% 72% 19% 64% 48% 58% 50% 

[Country] a 
Democracy + 
Satisfied 

35% 63% 23% 42% 22% 63% 63% 14% 57% 37% 32% 41% 

Freedom House 
score (average) 

2.0 2.5 1.0 1.5 2.5 1.5 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.9 

Table C.6: Demand for democracy| 10 ‘free’ countries12 | 2011/2013 

 
BEN BOT CV GHA LES 

MA
U 

NA
M 

SEN SAF TUN Ave. 

No demand for 
democracy 

2% 1% 1% 1% 4% 1% 3% 1% 6% 6% 3% 

Agree w/ 1 of 4 
components 

5% 4% 6% 4% 8% 2% 9% 3% 15% 14% 7% 

Agree w/ 2 of 4 
components 

10% 8% 11% 7% 22% 3% 15% 7% 15% 22% 12% 

Agree w/ 3 of 4 
components 

30% 25% 24% 21% 33% 18% 35% 28% 22% 32% 27% 

Full demand for 
democracy 

53% 62% 59% 67% 33% 76% 38% 61% 42% 27% 52% 

                                                      

11
 African countries that are rated as “free” by Freedom House: Benin (BEN), Botswana (BOT), Cape Verde (CV), 

Ghana (GH), Lesotho (LES), Mauritius (MAU), Namibia (NAM), São Tomé and Princípe (STP), Senegal (SEN), 
South Africa (SAF), and Tunisia (TUN).  
12

 Excludes São Tomé and Princípe because 2015 was the country’s first Afrobarometer survey.  
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Table C.7: Supply of democracy | 10 ‘free’ countries | 2011/2013 

 
BEN BOT CV GHA LES 

MA
U 

NA
M 

SEN SAF TUN Ave. 

Perceive no 
supply 

21% 16% 30% 13% 37% 17% 19% 24% 24% 53% 25% 

Perceive supply 
of 1, not both 

28% 19% 31% 21% 25% 18% 28% 18% 27% 27% 24% 

Perceive full 
supply of 
democracy 
(Extent + 
satisfaction) 

52% 65% 39% 65% 38% 65% 54% 58% 50% 20% 50% 
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                             Dispatch No. 71 | 9 February 2016 

Support for democracy in South Africa declines 

amid rising discontent with implementation 

Afrobarometer Dispatch No. 71 | Rorisang Lekalake 

Summary 

In April 2015, South Africa marked the 21st anniversary of its inaugural elections under full 

universal suffrage, the country’s formal transition from apartheid to electoral democracy. 

South Africa’s political system is well-regarded by international experts and is one of only 11 

on the continent that Freedom House currently classifies as “free” (Freedom House, 2015).1 

Despite this success, 2015 is best remembered for its political turmoil, including corruption 

scandals, a combative atmosphere in Parliament, and nationwide student protests against 

higher education tuition. In December, these events culminated in large protest marches 

under the banner of #ZumaMustFall to demand President Jacob Zuma’s resignation 

following the economic fallout from his unexpected replacement of the country’s well-

regarded finance minister (Telegraph, 2015).  

Recent analysis of public opinion data from the 2015 Afrobarometer survey in South Africa 

shows significant declines in approval of government performance on a wide range of high-

priority issues as well as in citizens’ confidence in President Zuma (see Afrobarometer 

dispatches No. 64 and No. 66, at www.afrobarometer.org). The 2015 data also indicate that 

South Africans have grown more dissatisfied with the state of the country’s democracy in 

general. Although public disapproval of alternative political systems is high, outright support 

for democracy has declined since 2011, and a majority of citizens would be willing to give up 

elections in favour of a non-elected government that would provide basic services. 

Furthermore, there have been corresponding declines in the proportions of citizens who 

believe that South Africa is a democracy and who are satisfied with its implementation.  

Race continues to be a leading source of differences in South Africans’ attitudes toward 

democracy. Black citizens report significantly higher levels of support for democracy and its 

current institutionalization in the country. However, they are also are more willing to give up 

regular elections in return for basic service provision, indicating a lack of full commitment to 

the system.  

Afrobarometer survey  

Afrobarometer is a pan-African, non-partisan research network that conducts public attitude 

surveys on democracy, governance, economic conditions, and related issues across more 

than 30 countries in Africa. After five rounds of surveys between 1999 and 2013, results of 

Round 6 surveys (2014/2015) are currently being published. Afrobarometer conducts face-to-

face interviews in the language of the respondent’s choice with nationally representative 

samples of 1,200 or 2,400 respondents. 

The Afrobarometer team in South Africa, led by the Institute for Justice and Reconciliation 

(IJR) and Plus 94 Research, interviewed 2,400 adult South Africans in August and September 

2015. A sample of this size yields country-level results with a margin of error of +/-2% at a 95% 

                                                
1 The other 10 countries are: Benin, Botswana, Cape Verde, Ghana, Lesotho, Mauritius, Namibia, São 

Tomé and Príncipe, Senegal, and Tunisia. 

http://www.afrobarometer.org/
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confidence level. Previous surveys were conducted in South Africa in 2000, 2002, 2004, 2006, 

2008, and 2011. 

Key findings 

 Support for democracy has declined from 72% of South Africans in 2011 to 64% in 

2015, which is slightly below the continental average (67%). Support for democracy is 

higher than average among better-educated, rural, younger, and black South 

Africans.   

 Six of 10 South Africans (61%) say they are willing to forego elections in favour of a 

non-elected government that would guarantee basic services such as safety, rule of 

law, housing, and jobs.  

 Substantial majorities of South Africans reject alternatives to democracy, with public 

disapproval highest for one-man rule (80%), followed by a return to apartheid (77%), 

one-party rule (72%), and military rule (67%). Only 44% of white South Africans reject a 

hypothetical return to apartheid, while 30% would support such an initiative and 26% 

are ambivalent or “don’t know.” 

 Less than half (47%) of respondents say the country is a “full democracy” or “a 

democracy, but with minor problems,” a 19–percentage-point decrease since 2011.  

 Public satisfaction with the country’s democracy has also declined significantly since 

2011, from 60% to 48%.   

Support for democracy 

On average since 2000, about two-thirds (64%) of South Africans have said that “democracy 

is preferable to any other kind of government.” Support for democracy gradually increased 

from 60% in 2000 to a peak of 72% in 2011 but has since declined by 8 percentage points 

(Figure 1).  

Comparison with 35 other African countries covered by Afrobarometer Round 6 surveys 

shows that this level is slightly below average (67%). Support for democracy on the continent 

varies widely, from almost nine in 10 Burundians (86%) to only four in 10 Sudanese citizens 

(44%). 

In South Africa, levels of support for democracy vary significantly by residential location, age, 

education level, and race, though not by gender (Figure 2). Rural residents (68%) are more 

likely to support democracy than urbanites (61%), and younger respondents (ages 18-49 

years) show greater support than those ages 50 years and older (66% vs. 57%). Preference for 

democracy increases with education, from 56% of citizens with no formal education to 65% 

of those with at least secondary education. Disaggregation by race shows that black South 

Africans have the highest levels of support (67%), followed by Coloured (57%), Indian (56%), 

and white (49%) South Africans.   

Despite stated support for democracy, six in 10 citizens (61%) would be willing to give up 

regular elections in favour of a non-elected government that could deliver basic services. 

According to this alternative measure, support for democracy was at its peak in 2002 – the 

only survey in which a majority (55%) of South Africans said they would be “unwilling” or “very 

unwilling” to give up elections in favour of a non-elected government (Figure 3).  

Disaggregation of 2015 responses shows modest differences by location and gender, and no 

clear pattern by education level. Interestingly, willingness to give up elections decreases with 

age: Citizens aged 50 and older are least willing (56%), compared to 61% of those aged 30-
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49 years and 65% of youth aged 18-29. Black respondents are significantly more willing to 

accept non-democratic rule (64%) than minority race groups (52%, on average) (Figure 4).  

Figure 1: Support for democracy | South Africa | 2000-2015 

 
Respondents were asked: Which of these three statements is closest to your own opinion? 

Statement 1: Democracy is preferable to any other kind of government. 

Statement 2: In some circumstances, a non-democratic government can be preferable. 

Statement 3: For someone like me, it doesn’t matter what kind of government we have. 

Note: Due to rounding, categories may not always total 100%. 

Figure 2: Support for democracy | by social attributes | South Africa | 2015 
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Figure 3: Willingness to give up elections | South Africa | 2000-2015  

 

Respondents were asked: If a non-elected government or leader could impose law and order, and 

deliver houses and jobs, how willing or unwilling would you be to give up regular elections and live 

under such a government? 

Figure 4: Willingness to give up elections | by social attributes | South Africa | 2015 
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Rejection of alternative regimes 

Mattes and Bratton (2003) argue that “[while] it is necessary for committed democrats to 

profess support for democracy, it is not sufficient” as a measure of support for democracy in 

part because of potential variation in interpretations of democracy (p. 3). Consequently, 

commitment to democracy should also incorporate the rejection of real-world alternative 

political systems. As shown above, although six in 10 South Africans (64%) profess their support 

for democracy, almost the same proportion (61%) say they would be willing to forego 

elections in exchange for basic service provision.    

At present, strong majorities of South Africans disapprove of one-man rule (80%), one-party 

rule (72%), and military rule (67%), in addition to rejecting a hypothetical return to the 

apartheid system (77%). These measures of disapproval are currently at peak levels since 

2000 except for disapproval of military rule, which was 10 percentage points higher in 

2000/2002 (Figure 5). 

Comparison with the rest of the continent shows that South Africans’ rejection of one-party 

and military rule is below the African average (by about 6 percentage points), while 

disapproval of one-man rule matches the average of 80%.  

Despite a substantial rise in the proportion of citizens who reject apartheid rule (from 65% in 

2000 to 77%), analysis by race shows significant differences in disapproval levels. 

Unsurprisingly, black South Africans report the highest levels of disapproval (82%), followed by 

majorities of both Coloured (73%) and Indian (61%) respondents. But only a minority of white 

South Africans (44%) say they “disapprove” or “strongly disapprove” of returning to the 

apartheid system, while 30% would endorse such an initiative and a further 26% say they 

“neither approve nor disapprove” (23%) or “don’t know” (3%) (Figure 6).  

Figure 5: Rejection of alternative regimes | South Africa | 2000-2015 

 
Respondents were asked: There are many ways to govern a country. Would you disapprove or approve 

of the following alternatives? 

 Only one political party is allowed to stand for election and hold office. 

 The army comes in to govern the country. 

 Elections and Parliament are abolished so that the President can decide everything. 

 If the country returned to the old system we had under apartheid.  
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Figure 6: Rejection of apartheid system | by race | South Africa | 2015 

 

Evaluations of South Africa’s democracy 

Both perceptions of the extent of democracy in South Africa and public satisfaction with its 

implementation have declined significantly since 2011 (Figure 7), mirroring steep drops during 

the periods 2000-2002 and 2004-2008 that may reflect some of the controversies of the Thabo 

Mbeki presidency, such as his denial of the link between HIV and AIDS, his policy of “quiet 

diplomacy” following Zimbabwe’s 2008 elections, and his conflict with now-President Zuma 

over control of the ruling African National Congress (ANC).  

The belief that South Africa is a “full democracy” or “a democracy, but with minor problems” 

has dropped by 19 percentage points since 2011, from 66% of respondents to 47%. Fully half 

(50%) of South Africans now say that their country is “not a democracy” or “a democracy 

with major problems.” Similarly, satisfaction has decreased from a majority of 60% in 2011 to a 

minority of 48% who now say they are “fairly satisfied” or “very satisfied” with the way 

democracy is working in South Africa.  

Comparison with 35 other countries in the Afrobarometer data set indicates that although 

South Africans’ satisfaction with democracy is significantly lower than in 2011, it is still slightly 

above the continental average of 44%. Conversely, the perceived extent of democracy in 

the country (47%) is slightly below the continental average (49%). But of the 11 African 

countries characterized as “free” by Freedom House, only Lesotho (37%) and Tunisia (38%) 

recorded lower levels on this measure. 

The perceived extent of democracy in South Africa varies only slightly by gender and age. 

However, rural residents (59%) are significantly more likely to believe that South Africa is a “full 

democracy” or one with “minor problems” than urban residents (41%). So are respondents 

with at least primary education (average of 47%) compared to those with no formal 

schooling (36%). Analysis by race indicates that this perception is highest among black 

respondents, at 52%, and ranges as low as 28% among white South Africans (Figure 8). 

Satisfaction with democracy follows similar patterns, but the pattern by education levels is 

unclear. Again, black respondents are the only race group with a majority of satisfied 

citizens, at 53%, while this proportion ranges as low as 24% among Indian and 28% among 

white South Africans (Figure 9). 
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Figure 7: Extent of democracy and satisfaction with democracy | South Africa           

| 2000-2015 

 

Respondents were asked:  

 In your opinion, how much of a democracy is South Africa today?  

 Overall, how satisfied are you with the way democracy works in South Africa? 

Figure 8: Extent of democracy | by social attributes | South Africa | 2015 
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To further explore this data, please visit Afrobarometer's online data 
analysis facility at www.afrobarometer.org/online-data-analysis. 

Figure 9: Satisfaction with democracy | by social attributes | South Africa | 2015 

 
(% “fairly satisfied” or ”very satisfied”) 

Conclusion 

Results of recent public opinion research suggest that increasing dissatisfaction with South 

Africa’s current leadership has spilled over into waning support for democracy itself. Despite 

the country’s successes since its 1994 transition, South Africans generally have slightly lower 

levels of pro-democratic attitudes than the continental average. Support for democracy has 

declined since 2011, and although disapproval of non-democratic alternative regimes is 

high, a majority of citizens are willing to give up regular elections in favour of basic service 

provision. Furthermore, less than half of South Africans believe that the country is a “full 

democracy” or “a democracy, but with minor problems,” and less than half are at least 

“fairly satisfied” with its current implementation.  
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 Dispatch No. 72 | 9 February 2016 

Immigration remains a challenge                    

for South Africa’s government and citizens  

Afrobarometer Dispatch No. 72 | Anyway Chingwete 

 

Summary 

Last year’s resurgence of attacks on foreigners in South Africa gave renewed urgency to 

long-standing questions about the security of foreign nationals, the prevalence of 

xenophobic attitudes, and the government’s commitment to dealing effectively with 

immigration issues.  

Deadly and widespread attacks on foreigners in April and October 2015 echoed well-

publicized violence in the 1990s and early 2000s that led some observers to see xenophobia 

both as endemic to South Africa and as worsening since the country’s democratic transition 

(Neocosmos, 2010; Centre for the Study of Violence and Reconciliation, 2008). 

New findings from the 2015 Afrobarometer survey suggest there has been little change in 

South Africans’ unwelcoming attitudes toward foreigners. The Rainbow Nation remains 

divided: Four in 10 citizens (42%) say that “foreigners should not be allowed to live in South 

Africa because they take jobs and benefits away from South Africans,” whilst the same 

proportion disagree. Attitudes toward political asylum seekers are similarly divided. And 

about three in 10 citizens say they would dislike having a foreigner as a neighbour (32%), 

whilst a similar proportion (28%) say they would like it and 40% say they would not care. 

Whilst South Africans are somewhat more welcoming to exceptionally skilled migrants and 

foreign investors, their stated attitudes make the country one of the most intolerant, with 

respect to foreign immigrants, among African countries surveyed by Afrobarometer. Though 

divided in their attitudes toward foreigners, citizens are largely united in disapproving of the 

government’s efforts to address immigration challenges. 

Afrobarometer survey  

Afrobarometer is a pan-African, non-partisan research network that conducts public attitude 

surveys on democracy, governance, economic conditions, and related issues across more 

than 30 countries in Africa. After five rounds of surveys completed between 1999 and 2013, 

results from Round 6 surveys (2014/2015) are currently being disseminated. Afrobarometer 

conducts face-to-face interviews in the language of the respondent’s choice with nationally 

representative samples of 1,200 or 2,400 respondents. 

The Afrobarometer team in South Africa, led by the Institute for Justice and Reconciliation 

(IJR) and Plus 94 Research, interviewed 2,400 adult South Africans in August-September 2015. 

A sample of this size yields country-level results with a margin of error of +/-2% at a 95% 

confidence level. Previous surveys were conducted in South Africa in 2000, 2002, 2004, 2006, 

2008, and 2011. 
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Key findings 

 South Africans are evenly divided (42% each) as to whether foreigners should be 

barred from staying in South Africa on grounds that they outcompete nationals for 

jobs and benefits. 

 About three in 10 South Africans (32%) say they would dislike having a foreigner as a 

neighbour, whilst 28% say they would like it and 40% say they wouldn’t care. 

 Tolerance for asylum seekers due to political persecution increased slightly, from 38% 

in 2011 to 43%, but citizens remain almost evenly divided on the issue. 

 Among 33 African countries surveyed in 2014/2015, South Africa ranks near the top in 

levels of intolerance toward foreigners.  

 Close to seven in 10 South Africans (68%) say the government is doing “fairly badly” or 

“very badly” in managing immigration issues, an increase from 63% in 2011.  

South Africans divided in attitudes toward foreign immigrants 

As Figure 1 shows, South Africans are almost evenly divided in their views of whether 

foreigners – even those seeking asylum from political persecution – should be allowed to stay. 

They are somewhat more welcoming in the case of “exceptionally skilled foreigners and 

foreign investors” who can contribute to their economy. 

Four in 10 South Africans (42%) agree that “foreigners should not be allowed to live in South 

Africa because they take jobs and benefits away from South Africans” – the same proportion 

who disagree with this statement. This reflects little change from the 2011 survey, in which 38% 

agreed and 45% disagreed. 

As for asylum seekers, the proportion of South Africans who agree that “people persecuted 

for political reasons deserve protection in South Africa” increased slightly, from 38% in 2011 to 

43%. Nonetheless, the nation remains sharply divided on the issue, and “strong” feelings on 

the question are more common among opponents (19%) than among proponents (11%) of 

political asylum.  

South Africans are somewhat more accommodating to exceptionally skilled immigrants and 

foreign investors who can contribute to developing the country: A slim majority (51%) say the 

country’s immigration policies should favour such foreigners, vs. 29% who disagree. Whilst the 

2011 survey did not ask this question, it did show a slight increase compared to 2008 in the 

proportion of citizens who would spare “those who are not contributing to the economy” 

from being sent back to their home countries (Krönke, 2015). 

On all three questions, about one in five respondents (16% to 20%) say they “neither agree 

nor disagree” or “don’t know.”  
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Figure 1: Attitudes regarding immigration | South Africa | 2011-2015 

 
Respondents were asked: The department of Home Affairs introduced a number of new regulations 

aimed at improving its ability to manage immigration effectively. For each of the following statements, 

please tell me whether you disagree or agree, or haven`t heard enough to say: 

A) Foreigners should not be allowed to live in South Africa because they take jobs and benefits 

away from South Africans? 

B) People who are persecuted for political reasons in their own countries deserve protection in 

South Africa? 

C) South Africa`s immigration policies should favour exceptionally skilled foreigners and foreign 

investors to help the economy grow? (This question was not asked in 2011.) 

(Figure shows % who “agree” or “strongly agree” with each statement.) 

Differences in tolerance by demographic group 

Tolerance toward immigrants varies significantly by race, urban-rural residence, education 

level, party affiliation, and province, but not by age group or gender. 

On the question of barring all foreigners from living in South Africa, the only significant 

differences by demographic group are for race and urban-rural residence. White South 

Africans are least likely to hold restrictive attitudes (35%), compared to 43% of black, 41% of 

Indian/South Asian, and 40% of Coloured citizens. More rural residents (46%) than urbanites 

(39%) feel foreigners should be barred.    

With regard to asylum seekers (Figure 2), Coloured citizens hold more restrictive attitudes: 

Only 39% agree that “people who are persecuted for political reasons in their own countries 

deserve protection in South Africa,” compared to 44% of white, 46% of black, and 48% of 

Indian/South Asian citizens.  

Education shows an interesting dimension in this analysis: The lower the level of educational 

attainment, the more tolerant respondents are in their attitudes toward asylum seekers. More 

than half (52%) of citizens with no formal education agree that asylum seekers should receive 

protection in South Africa, compared to 47% of those with primary education, 45% of those 

with secondary education, and 44% of those with tertiary education. 
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Supporters of the Democratic Alliance (DA) party are less receptive to political asylum 

seekers (37%) than are supporters of the Economic Freedom Fighters (EFF) (45%) and the 

African National Congress (ANC) (52%).1.  

Provincially, the picture resonates with analysis from the political party perspective, as well as 

with the geographic distribution of xenophobic violence. The Western Cape Province, 

historically a DA stronghold, displays the least tolerance for asylum seekers (34%), followed by 

Gauteng (36%) and North West (38%). By contrast, majorities in the Northern Cape (66%), 

Eastern Cape (60%), Free State (57%), and Limpopo (55%) – provinces where fewer attacks 

on foreigners have been reported – favour protection for those suffering political 

persecution. 

Rural South Africans are slightly more likely to welcome asylum seekers than their urban 

counterparts, 48% vs. 44%.  

Figure 2: Tolerance toward political asylum seekers | by demographic group             

| South Africa | 2015 

 
Respondents were asked: For each of the following statements, please tell me whether you disagree or 

agree, or haven`t heard enough to say: People who are persecuted for political reasons in their own 

countries deserve protection in South Africa? (% who “agree” or “strongly agree”) 

                                                
1
 Political party affiliation was determined by asking survey respondents, “Do you feel close to any particular 

political party?” and if yes, “Which party is that?” 
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Similar demographic differences are apparent when it comes to welcoming exceptionally 

skilled immigrants or foreign investors, with the exception of educational attainment (Figure 

3). Coloureds, DA supporters, and residents of Western Cape Province, Free State Province, 

and North West Province are more likely to endorse a restrictive approach. Unlike on the 

question of asylum seekers, results show a positive relationship between level of education 

and acceptance of skilled immigrants and foreign investors. Majorities of respondents with 

primary (54%), secondary (53%), and tertiary education (55%) say the country’s immigration 

policies should favour such foreigners to help the economy grow, whereas only one-third 

(34%) of respondents with no formal education support this approach. 

Figure 3: Tolerance toward skilled immigrants and foreign investors | by 

demographic group | South Africa | 2015 

 
Respondents were asked: For each of the following statements, please tell me whether you disagree or 

agree, or haven`t heard enough to say: South Africa`s immigration policies should favour exceptionally 

skilled foreigners and foreign investors to help the economy grow? (% who “agree” or “strongly agree”) 
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South Africa ranks amongst the least tolerant countries 

South Africans’ reluctance to welcome immigrants is confirmed in their attitudes toward 

having foreigners as neighbours. Close to one in three citizens (32%) would dislike – half of 

whom would “strongly dislike” – living next door to an immigrant or foreign worker. Stated 

positively, a majority would either like having foreigners as neighbours (28%) or “would not 

care” (40%) (Figure 4). 

Figure 4: Attitudes toward having foreigners as neighbours | South Africa | 2015 

 

Respondents were asked: For each of the following types of people, please tell me whether you would 

like having people from this group as neighbours, dislike it, or not care: Immigrants or foreign workers? 

Still, on this measure, South Africa is one of the least tolerant countries surveyed by 

Afrobarometer in 2014/2015, surpassed only by Lesotho (where 42% would dislike having a 

foreigner as neighbour), Zambia (34%), Mauritius (34%), Morocco (33%) and Madagascar 

(33%) (Figure 5).  

Five of the six least tolerant countries are in Southern Africa, which trails only North Africa as 

the least tolerant regions of Africa (Figure 6). Whilst close to one-third (29%) of North Africans 

report their unwillingness to have foreign neighbours, 25% from Southern Africa share the 

same sentiment, compared to 18% of East Africans, 14% of Central Africans, and 12% of West 

Africans. West African countries stand out in their openness to foreigners: In Burkina Faso and 

Cape Verde, 94% of citizens would “strongly like,” “somewhat like,” or “not care” if they had 

foreigners as neighbours, followed by Benin (93%), Togo (93%), and Senegal (90%). 
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Figure 5: Dislike having foreigners as neighbours | 33 countries | 2014/2015 

 
Respondents were asked: For each of the following types of people, please tell me whether you would 

like having people from this group as neighbours, dislike it, or not care: Immigrants or foreign workers? 

(% who would “dislike” or “strongly dislike”) 

Note: This question was not asked in three North African countries (Algeria, Egypt, and Sudan). 
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Figure 6: Attitudes toward having foreigners as neighbours | by region | 33 countries 

| 2014/2015 

 
Respondents were asked: For each of the following types of people, please tell me whether you would 

like having people from this group as neighbours, dislike it, or not care: Immigrants or foreign workers? 

Note: This question was not asked in three North African countries (Algeria, Egypt, and Sudan). 

Government scores poorly on managing immigration  

Asked to assess the government’s performance in a wide range of areas, South Africans 

overwhelmingly gave the government a failing grade on managing immigration 

(Chingwete, 2016). The 68% negative rating, an increase of 5 percentage points since 2011 

(Figure 7), may be a response to a resurgence of xenophobic attacks in 2015, which resulted 

in worldwide condemnation and a call for the South African government to address the 

attacks on foreigners in its country.  

Figure 7: Government performance on managing immigration | South Africa | 2008-2015 

 

Respondents were asked: How well or badly would you say the current government is handling the 

following matters, or haven’t you heard enough to say: Managing immigration? (% who say “fairly 

badly” or “very badly”) 
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To further explore this data, please visit Afrobarometer's online data 
analysis facility at www.afrobarometer.org/online-data-analysis. 

Conclusion 

Whilst South Africans express some level of tolerance for exceptionally skilled immigrants and 

foreign investors who could benefit their economy, they remain fairly intolerant of foreigners 

in their country. Confirming external perceptions in the wake of xenophobic attacks, citizens’ 

attitudes place South Africa among the least tolerant countries on the continent. 

Immigration clearly remains a challenge for government and society if South Africa wants to 

preserve its status as the Rainbow Nation.  
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                             Dispatch No. 73 | 9 February 2016 

Majority of South Africans want a workers’ party 

as alternative to ANC 

Afrobarometer Dispatch No. 73 | Sibusiso Nkomo 

Summary 

Twenty-one years after the African National Congress came to power in South Africa’s 

transition to democratic institutions and rules, a majority of South Africans would support the 

creation of a workers’ party to contest elections and fight for workers’ rights, according to 

findings of the latest Afrobarometer survey. 

This level of public support for a new labour/workers’ party comes as a surprise given the 

ANC’s  centre-left “tripartite alliance” with the Congress of South African Trade Unions 

(COSATU) and the South African Communist Party (SACP), which professes to fight for the 

poor and working classes. It also seems to give credence to calls by the National Union of 

Metalworkers of South Africa (NUMSA) for a “united front” to lead the establishment of a 

political party that would better represent working-class interests than the ANC-led alliance 

(Cloete, 2014). 

Academics Webster and Orkin (2014) argue that the existence of a large industrial working 

class, an independent trade union movement, and strong civil society organisations could 

augur well for the survival of a workers’ party in South Africa. To support their argument, they 

point to a 2014 Ipsos survey finding that one-third of adult South Africans believed that “a 

new political party, a workers’ or labour party, will assist with current problems facing SA.” 

In addition to support for a workers’ party, the Afrobarometer survey found that a majority of 

South Africans believe that COSATU leaders are more concerned about political power than 

about workers’ interests.  

Afrobarometer survey  

Afrobarometer is a pan-African, non-partisan research network that conducts public attitude 

surveys on democracy, governance, economic conditions, and related issues across more 

than 30 countries in Africa. Five rounds of surveys were conducted between 1999 and 2013, 

and Round 6 surveys were completed in 2014 and 2015. Afrobarometer conducts face-to-

face interviews in the language of the respondent’s choice with nationally representative 

samples of between 1,200 and 2,400 respondents. 

The Afrobarometer team in South Africa, led by Institute for Justice and Reconciliation and 

Plus94 Research interviewed 2,400 adult South Africans in August and September 2015. A 

sample of this size yields results with a margin of error of +/-2% at a 95% confidence level. 

Previous surveys have been conducted in South Africa in 2000, 2002, 2004, 2006, 2008 and 

2011.  

Key findings 

 More than half (53%) of survey respondents “agree” or “strongly agree” that South 

African needs a new labour/workers’ party to defend working-class interests. Both 

rural and urban residents respond positively to the idea, with half or more agreeing.  
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 Support for a new workers’ party is the majority position in five of nine provinces, led 

by Limpopo (73%) and Gauteng (63%), but drops as low as 20% in Mpumalanga and 

36% in the Eastern Cape.  

 Among those who have full–time jobs, six in 10 (60%) support the formation of a 

workers’ party. Support is also strong among citizens who have a post-secondary 

education and those who are economically well off. 

 A majority (54%) of citizens believe COSATU leaders are more focused on political 

power than on the interests of workers.  

 A plurality (45%) of South Africans “agree” or “strongly agree” that to fully advance 

the interests of their members, trade unions should operate without any government 

influence or control. 

South Africans want a workers’ party  

More than half (53%) of South Africans favour the establishment of a workers’ party to protect 

the interests of the working class (Figure 1). Only two in 10 (20%) “disagree” or “strongly 

disagree” with the formation of a workers’ party. 

Figure 1: South African support for establishing a workers’ party | by urban-rural 

residence | South Africa | 20151 

 
Respondents were asked: For each of the following statements, please tell me whether you disagree or 

agree: South Africa needs a new workers’ party that can defend the interests of the working class?  

 

                                                
1
 Due to rounding, categories in graphics may not always sum to 100%. 
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In five of South Africa’s nine provinces, majorities “agree” or “strongly agree” with the need 

for a workers’ party (Figure 2). Support is strongest (73%) in Limpopo, a mostly rural province, 

followed by the economic heartland of the country, Gauteng (63%). Support is also high in 

the Northern Cape (62%), KwaZulu-Natal (60%), and the Free State (52%). Though not a 

majority, support outnumbers opposition in the Western Cape and North West provinces. 

Rural Mpumalanga is the only province where a plurality (42%) disagree with the formation of 

a workers’ party. The Eastern Cape, the country’s motor vehicle manufacturing hub, shows 

equal proportions of agreement and “don’t know” responses.  

Figure 2: Support for establishing a workers’ party | by province | South Africa           

| 2015  

 
Respondents were asked: For each of the following statements, please tell me whether you disagree or 

agree: South Africa needs a new workers’ party that can defend the interests of the working class?  

South Africans who have full-time jobs are most likely to favour the creation of a workers’ 

party. According to the Labour Quarterly Survey (2014), about one-fourth (24%) of working-

age South Africans are unemployed. Afrobarometer data show that 60% of those in full-time 

employment are supportive of a workers’ party, whereas support is somewhat lower among 

part-time workers and the unemployed (Figure 3). In all employment categories, only about 

one in five oppose the idea of a workers’ party.   
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Figure 3: Support for establishing a workers’ party | by employment status                   

| South Africa | 2015  

 
Respondents were asked: 

- For each of the following statements, please tell me whether you disagree or agree: South Africa 

needs a new workers’ party that can defend the interests of the working class? 

- Do you have a job that pays a cash income? (If yes:) Is it full-time or part-time? (If no:) Are you 

presently looking for a job? 

Support for establishing a workers’ party is strongest among citizens who are best off 

economically, as measured by Afrobarometer’s Lived Poverty Index (LPI). The LPI is based on 

survey respondents’ assessments of how often, during the preceding year, they or their family 

members went without the basic necessities: enough food, enough clean water, medicine or 

medical care, enough fuel for cooking, and a cash income. Those who report “never” going 

without any of these essentials are most supportive of the establishment of a workers’ party 

(59%). The level of support decreases as the experience of lived poverty increases, declining 

to 32% among those who report “always” going without basic necessities (Figure 4). The 

proportion of respondents who says they “don’t know” whether they favour a new party 

increases as lived poverty increases, reaching 41% among those who “always” go without 

basic necessities. 
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Figure 4: Support for establishing a workers’ party | by lived poverty level                    

| South Africa | 2015  

 
Respondents were asked:  

- For each of the following statements, please tell me whether you disagree or agree: South Africa 

needs a new workers’ party that can defend the interests of the working class? 

- Over the past year, how often, if ever, have you or anyone in your family: Gone without enough food 

to eat? Gone without enough clean water for home use? Gone without medicines or medical 

treatment? Gone without enough fuel to cook your food? Gone without a cash income? 

(Figure shows % at each level of lived poverty who “agree” or “strongly agree” that South Africa needs 

a workers’ party) 

 

Given strong voter support for the opposition Democratic Alliance (DA) party among white 

voters (93% in the last general election) and Indian/South Asian voters (61%) (Van der Merwe, 

Mbanjwa, & Du Plessis, 2014), these two minority race groups express surprisingly high levels of 

support for the establishment of a workers’ party. Three-fourths (76%) of Indian/South Asian 

respondents favour establishing a workers’ party, as do two-thirds (64%) of white South 

Africans. Support is weaker among black (53%) and Coloured (44%) citizens (Figure 5).  

Figure 5: Support for establishing a workers’ party | by race | South Africa | 2015  

 
Respondents were asked: For each of the following statements, please tell me whether you disagree or 

agree: South Africa needs a new workers’ party that can defend the interests of the working class? 
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Disaggregation by education level shows that greater education is associated with greater 

support for the formation of a workers’ party: Among those with post-secondary education, 

six in 10 (61%) favour the idea. Among citizens without formal education, only 35% support 

creating a new party, while 45% say they “don’t know” (Figure 6). 

Figure 6: Support for establishing a workers’ party | by education level | South Africa 

| 2015 

 
Respondents were asked: For each of the following statements, please tell me whether you disagree or 

agree: South Africa needs a new workers’ party that can defend the interests of the working class? 

Trade unions and political power 

South Africa’s trade union federation, COSATU, is the most powerful workers’ organisation in 

the country, but its strength began to be diluted with the 2012 expulsion of its largest affiliate, 

NUMSA, and calls for an alternative “united front.” While its participation in the tripartite 

alliance has led to some limited labour–law successes, Hassen (2011) describes the politics of 

the alliance as being a disciplining mechanism that has served to curtail the ambitions of the 

organised working class. He adds that while COSATU continues to maintain strong relations 

with the ANC, NUMSA and several independent unions are fashioning themselves as a “non-

political” trade union centre.  

In the Afrobarometer survey, a majority (54%) of South Africans “agree” or “strongly agree” 

that “the leaders of COSATU are more concerned about political power than the interests of 

workers” (Figure 7). Only two in 10 (20%) disagree with the statement. Urban dwellers are 

slightly more likely than rural residents to see COSATU leaders as overly concerned with 

political power (56% vs. 49%).   
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Figure 7: COSATU and concern for political power | by urban-rural residence | South 

Africa | 2015  

 

Respondents were asked: For each of the following statements, please tell me whether you disagree or 

agree: The leaders of COSATU are more concerned about political power than the interests of workers? 

Residents of KwaZulu-Natal are most critical of COSATU’s focus on political power (74%), 

followed by Limpopo (65%) and the Northern Cape (63%) (Figure 8). In Mpumalanga and the 

Eastern Cape, less than one-third of respondents share this view. 

Figure 8: COSATU and concern for political power | by province| South Africa             

| 2015 

 
Respondents were asked: For each of the following statements, please tell me whether you disagree or 

agree: The leaders of COSATU are more concerned about political power than the interests of workers?  
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As with support for a new workers’ party, criticism of COSATU’s concern with political power 

was most common among full-time employees (Figure 9), those who are better off 

economically (Figure 10), and Indian/South Asian citizens (Figure 11).  

Figure 9: COSATU and concern for political power | by employment status | South 

Africa | 2015 

 
Respondents were asked: For each of the following statements, please tell me whether you disagree or 

agree: The leaders of COSATU are more concerned about political power than the interests of workers?  

Figure 10: COSATU more concerned with political power than workers’ interests | by 

lived poverty level | South Africa | 2015 

 
Respondents were asked:  

- For each of the following statements, please tell me whether you disagree or agree: South Africa 

needs a new workers’ party that can defend the interests of the working class? 

- Over the past year, how often, if ever, have you or anyone in your family: Gone without enough food 

to eat? Gone without enough clean water for home use? Gone without medicines or medical 

treatment? Gone without enough fuel to cook your food? Gone without a cash income? 

(Figure shows % at each level of lived poverty who “agree” or “strongly agree”) 
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Figure 11: COSATU and concern for political power | by race | South Africa | 2015 

 
Respondents were asked: For each of the following statements, please tell me whether you disagree or 

agree? The leaders of COSATU are more concerned about political power than the interests of workers 

Should trade unions operate without government influence? 

While slim majorities favour the establishment of a workers’ party and criticize COSATU 

leaders’ focus on political power, South Africans are more divided on the question of 

whether unions should operate without government control or influence. Four in 10 (45%) 

“agree” or “strongly agree” that the government should have no control or influence over 

trade unions, while 29% “disagree” or “strongly disagree” and 17% “don’t know” (Figure 12).  

Figure 12: Should trade unions be under government control? | South Africa | 2015 

 
Respondents were asked: For each of the following statements, please tell me whether you disagree or 

agree: In order to fully advance the interests of their members, trade unions in South Africa, for example 

COSATU, SADTU, and NUMSA, should operate without any government influence or control? 
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To further explore this data, please visit Afrobarometer's online data 
analysis facility at www.afrobarometer.org/online-data-analysis. 

Conclusion 

Although South Africa’s centre-left ANC government professes to work for the poor and 

working classes, Afrobarometer data show that a majority of citizens favour the establishment 

of a workers’ party to challenge the party in power. A majority of South Africans say COSATU 

leaders are more focused on political power than on workers’ interests. Views are divided as 

to whether trade unions should operate without government influence or control.  
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Post-1994 South Africa: Better than apartheid, 

but few gains in socioeconomic conditions 

Afrobarometer Dispatch No. 82 | Rorisang Lekalake 

 

Summary 

Since South Africa’s transition from apartheid to democracy in 1994, the government’s 

development plans have focused on redressing racial inequalities in socioeconomic 

outcomes. The National Development Plan 2030 highlights broadened access to education 

and other essential services, along with rising incomes, as indicators of the country’s 

“remarkable progress” over the past two decades: “In nearly every facet of life, advances 

are being made in building an inclusive society, rolling back the shadow of history and 

broadening opportunities for all” (National Planning Commission, 2013, p. 14).  

Public opinion data from the 2015 Afrobarometer survey in South Africa show that citizens 

rate the current political system more highly than apartheid, as they have done since the first 

survey in 2000. However, a majority of South Africans believe that the country has failed to 

advance on a range of socioeconomic indicators, including personal safety, economic 

circumstances, employment opportunities, racial relations, and disparities between rich and 

poor. Among racial groups, Indian citizens are generally the most critical of the country’s 

development since the transition to democracy.  

This critical attitude seems counterintuitive given that Indian and Asian citizens in South Africa 

enjoy significantly higher average levels of educational attainment and employment than 

other previously disadvantaged groups (i.e. black and Coloured citizens) (Statistics South 

Africa, 2015).1 Furthermore, census data indicate that the average annual income of 

Indian/Asian-headed households increased by 145% between 2001 and 2011 and was well 

above those for black- and Coloured-headed households (Statistics South Africa, 2012). 

Although white South Africans continue to account for a majority (69%) of the country’s high–

net-worth individuals, this share has declined from more than 80% in 2007 (Fin24, 2015).2  

Similarly, Afrobarometer data indicate that white and Indian citizens report the lowest levels 

of material deprivation (or “lived poverty”) in the country. 

Public discontent with post-1994 progress is concerning given the government’s objective of 

achieving an inclusive, united society by 2030. Moreover, a significant proportion of South 

Africans currently believe that there is frequent racial discrimination in employment, the 

justice system, and housing (see Afrobarometer Dispatch No. 84, available at 

                                                
1 

Statistics South Africa groups residents into five population groups: “Black African,” “Coloured,” “White,” 
“Indian or Asian” (includes South Asian, East Asian, and South-East Asian), and “Other.” 
2
 The 2015 South Africa Wealth Report defines a “high-net-worth individual” (HWI) as a person with a net 

worth of at least USD 1 million (or R12 million at the time). Between 2007 and 2014, the number of white 
millionaires in South Africa declined by 13%, compared to significant increases in the number of Indian/Asian 
(172%) and black (113%) millionaires. 
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www.afrobarometer.org). However, findings on national identity and social cohesion show 

that citizens, particularly those of Indian descent, identify strongly with being South African 

and believe that national unity is both desirable and possible.  

Afrobarometer survey  

Afrobarometer is a pan-African, non-partisan research network that conducts public attitude 

surveys on democracy, governance, economic conditions, and related issues across more 

than 30 countries in Africa. After five rounds of surveys between 1999 and 2013, results of 

Round 6 surveys (2014/2015) are currently being published. Afrobarometer conducts face-to-

face interviews in the language of the respondent’s choice with nationally representative 

samples of 1,200 or 2,400 respondents. 

The Afrobarometer team in South Africa, led by the Institute for Justice and Reconciliation 

(IJR) and Plus 94 Research, interviewed 2,400 adult South Africans in August and September 

2015. A sample of this size yields country-level results with a margin of error of +/-2% at a 95% 

confidence level. Previous surveys were conducted in South Africa in 2000, 2002, 2004, 2006, 

2008, and 2011. 

Key findings 

 South Africans’ ratings of current and past political systems remain largely unchanged 

since 2011, at an average of 6.1 out of 10 points for the post-1994 regime and 3.4 for 

the apartheid system. However, optimism about the political system in 10 years’ time 

has declined significantly (from an average of 8.2 points in 2011 to 6.8). As of 2015, 

white and Indian citizens give apartheid a higher rating than both the current political 

system and their expectations for the future.  

 On average, only 37% of citizens believe that life has improved since 1994 on a range 

of socioeconomic indicators, while 24% believe that conditions have remained the 

same and 38% that they have deteriorated. The largest proportion of respondents see 

an improvement in race relations (52%), while only 17% perceive an improvement in 

differences between the rich and the poor.   

 Among racial groups, Indian citizens are the most critical of post-1994 developments. 

On average, only 16% say that personal safety, economic circumstances, 

employment opportunities, racial relations, and disparities between rich and poor are 

“better” or “much better” than in 1994, compared to 39% of black, 33% of Coloured, 

and 29% of white citizens. Assessments of progress also differ significantly by party 

affiliation, age, and education level. 

 Despite expressing higher levels of dissatisfaction with these developments, white and 

Indian South Africans report the lowest levels of lived poverty in the country: Eight in 

10 respondents in these groups “never” experienced a shortage of basic necessities 

in the preceding year, compared to 47% of Coloured and 28% of black citizens.   

 Despite their dissatisfaction with the rate of change, South Africans remain 

committed to their national identity and to nation-building efforts. More than eight in 

10 “agree” or “strongly agree” that creating a united country is desirable (87%) and 

possible (83%). 
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Ratings of apartheid, the current political system, and expectations for the 

future  

Since 2000, Afrobarometer has asked South Africans to evaluate their current system of 

government on a scale of 0 (worst form) to 10 (best form). Average scores peaked at 7.1 in 

2004 before gradually declining to 6.1 in 2015. Public evaluations of the apartheid system 

have been considerably lower (3.4 out of 10 in 2015). Citizens have generally been optimistic 

about prospects for the political system in 10 years’ time, but average scores declined from 

8.2 to 6.8 between 2011 and 2015 (Figure 1).  

Figure 1: Average ratings of political systems | South Africa | 2000-2015 

 
Respondents were asked: We are now going to discuss how you rate different forms of government.  I 

would like you to give marks out of 10. The best form of governing a country gets 10 out of 10, and the 

worst form of governing a country gets no marks at all. What grade would you give to: 

1. The way the country was governed under apartheid? 

2. Our current system of government with regular elections where everyone can vote and there are 

at least two political parties? 

3. The political system of this country as you expect it to be in 10 years’ time? 

Analysis by race3 shows that black and Coloured South Africans give the current regime the 

highest ratings (6.3 and 5.8, respectively) and that they are also the most optimistic about the 

country’s political system in 10 years’ time. Conversely, white and Indian citizens give 

apartheid higher ratings than the current system (both by 0.7 points) as well as their 

expectations for the political system a decade from now (by 0.5 and 0.9 points, respectively) 

(Figure 2).  

Previously reported findings from the 2015 survey show that 30% of white and 22% of Indian 

citizens would approve of returning to the apartheid regime (see Afrobarometer Dispatch 

No. 71, available at www.afrobarometer.org). 

                                                
3
 The racial breakdown of the South Africa survey sample is: 1665 black/African (70% of the total), 251 white 

(11%), 321 Coloured (14%), 142 Indian (6%), and 5 “Other” (less than 1%). The sample is then weighted to 
reflect the country’s population distribution. Margins of uncertainty surrounding generalizations about 
population subgroups are wider than for country-level results, calling for caution in interpreting associated 
numerical results. 
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Further analysis of these trends suggests that the current pessimism among white and Indian 

citizens is a direct reflection of recent political scandals. South Africans of all races were 

increasingly optimistic about the future between 2000 and 2006; these assessments took a 

plunge following the electricity and political crises of 2008 (Figure 3). That year, the then-

”current” political system received a higher average score than citizens’ expectations for the 

future across all race groups, although the gap was highest among white and Indian 

respondents (see Appendix, Table A.1, for full frequencies).   

Figure 2: Average ratings of political systems | by race | South Africa | 2015 

 
Respondents were asked: What grade would you give to: The way the country was governed under 

apartheid? Our current system of government with regular elections where everyone can vote and 

there are at least two political parties? The political system of this country as you expect it to be in 10 

years’ time? 

Figure 3: Average ratings of political system in 10 years’ time | by race | South 

Africa | 2000-2015 

 
Respondents were asked: What grade would you give to: The way the country was governed under 

apartheid? Our current system of government with regular elections where everyone can vote and 

there are at least two political parties? The political system of this country as you expect it to be in 10 

years’ time? 
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Lack of improvement in socioeconomic conditions since 1994 

Between 2002 and 2008, Afrobarometer asked South Africans whether their lives were better, 

the same, or worse than under the apartheid regime. The proportion of respondents who 

reported “better” or “much better” overall living conditions increased between 2002 (47%) 

and 2006 (61%) before dropping to 45% in 2008. That year, three in 10 (29%) respondents 

reported living under worse conditions than they had during the apartheid era (Figure 4). 

Figure 4: Present life compared to apartheid | South Africa | 2002-2008 

 
Respondents were asked: Is your life today better, about the same, or worse than it was under 

apartheid? 

 

In 2015, a majority of South Africans report a lack of improvement on a range of 

socioeconomic indicators, including personal safety, economic circumstances, employment 

opportunities, race relations, and inequality between rich and poor (Figure 5).  On average, 

less than four in 10 citizens (37%) believe that these conditions are “better” or “much better” 

than in 1994, while six in 10 (62%) say they have either stayed the same or deteriorated. Race 

relations are the only area in which a majority (52%) of citizens see improvement, and only 

17% perceive gains in reducing income inequality.  

A similar question asked in 2000 found that large majorities of South Africans believed that 

there had been improvement in civil liberties, including freedom of association (84%), voting 

freedom (84%), freedom of expression (77%), and freedom from unjust arrest (75%). However, 

only a slim majority believed that progress had been made toward equality (52%) and 

access to basic necessities (50%), and even fewer felt that South Africans’ standard of living 

(39%) and safety (21%) had improved. Perceptions of public safety have shown the largest 

shift in opinion in the past 15 years, as the proportion of citizens who believe that it has 

improved doubled by 2015 (42%) (see Appendix Table A.2).  
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Figure 5: Changes in socioeconomic conditions since 1994 | South Africa | 2015 

 
Respondents were asked: How would you say the following has changed since the transition in 1994: 

1) Your personal safety and that of your family? 2) Economic circumstances for you and your family? 

3) Employment opportunities for you and your family? 4) Relations between members of different race 

groups? 5) The gap between the rich and poor? 

Average evaluations show no significant differences by respondents’ urban/rural location 

and gender. However, older and less educated respondents tend to be more critical than 

average, and there are significant differences in opinion by political affiliation4 and race. 

Unsurprisingly, African National Congress (ANC) supporters are significantly more likely to 

believe that these conditions have improved than supporters of the main opposition, the 

Democratic Alliance (DA) (41% vs. 26%). Among citizens close to the Economic Freedom 

Fighters (EFF), on the other hand, perceived improvement (38%) is close to that of the ANC, 

which likely reflects the shared political traditions and racial makeup of the two parties’ 

support bases.5  

Among racial groups, black citizens (39%) are the most likely to say that conditions have 

improved since 1994, followed by Coloured (33%) and white (29%) respondents. Indian 

respondents are significantly more critical: On average, only 16% say that these conditions 

have gotten “better” or “much better” since 1994 (Figure 6). 

Indian citizens are significantly less likely than other race groups to perceive improvement on 

any of these five socioeconomic indicators except for income inequality, where assessments 

are uniform across population groups (see Appendix Table A.3). This finding runs counter to 

perceptions of overall living conditions between 2002 and 2008, when Indian citizens were 

less critical than white citizens. Furthermore, during the 2002-2008 period, the proportion of 

Indian respondents who reported “better” or “much better” overall conditions was increasing 

(see Appendix Table A.4). 

                                                
4
 Political affiliation was determined by asking respondents: Do you feel close to any particular political party? 

(If yes:) Which party is that? 
5
 In the 2015 survey, 93% of self-identified ANC supporters are black, as are 96% of EFF supporters. By 

contrast, the DA’s support base is disproportionately from minority population groups: Coloured (36%), black 
(28%), white (28%), and Indian (8%). 
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Figure 6: Improvement in socioeconomic conditions since 1994 | by party affiliation, 

race, education, age, sex, and location | South Africa | 2015 

 
(Figure shows average % of “better” or “much better” responses across the questions regarding 

personal safety, economic circumstances, employment opportunities, race relations, and inequality 

between rich and poor) 

Racial inequalities in access to basic necessities persist 

Recent analysis of “lived poverty” (measured as the frequency with which people go without 

five basic necessities) shows that South Africans are better off than the continental average 

and that the country has experienced significant improvement on this measure since 2011 

(see Afrobarometer Policy Paper No. 29, available at www.afrobarometer.org).  

Unsurprisingly, given the country’s history, there are large differences in lived poverty by race. 

Despite their dissatisfaction with the country’s socioeconomic progress since 1994, eight in 10 

Indian respondents (81%) report having “never” gone without enough food, enough clean 

water, medicine or medical care, enough cooking fuel, and a cash income in the year 

preceding the survey (Figure 7). This is comparable to the figure for white citizens (79%) and is 

significantly higher than those for black (28%) and Coloured (47%) respondents. 

Analysis over time shows that white South Africans have generally enjoyed the highest levels 

of adequate access to basic necessities since 2000 (74% on average), while black citizens 

have consistently faced the lowest levels (Figure 8). This measure has fluctuated the most 

among Indian respondents, who report almost double the level of material security (81%) as 

in the 2011 survey (44%).  
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Figure 7: Access to basic necessities | by race | South Africa | 2015 

 
Respondents were asked: Over the past year, how often, if ever, have you or anyone in your family 

gone without: 1) Enough food to eat? 2) Enough clean water for home use? 3) Medicines or medical 

treatment? 4) Enough fuel to cook your food? 5) A cash income? 

(Additive index ranging from never going without any of the five basic necessities to going without all 

five measures at least once) 

Figure 8: Never went without basic necessities | by race | South Africa | 2000-2015 
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National pride despite discontent with post-1994 development 

Despite different levels of discontent regarding the current state of South African society, 

strong majorities of citizens of all race groups are attached to their national identity. On 

average, nine in 10 (91%) say that being South African is an important part of their identity 

and that they would want their children “to think of themselves as South Africans,” with 

almost universal agreement among Indian respondents (Figure 9). Furthermore, almost nine 

in 10 citizens (87%) “agree” or “strongly agree” that people should think of themselves as 

“South Africans first.”  

On another question, however, only half (49%) of South Africans say they think of themselves 

primarily in terms of their national, rather than their racial or ethnic, identity. One-third (34%) 

think of the two as equally important. Coloured citizens are the most likely to prioritise group 

over national identity (28%), followed by white (20%), Indian (13%), and black (12%) citizens 

(see Table A.5 for full frequencies). 

When asked for their opinion on national unity, 87% of South Africans say “it is desirable to 

create one united South African nation out of all the different groups who live in this country.” 

Slightly fewer (83%) believe that it is in fact possible to do so, with significant gaps between 

desirability and perceived attainability among Indian (15–percentage-point gap) and white 

(10-point-gap) respondents (Figure 10). 

Figure 9: Attachment to national identity | by race | South Africa | 2015 

 
Respondents were asked: Here are some things people say about the way they feel about South 

Africa. There are no right or wrong answers. We are simply interested in your opinions. Please tell me 

whether you disagree or agree with these statements. 

1. Being South African is a very important part of how you see yourself. 

2. You would want your children to think of themselves as South African. 

3. People should realise we are South Africans first, and stop thinking of themselves in terms of the 

group they belong to. 
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To further explore this data, please visit Afrobarometer's online data 
analysis facility at www.afrobarometer.org/online-data-analysis. 

Figure 10: National unity | by race | South Africa | 2015 

 
Respondents were asked: Please tell me whether you disagree or agree with these statements. 

1. It is desirable to create one united South African nation out of all the different groups who live 

in this country. 

2. It is possible to create such a united South African nation. 

(% “agree” or “strongly agree”) 

Conclusion 

South Africans’ evaluations of their post-1994 political system remain lower than a decade 

ago, and optimism about the future has decreased significantly. While black and Coloured 

citizens give the apartheid regime low marks and expect further improvement in 10 years’ 

time, white and Indian citizens give apartheid a higher rating than both the current political 

system and their expectations for the future. 

Indian citizens are the most dissatisfied with the post-apartheid system’s social and economic 

outcomes, despite continuing to experience better socioeconomic outcomes than black 

and Coloured citizens. Nonetheless, like other race groups, Indian citizens are highly 

supportive of their national identity and of building a unified South Africa, which could help 

to promote future efforts at nation building and social cohesion.   
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Appendix 

Table A.1: Average ratings of political systems | by race | South Africa | 2000-2015 

 2000 2002 2004 2006 2008 2011 2015 

Apartheid system 

Black/African 2.6 3.1 2.3 2.5 3.0 3.0 2.9 

White 6.1 6.3 5.6 5.3 6.5 4.2 5.8 

Coloured 4.6 4.5 3.3 3.4 4.1 4.2 4.3 

Indian 6.3 6.0 4.5 3.2 5.0 5.7 5.4 

Current system 

Black/African 6.4 6.1 7.3 6.5 6.5 6.0 6.3 

White 5.5 5.5 5.8 5.8 5.8 5.8 5.1 

Coloured 5.3 5.3 7.0 6.6 6.2 5.9 5.8 

Indian 4.0 6.1 6.2 6.5 5.8 5.2 4.7 

Future system (in 10 years' time) 

Black/African 6.4 7.3 7.8 7.8 6.3 8.4 7.2 

White 3.6 5.1 5.2 6.3 3.8 7.4 5.3 

Coloured 5.4 6.3 7.1 7.8 5.7 8.2 6.4 

Indian 3.4 5.5 6.2 7.1 4.5 6.9 4.5 
Respondents were asked: We are now going to discuss how you rate different forms of government.  I 

would like you to give marks out of 10. The best form of governing a country gets 10 out of 10, and the 

worst form of governing a country gets no marks at all. What grade would you give to: 

1. The way the country was governed under apartheid? 

2. Our current system of government with regular elections where everyone can vote and there are 

at least two political parties? 

3. The political system of this country as you expect it to be in 10 years’ time? 

Table A.2: Life in current system of government vs. apartheid | South Africa | 2000 

 Better/ 
Much 
better 

Worse/ 
Much 
worse 

Same 
Don't 
know 

People can join any political organisation they 
choose. 

84% 4% 11% 1% 

Each person is free to choose who to vote for 
without feeling forced by others. 

84% 6% 9% 1% 

Anyone can freely say what he or she thinks. 77% 10% 11% 2% 

People can live without fear of being arrested if 
they have not done anything wrong. 

75% 10% 13% 2% 

Everybody is treated equally and fairly by 
government. 

54% 24% 18% 3% 

South Africans are equal to each other. 52% 23% 23% 2% 

People have access to basic necessities (like food 
and water). 

50% 26% 23% 1% 

People have an adequate standard of living. 39% 34% 25% 3% 

People are safe from crime and violence. 21% 65% 13% 1% 
Respondents were asked: Some people say that today, under our current system of government, our 

political and overall life is better than it was under apartheid. Others say things are no better, or even 

worse. For each of these following matters, would you say things today are worse, about the same, or 

better? 
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Table A.3: Improvement in socioeconomic conditions since 1994 | by race                

| South Africa | 2015 

 
Race relations Safety 

Economic 
circumstances 

Employment 
Inequality 

(rich vs. poor) 

Black/African 54% 48% 44% 31% 18% 

White 55% 19% 30% 24% 15% 

Coloured 45% 37% 36% 29% 15% 

Indian 26% 7% 18% 10% 17% 

Average 52% 42% 41% 30% 17% 
Respondents were asked: How would you say the following has changed since the transition in 1994: 

1. Your personal safety and that of your family? 

2. Economic circumstances for you and your family? 

3. Employment opportunities for you and your family? 

4. Relations between members of different race groups? 

5. The gap between the rich and poor? 

(% “better” or “much better”) 

Table A.4: Improved living conditions compared to apartheid | by race | South 

Africa | 2002-2008 
 2002 2004 2006 2008 

Black/African 55% 61% 66% 51% 

White 21% 21% 35% 16% 

Coloured 39% 57% 47% 38% 

Indian 38% 41% 41% 47% 

Average 47% 56% 61% 45% 
Respondents were asked: Is your life today better, about the same, or worse than it was under 

apartheid? (% “better” or “much better”) 

Table A.5: Attachment to national vs. group identity | by race | South Africa | 2015 

 Only/More 
South African 

Equal 
Only/More 

ethnic group 
Not applicable6 

Black/African 51% 35% 12% 1% 

White 44% 27% 20% 8% 

Coloured 36% 33% 28% 2% 

Indian 59% 28% 13% - 

Average 49% 34% 15% 2% 
Respondents were asked: Let us suppose that you had to choose between being a South African and 

being a __________ [respondent’s ethnic group]. Which of the following statements best expresses your 

feelings? 

 I feel only South African. 

 I feel more South African than _________ [respondent’s ethnic group]. 

 I feel equally South African and _________ [respondent’s ethnic group]. 

 I feel more _________ [respondent’s ethnic group] than South African. 

 I feel only _________ [respondent’s ethnic group]. 

 

  

                                                
6
 Refers to respondents who declined to give an ethnic identity in a preceding question. 
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Despite decline in lived poverty, South Africans 

increasingly pessimistic about the economy  

Afrobarometer Dispatch No. 83 | Anyway Chingwete and Amarone Nomdo 

 

Summary 

Considering the barrage of bad economic news to which South Africans have been 

subjected, perhaps the most remarkable aspect of 2015 Afrobarometer survey findings on 

the economy is that on a personal level, citizens seem to be doing slightly better. 

To be sure, South Africans are increasingly pessimistic about their national economy: 

Compared to 2011, more citizens say the country’s economic situation is bad, conditions are 

worse than a year ago and not likely to improve over the next 12 months, and the country is 

headed in the wrong direction. 

This will hardly surprise anyone who reads the headlines: Economic growth has fallen far short 

of national and World Bank projections, dropping to 1.3% in 2015 and a projected 0.9% in 

2016 (National Planning Commission, 2013; Statistics South Africa, 2016). Unemployment is 

averaging 25%, and an estimated 4.5% of the work force is absent on any given day (South 

African Business Integrator, 2016). After last year’s load-shedding and with ongoing drought, 

electricity and food prices are up. China’s demand for South African goods is down, as are 

commodities prices, the rand, and investor confidence. 

While public opinion data from the 2015 Afrobarometer survey confirm South Africans’ 

increasingly pessimistic views at the national level, they also reveal modest improvements in 

the proportion of citizens who say their personal living conditions are bad and the proportion 

who had to go without basic necessities such as food, clean water, medical care, cooking 

fuel, and a cash income. 

Still, two-thirds South Africans say the government has performed poorly in managing the 

economy – a concern for lawmakers facing local elections in August 2016. 

Afrobarometer survey  

Afrobarometer is a pan-African, non-partisan research network that conducts public attitude 

surveys on democracy, governance, economic conditions, and related issues across more 

than 30 countries in Africa. Five rounds of surveys were conducted between 1999 and 2013, 

and results of Round 6 surveys (2014/2015) are currently being released.  Afrobarometer 

conducts face-to-face interviews in the language of the respondent’s choice with nationally 

representative samples of 1,200 or 2,400 respondents. 

The Afrobarometer team in South Africa, led by the Institute for Justice and Reconciliation 

(IJR) and Plus 94 Research, interviewed 2,400 adult South Africans in August and September 

2015. A sample of this size yields country-level results with a margin of error of +/-2% at a 95% 

confidence level. Previous surveys were conducted in South Africa in 2000, 2002, 2004, 2006, 

2008, and 2011. 
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Key findings 

 A majority (54%) of South Africans rate their country’s economic situation as “fairly 

bad” or “very bad,” an increase from 47% in 2011. 

 Almost two-thirds (64%) of citizens say the country is headed in the wrong direction, 

an increase of 18 percentage points from 2011. This is the third-highest level of 

disapproval among 11 countries in southern Africa.  

 On a personal level, fewer South Africans than in 2011 describe their own living 

conditions as bad, 36% vs. 41%.  

 Lived poverty has decreased: The proportion of citizens deprived of five basic 

essentials (food, clean water, medical care, cooking fuel, and cash income) 

dropped by half (from 16% to 8%) between 2011 and 2015. Access to a cash income 

remains a challenge for a majority of citizens.  

 Indian and white South Africans experience less deprivation than their black and 

Coloured compatriots. Similarly, lived poverty is less common among citizens who are 

well-educated and those who live in cities, in more developed provinces, and in 

areas with better infrastructure.  

National and personal economic conditions 

A majority (54%) of South Africans assess the country’s economic situation as “fairly bad” or 

“very bad.” This reflects a 7-percentage-point increase since 2011, and a near-doubling of 

negative ratings since 2006 (Figure 1).    

On a personal level, however, only about one-third (36%) of South Africans say their living 

conditions are fairly or very bad, a 5-percentage-point decrease from 2011.    

Figure 1: Negative ratings of national and personal economic conditions | South 

Africa | 2000-2015 

 
Respondents were asked: In general, how would you describe:  

1. The present economic condition of this country?  

2. Your own present living conditions? 

(% who say “fairly bad” or “very bad”) 
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Public perceptions on both questions correlate with the performance of the South African 

economy. In the early 2000s, the economy recorded strong growth, increasing its annual 

gross domestic product (GDP) growth rate from 3.7% in 2002 and 4.6% in 2004 to 5.6% in 2006. 

Many of the gains during those years were then lost during the 2008-2009 recession. Similarly, 

negative public perceptions of national and personal conditions were lowest in the 2006 

survey before bouncing back up in 2008. Typically (except for 2006), South Africans view the 

country’s economic conditions less optimistically than their own living conditions.  

Citizens` assessments of recent and future trends in national economic performance follow a 

similar pattern. Asked how current economic conditions compare to 12 months earlier and 

how they expect them to be in 12 months’ time, South Africans were less pessimistic during 

the 2000-2006 “honeymoon” period and again around 2011. But as the economy slowed, the 

proportion saying in 2015 that conditions are “worse” or “much worse” than 12 months earlier 

rose by 6 percentage points, from 33% to 39% (Figure 2). Similarly, looking ahead, the 

proportion of those foreseeing worse conditions in 12 months’ time grew by 8 percentage 

points, from 21% to 29%.  

Asked how their living conditions compare to those of other South Africans, 29% say “worse” 

or “much worse,” unchanged from 2011 but a 7-percentage-point improvement from 2008.  

Figure 2: Negative rating of economic conditions | South Africa | 2000-2015 

 
Respondents were asked:  

1. In general, how would you rate your living conditions compared to those of other South Africans?  

2. Looking back, how do you rate economic conditions in this country compared to 12 months ago? 

3. Looking ahead, do you expect economic conditions in this country to be better or worse in 12 

months’ time? 

(% who say “worse” or “much worse”) 

 

South Africans pessimistic about the direction of their country  

Almost two-thirds (64%) of South Africans say the country is heading in the wrong direction, 

an 18-percentage-point increase since 2011 (Figure 3). This is the third-highest level of 

disapproval among 11 countries in southern Africa, following Malawi (78%) and Madagascar 

(75%) (Figure 4). 
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Figure 3: Overall direction of the country | South Africa | 2011-2015 

 

Respondents were asked: Some people might think the country is going in the wrong direction. Others 

may feel it is going in the right direction. So let me ask you about the overall direction of the county: 

Would you say that the country is going in the wrong direction or in the right direction? 

Figure 4: Overall direction of the country | southern Africa | 2014/2015 
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may feel it is going in the right direction. So let me ask you about the overall direction of the county: 
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Lived poverty declines 

South Africans’ more positive assessments of their personal economic conditions – despite a 

more negative outlook on the broader economy – are confirmed by indicators of their lived 

experience of accessing basic necessities of life. 

Since 2002, Afrobarometer has asked South Africans how often they had to go without 

enough food, enough clean water, medicine or medical care, enough cooking fuel, and/or 

a cash income during the previous year. Respondents who had access to all necessities all 

the time would report “never,” while those who were deprived of any of these five necessities 

at some point would respond “just once or twice,” “several times,” “many times,” or 

“always.”  

On all five indicators, South Africans are less likely than in 2011 to report having gone without 

the necessity at least once (Figure 5). About three in 10 citizens went without food (30%), 

water (31%), and medical care (29%) at least once, each reflecting a decrease of 8-10 

percentage points from 2011. 

The smallest decrease (just 3 percentage points) is in the proportion going without a cash 

income. This problem, perhaps reflective of the country’s high unemployment rate, has 

consistently affected about half of surveyed respondents, with many spillover effects on 

people’s quality of life. 

Earlier analysis showed that South Africa is one of 22 African countries in which lived poverty 

decreased between 2011 and 2015 (out of 33 countries included in both Round 5 and Round 

6 of the Afrobarometer surveys) (Mattes, Dulani, & Gyimah-Boadi, 2016). 

Figure 5: Going without basic necessities | South Africa | 2002-2015 

 
Respondents were asked: Over the past year, how often, if ever, have you or anyone in your family 

gone without: Enough food to eat? Enough clean water for home use? Medicines or medical 

treatment? Enough fuel to cook your food? A cash income? 

(% who say “just once or twice,” “several times,” “many times,” or “always”) 

Figure 6 shows the proportions of citizens who never went without any of the five basic 

necessities and those who were deprived of all five necessities at least once in the previous 

year. In line with respondents’ assessments of their personal economic conditions, the 

proportion of citizens experiencing shortages of all five necessities at least once in the past 
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year, decreased by half between 2011 and 2015, dropping from 16% to 8%. Conversely, 

more citizens in 2015 (37%) than in 2011 (31%) report they were “never” deprived of any of 

the five necessities – well above the average of 19% across 36 countries surveyed by 

Afrobarometer in 2014/2015.  

Figure 6: Basic necessities: Never going without vs. going without all five | South 

Africa | 2002-2015 

 
Respondents were asked: Over the past year, how often, if ever, have you or anyone in your family 

gone without: Enough food to eat? Enough clean water for home use? Medicines or medical 

treatment? Enough fuel to cook your food? A cash income? 

 

Lived poverty varies by demographic and social factors  

Levels of lived poverty vary significantly by race, province, level of education, and place of 

residence (rural or urban) (Figure 7).1 Differences by age and sex are smaller, perhaps in part 

because questions about lived poverty refer both to the respondent and to members of his 

or her family, which may obscure age- and gender-related differences.   

Analysis by race2 shows that never going without enough food, water, medical care, 

cooking fuel, and a cash income is most common among Indian (81%) and white (79%) 

South Africans. In contrast, only 28% of black and 47% of Coloured South Africans never 

experienced deprivation of these five basic necessities.  

Residents in Western Cape (55%), Gauteng (45%), and Limpopo (43%) provinces are more 

likely to avoid experiencing any shortages than residents in North West (13%) and Northern 

Cape (21%) provinces. And more urban South Africans (43%) had adequate supplies of basic 

necessities than their rural counterparts (25%).  

                                                
1
 Since sample sizes for population subgroups are smaller than for the total population, margins of uncertainty 

surrounding generalizations about subgroups are wider than for country-level results, calling for caution in 
interpreting associated numerical results. 
2
 The racial breakdown of the South Africa survey sample is: 1,799 black/African (70% of the total), 327 

Coloured (14%), 251 white (11%), 142 Indian (6%), and 5 “Other” (less than 1%). The sample is then weighted 
to reflect the country’s population distribution.  
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As might be expected, higher levels of educational attainment are associated with lower 

levels of deprivation. More than half (54%) of citizens with tertiary education report a 

continuous supply of the five basic necessities, compared to only 13% of citizens with no 

formal education.   

Figure 7: Never went without basic necessities | by demographic and social 

indicators | South Africa |2015 

 

Respondents were asked: Over the past year, how often, if ever, have you or anyone in your family 

gone without: Enough food to eat? Enough clean water for home use? Medicines or medical 

treatment? Enough fuel to cook your food? A cash income? (% who “never” went without any of these 

five basic necessities) 

 

Lived poverty also shows some correlation with infrastructure development. In areas with 

better infrastructure development,3 more residents report never going without the five basic 

necessities (Figure 8). For example, in survey enumeration areas (EAs) with an electric grid, 

                                                
3
 Afrobarometer field teams make on-the-ground observations about services and facilities that are available 

in each enumeration area they visit. 
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38% of residents say they never went without any of the five necessities, compared to only 

12% in EAs without an electric grid. Similar differences are seen between EAs with and without 

piped-water systems, sewage systems, tarred/paved roads, and cell-phone service.  

Figure 8: Never went without basic necessities | by infrastructure development           

| South Africa | 2015 

 
Respondents were asked: Over the past year, how often, if ever, have you or anyone in your family 

gone without: Enough food to eat? Enough clean water for home use? Medicines or medical 

treatment? Enough fuel to cook your food? A cash income?  

(Figure shows % of respondents who say they “never” went without any of these five basic necessities, 

disaggregated by whether or not infrastructure facilities or services are available in the enumeration 

area where they live.) 

Government performance rated as poor on managing the economy 

In line with citizens’ perceptions of the country’s economic conditions and overall direction, 

two-thirds (66%) of South Africans rate their government`s performance on managing the 

economy as “fairly bad” or “very bad”. This is the worst rating since 2002 – more than twice 

the proportion of negative assessments as in 2006.   
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To further explore this data, please visit Afrobarometer's online data 
analysis facility at www.afrobarometer.org/online-data-analysis. 

Figure 9: Government performance on managing the economy | South Africa | 2015 

 

Respondents were asked: How well or badly would you say the current government is handling the 

following matters, or haven’t you heard enough to say: Managing the economy?  

Conclusion  

While South Africans have seen some improvement in their personal living conditions, stark 

racial inequalities persist in the experience of lived poverty. And citizens are increasingly 

pessimistic about the national economy: About two-thirds say the country is headed in the 

wrong direction and the government has done a poor job of managing the economy.  
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     Dispatch No. 84 | 20 April 2016 

South Africans generally tolerant but report 

racial discrimination by employers and courts 

Afrobarometer Dispatch No. 84 | Rorisang Lekalake and Sibusiso Nkomo 

 

Summary 

2016 is a landmark year in South Africa’s nation-building process. April 15 marked the 20th 

anniversary of the first hearings of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC), which 

sought “to provide for the investigation and the establishment of as complete a picture as 

possible of the nature, causes and extent of gross violations of human rights” committed 

during apartheid (Department of Justice and Constitutional Development, 2009). The TRC 

has served as a model for transitional justice in Africa and globally, though it has faced 

criticism for failing to address structural injustices.  

Over the past few months, racist rhetoric on social and traditional media has renewed the 

national debate on discrimination and the lack of socioeconomic transformation since the 

transition from apartheid. A number of prominent digital media companies, including the 

Daily Maverick and Independent Newspapers Online, have suspended the comments 

function on their websites due to the large number of offensive posts. 

During the most recent State of the Nation Address, President Jacob Zuma announced that 

Human Rights Day 2016 (March 21, the date the United Nations has designated as 

International Day for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination) would be observed as a 

“national day against racism … as a foundation to lay a long-term programme on building a 

non-racial society” (Presidency, 2016). On March 17, the Department of Justice launched the 

Anti-Racism Network of South Africa (Isaacs, 2016), which forms part of the #TakeonRacism 

campaign and the department’s draft national action plan to combat racism, racial 

discrimination, xenophobia, and related intolerance (Department of Justice and 

Constitutional Development, 2015).  

Findings from Afrobarometer’s 2015 survey in South Africa provide some evidence that these 

initiatives are indeed needed. While a majority of South Africans have consistently expressed 

tolerant attitudes and said they do not believe that the government discriminates against 

their ethnic group, perceptions of government discrimination have increased significantly 

since 2011 amongst citizens from minority race groups. Furthermore, majorities of South 

Africans say that the courts and employers regularly discriminate against people based on 

their race, while more than one-third say the same about landlords. These perceptions are 

particularly common among Indian citizens.  

Afrobarometer survey 

Afrobarometer is a pan-African, non-partisan research network that conducts public attitude 

surveys on democracy, governance, economic conditions, and related issues across more 

than 30 countries in Africa. After five rounds of surveys between 1999 and 2013, results of 

Round 6 surveys (2014/2015) are currently being published. Afrobarometer conducts face-to-

face interviews in the language of the respondent’s choice with nationally representative 

samples of 1,200 or 2,400 respondents. 
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To further explore this data, please visit 
Afrobarometer's online data analysis facility at 
www.afrobarometer.org/online-data-analysis. 

The Afrobarometer team in South Africa, led by the Institute for Justice and Reconciliation 

(IJR) and Plus 94 Research, interviewed 2,400 adult South Africans in August and September 

2015. A sample of this size yields country-level results with a margin of error of +/-2% at a 95% 

confidence level. Previous surveys were conducted in South Africa in 2000, 2002, 2004, 2006, 

2008, and 2011. 

Key findings 

 Although consistently low since 2006, the proportion of South Africans who believe 

that the government “always” or “often” discriminates against members of their 

ethnic community increased by 15 percentage points, on average, among citizens of 

minority race groups between 2011 and 2015. 

 A majority of citizens believe that employers (56%) and the courts (54%) “always” or 

“often” treat people differently based on their race, while 36% say the same about 

landlords. 

 Perceptions of frequent racial discrimination by employers, the courts, and landlords 

are far higher among Indian respondents (73% on average) than among other race 

groups. They are also above average among urban residents, citizens with high levels 

of education, and residents of North West, Gauteng, and Western Cape provinces.  

 Tolerance for other ethnicities is high in South Africa: 92% of citizens say they would 

“strongly like,” “somewhat like,” or “not care” about having them as neighbours. 

Indian citizens are the most welcoming group (96%), followed by black (93%), 

Coloured (90%), and white citizens (90%).  

Government discrimination against ethnic groups  

South Africa is a racially and ethnically diverse country. As used in Afrobarometer surveys, 

race1 is identified by interviewer observation, and ethnicity is self-identified by respondents. 

(See Appendix Table A.1 for racial and ethnic 

categories and frequencies.)  

In each of the four Afrobarometer surveys 

over the past decade, less than one-quarter 

of South Africans have said that the 

government “often” or “always” 

discriminates against their ethnic group. As of 

2015, about half (52%) of citizens say that the government “never” treats members of their 

ethnic group unfairly – twice the level of fair treatment perceived in 2008. One-quarter (25%) 

say discrimination “sometimes” occurs. About one in five respondents (18%) say the 

government “often” or “always” discriminates (Figure 1). 

                                                
1
 Statistics South Africa groups citizens into five population groups (i.e. “races”): “Black African,” “Coloured,” 

“White,” “Indian or Asian” (includes South Asian, East Asian, and South-East Asian), and “Other.”  
Using similar categories, the racial breakdown of the Afrobarometer South Africa survey sample is: 1,665 
black/African (70% of the total), 251 white (11%), 321 Coloured (14%), 142 Indian (includes South Asian, 6%), 
and five “Other” (includes East Asian and South-East Asian, less than 1%). The sample is then weighted to 
reflect the country’s population distribution. Margins of uncertainty surrounding generalizations about 
population subgroups are wider than for country-level results, calling for caution in interpreting associated 
numerical results. 
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Figure 1: Perceptions of government discrimination | South Africa | 2006-2015 

 
Respondents were asked: How often, if ever, are [members of respondent’s ethnic group] treated 

unfairly by the government?2 

However, perceptions of discrimination differ significantly by race group. In contrast to black 

South Africans, the proportion of citizens of minority race groups who say the government 

“always” or “often” discriminates against members of their ethnic group has increased by 15 

percentage points on average, from 25% to 40%, since the last survey in 2011. Half (49%) of 

Indian respondents say that the government regularly treats members of their ethnic 

community unfairly, followed by 40% of Coloured, 31% of white, and 12% of black citizens 

(Figure 2).3   

This perception has increased most dramatically among Indian citizens; in 2006, only 7% felt 

that way.  

Analysis by ethnic group (as opposed to race group) also shows substantial differences in 

perceptions of government discrimination, largely between black/African and minority 

ethnic groups (see Appendix Table A.2).4 

                                                
2
 “Not applicable” refers to respondents who declined to select an ethnic identity or answered “Don’t know” 

or “South African only.” 
3
 Differences by race in South Africans’ perceptions of government discrimination are statistically significant, as 

shown by an ANOVA statistical test (F (3, 2284) = 117.03, p < .01, η2=.133). A Post-hoc Tukey's HSD test shows 
that responses of black/African citizens differ significantly from those of other race groups at p < .01. 
Differences between other race groups are not statistically significant. 
4
 Perceptions are also statistically significant by ethnic group, F (13, 2275) = 41.08, p < .01, η

2 
= .190. 
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Figure 2: Perceptions of government discrimination against ethnic groups | by race 

| South Africa | 2006-2015 

 
(% “always” or “often”) 

Racial discrimination in courts, employment, and real estate  

A majority of citizens believe that employers (56%) and the courts (54%) “always” or “often” 

treat people unequally based on race. More than one-third (36%) of respondents say the 

same is true for potential landlords (Figure 3). Significantly more respondents felt unable to 

respond to the question about landlords (13%) than in the case of employers and the courts. 

Since this question was not asked in previous survey rounds, no over-time comparison is 

possible. 

Perceptions of racial discrimination by current or prospective employers vary by urban/rural 

location, education level, and race, but very little by age group and sex (Figure 4). Six in 10 

urban residents (59%) believe that employers “always” or “often” treat people unequally 

because of their race, compared to 50% of their rural counterparts. A similar proportion (58%) 

of respondents with at least secondary education say the same, compared to 52% with 

primary or no formal schooling. Indian South Africans (73%) report significantly higher levels of 

perceived racial discrimination than black (57%), white (51%), and Coloured (51%) citizens.  

Indian respondents are also the most likely group to believe that the courts regularly 

discriminate against people based on race (83%), followed by Coloured (62%), white (59%), 

and black (51%) citizens (Figure 5). Perceptions of discrimination by the courts are higher 

among urban residents and better-educated citizens. 

A similar pattern obtains with regard to discrimination against prospective tenants (Figure 6). 

Indian citizens are the only group in which a majority (63%) say landlords “always” or “often” 

discriminate based on race.  
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Figure 3: Perceptions of racial discrimination | South Africa | 2015 

 

Respondents were asked: In your opinion, how often in this country are people treated unequally 

because of their race by: Their current or prospective employers? The courts? Potential landlords? 

Figure 4: Racial discrimination by employers | by race, education, age, sex, and 

location | South Africa | 2015 

 
Respondents were asked: In your opinion, how often in this country are people treated unequally 

because of their race by their current or prospective employers? (% “often” or “always”) 
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Figure 5: Racial discrimination in the courts | by race, education, age, sex, and 

location | South Africa | 2015 

 
Respondents were asked: In your opinion, how often in this country are people treated unequally 

because of their race by the courts? (% “often” or “always”) 

Figure 6: Racial discrimination by potential landlords | by race, education, age, sex, 

and location | South Africa | 2015 

 
Respondents were asked: In your opinion, how often in this country are people treated unequally 

because of their race by potential landlords? (% “often” or “always”) 
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Analysis by province reveals further differences in perceived racial discrimination in the 

workplace, legal system, and real-estate market. On average, residents of the North West 

province are most likely to report discrimination (59%), followed by residents of Gauteng 

(56%) and the Western Cape (55%). In contrast, only a quarter (25%) of Mpumalanga 

residents believe that employers, courts, and landlords “always” or “often” treat people 

unequally (Table 1). 

Proportions of respondents who say employers “always” or “often” discriminate range from 

four in 10 (37%) in Limpopo to seven in 10 (70%) in the North West province. Differences in 

opinion regarding the courts are even larger, stretching from two in 10 residents of 

Mpumalanga (16%) who believe that the courts always/often treat people unequally to 

seven in 10 Gauteng residents (69%). Residents of Mpumalanga are also least likely to report 

discrimination (4%) by potential landlords, followed by Limpopo (18%). At the other extreme, 

this is the majority opinion in North West (54%) and Western Cape (52%) provinces.  

Table 1: Racial discrimination by employers, courts, and landlords | by province | 

South Africa | 2015 

Province Employers Courts Landlords Average 

North West 70% 54% 54% 59% 

Gauteng 64% 69% 35% 56% 

Western Cape 51% 61% 52% 55% 

KwaZulu-Natal 57% 59% 40% 52% 

Free State 65% 54% 32% 50% 

Eastern Cape 48% 51% 41% 47% 

Northern Cape 43% 48% 35% 42% 

Limpopo 37% 37% 18% 31% 

Mpumalanga 56% 16% 4% 25% 

Respondents were asked: In your opinion, how often in this country are people treated unequally 

because of their race by: Their current or prospective employers? The courts? Potential landlords? 

(% who say “often” or “always”) 

Openness toward citizens of other ethnicities 

Recent analysis of data from 33 countries surveyed by Afrobarometer found that large 

majorities of Africans express tolerance for people from different ethnic groups (91%) as well 

as people of different religions (87%), immigrants (81%), and people living with HIV/AIDS 

(68%). However, Africans are largely intolerant of sexual minorities: An average of 78% of 

respondents say they would “somewhat dislike” or “strongly dislike” having a homosexual 

neighbour (see Afrobarometer Dispatch No. 74, available at www.afrobarometer.org). 

South Africans generally rank among the most tolerant citizens on the continent: Significant 

majorities of respondents say they would “strongly like,” “somewhat like,” or “would not care” 

about living next to people of a different religion (95%) or ethnicity (92%) or people living with 

HIV/AIDS (92%) (Figure 7). Two-thirds of citizens (67%) also indicate tolerance for homosexuals, 

the second-highest level among the 33 countries (after Cape Verde, 74%). 

Although a majority (68%) of South Africans indicate tolerance for immigrants, this is 

significantly below the continental average (81%), and further findings from the 2015 survey 

suggest that there has been little change in South Africans’ unwelcoming attitudes toward 

foreigners (see Afrobarometer Dispatch No. 72, available at www.afrobarometer.org). 
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Figure 7: Social tolerance |South Africa | 2015 

 
Respondents were asked: For each of the following types of people, please tell me whether you would 

like having people from this group as neighbours, dislike it, or not care: People of a different religion?  

People from other ethnic groups? People who have HIV/AIDS? Immigrants or foreign workers? 

Homosexuals? 

With regard to people from different ethnic groups, tolerance levels increase with education, 

and analysis by race shows that Indian citizens are the most tolerant group (96%), followed 

by black (93%) respondents (Figure 8). 

Figure 8: Tolerance for other ethnicities| by race, education, age, sex, and location 

| South Africa | 2015 

  

Respondents were asked: For each of the following types of people, please tell me whether you would 

like having people from this group as neighbours, dislike it, or not care: People from other ethnic 

groups? (% who say they would “strongly like,” “somewhat like,” or “not care”) 
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Although tolerance for people from other ethnicities is high (92%) in South Africa, only half 

(49%) of respondents are actually welcoming in their attitudes (i.e. say they would “strongly 

like” or “somewhat like” living among these neighbours, as opposed to not caring). Levels of 

openness toward people of other ethnicities vary among the country’s nine provinces (Figure 

9). Intolerance levels (i.e. those who say “strongly dislike” or “somewhat dislike”) are generally 

low, ranging from 12% in the North West province to 0% in Mpumalanga. However, only 5% of 

Mpumalanga residents say they would “strongly like” or “somewhat like” having a neighbour 

of a different ethnicity, which is significantly lower than the levels reported in all other 

provinces.  

Openness toward other ethnic groups is highest in the Eastern Cape, where almost two-thirds 

(64%) of respondents say they would like having neighbours of a different ethnicity, followed 

by Gauteng (59%), the Northern Cape (58%), and Free State (58%). A slight majority of 

residents of the Western Cape (52%) and North West province (51%) say the same. 

Figure 9: Attitudes toward people of other ethnicities| by province | South Africa       

| 2015 

 

(% “strongly like” or “somewhat like”) 

Conclusion 

As government and civil-society campaigns take on racism and discrimination, 

Afrobarometer survey findings suggest that these actions are indeed necessary. While South 

Africans’ attitudes reflect a relatively tolerant society, perceptions of frequent government 

discrimination have increased significantly among minority race groups. A majority of South 

Africans believe that employers and courts “always” or “often” treat people differently 

based on race, while more than one-third say the same about landlords. Perceptions of 

discrimination are higher among Indian citizens, urban residents, and those with post-

secondary education.  
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Appendix 

Table A.1: Ethnicity in South Africa | by race | 2015 

 Race* 

Black/ 

African 
White Coloured Indian 

Ethnic 

group 
English 0% 32% 4% 23% 

Afrikaans/Afrikaner/Boer 0% 44% 27% - 

Ndebele 1% - - - 

Xhosa 19% 1% 1% - 

Pedi/North Sotho 13% - - - 

Sotho/South Sotho 8% - - - 

Tswana 13% - 0% - 

Shangaan 7% - - 1% 

Swazi 4% - - - 

Venda 3% - - - 

Zulu 30% - - - 

White/European - 15% 1% 1% 

Coloured 0% - 65% 1% 

Indian 0% - 0% 73% 

South African only, or "doesn’t think 

of self in those terms" 
1% 8% 2% - 

Other 0% - - - 

Don't know 0% - - - 

Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 

Respondents were asked: What is your ethnic community, cultural group, or tribe? 

* The Afrobarometer survey identifies race based on interviewer observation. 

Notes: A result of “0%” indicates that less than 0.5% of respondents gave that answer; a result of “-“ 

means that no respondent gave that answer. 

Due to rounding, categories may not always sum to 100%.  
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Table A.2: Perceptions of government discrimination | by ethnic group | South 

Africa | 2015 

 Always/ 

Often 
Sometimes Never Don't know 

Afrikaans/Afrikaner/Boer 43% 31% 23% 1% 

Coloured 43% 36% 21% 1% 

Indian 40% 19% 39% 2% 

English 38% 32% 24% 7% 

White / European 25% 47% 28% - 

Average 18% 25% 53% 2% 

Xhosa 17% 23% 58% 1% 

Tswana 17% 46% 35% 2% 

Shangaan 16% 27% 56% 1% 

Venda 15% 40% 45% 0% 

Sotho/South Sotho 10% 14% 71% 4% 

Pedi/North Sotho 10% 30% 58% 2% 

Zulu 6% 14% 77% 2% 

Ndebele 4% 22% 74% - 

Swazi 1% 8% 89% 0% 

Respondents were asked: How often, if ever, are [members of respondent’s ethnic group] treated 

unfairly by the government? 5  
Notes: A result of “0%” indicates that less than 0.5% of respondents gave that answer; a result of “-“ 

indicates that no respondent gave that answer. 

Due to rounding, categories may not always sum to 100%.  

  

                                                
5
 Margins of uncertainty surrounding generalizations about population subgroups are wider than for country-

level results, calling for caution in interpreting associated numerical results. Groups that have small 
subsamples (<100): Swazi (74), Indian (62), Venda (53), White/European (35), and Ndebele (23).  
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                    Dispatch No. 85 | 3 May 2016 

Strong public support for ‘watchdog’ role 

backs African news media under attack 

Afrobarometer Dispatch No. 85 | Sibusiso Nkomo and Anthony Wafula 

 

Summary 

More than 100 journalists have fled tiny Burundi to escape repression and danger, according 

to Reporters Without Borders – a dramatic illustration of the impact of a “deep and disturbing 

decline in respect for media freedom at both the global and regional levels” (Reporters 

Without Borders, 2016). 

If a free press is a pillar of a free society, Africa marks World Press Freedom Day 2016 (May 3) 

amid growing concerns that this pillar is under attack by governments determined to silence 

critics. Free-press champions report growing numbers of journalists who have been harassed, 

intimidated, arrested, tortured, or exiled (Media Foundation for West Africa, 2015a, 2015b; 

Amnesty International, 2016). Freedom House (2016) says global press freedom has “declined 

to its lowest point in 12 years.” Some states have enacted repressive laws to censor journalists, 

often citing as justification a need to fight violent extremism (Egypt, Ethiopia, and Kenya) or 

to stop publication of “false, deceptive, misleading, or inaccurate information” (Tanzania) 

(CIPESA, 2015, p. 5) that could undermine “national unity, public order and security, morality, 

and good conduct” (Burundi) (International Centre for Not-for-Profit Law, 2015, p. 13). 

Beyond government repression, threats to media freedom come from violent non-state 

actors (such as extremist groups in Nigeria and Mali), influence-wielding officials, and even 

self-censoring journalists (Cheeseman, 2016). The net effect is to erode journalistic 

independence and muzzle the media “watchdogs” that are supposed to help ensure 

government accountability (Freedom House, 2015a). 

These attacks on media freedom can also be seen as part of broader attempts to restrict 

space for civic activism. For instance, Tanzania’s and Nigeria’s cybercrime acts of 2015 have 

been criticized for disregarding issues of freedom of expression, granting excessive powers to 

the police, and affording only limited protections to ordinary citizens (Article 19, 2015; Sahara 

Reporters, 2015). Most recently, Uganda temporarily shut down social media and slowed the 

Internet during its presidential elections in February 2016, ostensibly for security reasons “to 

stop so many (social media users from) getting in trouble because some people use those 

pathways for telling lies” (BBC News, 2016). This trend of using state power to limit civic space 

has also been criticized in Burundi, the Republic of Congo, Egypt, Sudan, the Central African 

Republic, Niger, and the Democratic Republic of Congo (Association for Progressive 

Communications, 2016). 

If a media under attack needs public support at its back to safeguard its independence, 

Africa’s citizens offer such support – up to a point. In Afrobarometer’s latest surveys in 36 

African countries, a majority (54%) of citizens say they support an independent media free 

from government interference. But this support varies significantly by country, and has 

weakened slightly since 2011/2013. And it leaves a robust four in 10 (42%) who believe that a 

government “should have the right to prevent the media from publishing things that it 

considers harmful to society.”  
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At the same time, public support for the media’s “watchdog” role remains strong, suggesting 

that even if some citizens favour government restrictions on “harmful” communication, most  

expect their news media to help hold their government accountable. In that regard, public 

ratings of the news media’s effectiveness in revealing government mistakes and corruption 

have declined slightly, and more than one in three citizens say journalists “often” or “always” 

abuse their freedom by publishing lies. 

Despite these criticisms, the news media form a regular part of most Africans’ lives as the 

continent’s news consumption habits evolve toward less radio and newspaper, more 

television and Internet, and a substantial role for social media. 

Afrobarometer surveys 

Afrobarometer is a pan-African, non-partisan research network that conducts public attitude 

surveys on democracy, governance, economic conditions, and related issues across more 

than 30 countries in Africa. Five rounds of surveys were conducted between 1999 and 2013, 

and results from Round 6 surveys (2014/2015) are currently being released. 

Afrobarometer conducts face-to-face interviews in the language of the respondent’s choice 

with nationally representative samples, which yield country-level results with a margin of 

sampling error of +/-2% (for a sample of 2,400) or +/-3% (for a sample of 1,200) at a 95% 

confidence level. Round 6 interviews with almost 54,000 citizens represent the views of more 

than three-fourths of the continent’s population.  

This analysis draws mainly on Round 6 data from 36 countries, with over-time comparisons on 

some variables. Interested readers should visit http://globalreleases.afrobarometer.org for 

previous Round 6 releases and watch for additional releases over the coming months.  

Key findings 

 A majority of Africans (54%) across 36 countries say the news media should have the 

right to publish any views and ideas without government control, while 42% say 

government should have the right to prevent publications that it “considers harmful to 
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society.” Across the 34 countries where this question was asked in both Round 5 

(2011/2013) and Round 6, support for media freedom is down 3 percentage points.  

 More than two-thirds (69%) of Africans say the news media should “constantly 

investigate and report on government mistakes and corruption.” This is the majority 

view in every surveyed country except Egypt (where 46% agree). 

 A majority (59%) of respondents say the news media is “somewhat” or “very 

effective” in revealing government mistakes and corruption. Across 34 countries 

tracked since 2011/2013, the proportion of citizens who say the media is “not very 

effective” or “not at all effective” increased from 26% in 2011/2013 to 30%. 

 A slim majority (51%) say the media “rarely” or “never” abuses its freedom by 

publishing lies, but more than one-third (36%) of Africans – and in some countries 

more than two-thirds – say it does so “often” or “always.” 

 Radio remains the most common news source, accessed by seven in 10 Africans 

either daily (47%) or “a few times a week” (22%). But radio and newspapers are slowly 

losing ground, while TV and the Internet are gaining. One in five Africans (21%) now 

regularly get news from social media such as Facebook and Twitter, and among 

youth and citizens with post-secondary education, the Internet and social media are 

more popular sources of news than newspapers. 

 In addition to using the media to get news, some Africans use it to express their 

opinions: About one in nine respondents (11%) say they contacted the media in the 

previous year to express their dissatisfaction with government performance. 

Media freedom in African countries 

According to experts who rate the media environment for Reporters Without 

Borders/Reporters Sans Frontières (RSF) and Freedom House, media freedom has weakened 

significantly over the past few years in Africa and around the world (Reporters Without 

Borders, 2016; Freedom House, 2015b). (For country rankings by both organisations, see Figure 

A.1 and Table A.2 in the Appendix.) 

In 2016, RSF World Press Freedom Index scores worsened in a number of African countries 

where violence and political crises – in some cases related to challenges to presidential term 

limits – took a toll on journalists’ freedom and safety, including South Sudan, Burundi, the 

Republic of Congo, Uganda, Djibouti, Nigeria, and Mali. 

Countries where Freedom House (2016) scores worsened include Ghana (which dropped 

from “free” to “partly free”), Burundi, Egypt, and Zimbabwe. 

Despite attempts to muzzle the media, a majority of Africans support an independent media 

free of government control. On average across 36 countries, 54% of respondents “agree” or 

“agree very strongly” that the media should have the right to publish any views and ideas 

without government interference. Support for a free and independent media is highest in 

Cape Verde (82%), Malawi (72%), Madagascar (72%), and Burundi (70%) (Figure 1).  

However, in 10 countries, less than half the population believes in an independent media, 

with support at its lowest in Senegal (27%), Cameroon (31%), and Niger (37%). Seven of these 

10 countries are in West Africa, where support averages only 49%. North (51%) and Central 

(52%) Africa are only slightly higher, while support for a free media is far more solid in Southern 

(60%) and East Africa (58%) (Figure 2). More educated citizens are more likely to support a 

free media than those without formal education. Support for media freedom is slightly 

stronger among urban residents, younger citizens, and men.   
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Figure 1: Support for a free media | 36 countries | 2014/2015 

 

Respondents were asked: Let’s talk for a moment about the kind of society you would like to have in 

this country. Which of the following statements is closest to your view? Choose Statement 1 or 

Statement 2. 

Statement 1: The media should have the right to publish any views and ideas without government 

control. 

Statement 2: The government should have the right to prevent the media from publishing things that it 

considers harmful to society. 
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Figure 2: Support for free media | by region, gender, education, age, and urban-

rural location |36 countries| 2014/2015 

 
(% who “agree” or “agree very strongly” that media should have the right to publish any views and 

ideas without government control) 

 

Across 34 countries surveyed in both 2011/2013 (Round 5) and 2014/2015 (Round 6), support 

for independent media has declined slightly, from 57% to 54%. The biggest declines have 

been in Niger and Uganda, which dropped by 27 and 26 percentage points, respectively, 

followed by Tanzania (20 points), Tunisia (18 points), and Egypt (17 points) (Figure 3). Support 

increased most significantly in Lesotho (by 10 points) and Mauritius (6 point).  

While there is no consistent relationship between Afrobarometer findings and RSF/Freedom 

House ratings of media freedom, countries whose citizens most highly value media freedom 

(Cape Verde, Malawi, Madagascar, Mauritius, South Africa) tend to rank fairly high in the 

assessments of actual media freedom by RSF (all five countries are in the top 12) and 

Freedom House (all are either “free” or “partly free”). 

A glaring – and understandable – exception is Burundi, where 70% of citizens favour a free 

media but whose RSF/Freedom House ratings reflect greatly reduced media freedom during 

the ongoing political crisis.  

At the other extreme, Senegal’s media scores fairly high in actual freedom (among the top 

15 African countries in both RSF and Freedom House rankings), but only 27% of citizens 

support a free media, suggesting possible vulnerability to a retreat on media freedom 

without a major public backlash. Cameroon ranks low in support for media freedom as well 

as actual media freedom, while Niger and Côte d'Ivoire are weak on support for a free 

media but place in the upper half in the RSF ranking. 
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Figure 3: Changes in support for free media | 34 countries* | 2011-2015 

 

The figure shows percentage-point increase (positive number) or decrease (negative number) 

between 2011/2013 and 2014/2015 averages in % who “agree” or “agree very strongly” that the media 

should be free to publish any views and ideas. 

* Note: Excludes São Tomé and Príncipe and Gabon, which were surveyed for the first time in 2015. 

 

Support for media’s watchdog role  

While we have seen that there is some degree of tolerance for government control of media 

that is seen as “harmful to society,” Africans are much clearer about the specific mandate of 

the media vis-à-vis government: Support for the media’s “watchdog” role is strong and 

widespread. More than two-thirds (69%) “agree” or “agree very strongly” that the news 

media should “constantly investigate and report on government mistakes and corruption.” 

Only about one in four (27%) disagree, insisting instead that “too much reporting on negative 

events, like government mistakes and corruption, only harms the country.” 
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Support for the media’s role in holding government accountable is highest in Cape Verde 

(89%), Mauritius (82%), Burundi (81%), and Gabon (80%). It is the majority view in every country 

except Egypt (46%) (Figure 4).  

Figure 4: Support for media’s watchdog role | 36 countries | 2014/2015 

 

Respondents were asked: Which of the following statements is closest to your view? Choose Statement 

1 or Statement 2. 

Statement 1: The news media should constantly investigate and report on government mistakes and 

corruption.  

Statement 2: Too much reporting on negative events, like government mistakes and corruption, only 

harms the country. 

(% who “agree” or “agree very strongly” that the media should constantly investigate and report on 
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Support for the media as watchdog is significantly weaker in North Africa (59%) than in the 

other regions (68%-73%). It is stronger among better-educated citizens (73% for those with 

post-secondary education, vs. 63% for those without formal education), among men (71%, 

compared to 66% among women), and among younger citizens (70% for ages 18-45, 

compared to 62% for ages 66 and older) (Figure 5). 

Across the 20 countries tracked since 2008/2009 (Round 4), there has been no appreciable 

change in support for the media’s watchdog role, although individual countries have seen 

some gains and losses. Support is down 10 percentage points in Senegal and 9 points in 

Zimbabwe, but South Africa and Cape Verde have gained 6 points each, and Uganda and 

Madagascar have seen 5-point increases. 

Figure 5: Support for media’s watchdog role | by region, gender, education, age, 

and urban-rural location | 36 countries | 2014/2015 

 

Respondents were asked: Which of the following statements is closest to your view? Choose Statement 

1 or Statement 2. 

Statement 1: The news media should constantly investigate and report on government mistakes and 

corruption.  

Statement 2: Too much reporting on negative events, like government mistakes and corruption, only 

harms the country. 

(% who “agree” or “agree very strongly” that the media should constantly investigate and report on 

government mistakes and corruption)  
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Investigating government mistakes and corruption is seen as a critical role for the media. 

How well does the public think the media is fulfilling this responsibility? A majority (59%) in 36 

countries say the media is “somewhat effective” or “very effective” in “revealing 

government mistakes and corruption” (Figure 6). More than eight in 10 citizens say the media 

is effective in Mauritius (87%), South African (82%), and Tunisia (81%), while only about one-

third agree in Madagascar (30%), Côte d'Ivoire (35%), and Gabon (35%). 
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Across 34 countries tracked since 2011/2013, ratings of effectiveness are down slightly, from 

64% in 2011/2013 to 60% in 2014/2015. Sierra Leone recorded the largest decrease (30 

percentage points), followed by Egypt (22 points) and Cape Verde (17 points), while 

effectiveness ratings improved by 8 percentage points in Togo and Namibia (Figure 7).  

Figure 6: Ratings of media effectiveness | 36 countries | 2014/2015 

 
Respondents were asked: In this country, how effective is the news media in revealing government 

mistakes and corruption? 
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Figure 7: Changes in perceptions of media effectiveness | countries with significant 

increase or decrease | 2011-2015 

 
The figure shows percentage-point increase (positive number) or decrease (negative number) 

between 2011/2013 and 2014/2015 averages in % who say the media is “somewhat effective” or “very 

effective” in revealing government mistakes and corruption. 

 

Perceptions of media effectiveness are highest in East Africa (75%) and Southern Africa 

(62%). Central Africa is the only region where citizens who perceive the media as effective 

are in the minority (Figure 8). 

The effects of age and education are somewhat more nuanced. The proportion rating 

media positively does not vary significantly across age groups or education levels. However, 

younger people and those who are better educated are more likely to give negative ratings, 

whereas older and/or less educated respondents are more inclined to defer to “don’t know” 

responses. 
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Figure 8: News media effectiveness | by region, education, and age | 36 countries 

| 2014/2015 

 

Respondents were asked: In this country, how effective is the news media in revealing government 

mistakes and corruption? 

Does the media abuse its freedom?  

When harassing or obstructing journalists, governments often accuse them of publishing lies 

and advancing propaganda. While the governments’ political agendas are usually obvious, 

how responsible and impartial do citizens think their news media is? 

On average across 36 countries, a slim majority (51%) of Africans say the media “never” or 

“rarely” abuses its freedom by publishing lies. But more than one in three respondents (36%) 

say this happens “often” or “always,” and in Senegal, that proportion reaches three-fourths 

of all respondents (76%) (Figure 9). At the other extreme, overwhelming majorities of 

Burundians (81%), Malawians (77%), Basotho (74%), and Malagasy (72%) say their news media 

“rarely” or “never” knowingly publishes falsehoods. 

While on average perceptions across the 34 countries surveyed in both Round 5 and Round 6 

remained stable, several countries experienced substantial changes. The most dramatic 

improvement was in Sierra Leone, where the proportion criticizing frequent media abuses 

dropped by 41 percentage points; in Burkina Faso, this negative perception grew by 20 

percentage points (Figure 10). 

North, Central, and West Africans (44%, 43%, and 41%, respectively) are about twice as likely 

as East Africans (22%) to say the media often/always publishes lies (Figure 11). 

Men are more likely than women to say the media often or always abuses its freedom (38% 

vs. 34%) (Figure 12). Younger and better-educated citizens are again more critical than their 

less-educated counterparts; those with post-secondary education are the most critical of 

any group, with 45% saying the media is unreliable. This perception is also more common 

among urbanites (41%) than among rural residents (32%).  
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Figure 9: Media abuses its freedom | 36 countries | 2014/2015 

 

Respondents were asked: In your opinion, how often, in this country, does the news media abuse its 

freedoms by printing or saying things it knows are not true? (% who say “often” or “always”) 
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Figure 10: Changes in perceptions of media abuse of its freedom | countries with 

significant increase or decrease | 2011-2015 

 
The figure shows percentage-point increase (positive number) or decrease (negative number) 

between 2011/2013 and 2014/2015 averages in % who say the media “often” or “always” abuses its 

freedom by publishing lies.  

Figure 11: Media abuses its freedom | by region | 36 countries | 2014/2015 

 

Respondents were asked: In your opinion, how often, in this country, does the news media abuse its 

freedoms by printing or saying things it knows are not true? 
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Figure 12: Media abuses its freedom | by gender, education, age, and location       

| 36 countries | 2014/2015 

 

Respondents were asked: In your opinion, how often, in this country, does the news media abuse its 

freedoms by printing or saying things it knows are not true? (% who say “often” or “always”) 
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just a few years ago (Figure 13). 
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Across 16 countries tracked since 2002/2003,1 daily use of radio as a source of news has 

declined, from 61% to 52%, while the proportion of citizens who “never” get news from the 

radio has increased from 11% to 16% (Figure 14).   

In contrast, television is growing as a source of news, although it still lags significantly behind 

radio. Across 36 countries, more than half (53%) of citizens say they get news regularly from 

TV, either every day (40%) or a few times a week (13%). 

Regular TV news consumption is again highest in Mauritius (98% a few times a week/every 

day), followed by Egypt (97%) and South Africa (90%). In 10 countries, more than three-

quarters of the population have daily access to TV news. In sharp contrast, access is lowest in 

Burundi (7%), Malawi (11%), and Sierra Leone (14%). North and Central Africans (84% and 

83%, respectively) are three times as likely to get regular news from TV as East Africans (27%). 

Across 16 countries tracked since 2002, daily TV news consumption has increased from 26% to 

36%.  

With regard to newspapers, on average across 36 countries, about one-fifth of Africans (22%) 

say they get news regularly from the printed page, either “every day” (10%) or “a few times a 

week” (12%). Regular newspaper readership is highest in Mauritius (77% a few times a 

week/every day), Namibia (53%), and South Africa (51%). In contrast, access to newspapers 

is almost non-existent in Burundi (1%) and Niger (2%) and is limited to a select few in Mali, 

Burkina Faso, and Guinea (all 5%). 

West Africans (12%) and East Africans (16%) are about half as likely to report regular 

newspaper consumption as Southern (32%), Central (28%), and North (27%) Africans. But like 

radio, newspapers appear to be in decline. Across 16 countries tracked since 2002, daily 

readership has decreased only slightly, from 13% to 10%, but the proportion who “never” get 

news from newspapers has increased significantly, from 49% to 59%.  

                                                
1
 Botswana, Cape Verde, Ghana, Kenya, Lesotho, Malawi, Mali, Mozambique, Namibia, Nigeria, Senegal, South 

Africa, Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia, and Zimbabwe. 
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To further explore this data, please visit 
Afrobarometer's online data analysis facility at 
www.afrobarometer.org/online-data-analysis. 

Africans are also reaching for newer tools such as the Internet and social media (e.g. 

Facebook and Twitter) for news. On average across 36 countries, about two in 10 Africans 

receive news “a few times a week” or “every day” via the Internet (22%). Across the 34 

countries covered in both surveys, daily access has increased from 7% in 2011/2013 to 13%. 

Regular Internet use for news ranges from a low of 3% in Madagascar, Burundi, and Niger to 

52% in Mauritius, 49% in Morocco, 47% in Egypt, 44% in Cape Verde, and 42% in Algeria 

(Figure 15). 

North Africans are almost four times as likely 

(40% a few times a week/every day) as East 

Africans (11%) and more than twice as likely 

as West Africans (16%) to use the Internet 

regularly to get news. 

Use of social media such as Facebook and Twitter, which was tracked for the first time in 

2014/2015, is about as popular for regular news updates as the Internet: 21% of Africans say 

they get news there “a few times a week” or “every day.” Social media is particularly 

popular in Morocco (48% a few times a week/every day), Egypt (46%), and South Africa 

(43%) but is used by very few Burundians (2%), Nigeriens (2%), and Malagasy (3%) (Figure 16). 

Figure 13: Media use “a few times a week” or “every day” | by region | 36 countries 

| 2014/2015 

 

Respondents were asked: How often do you get news from the following sources: Radio? TV? 

Newspapers? The Internet? Social media such as Facebook and Twitter? (% who say “a few times a 

week” or “every day”) 
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Figure 14: Media usage “every day” and “never” | 16 countries | 2002-2015 
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Respondents were asked: How often do you get news from the following sources: Radio? TV? 
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Figure 15: Use of the Internet for news “a few times a week” or “every day”                 

| 36 countries | 2014/2015 

 

Respondents were asked: How often do you get news from the following sources: The Internet? (% who 

say “a few times a week” or “every day”) 
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Figure 16: Use of social media for news “a few times a week” or “every day”               

| 36 countries | 2014/2015 

 

Respondents were asked: How often do you get news from the following sources: Social media such 

Facebook and Twitter? (% who say “a few times a week” or “every day”) 
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narrow with respect to radio, and in fact there is no pattern for accessing radio by age group 

– the youngest and oldest respondents are the lowest users. The gaps between men and 

women are also generally modest. 

The gaps for other types of media, and other demographic groups, are much wider. For 

example, those with post-secondary education are 56 percentage points more likely to 

regularly access news via social media than those with no formal education, and 48 points 

more likely to be regular newspaper readers. Urban residents are 41 points more likely to 

access news via television than those in rural areas. Youth consume more news than their 

elders in all categories except radio. Among youth and citizens with post-secondary 

education, the Internet and social media are more popular sources of regular news than 

newspapers. 

Table 1: Media use “a few times a week” or “every day” | by urban-rural residence, 

sex, age, and education level | 36 countries | 2014/2015 

 
Radio TV Newspapers Internet 

Social 
media 

Residence Urban 72% 77% 34% 35% 33% 

Rural 68% 36% 13% 12% 12% 

Sex Men 75% 55% 26% 25% 24% 

Women 65% 52% 18% 18% 18% 

Age 18-25 yrs 66% 58% 24% 35% 35% 

26-35 yrs 72% 55% 25% 26% 26% 

36-45 yrs 72% 52% 22% 18% 16% 

46-55 yrs 71% 52% 20% 13% 10% 

56-65 yrs 70% 48% 17% 7% 4% 

66+ yrs 66% 39% 11% 3% 2% 

Education No formal 61% 28% 3% 2% 2% 

Primary 67% 39% 10% 6% 5% 

Secondary 75% 65% 30% 27% 27% 

Post-secondary 75% 83% 51% 63% 59% 

Total 70% 53% 22% 22% 21% 

Respondents were asked: How often do you get news from the following sources: Radio? TV? 

Newspapers? The Internet? Social media such as Facebook and Twitter? (% who say “a few times a 

week” or “every day”) 

While most Africans use the news media to obtain information, a few of them also use the 

media as an outlet to express their views on public affairs. When presented a list of actions 

that citizens can take when they are dissatisfied with government performance, about one in 

eight respondents say they took action by contacting the media during the previous year, 

calling a radio program or writing a letter to a newspaper to voice their opinions. About one 

in 20 (6%) say they did so “once or twice,” 4% “several times,” and 2% “often.” Six in 10 (60%) 

say they did not contact the media but would do so if they “had the chance,” while 28% say 

they “would never do this” (Figure 17). Liberians are the most likely to share their views this 

way, with 48% reporting they contacted media, followed by Nigerians (21%) and residents of 

São Tomé and Principe (19%).  
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Figure 17: Using the media to express dissatisfaction | 36 countries | 2014/2015  

 

Respondents were asked: Here is a list of actions that people sometimes take as citizens when they are 

dissatisfied with government performance. For each of these, please tell me whether you, personally, 

have done any of these things during the past year: Contacted the media, like calling a radio program 

or writing a letter to a newspaper? 
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But except for the media’s watchdog role, this public support is neither overwhelming nor 
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particular, substantial proportions of the population say that governments should have the 

right to restrict the media and that the media “often” or “always” abuses its freedom by 

publishing lies. These views challenge the media to use its considerable power to make its 

best case for freedom – through responsible journalism, civic education, what else? – to a 

critical public. 
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Appendix 

Table A.1: Afrobarometer Round 6 fieldwork dates and previous survey rounds 

Country 
Months when Round 6 

fieldwork was conducted 
Previous survey rounds 

Algeria May-June 2015 2013 

Benin May-June 2014 2005, 2008, 2011 

Botswana June-July 2014 1999, 2003, 2005, 2008, 2012 

Burkina Faso April-May 2015 2008, 2012 

Burundi September-October 2014 2012 

Cameroon January-February 2015 2013 

Cape Verde November-December 2014 2002, 2005, 2008, 2011 

Côte d'Ivoire August-September 2014 2013 

Egypt June-July 2015 2013 

Gabon September 2015 N/A 

Ghana May-June 2014 1999, 2002, 2005, 2008, 2012 

Guinea March-April 2015 2013 

Kenya November-December 2014 2003, 2005, 2008, 2011 

Lesotho May 2014 2000, 2003, 2005, 2008, 2012 

Liberia May 2015 2008, 2012 

Madagascar December 2015-January 2015 2005, 2008, 2013 

Malawi March-April 2014 1999, 2003, 2005, 2008, 2012 

Mali December 2014 2001, 2002, 2005, 2008, 2013 

Mauritius June-July 2014 2012 

Morocco November 2015 2013 

Mozambique June-August 2015 2002, 2005, 2008, 2012 

Namibia August-September 2014 1999, 2003, 2006, 2008, 2012 

Niger  April 2015 2013 

Nigeria December 2014-January 2015 2000, 2003, 2005, 2008, 2013 

São Tomé and Principe July-August 2015 N/A 

Senegal November-December 2014 2002, 2005, 2008, 2013 

Sierra Leone May-June 2015 2012 

South Africa August-September 2015 2000, 2002, 2006, 2008, 2011 

Sudan June 2015 2013 
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Country 
Months when Round 6 

fieldwork was conducted 
Previous survey rounds 

Swaziland April 2015 2013 

Tanzania August-November 2014 2001, 2003, 2005, 2008, 2012 

Togo October 2014 2012 

Tunisia April-May 2015 2013 

Uganda May 2015 2000, 2002, 2005, 2008, 2012 

Zambia October 2014 1999, 2003, 2005, 2009, 2013 

Zimbabwe November 2014 1999, 2004, 2005, 2009, 2012 
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Figure A.1: Media freedom scores by Reporters Without Borders | 48 African 

countries |2016 

 

Experts assign country scores  for pluralism, media independence, environment and self-censorship, 

legislative framework, transparency, infrastructure, and abuses (see https://rsf.org/en/detailed-

methodology). Each indicator is given a score between 0 (best) and 200 (worst).  
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Table A.2: Media freedom scores by Freedom House | 53 African countries | 2015 

 Score Status 

Cape Verde 27 Free 

São Tome and Príncipe 28 Free 

Mauritius 29 Free 

Ghana 31 Partly free 

Namibia 33 Partly free 

South Africa 36 Partly free 

Mali 37 Partly free 

Benin 38 Partly free 

Burkina Faso 41 Partly free 

Botswana 45 Partly free 

Malawi 45 Partly free 

Mozambique 46 Partly free 

Comoros 49 Partly free 

Lesotho 49 Partly free 

Senegal 49 Partly free 

Seychelles 49 Partly free 

Côte d'Ivoire 51 Partly free 

Mauritania 51 Partly free 

Nigeria 51 Partly free 

Tunisia 52 Partly free 

Niger 53 Partly free 

Sierra Leone 53 Partly free 

Tanzania 55 Partly free 

Uganda 57 Partly free 

Kenya 58 Partly free 

Liberia 58 Partly free 

Madagascar 58 Partly free 

Republic of Congo 59 Partly free 

Guinea-Bissau 60 Partly free 

Togo 60 Partly free 

Zambia 61 Not free 

Algeria 62 Not free 

Cameroon 65 Not free 

Guinea 65 Not free 

Morocco 66 Not free 

South Sudan 66 Not free 

Gabon 68 Not free 

Angola 71 Not free 

Central African Republic 71 Not free 

Libya 73 Not free 

Chad 74 Not free 

Zimbabwe 74 Not free 

Djibouti 75 Not free 

Egypt 77 Not free 

Democratic Republic of Congo 78 Not free 
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Rwanda 79 Not free 

Somalia 79 Not free 

Burundi 80 Not free 

Swaziland 82 Not free 

Ethiopia 83 Not free 

Sudan 85 Not free 

The Gambia 87 Not free 

Equatorial Guinea 91 Not free 
Each country and territory receives a numerical score between 0 (most free) and 100 (least free),   

which serves as the basis for a status designation of free, partly free, or not free (see 

https://freedomhouse.org/report/freedom-press/freedom-press-2015#.VxnnQzB97IV).  

  

https://freedomhouse.org/report/freedom-press/freedom-press-2015#.VxnnQzB97IV
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                        Dispatch No. 88 | 17 May 2016 

South Africa’s opposition narrows trust gap but 

still faces mixed perceptions of vision and role  

Afrobarometer Dispatch No. 88 | Rorisang Lekalake 

 

Summary 

The African National Congress (ANC) has dominated post-apartheid South Africa’s political 

landscape. Following the 2014 national and provincial elections, the party holds 62% of 

National Assembly seats and governs eight of the country’s nine provinces (Independent 

Electoral Commission, 2016).1 In the run-up to local elections on 3 August 2016, the two 

leading opposition parties – the Democratic Alliance (DA) and Economic Freedom Fighters 

(EFF) – are portraying the poll as a political watershed for South Africa’s democracy in the 

wake of the Constitutional Court judgment against President Jacob Zuma and other leading 

ANC members regarding the use of state funds in the construction of the president’s private 

residence, Nkandla (Democratic Alliance, 2016; Economic Freedom Fighters, 2016). The two 

parties were the applicants in the court case, which invalidated the National Assembly’s 

decision to absolve the president from remedial action determined by the Public Protector in 

March 2014 (Constitutional Court, 2016). 

Results from the 2015 Afrobarometer survey, conducted before this latest development in the 

Nkandla scandal, suggest an evolving terrain for South Africa’s opposition. Public trust in 

opposition parties has tripled since 2002 despite a dip in 2015, while trust in the ANC has 

dropped sharply over the past four years. But less than half of South Africans believe that 

opposition parties present a viable alternative vision and plan for the country. Furthermore, a 

majority of citizens say the ANC is better able than the opposition to address national priority 

areas such as controlling prices, creating jobs, improving health care, and fighting 

corruption. The proportion of South Africans who say that “opposition parties should monitor 

and criticize the government in order to hold it accountable” has been decreasing since 

2008, reaching 28% in 2015, although this was before opposition-led support for the Public 

Protector’s findings succeeded at the Constitutional Court.  

The ANC secured 64% of the votes in the 2011 municipal elections (Independent Electoral 

Commission, 2011). These survey findings suggest that opposition parties will face significant 

challenges in diminishing the ANC’s electoral dominance in the upcoming elections, 

particularly since few South Africans cite policy issues as the main difference between 

parties. However, they could make inroads among large proportions of citizens who do not 

feel close to any political party. 

Afrobarometer survey  

Afrobarometer is a pan-African, non-partisan research network that conducts public attitude 

surveys on democracy, governance, economic conditions, and related issues across more 

than 30 countries in Africa. After five rounds of surveys between 1999 and 2013, results of 

Round 6 surveys (2014/2015) are currently being published. Afrobarometer conducts face-to-

                                                
1
 The Democratic Alliance is the ruling party in the Western Cape and the leading opposition party in all other 

 provinces except Limpopo and North West, where the Economic Freedom Fighters party leads the opposition. 
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face interviews in the language of the respondent’s choice with nationally representative 

samples of 1,200 or 2,400 respondents. 

The Afrobarometer team in South Africa, led by the Institute for Justice and Reconciliation 

(IJR) and Plus 94 Research, interviewed 2,400 adult South Africans in August and September 

2015. A sample of this size yields country-level results with a margin of error of +/-2% at a 95% 

confidence level. Previous surveys were conducted in South Africa in 2000, 2002, 2004, 2006, 

2008, and 2011. 

Key findings 

 Public trust in the political opposition has tripled since 2002, from 12% to 36% of South 

Africans who say they trust opposition parties “a lot” or “somewhat.” Trust in the ruling 

party dropped by 18 percentage points over the same period. 

 Support for the opposition is highest in the Western Cape, where 48% of survey 

respondents say they “feel close to” opposition parties, followed by the North West 

(33%) and Free State (30%). The proportion of self-identified opposition supporters is 

lowest in Mpumalanga (11%) and the Eastern Cape (14%). 

 The proportion of South Africans who say that opposition parties should focus on 

monitoring and criticizing the government, rather than on playing a cooperative role, 

has declined from 36% in 2008 to 28% in 2015. Support for a monitoring role is 

somewhat higher among opposition supporters (34%) and citizens of minority race 

groups (31%). 

 Four in 10 citizens (43%) say that opposition parties present a viable alternative vision 

and plan for the country, while 34% disagree. Agreement increases with levels of 

education and is higher among white (58%) and Coloured (49%) respondents than 

among Indian and black citizens (both about four in 10). 

 Less than one-quarter (23%) of South Africans believe that opposition parties are 

better able than the ANC to address key national priorities such as fighting corruption, 

creating jobs, improving health care, and controlling prices.  

Public trust in and identification with opposition political parties 

Since 2002, the ANC has consistently enjoyed higher levels of public trust than opposition 

political parties: On average over the period, half (51%) of survey respondents have said they 

trust the ruling party “somewhat” or “a lot,” compared to three in 10 (29%) who have said the 

same about opposition parties (Figure 1). However, the ANC’s advantage over opposition 

parties has diminished substantially since the 2011 survey: Only 43% of South Africans now say 

they trust the ANC “somewhat” or “a lot,” an 18-percentage-point decline from 61% in 2011. 

Trust in opposition parties has tripled since 2002, from 12% to 36%, despite a slight dip in 2015. 

The proportion of South Africans who say they “feel close to” the ANC has also been 

consistently higher than opposition support over time (44% vs. 13% on average since 2002). In 

2015, about one-quarter (27%) of survey respondents say they do not feel close to any 

political party, down from 40% in 2011. This decline appears to be due to an increase in 

affiliation with opposition parties (from 13% to 25%), as support for the ANC remained stable 

during the same period (Figure 2). 

For more on respondents’ voting intentions and on institutional trust in the country, see 

Afrobarometer Dispatches No. 89 and 90, available at www.afrobarometer.org.  
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Figure 1: Public trust in political parties | South Africa | 2002-2015 

 
Respondents were asked: How much do you trust each of the following, or haven’t you heard enough 

about them to say: The ruling party? Opposition political parties?  

(% who say “a lot” or “somewhat”) 

Figure 2: Party affiliation | South Africa | 2000-2015 

 
Respondents were asked: Do you feel close to any particular political party? (If yes) Which party is that? 

(Note: Due to rounding, categories may not always add up to 100%.) 

Opposition support is highest in the Western Cape (48%), which was the only province in 

which an opposition party (DA) secured a majority of votes in the national (57%) and 

provincial (59%) elections (Independent Electoral Commission, 2016). Conversely, opposition 

support is lowest in Mpumalanga (11%) and the Eastern Cape (14%) (Table 1). The Northern 

Cape has the largest share of citizens with no party affiliation (46%), followed by Gauteng 

(40%). 
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Table 1: Party affiliation | by province | South Africa | 2015 

 ANC DA EFF Other No affiliation 

Mpumalanga 66% 7% 3% 2% 22% 

Eastern Cape 59% 9% 2% 3% 21% 

Limpopo 55% 7% 12% 3% 17% 

KwaZulu-Natal 51% 9% 2% 12% 23% 

Average 45% 13% 7% 5% 27% 

Free State 36% 6% 18% 5% 29% 

North West 35% 8% 19% 6% 29% 

Northern Cape 35% 13% 4% 0% 46% 

Gauteng 34% 12% 9% 3% 40% 

Western Cape 30% 44% 1% 2% 21% 

 

When asked for their views on the primary difference between the ANC and opposition 

political parties, one-quarter (26%) of survey respondents say they see “no difference.” More 

than four in 10 respondents cite issues related to the integrity (24%), experience (14%), or 

personalities (6%) of party leaders, while 9% identify differences in religion, ethnicity, or 

regional identity among party leaders or members (Figure 3). Only 14% of respondents cite 

differences in economic and development policies. 

Figure 3: Difference between ruling and opposition parties | South Africa | 2015 

 
Respondents were asked: Which of the following do you see as the most important difference between 

the ruling party and opposition parties in South Africa? 
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Role of opposition political parties 

More than two-thirds of South Africans (69%) say opposition parties should focus on 

cooperation with the government to develop the country rather than on monitoring and 

criticizing government actions (28%). Support for a monitoring role for the political opposition 

has declined by 8 percentage points since the question was first asked in 2008 (Figure 4). 

Further analysis of these preferences shows slight differences by urban/rural location, gender, 

and age (Figure 5). Unsurprisingly, opposition supporters are more likely than ANC supporters 

to say that opposition parties should play a monitoring role (34% vs. 26%). South Africans from 

minority race groups are somewhat more likely to hold this view than black respondents. 

Furthermore, respondents with at least primary schooling are more likely to support a critical 

political opposition than those with no formal education. However, this support does not 

increase with educational attainment levels.  

South Africans’ views on this question are similar to those in other countries in the region: 

Across 10 countries in Southern Africa, only three of 10 citizens say opposition parties should 

focus on monitoring and criticizing the government (Figure 6). Interestingly, citizens of the 

region’s most enduring democracies are on opposite ends of the scale: A majority (57%) of 

Mauritians hold this view, while only about one in six Batswana (16%) agree. 

Figure 4: Role of opposition parties in South African politics | 2008-2015 

 

Respondents were asked: Which of the following statements is closest to your view? Choose Statement 

1 or Statement 2.     

Statement 1: After losing an election, opposition parties should monitor and criticize the government in 

order to hold it accountable.2 

Statement 2: Once an election is over, opposition parties and politicians should accept defeat and 

cooperate with government to help it develop the country. 

                                                
2
 In 2008 and 2011, this response option read “Statement 1: Opposition parties should regularly examine and 

criticize government policies and actions.”  
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Figure 5: Opposition parties should monitor and criticize government | by party 

affiliation, race, education, age, gender, and location | South Africa | 2015 

 
Respondents were asked: Which of the following statements is closest to your view? Choose Statement 

1 or Statement 2.     

Statement 1: After losing an election, opposition parties should monitor and criticize the government in 

order to hold it accountable. 

Statement 2: Once an election is over, opposition parties and politicians should accept defeat and 

cooperate with government to help it develop the country. 

(% who “agree” or “strongly agree” that the opposition should monitor and criticize the government) 

Figure 6: Opposition parties should monitor and criticize government | 10 Southern 

African countries3 | 2014/2015 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(% who “agree” or “strongly agree” that the opposition should monitor and criticize the government) 

                                                
3
 The questions addressed in this dispatch were not asked in Swaziland. 
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To further explore this data, please visit 
Afrobarometer's online data analysis facility at 
www.afrobarometer.org/online-data-analysis. 

Viability of opposition vision for South Africa 

When asked whether they agree that opposition parties offer a viable alternative vision and 

plan for the country, South Africans are more likely to say yes (43%) than no (29%. These views 

are also close to average evaluations across Southern Africa (Figure 7). Among 10 countries 

in the region, the highest level of agreement 

was in Malawi (62%), where the opposition 

won the 2014 elections a few months after 

the survey (see Appendix Table A.1 for a list of 

survey and election dates).  

Among countries with dominant party systems 

– South Africa, Botswana, Mozambique, 

Namibia, and Zimbabwe – perceptions of the opposition’s vision as a viable alternative is 

highest in Namibia (52%) and lowest in Zimbabwe (37%). 

Since this question was not asked in previous survey rounds, no over-time comparison is 

possible. 

Figure 7: Do opposition parties offer a viable alternative vision? | 10 Southern African 

countries | 2014/2015 

 

Respondents were asked: Please tell me whether you agree or disagree with the following statement: 

The political opposition in South Africa presents a viable alternative vision and plan for the country? 

Analysis by key demographic and social indicators shows slight variation in South Africans’ 

opinions by urban/rural location, gender, and age (Figure 8). Furthermore, agreement that 

the opposition is a viable alternative to the ANC increases with levels of educational 

attainment. Unsurprisingly, supporters of opposition parties are far more likely to agree with 
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the statement than ANC supporters (65% vs. 34%). Among race groups, white citizens are the 

most likely to believe in the viability of the opposition’s vision (58%), followed by Coloured 

(49%), Indian (41%), and black (40%) South Africans. 

Figure 8: Political opposition is a viable alternative | by party affiliation, race, 

education, age, gender, and location | South Africa | 2015 

 

Respondents were asked: Please tell me whether you agree or disagree with the following statement: 

The political opposition in South Africa presents a viable alternative vision and plan for the country? 

 (% who “agree” or “strongly agree”) 

Political opposition’s ability to address policy priorities 

Previous analysis of 2015 Afrobarometer data found high levels of dissatisfaction with 

government performance on a wide range of issues. While a majority of South Africans (56%) 

give the government positive ratings on improving basic health services, only about two in 10 

say the government is doing “very well” or “fairly well” on keeping prices down (24%), 

creating jobs (23%), and fighting corruption (20%). (For more details, see Afrobarometer 

Dispatch No. 64, available at www.afrobarometer.org). 

Despite public dissatisfaction with government performance, only minorities of South Africans 

say that opposition parties are better placed than the ruling party to address these four key 
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policy areas (23% on average, vs. 54% for the ANC) (Figure 9). Fighting corruption in 

government is the area where citizens are most likely to see the opposition as better able to 

make a difference (32%), followed by job creation (22%), improving health services (19%), 

and controlling prices (18%).  

Figure 9: Ability to address policy priorities | South Africa | 2015 

 
Respondents were asked: Looking at the ruling and opposition political parties in this country, which 

would you say is most able to address each of the following matters, or haven’t you heard enough to 

say: Controlling prices? Creating jobs? Improving basic health services? Fighting corruption in 

government? 

Further analysis indicates little difference in opinion by gender and age. However, urban 

residents are more likely than their rural counterparts to say that opposition parties are better 

able to address these priorities (26% vs. 16%), and this perception increases with levels of 

formal education (Figure 10). In line with their party preferences, minority race groups are 

significantly more likely to share this view (39%) than black respondents (17%).4 Although 

opposition supporters are more likely than ANC supporters to say that opposition parties are 

most able to address these priorities (46% vs. 11%), this still represents less than half of these 

respondents. This suggests that some respondents may interpret the phrase “most able” to 

mean greater access to opportunities and/or resources to address these issues, which would 

naturally favour the ruling party.   

  

                                                
4
 Almost half of Coloured respondents say they feel close to an opposition party (47%), followed by white 

 (45%) and Indian (39%) citizens. Only 18% of black respondents say the same. 
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Figure 10: Opposition parties are most able to address policy priorities | by party 

affiliation, race, education, age, gender and location | South Africa | 2015 

 
Respondents were asked: Looking at the ruling and opposition political parties in this country, which 

would you say is most able to address each of the following matters, or haven’t you heard enough to 

say: Controlling prices? Creating jobs? Improving basic health services? Fighting corruption in 

government? (% who say “opposition parties”) 

Conclusion 

Results of the 2015 Afrobarometer survey show an increase in South Africans’ trust in and 

support for opposition parties over time. However, less than half of survey respondents agree 

that these parties present a viable alternative vision for the country, and only minorities 

believe that they are better able than the ANC to address four key policy areas. South 

Africans increasingly believe that opposition parties should focus on cooperating with the 

government rather than monitoring and criticizing government actions, although the impact 

of the successful opposition-led support for the Public Protector’s findings against the 

president and key ANC members may not be known until local election results are in. 
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Appendix 

Table A.1: Afrobarometer Round 6 Southern Africa fieldwork dates and most recent 

elections 

Country 
Months when Round 6 fieldwork 

was conducted 
Most recent election 

Botswana June-July 2014 24 October 2014 

Lesotho May 2014 28 February 2015 

Madagascar December 2015-January 2015 20 December 2013 

Malawi March-April 2014 20 May 2014 

Mauritius June-July 2014 10 December 2014 

Mozambique June-August 2015 15 October 2014 

Namibia August-September 2014 28 November 2014 

South Africa August-September 2015 7 May 2014 

Swaziland April 2015 20 September 2013 

Zambia October 2014 20 September 2011 

Zimbabwe November 2014 31 July 2013 
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                                      Dispatch No. 89 | 17 May 2016 

As South Africa’s local elections approach, 

public confidence underpins system in turmoil 

Afrobarometer Dispatch No. 89 | Sibusiso Nkomo and Jamy Felton  

 

Summary 

South Africa’s fourth democratic local government elections, in August 2016, will be a test for 

the long-ruling but troubled African National Congress (ANC), for opposition parties hoping to 

claim some major cities, for an Independent Electoral Commission (IEC) caught between 

court orders and logistical realities, and for local government councillors facing their 

constituents. 

The IEC, in particular, confronts a mammoth task and a legitimacy test after the Electoral 

Court ruled last year that certain by-elections were not free and fair because of incomplete 

voter rolls. The court ordered the IEC to make sure all voters’ formal addresses are verified – a 

requirement that the IEC is challenging as unrealistic (Cele, 2016; Independent Electoral 

Commission of South Africa, 2016; Rabkin & Mashego, 2016). 

The latest Afrobarometer survey in South Africa, conducted in August-September 2015, sheds 

some light on an election system in turmoil. Most South Africans are still confident that the 

electoral system has integrity and elections are free and fair without intimidation or violence. 

But South Africans have become more skeptical about whether elections ensure that voters’ 

views are represented and that voters are able to remove non-performing leaders from 

power. Survey responses indicate that if national elections had been held last year, the ANC 

would have seen its majority shrink while opposition parties gained ground. 

Afrobarometer survey  

Afrobarometer is a pan-African, non-partisan research network that conducts public attitude 

surveys on democracy, governance, economic conditions, and related issues across more 

than 30 countries in Africa. After five rounds of surveys between 1999 and 2013, results of 

Round 6 surveys (2014/2015) are currently being published. Afrobarometer conducts face-to-

face interviews in the language of the respondent’s choice with nationally representative 

samples of 1,200 or 2,400 respondents. 

The Afrobarometer team in South Africa, led by the Institute for Justice and Reconciliation 

(IJR) and Plus 94 Research, interviewed 2,400 adult South Africans in August and September 

2015. A sample of this size yields country-level results with a margin of error of +/-2% at a 95% 

confidence level. Previous surveys were conducted in South Africa in 2000, 2002, 2004, 2006, 

2008, and 2011. 

Key findings 

 One in four South Africans (24%) say they attended a campaign rally in the last 

national election in 2014.  

 Less than half of South Africans believe that elections ensure that their views are 

represented (44%) or enable them to remove non-performing leaders from office 

(36%). Both measures have decreased from previous surveys. 
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 Seven in 10 respondents (72%) say that elections in South Africa are “completely free 

and fair” or “free and fair, but with minor problems.” Two-thirds say that elections 

guarantee they have genuine choices (68%) and that votes are “often” or “always” 

counted fairly (66%).  

 Less than one in six South Africans say that elections are “always” or “often” marred 

by opposition parties being prevented from running (16%) or voters being threatened 

(13%).  

 In a hypothetical national election in August-September 2015, 48% of respondents say 

they would vote for the ANC and 32% for opposition parties. 

 Six of 10 South Africans (61%) disapprove of the way their local government 

councillors did their jobs over the previous 12 months. 

 Support for the idea that it is voters’ responsibility to make sure that councillors do 

their job is still a minority view (28%) but has doubled since 2008. 

Voter engagement 

Putnam (1993, 1995) emphasizes the importance of political participation and an active civil 

society in ensuring that democracies become consolidated. Given that South Africa is a 

young democracy in which civic engagement was strongly encouraged and the local 

electoral system uses a form of direct representation, we may expect political participation, 

in the form of attending rallies, campaigning, and voting, to be relatively high.  

But voting appears to be on the decline. Schulz-Herzenberg (2014) found that the turnout of 

registered voters in the 2014 elections was 73%, a decline of 4 percentage points from the 

two previous elections. When turnout is examined as a proportion of the eligible voting-age 

population, the figures confirm a decline in participation from 86% in 1994 to 72% in 1999, 58% 

in 2004, 60% in 2009, and 57% in 2014. 

During the campaign for the May 2014 national elections, one-quarter (24%) of South 

Africans attended a campaign rally, and 18% attended a campaign meeting, according to 

2015 survey findings. One in 10 (11%) say they persuaded others to vote for a candidate or 

party, up from 7% reported in the 2011 survey, and 7% say they worked for a candidate or 

party (Figure 1).  

Figure 1: Pre-election voter engagement| South Africa | 2015  

 
Respondents were asked: Thinking about the last national election, did you: Attend a campaign rally? 

Attend a meeting with a candidate or campaign staff? Try to persuade others to vote for a certain 

presidential or legislative candidate or political party? Work for a candidate or party? 

(% who say “yes”) 
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Attending campaign rallies is more popular among citizens who “feel close to” the ANC 

(33%) and the Economic Freedom Fighters (EFF) (29%) than among Democratic Alliance (DA) 

supporters (14%) (Figure 2). Respondents in the middle age range (30-49 years old) are more 

likely to attend a rally (28%) than their younger (22%) or older counterparts (18%), and black 

respondents (29%) are far more likely to attend a rally than other races.  

In a breakdown by province, residents of Mpumalanga (48%) are at least twice as likely to 

attend a campaign rally as those in in Gauteng, the Northern Cape, the Western Cape, Free 

State, and KwaZulu-Natal. About three in 10 rural respondents (31%) say they attended a 

rally, compared to only 21% of urban dwellers.  

Figure 2: Attending a rally | by party affiliation, age, race, gender, province, and 

urban/rural location | South Africa | 2015  

 
Respondents were asked: Thinking about the last national election, did you: Attend a campaign rally? 

(% who say “yes”)  

Holding leaders accountable 

While participation in campaigns may reflect some faith in the efficacy of the electoral 

system, recent protest action surrounding the Fees Must Fall movement would indicate that 

South Africans feel a need to hold leaders accountable through other forms of participation.  
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Ideally, elections are designed to suit the needs of a society based upon historical events as 

well as desired outcomes (Duverger, 1972; Lindberg, 2005). In a previously divided society, 

there is a strong need for representation and accountability. At the local level, where South 

Africans vote for specific ward councillors and parties, elections should allow citizens to feel 

that they are represented and are holding leaders and parties accountable.  

When South Africans are asked to reflect on how well elections work, a plurality (44%) say 

they ensure that Parliament reflects the views of voters (a decrease from 49% in 2005 and 

50% in 2008). A smaller proportion (36%) say elections enable voters to remove leaders who 

don’t do what they people want (Figure 3). These results suggest that for the majority of 

South Africans, their power stops at the vote; once they have voted, there is no control over 

their representation. 

Figure 3: How well do elections work? | South Africa | 2005-2015 

 
Respondents were asked: Think about how elections work in practice in this country.  How well do 

elections: Ensure that members of Parliament reflect the views of voters? Enable voters to remove from 

office leaders who do not do what the people want 

(% who say “well” or “very well”)  

Quality of elections 

Freeness and fairness of elections in South Africa 

To a large extent, the legitimacy of a political and electoral system lies in what people 

perceive it to be. Lipset (1959) points out that legitimacy and efficacy are important factors 

in creating stable democracies. A majority of South Africans do not believe that their 

electoral choice controls decision-making beyond the vote, but do they believe that the 

system is legitimate? Elections have consistently been seen as a success based upon their 

freeness and fairness.  
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To further explore this data, please visit 
Afrobarometer's online data analysis facility at 
www.afrobarometer.org/online-data-analysis. 

Since the first Afrobarometer survey in South Africa in 2000, more than seven in 10 

respondents have consistently said elections are either “completely free and fair” or “free 

and fair, but with minor problems.” In 2015, 72% agree with this assessment, while only 20% say 

elections are “not free and fair” or are “free 

and fair with major problems” (Figure 4).  

Black respondents are more likely to see the 

2014 national election as free and fair (76%) 

than Coloured (66%), white (57%), or Indian 

citizens (49%) (Figure 5).  

Eight in 10 ANC supporters (81%) say the 

election was free and fair, and even among opposition and unaffiliated respondents, more 

than six in 10 agree. Respondents with no formal education are less likely to see the election 

as free and fair than those with at least some schooling.  

On other indicators of the freedom and fairness of elections, majorities of South Africans say 

that the votes are “always” or “often” counted fairly (66%), the media “always” or “often” 

provides fair coverage of all candidates (54%), and voters “always” or “often” have a 

genuine choice (68%) (Figure 6). 

Figure 4: How free and fair are elections? | South Africa | 2000-2015  

 
Respondents were asked: On the whole, how would you rate the freeness and fairness of the last 

national election? 
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Figure 5: Elections are free and fair | by race, party affiliation, education, age, 

gender, and location | South Africa | 2015  

 
Respondents were asked: On the whole, how would you rate the freeness and fairness of the last 

national election? (% who say “completely free and fair” or “free and fair, but with minor problems”) 

Figure 6: Fair vote count, fair media coverage, genuine choice | South Africa | 2015  

 
Respondents were asked: In your opinion, how often do the following things occur in this country’s 

elections: Votes are counted fairly? The media provides fair coverage of all candidates? Voters are 

offered a genuine choice in the elections? 
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Fear and intimidation during elections 

Another aspect of electoral legitimacy lies in the voter’s ability to make a choice without fear 

or interference. When asked to assess the frequency of threats to election quality, 13% say 

voters are “always” or “often” threatened with violence at the polls, 27% say voters are 

“always” or “often” bribed, and 16% say opposition candidates are “always” or “often” 

prevented from running for office (Figure 7).  

A large majority of respondents do not personally fear becoming a victim of political 

intimidation or violence during election campaigns (Figure 8). Over time, the proportion who 

say they are “not at all” afraid has increased from 38% in 2008 to 53% in 2011 and 62% in 

2015. 

Figure 7: Frequency of threats to election quality | South Africa | 2015 

 
Respondents were asked: In your opinion, how often do the following things occur in this country’s 

elections: Voters are threatened with violence at the polls? Voters are bribed? Opposition candidates 

are prevented from running for office?  

Figure 8: Fear and intimidation during elections | South Africa | 2008-2015 

 
Respondents were asked: During election campaigns in this country, how much do you personally fear 

becoming a victim of political intimidation or violence? 
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A comparison of Southern African countries shows that on average, 20% of respondents say 

they fear political intimidation or violence “a lot” or “somewhat.” South Africa falls below 

average with 16%. More than four in 10 Zimbabweans (42%) say they fear intimidation “a lot” 

or “somewhat,” while Mauritians (4%) express the least fear (Figure 9).  

Figure 9: Fear and intimidation during elections | 12 Southern African countries         

| 2014/2015  

 
Respondents were asked: During election campaigns in this country, how much do you personally fear 

becoming a victim of political intimidation or violence?  (% who say “a lot” or “somewhat”) 

Voting intentions 

In the 2014 national elections, South Africans gave the ANC 62% of the vote. The largest 

opposition party, the DA, secured 22% of the vote, while the new EFF established itself as the 

third-largest political party nationally with 6% of the vote. The other 29 political parties that 

contested the national elections shared the remaining 9%, with no party obtaining more than 

2% (Schulz-Herzenberg, 2014).  

When asked how they would vote in a hypothetical national election in August-September 

2015, 48% of respondents chose the ANC, compared to 32% for opposition parties, 6% who 

would not vote, and 14% who were undecided. Over time, survey respondents’ intended 

vote for the ANC has fluctuated, from 56% in 2000 to a high of 66% in 2004 to a low of 45% in 

2008. The proportion of respondents intending to vote for opposition parties declined from 

30% in the 2000 survey to a low of 11% in 2006, followed by steady gains totalling 21 

percentage points by 2015 (Figure 10).  

In these expressions of voting intentions at the national level, support for the ANC is highest 

among black Africans (59%), compared to only 3% of white citizens (Figure 11). Majorities of 

those with secondary, primary, or no formal education say they intend to vote for the ANC, 

while only 36% of those with post-secondary education say the same. Rural residents (61%) 

are far more likely than urbanites (42%) to say they’ll vote for the ANC, while youth (46%) are 

slightly less supportive than those over age 29.  
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Figure 10: Who would South Africans vote for? | South Africa | 2000-2015  

 
Respondents were asked: If national elections were held tomorrow, which party’s candidate would you 

vote for?   

Figure 11: Who is most likely to vote for the ANC? | by race, education, age, 

gender, and location | South Africa | 2015  

 

Respondents were asked: If national elections were held tomorrow, which party’s candidate would you 

vote for? (% who say they would vote for the ANC) 

These results seem to confirm previous voting behaviour literature describing voting in South 

Africa as dominated by racial and other identities (Ferree, 2006; Norris & Mattes, 2003; Du Toit, 

1999). Thus support for the ANC may often be a function of racial identity, lived experience 

under apartheid, and loyalty to the former liberation movement (Mattes, 2011). 
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Breaking survey responses down by major city may provide some insight, although the voting 

intentions still focus on national (rather than local) elections. In the hypothetical national 

election in 2015, the ANC would have won by majorities in Buffalo City (70%) and eThekwini 

(51%) and by a plurality in Johannesburg (41%) (Figure 12). Opposition parties in a coalition 

would have fared better in Tshwane (44%), Nelson Mandela Bay (42%), and Mangaung 

(43%). A breakdown by individual party shows that the DA would have come out on top in 

Cape Town (40%), taken a plurality in Nelson Mandela Bay (35%), and pushed the ANC 

below 50% and increased its seats in Ekurhuleni (27%) and Tshwane (23%) (Figure 13). 

Figure 12: Voting intentions for political parties| by major city | South Africa | 2015  

 
Respondents were asked: If national elections were held tomorrow, which party’s candidate would you 

vote for?   

Figure 13: Voting intentions for opposition parties | by major city | South Africa          

| 2015  

 
Respondents were asked: If national elections were held tomorrow, which party’s candidate would you 

vote for? (% who say “DA,” “EFF,” or “Other”) 
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While these survey results offer a view of the landscape for national elections at various 

points in time, they don’t necessarily predict local races, where familiarity with local 

government councillors and candidates, councillors’ previous job performance, and other 

local factors may play important roles. 

Local government elections and councillor performance 

One of the drivers of competitive local elections should be how well councillors do their jobs. 

On average across South Africa, 61% of respondents “disapprove” or “strongly disapprove” 

of the way their elected local councillors performed over the previous 12 months (Figure 14). 

Disapproval has been the majority assessment in all surveys except in 2004 (34%) and 2008 

(44%) (Chingwete, 2015). Nearly five in 10 respondents say local government performed 

“fairly well” or “very well” in maintaining roads (48%) and markets (49%), an improvement on 

both ratings from previous years (Figure 15). 

When asked who should be responsible for making sure that, once elected, local 

government councillors do their jobs, respondents are split (Figure 16). Three in 10 (31%) say 

the local council should hold councillors accountable, 28% say the voters, 22% say their 

political party, and 16% say the national government (executive). Support for the idea that 

voters should hold councillors responsible has doubled since 2008, including a 7-percentage-

point increase since 2011. 

Figure 14: Local government councillors’ performance ratings | South Africa                 

| 2000-2015 

 

Respondents were asked: Do you approve or disapprove of the way that the following people have 

performed their jobs over the past 12 months, or haven’t you heard enough about them to say: Your 

elected local government councillor? 
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Figure 15: How well do local government councillors do their job? | South Africa       

| 2006-2015 

 
Respondents were asked: How well or badly would you say your local government is handling the 

following matters, or haven’t you heard enough about them to say: Maintaining local roads? 

Maintaining local market places? Keeping the community clean? 

(% who say “very well” or “fairly well”) 

Figure 16: Who should make sure local government councillors do their job?              

|South Africa | 2006-2015 

 
Respondents were asked: Who should be responsible for making sure that, once elected, local 

government councillors do their jobs? 

Conclusion 

South Africans generally perceive their elections as free and fair and express little fear of 

election-related violence or intimidation. But they have become more skeptical about how 

well elections work to ensure that voters’ views are represented and that voters are able to 

remove non-performing leaders from power. Survey responses indicate that if national 

elections had been held last year, the ANC would have seen its majority shrink while 

opposition parties gained ground. 
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In South Africa, citizens’ trust in president, 

political institutions drops sharply 

Afrobarometer Dispatch No. 90 | Anyway Chingwete  

 

Summary  

In assessing the health of democracies, it is impossible to ignore the concept of citizen trust in 

public institutions. Trust is a cornerstone of democratic legitimacy, triggering citizens’ 

willingness to contribute to a strong and robust democracy: Citizens who trust their 

government are more willing to listen and render support to government policies aimed at 

improving the country (Government Communication and Information System, 2014).  

Scholars have traced public trust in institutions to a number of factors, focusing variously on 

the structure and management of institutions, on public perceptions of officials who manage 

the institutions, and on institutional performance (Coleman, 1990; Dasgupta, 1988; Sall, 2015). 

Miller and Listhaug (1990) argue that poor economic performance can contribute to 

undermining trust in government. A related and important aspect of trust is the perception of 

official corruption, which can have a negative effect on the performance of political 

institutions and public confidence in them (Anderson & Tverdova, 2003; Della Porta, 2000).  

In South Africa, where economic difficulties and the Nkandla corruption case were making 

headlines at the time of the latest Afrobarometer survey in August-September 2015, both 

performance and perceived corruption could be contributory factors to a dramatic drop in 

public trust. Survey findings show that citizens’ trust in the president has dropped by almost 

half since 2011, from 62% to 34%, its second-lowest level since the first survey in 2000. Trust in 

members of Parliament (MPs), provincial premiers, local government councils, the ruling 

party, and opposition parties has also declined dramatically, making political leaders the 

least-trusted public officials in the country. Trust in the president is lowest of all 18 institutions 

and leaders that the survey asked about. 

Among state institutions, the Independent Electoral Commission (IEC), the police, and courts 

of law lost trust over the past four years. Trust in the tax department (South African Revenue 

Services, or SARS), the Office of the Public Protector, and the National Prosecuting Authority 

remained stable. The broadcast media enjoys high public trust; the independent 

broadcasting service is the only one of the 18 institutions to enjoy a major increase in trust, 

climbing from 69% in 2011 to 79%.   

Afrobarometer survey  

Afrobarometer is a pan-African, non-partisan research network that conducts public attitude 

surveys on democracy, governance, economic conditions, and related issues across more 

than 30 countries in Africa. Five rounds of surveys were conducted between 1999 and 2013, 

and results of Round 6 surveys (2014/2015) are currently being released.  Afrobarometer 

conducts face-to-face interviews in the language of the respondent’s choice with nationally 

representative samples of 1,200 or 2,400 respondents. 

The Afrobarometer team in South Africa, led by the Institute for Justice and Reconciliation 

(IJR) and Plus 94 Research, interviewed 2,400 adult South Africans in August and September 

2015. A sample of this size yields country-level results with a margin of error of +/-2% at a 95% 
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To further explore these data, please visit 
Afrobarometer's online data analysis facility at 
www.afrobarometer.org/online-data-analysis. 

confidence level. Previous surveys were conducted in South Africa in 2000, 2002, 2004, 2006, 

2008, and 2011. 

Key findings 

  Citizens’ trust in the country’s political leaders – the president, Parliament, premier, 

local government councils, ruling party, and opposition parties – has plunged 

dramatically since 2011. Political leaders are the least-trusted public officials in the 

country.   

  The proportion of South Africans who say they trust the president “somewhat” or “a 

lot” dropped by almost half between 2011 and 2015, from 62% to 34%, reaching its 

second-lowest level since the first Afrobarometer survey in 2000. 

  Among 11 countries surveyed in Southern Africa, Zuma has the second-lowest level   

of public trust, higher only than Malawi’s ex-President Joyce Banda. 

  Trust in elected political leaders (as an average across president, Parliament,         

local government councils, and provincial premiers) is particularly low among      

urban residents, youth, Indian citizens, and supporters of opposition political      

parties. 

  Trust levels are also lower than in 2011 for two institutions mandated to protect security 

– the police and the courts. The independent broadcasting service is the only 

institution to realize a major gain in trust, from 69% in 2011 to 79% in 2015.  

  Trust is inversely correlated with perceptions of corruption and positively associated 

with perceived performance of leaders and institutions. Among citizens who think that 

most or all government officials are corrupt, trust levels are low; among those who 

think that officials are performing well, trust levels are higher.  

Declining trust in president and other political leaders  

Among 18 institutions and leaders that the survey asked about, the president garners the 

least public trust: Only one-third (34%) of South Africans say they trust him “somewhat” or “a 

lot.” Further, five groups of political leaders (president, local government councils, opposition 

political parties, Parliament, and the ruling 

party) rank as the least–trusted public 

officials in the country (Figure 1).  

The news media enjoys the highest levels of 

public trust – 79% for the independent 

broadcasting service and 75% for the 

government broadcasting service. 

Interestingly, large proportions of citizens say they “don’t know” how much they trust 

traditional leaders (19%), the National Prosecuting Authority (14%), the Directorate of Priority 

Crime Investigations (Hawks) (13%), and the Office of the Public Protector (10) – an average 

of one in seven citizens (14%) who fail to make a judgment on these Institutions occupying 

decisive positions as defenders of the law. On a positive note, these institutions enjoy the trust 

of a majority of citizens with the exception of traditional leaders, who are trusted by only 44% 

of South Africans.  
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Figure 1: Trust in public leaders and institutions | South Africa | 2015 

 
Respondents were asked: How much do you trust each of the following, or haven’t you heard enough 

about them to say?  

Public trust in South Africa’s presidents has fluctuated since Afrobarometer surveys began in 

2000. Trust in President Thabo Mbeki was low in 2000-2002, then rose to an average of 68% in 

2004-2006 (Table 1). The 2008 survey asked about trust in new President Kgalema Motlanthe, 

former President Mbeki, and then-ANC President Zuma. Motlanthe’s low trust levels (31%) and 

high proportion of “don’t know” responses (26%) likely reflect his brief time in office when the 

survey was conducted.  

Zuma’s trust levels ranged up to 62% in 2011 before dropping by 28 percentage points. At 

two-thirds of the citizenry, distrust of the president is currently at its highest level since 

Afrobarometer began surveys in South Africa (Lekalake, 2015)).  
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Table1: Trust in South Africa’s presidents | 2000-2015 

Survey 2000 2002 2004 2006 

2008 

2011 2015 
Trust new 
President 
Motlanthe 

Trust ex-
President 

Mbeki 

Trust ANC 
President 

Zuma 

President Mbeki: June 1999-Sept 2008 Motlanthe: Sept 2008-May 2009 
Zuma: May 

2009-present 

Trust 
“somewhat” 
or “a lot” 

42% 37% 66% 69% 31% 50% 43% 62% 34% 

Don’t know 7% 4% 3% 2% 26% 4% 5% 1% 1% 

Respondents were asked: How much do you trust each of the following, or haven’t you heard enough 

about them to say: The president? 

In 2008, the following questions were asked: How much do you trust each of the following, or haven’t 

you heard enough about them to say: The new President Kgalema Motlanthe? The former President 

Thabo Mbeki? The president of the ANC, Jacob Zuma? 

Among 11 countries surveyed in Southern Africa, only one country reported trusting their 

president less than South Africa: Malawi, where then-President Banda went on to lose a 

bid for re-election1 (Figure 2). Trust in Zuma is 21 percentage points lower than the regional 

average (55%). In the nine other countries in the region, at least half of all citizens say they 

trust their president “somewhat” or “a lot.” Trust was highest (80%) in Namibia’s then-

President Hifikepunye Pohamba.2 Despite their country’s rampant economic and political 

challenges, close to two-thirds of Zimbabweans said in November 2014 that they trust 

President Robert Mugabe “somewhat” or “a lot.”  

Figure 2: Trust in presidents | 11 Southern African countries | 2014/2015 

 
Respondents were asked: How much do you trust each of the following, or haven’t you heard 

enough about them to say: The president? 

                                                
1
 The Afrobarometer Round 6 survey in Malawi was conducted in March 2014, before the May 2014 elections. 

2
 The Namibia Round 6 survey was conducted in August-September 2014, before Pohamba’s presidential 

mandate ended due to term limits..   
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Trust in political institutions  

Trust in various political institutions in South Africa generally follows a common trajectory, 

starting from low levels in 2002, climbing in 2004 and 2006, dipping in 2008, and recovering in 

2011 before dropping again in 2015 (Figure 3). Trust in opposition political parties has been an 

exception, steadily gaining until a slight drop in 2015, overall enjoying a tripling of public trust 

between 2002 (12%) and 2015 (36%). Trust in the ruling party shows an 18-percentage-point 

decline in 2015.  

Figure 3: Trust in political leaders and institutions | South Africa | 2000-2015 

 
Respondents were asked: How much do you trust each of the following, or haven’t you heard enough 

about them to say? (% who say “somewhat” or “a lot”) 

 

Security and other institutions 

For institutions responsible for security, trust levels follow a similar pattern as trust in political 

institutions, rising in 2004 and 2006, dipping in 2008, and rising again in 2011 (Figure 4). 

However, whilst trust in the Hawks and the army stabilized above half of survey respondents in 

2015, trust in the police and the courts declined. Trust in the police decreased by just 4 

percentage points in 2015 but still leaves the police as the least-trusted of the four security 

institutions (45%). Trust in the courts dropped by 10 percentage points, from 66% in 2011 to 

56% in 2015. Possible contributing factors to a loss of trust in the courts might include a 

widespread perception (expressed by 54% of survey respondents) that the courts “always” or 

“often” treat people unequally based on race (Lekalake, 2016) and the high-profile Pistorius 

judgment, around the time of the survey, of culpable homicide rather than a widely 

expected harsher sentence.  
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Trust in the tax department, Public Protector, and National Prosecuting Authority stabilized 

between 2011 and 2015 (Figure 5), in contrast to the IEC, whose trust level dropped by 11 

percentage points, from 69% to 58%. The government broadcasting service gained 3 

percentage points to reach 75%, whilst the independent broadcasting service gained 10 

points, from 69% in 2011 to 79%.  

Figure 4: Trust in institutions of security | South Africa | 2000-2015 

 

Respondents were asked: How much do you trust each of the following, or haven’t you heard enough 

about them to say?  (% who say “somewhat” or “a lot”) 

Figure 5: Trust in other institutions | South Africa | 2000-2015 

 
Respondents were asked: How much do you trust each of the following, or haven’t you heard enough 

about them to say?  (% who say “somewhat” or “a lot”) 
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Trust varies significantly by demographic and social factors  

Trust levels show significant variation by demographic group. Looking at average levels of 

public trust in four elected political leaders – president, MPs, local government councillors, 

and provincial premiers – we see low trust levels in 2002 (29%) and 2008 (39%) and moderate 

trust levels in 2004 (54%), 2006 (56%), and 2011(54%), followed by a sharp drop in 2015 (39%) 

(Figure 6).   

Figure 6: Average trust in political institutions | South Africa | 2002-2015 

 

Respondents were asked: How much do you trust each of the following, or haven’t you heard enough 

about them to say: The president? The Parliament? Your local government council? The premier of this 

province? 

(Figure shows average % of respondents, across all four categories, who say “somewhat” or “a lot”) 
 

This average of trust ratings across four categories of political leaders varies significantly3 by 

party affiliation, province, level of education, place of residence (rural or urban), and race4 

(Figure 7), whilst differences by age are smaller. The gender dimension shows no significant 

difference in this analysis.   

Unsurprisingly, supporters of the ANC are nearly twice as likely to say they trust these political 

leaders “somewhat” or “a lot” (51% on average) as supporters of the opposition Democratic 

Alliance (DA) (29%) and Economic Freedom Fights (EFF) (25%).   

KwaZulu-Natal is the only province where a majority (54% on average across the four 

categories) express trust, while one-third or less of residents in Gauteng (28%), Northern Cape 

(32%), and Free State (33%) say the same.   

Trust levels increase with age: Among citizens above age 50, 44% trust these political leaders, 

on average, compared to 36% of those aged 18-30. The pattern for education level is less 

                                                
3
 Since sample sizes for population subgroups are smaller than for the total population, margins of uncertainty 

surrounding generalizations about subgroups are wider than for country-level results, calling for caution in 
interpreting associated numerical results. 
4
 The racial breakdown of the South Africa survey sample is: 1,799 black/African (70% of the total), 327 

Coloured (14%), 251 white (11%), 142 Indian (6%), and 5 “Other” (less than 1%). The sample is then weighted 
to reflect the country’s population distribution. 
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clear: Those with a primary education are most likely to trust (49%), while both citizens with no 

formal education and those with secondary or higher education are less trusting. 

Rural South Africans (45%) are more likely to trust these leaders than their urban cousins (36%).  

Among racial groups, trust in political institutions is highest among black South Africans (43%), 

followed by Coloured (34%) and white (26%) citizens. Only 12% of Indian citizens trust these 

leaders “somewhat” or “a lot.”   

Figure 7: Average trust in president, Parliament, premier, and local government 

council | by demographic and social indicators | South Africa | 2015 

 
Respondents were asked: How much do you trust each of the following, or haven’t you heard enough 

about them to say? (% who say “somewhat” or “a lot”) 

 

Relationship between trust, perceived corruption, and performance 

According to Anderson and Tverdova (2003), citizens of countries with high levels of 

corruption place less value on political institutions and are less confident in their political 

system. Afrobarometer findings are consistent with this argument, showing a negative 

correlation between perceptions of corruption and trust. On the other hand, trust shows a 

positive relationship with the perceived performance of elected leaders (Table 2).  

For example, those who think that “none” or only “some” officials in the Presidency are 

corrupt are more than twice as likely to trust the president “somewhat” or “a lot” (46%) than 
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are those who think “most” or “all” officials in the Presidency are corrupt (19%). Similarly, 

citizens who “approve” or “strongly approve” of the president’s job performance are more 

than five times as likely to trust the president (69%) than are those who “disapprove” or 

“strongly disapprove” of his job performance (13%). The same pattern holds true for MPs, 

local government councillors, and premiers. 

Table 2: Trust, perceived corruption, and performance of elected leaders | South 

Africa | 2015  

 Citizen assessment 
Trust somewhat/ 

a lot 
Trust not at all/ 

just a little 

President and his 
office 

None/some are corrupt 46% 53% 

Most/all are corrupt 19% 81% 

Approve/strongly approve 
of performance 

69% 31% 

Disapprove/strongly 
disapprove of performance 

13% 87% 

    

Parliament 

None/some are corrupt 53% 47% 

Most/all are corrupt 28% 71% 

Approve/strongly approve 
of performance 

65% 35% 

Disapprove/strongly 
disapprove of performance 

23% 77% 

    

Local government 
council 

None/some are corrupt 44% 54% 

Most/all are corrupt 26% 73% 

Approve/strongly approve 
of performance 

62% 35% 

Disapprove/strongly 
disapprove of performance 

20% 79% 

    

Premier of 
province 

None/some are corrupt Corruption question was not asked about 
premiers. Most/all are corrupt 

Approve/strongly approve 
of performance 

68% 31% 

Disapprove/strongly 
disapprove of performance 

22% 75% 

Respondents were asked:  

1. How much do you trust each of the following, or haven’t you heard enough about them to say: The 

president? The Parliament? Your local government council? 

2. How many of the following people do you think are involved in corruption, or haven’t you heard 

enough about them to say: The president and officials in his office? Members of Parliament? Local 

government councillors? 

3. Do you approve or disapprove of the way that the following people have performed their jobs over 

the past 12 months, or haven’t you heard enough about them to say: President Jacob Zuma? Your 

member of Parliament? The premier of this province? Your elected local government councillor? 
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Conclusion  

As South Africa prepares for local government elections in August, citizens’ trust in political 

leaders and institutions has declined dramatically, particularly trust in the president and the 

ANC. The government faces a huge task in building public trust in all its institutions – a task of 

fundamental importance in a democratic society. Among possible strategies for resuscitating 

citizens’ trust, South Africans appear to expect strong measures against corruption and 

improved government job performance.   
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Introduction 

Over the past two decades, the threat posed by violent extremist groups that 

espouse fundamentalist religious narratives has grown substantially across Africa 

(Hallowanger, 2014). The colonial era and the undemocratic rule that characterized 

many post-independence governments generated anti-Western and jihadist 

movements across the Middle East and the wider Islamic world (Moore, 2016). These 

movements advocate conservative religious rule as a cure for modern societies’ 

social ills. By the 1990s, these ideologies had begun to spread to Africa, where porous 

borders, poor security apparatuses, weak governance, corruption, ethnic divisions, 

and high youth unemployment created conditions under which violent extremist 

groups thrived (Institute for Economics & Peace, 2014). 

In Nigeria and Somalia, for example, violent extremist organisations began as 

ethnically homogenous movements with purely domestic concerns – the overthrow 

of their respective governments. Over time they have evolved toward more 

ambitious political goals and established an active presence in neighbouring states. 

These groups generally favour border regions due to lower levels of government 

presence and security, which facilitate illicit networks and vulnerable border 

communities. Such a situation challenges not only the internal stability of many 

countries, but also the stability of the broader region. 

Moreover, links between national and international jihadist groups have increased 

over the past decade. In 2012, al Shabaab declared allegiance to al Qaeda, but 

there has been recent infighting over whether to shift this allegiance to the Islamic 

State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL). In early 2015, the Nigerian group Boko Haram 

publicly declared allegiance to ISIL leader Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi (Guardian, 2015). 

These international networks not only help these groups with material and operational 

support, but also build their credibility within the broader jihadist movement, thereby 

facilitating international recruitment (CNN, 2015). 

Security-led approaches have largely failed to contain the geographic footprint of 

violent extremists in sub-Saharan Africa. This has prompted the emergence of more 

development-oriented approaches, such as countering violent extremism (CVE) and 

preventing violent extremism (PVE) initiatives, which seek to address root political and 

socioeconomic causes of extremism (Zeiger & Aly, 2015). In the past two years, both 

the United States and the European Union have officially outlined their approaches to 

CVE.1 Several initiatives have also emerged on the African continent, including 

Nigeria’s Soft Approach to Countering Terrorism (NACTEST).  

These development-oriented approaches place emphasis on the environments in 

which violent extremism thrives. Public opinion research offers insight into violent 

extremism’s impact on ordinary citizens by presenting their perceptions, attitudes, 

and policy preferences. It also allows researchers to identify areas and populations in 

which possible drivers of extremism, such as low levels of social cohesion or high levels 

of distrust toward the state, are present.  

Afrobarometer’s Round 6 surveys in 2014/2015 asked security-related questions in 

several countries that have experienced growth in violent extremism in recent years. 

This paper provides exploratory analysis of new opinion data from three of sub-

                                                      

1
 In April 2015, the U.S. government drafted an action agenda that outlines its CVE strategies (Baker & 

Davis, 2015). The European Union has laid out its CVE approach in the 2014 Strategy on Prevention of 
Radicalization and Recruitment (European Commission, 2014). 
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Saharan Africa’s regional “hotspots” of extremist activity, which are home to some of 

the continent’s most prolific groups: 

1. Boko Haram in the Lake Chad region (Cameroon, Niger, and Nigeria) 

2. Ansar Dine, al Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb (AQIM), and al Mourabitoun 

(among others) in the Sahel region (Mali). 

3. Al Shabaab in the Horn of Africa (Kenya and Uganda). 

Afrobarometer survey data suggest that security-related issues are a top priority for 

citizens of countries that have experienced high levels of extremist activity. Public trust 

in security forces varies widely by country; trust is generally lower in the police than in 

the army. Public approval of government counter-extremist efforts ranged from 

about four in 10 in Nigeria and Kenya to three-fourths or more in Mali, Cameroon, 

Niger, and Uganda. Support for strengthening military responses and capabilities was 

high in all countries in which the question was asked. Among citizens’ perceptions of 

what motivates people to join extremist groups, personal gain was a far more 

common response than religious beliefs. 

While the exploratory analysis presented here must be considered in light of changes 

in government and of evolving extremist and counter-extremist strategies, it suggests 

the value of tracking and expanding insights into citizens’ perceptions and attitudes 

related to violent extremism.  

Afrobarometer survey 

Afrobarometer is a pan-African, non-partisan research network that conducts public 

attitude surveys on democracy, governance, economic conditions, and related 

issues across more than 30 countries in Africa. Five rounds of surveys were conducted 

between 1999 and 2013, and results from Round 6 surveys (2014/2015) are currently 

being released. Afrobarometer conducts face-to-face interviews in the language of 

the respondent’s choice with nationally representative samples, which yield country-

level results with a margin of sampling error of +/-2% (for a sample of 2,400) or +/-3% 

(for a sample of 1,200) at a 95% confidence level. Round 6 interviews with almost 

54,000 citizens in 36 represent the views of more than three-fourths of the continent’s 

population (see Appendix Table A.1 for a list of countries and survey dates). 

This policy paper draws mainly on Round 6 data from the six sub-Saharan countries 

where questions on violent extremism were asked: Nigeria, Cameroon, Niger, Mali, 

Kenya, and Uganda. Findings from North African countries related to violent 

extremism are reported in Afrobarometer Dispatch No. 100 (available at 

www.afrobarometer.org). 

Key findings 

 About four in 10 Kenyans (45%), Nigerians (39%), and Malians (38%) cited 

security-related issues as one of the top three problems facing their countries – 

roughly double the average (19%) across 36 countries surveyed in 2014/2015. 

 Security was a higher priority for additional government spending in Nigeria 

(43%), Kenya (34%), Cameroon (22%), Mali (21%), and Niger (19%) than on 

average across 36 countries (17%). 

 Across 36 countries, only half (51%) of respondents said they trust the police 

“somewhat” or “a lot,” while 64% said they trust the army. Among the six 

countries under study, trust levels were highest in Niger (86% police, 92% army) 

and lowest in Nigeria (21% and 40%). 
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 In the Lake Chad region: 

o Nigerians were more likely to believe that there was local and 

international support for extremist groups like Boko Haram (33% on 

average across a range of potential sources) than their counterparts 

in Cameroon (11%) and Niger (12%).  

o Nigerians were far more critical of government counter-extremist 

efforts (during former President Goodluck Jonathan’s administration) 

than Cameroonians and Nigeriens. 

o Bolstering the military response to armed extremism was significantly 

more popular in Niger (73%) and Cameroon (58%) than in Nigeria 

(40%). 

o A desire for personal enrichment or personal power was seen as a far 

more common motivation for people to join extremist groups than 

religious beliefs.  

 In Mali: 

o As of December 2014, three-quarters (75%) of Malians said that 

negotiation between the government and armed groups was the best 

way of addressing the crisis in the North of the country.  

o The proportion of citizens who said that prosecuting suspected 

extremists was the best option for lasting peace and reconciliation 

dropped by about half between 2013 (70%) and 2014 (36%). 

o Three-fourths (75%) of Malians approved of the government’s efforts to 

counter violent extremism. 

 In Kenya and Uganda: 

o Public approval of the government’s response to extremism was 

considerably lower among Kenyans (44%) than among Ugandans 

(83%).  

o Although two-thirds (66%) of Kenyans said that the country’s 

intervention in Somalia had been worth the extremist reprisals, only 43% 

would oppose a military withdrawal. 

Prioritizing security in Africa 

Across 36 countries surveyed in 2014/2015, about one in five citizens (19%) cited 

security-related issues (crime and security, political violence, political instability, ethnic 

tensions, interstate war, civil war, and terrorism) as one of the three most important 

problems facing their country. This places security in seventh place, following 

unemployment, health, education, infrastructure/transport, water supply, and 

poverty (Bentley et al., 2015) (Figure 1).   

Perceptions of problems varied widely by country. Security was a leading concern for 

half of the countries featured in this publication: Kenya (cited by 45% of respondents, 

placing it first among all problems), Nigeria (39%), and Mali (38%), all of which 

experienced significant threats from violent extremist groups prior to the time of their 

respective surveys (Figure 2). The proportion of citizens who cited security among the 

top three national problems was significantly lower in Cameroon (22%), Niger (14%), 

and Uganda (10%). 

When asked which of six key sectors should be prioritized if their governments could 

increase their expenditures, only 17% of citizens across 36 countries cited security as 

their first or second priority for future investment. This is significantly lower than the 

responses for education (55%), health care (51%), agriculture (30%), and infrastructure 
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(27%) (see Appendix Table A.2). Citizens’ preferences varied considerably by national 

context. Prioritization of investment in security was higher than average in Nigeria 

(43%), Kenya (34%), Cameroon (22%), Mali (21%), and Niger (19%) (Figure 3).  

Figure 1: Most important national problems | 36 countries | 2014/2015 

 

Respondents were asked: In your opinion, what are the most important problems facing this 

country that government should address?  

Note: Respondents could give up to three responses. Figure shows % of respondents who cited 

each issue among their top three problems. “Security-related issues” combines the categories 

of crime and security, political violence, political instability, ethnic tensions, interstate war, civil 

war, and terrorism.) 
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Figure 2: Security-related issues among top three problems facing their 

country| 36 countries | 2014/2015 

 

Respondents were asked: In your opinion, what are the most important problems facing this 

country that government should address?  

Note: Respondents could give up to three responses. Figure shows % of respondents who cited 

each issue among their top three problems. “Security-related issues” combines the categories 

of crime and security, political violence, political instability, ethnic tensions, interstate war, civil 

war, and terrorism.) 
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Figure 3: Security as a priority for additional government spending                     

| 36 countries | 2014/2015 

 

Respondents were asked: If the government of this country could increase its spending, which 

of the following areas do you think should be the top priority for additional investment? And 

which would be your second priority? (% who cited security as one of their two priorities) 
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A lack of trust in security forces could deter these people from engaging with such 

programs, fearing that involvement with security forces will compromise their safety. 

Police force 

Across the 36 African countries surveyed in 2014/2015, on average only half (51%) of 

citizens said they trust the police “a lot” or “somewhat” (Figure 4).  

Figure 4: Trust in police | 36 countries | 2014/2015 

 

Respondents were asked: How much do you trust each of the following, or haven’t you heard 

enough about them to say: The police? (% “a lot” or “somewhat”) 
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Public trust in the police was highest in East Africa (57%), followed closely by North 

Africa (56%) and Southern Africa (54%), while West Africans and Central Africans were 

less trusting.2 Among the six countries that are the focus of this analysis, public 

confidence was lowest in Nigeria (21%) and Kenya (36%) and highest in Niger, where 

almost nine in 10 citizens (86%) said they trust the police. 

The 2014/2015 survey also found that the police were the public institution most 

widely considered to be corrupt: Almost half of survey respondents (47%) in sub-

Saharan Africa said that “all” or “most” police officials are involved in corruption, 

followed by business executives (42%), government officials (38%), and tax officials 

(37%) (Transparency International, 2015). Across all 36 surveyed countries, 45% of 

citizens shared this view (see Appendix, Table A.3, for full frequencies). Levels of 

perceived corruption among the police were significantly lower in North Africa (31%) 

than in other regions. 

Armed forces 

Public confidence in the armed forces is generally higher than in the police: 64% of 

Africans said they trust their respective armies “a lot” or “somewhat” (Figure 5), 13 

percentage points more than trust the police. Regional averages follow the same 

overall ranking as with trust in the police, with the highest levels in East Africa (79%) 

and the lowest in Central Africa (52%). Nigerians were again the least trusting of all 36 

countries, at four in 10 (40%), while Niger (92%) had the second-most-trusting citizenry, 

exceeded only by Tunisians (94%). Among the six featured countries, all but Nigeria 

expressed above-average levels of trust in the army, including Kenya, whose armed 

forces enjoy considerably more confidence than the police (68% vs. 36%). 

Violent extremism in the Lake Chad region 

Nigeria has experienced an exponential rise in violent extremism over the past six 

years (see Figure A.1 in the Appendix). A majority of these attacks are attributable to 

Boko Haram. Established in 2009, the group seeks to overthrow the Nigerian state and 

establish a caliphate governed by sharia law. In 2014, Boko Haram surpassed IS as the 

world’s deadliest violent extremist organisation, with an estimated 7,512 casualties 

that year, representing an increase of 317% from the previous year (Institute for 

Economics & Peace, 2015). The Council on Foreign Relations (2016) estimates that 

23,000 civilians have died since the beginning of the insurgency in 2010.  

The Nigerian government has been criticized for a lack of coherent policy to combat 

Boko Haram, as well as for heavy-handed approaches taken by the Nigerian Police 

Service, the State Security Service, and the military. Amnesty International (2015) 

reports that since the insurgency began, “military forces have extrajudicially 

executed more than 1,200 people; they have arbitrarily arrested at least 20,000 

people, mostly young men and boys; and have committed countless acts of torture” 

(p. 4).  

                                                      

2
 Regional groupings are: East Africa (Burundi, Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda), West Africa (Benin, Burkina 

Faso, Cape Verde, Côte d'Ivoire, Ghana, Guinea, Liberia, Mali, Niger, Nigeria, Senegal, Sierra Leone, 
Togo), Southern Africa (Botswana, Lesotho, Madagascar, Malawi, Mauritius, Mozambique, Namibia, 
South Africa, Swaziland, Zambia, Zimbabwe), North Africa (Algeria, Egypt, Morocco, Sudan, Tunisia), 
and Central Africa (Cameroon, Gabon, and São Tomé and Principe). 
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Figure 5: Trust in armed forces | 36 countries | 2014/2015 

 

Respondents were asked: How much do you trust each of the following, or haven’t you heard 

enough about them to say: The army? (% “a lot” or “somewhat”) 
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Boko Haram’s activities are largely concentrated in the country’s northeastern states 

(Borno, Yobe, and Adamawa), but over the past two years, they have increasingly 

exploited the porous borders in the Lake Chad area to establish a presence in 

Cameroon, Chad, and Niger. An estimated 2.3 million people have been displaced 

in the region as a result of this crisis (United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, 

2015). 

In response to this growing regional threat, the Multinational Joint Task Force (MNJTF) 

– a combined formation of security forces from Nigeria, Chad, Niger, Cameroon, and 

Benin backed by the African Union (AU) – launched its West African Offensive in 

January 2015. The following month, Boko Haram posted a statement on YouTube 

threatening countries contributing troops to the MNJTF with reprisal attacks (Al 

Arabiya, 2015). Since then, Boko Haram has increased the frequency of its attacks in 

Cameroon, Chad, and Niger. 

Prioritizing violent extremism in the region 

As seen above, countries differ significantly in their citizens’ rankings of security as a 

problem and as a priority for additional government spending. In the Lake Chad 

region, about four in 10 Nigerians cited security-related issues among their top 

problems and investment priorities, compared to about half as many Cameroonians 

and even fewer Nigeriens and Beninese (Figure 6). (Afrobarometer has not 

conducted a survey in Chad.) 

Figure 6: Prioritizing security | 4 countries in Lake Chad region | 2014/2015 

 

Respondents were asked:  

1. In your opinion, what are the most important problems facing this country that government 

should address? (% who cited security-related issues among their three responses) 

2. If the government of this country could increase its spending, which of the following areas 

do you think should be the top priority for additional investment? And which would be your 

second priority? (% who cited security as one of their two priorities) 

Each country’s experience of armed extremism helps to explain these differences in 

perception. Nigerians’ preoccupation with security is not surprising, given the high 

number of attacks and fatalities in the country (Table 1). Security was not a priority at 

all for Nigerians in the initial Afrobarometer survey in 2000 but increased dramatically 

in priority starting in 2012 (Appendix, Table A.4). 
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Table 1: Frequency and impact of extremist attacks | 4 countries in Lake 

Chad region | 2014/2015  

  
Survey 
dates 

Security a 
priority 
problem 

Number of 
attacks, 
20143 

Number of 
fatalities, 

2014 

Global 
Terrorism 

Index score, 
20144 

Nigeria 
Dec 2014-
Jan 2015 

39% 621 7,461 8.58 

Cameroon 
Jan-Feb 

2015 
22% 56 526 1.45 

Niger 
April 
2015 

14% 3 11 2.59 

Benin 
May-June 

2014 
10% 0 0 0 

 

Cameroon recorded its first Boko Haram attack in early 2013. The group increased its 

activity in the country over the following year and in July 2014 attacked the home 

village and kidnapped the wife of Cameroonian Deputy President Amadou Ali (Al 

Jazeera, 2014). Corresponding to their less intense experience of Boko Haram 

violence, Cameroonians were less likely than Nigerians to cite security as a top 

national concern (22% vs. 39%). Similarly, citizens of Niger, which recorded three 

violent extremist attacks in 2014, were less likely than Cameroonians to rate security as 

a top problem (14%).5 Although Benin has contributed 800 soldiers to the MNJTF, to 

date no confirmed Boko Haram attacks have occurred in the country.  

Perceived support for violent extremist groups 

To assess citizens’ perceptions of support for violent extremist groups, Afrobarometer 

asked respondents in Nigeria and Cameroon, “How many of the following people do 

you think are involved in supporting and assisting the extremist groups that have 

launched attacks and kidnappings in [country], or haven’t you heard enough about 

them to say: Traditional leaders? Local government officials? Senior officials in the 

federal and central government? Members of the [country’s] military? Members of 

the National Assembly? [The country’s] Muslims? International extremist groups?” 

Perceived support for armed extremism was considerably lower in Cameroon than in 

Nigeria (Figure 7). On average, one-third (33%) of Nigerians said “most” or “all” 

members of these entities assist organisations like Boko Haram, compared to 11% of 

Cameroonians. In both countries, support was perceived as highest among 

                                                      

3 
Numbers were derived using all three criteria used to define a terrorism incident in the Global 

Terrorism Database: An act must (1) “be aimed at attaining a political, economic, religious, or social 
goal,” (2) “be evidence of an intention to coerce, intimidate, or convey some other message to a 
larger audience (or audiences) than the immediate victims,” and (3) “be outside the context of 
legitimate warfare activities, i.e. the act must be outside the parameters permitted by international 
humanitarian law” (National Consortium for the Study of Terrorism and Responses to Terrorism, 
2016). Ambiguous cases were excluded from the search criteria.  
4 

A country’s Global Terrorism Index (GTI) (2015) score is based on the number of attacks, fatalities, 
and injuries as well as the amount of property damage attributed to terrorists in a given year 
(Institute for Economics & Peace, 2016).  
5
 Niger’s GTI score is higher than Cameroon’s, despite a lower number of attacks in 2014, because the 

index takes into account attacks from the preceding four years in order to account for the traumatic 
after-effects of terrorist attacks. 
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international extremist groups (43% and 32%, respectively) and as lowest among 

traditional leaders. (For full frequencies, see Appendix Table A.5.) 

Figure 7: Perceived support for armed extremism | Nigeria vs. Cameroon        

| 2014/2015 

 

Respondents were asked: How many of the following people do you think are involved in 

supporting and assisting the extremist groups that have launched attacks and kidnappings in 

[country], or haven’t you heard enough about them to say? (% “most of them” or “all of 

them”) 

A similar question was asked in Niger, where perceptions of support for Boko Haram 

among Western countries (36%) were considerably higher than among all of the 

other categories (Figure 8). Only 5% of Nigeriens “agreed” or “strongly agreed” that 

civil society organisations and the media support the extremist group. (For full 

frequencies, see Appendix Table A.6). As in Cameroon, perceived support among 

local Muslims was low (13%), in contrast to Nigeria, where more than one-third (36%) 

of respondents believe that “all” or “most” Muslim citizens support extremist groups.  

The prevalence of the belief that Western countries support groups like Boko Haram in 

Niger is surprising and clearly indicates a need for further exploration of citizen views if 

Western development partners are to play a larger role in countering violent 

extremism in the country.  

Figure 8: Perceived support for Boko Haram | Niger | 2015 

 

Respondents were asked: Do you disagree or agree with the following statements concerning 

the Islamist group Boko Haram: Certain Western countries support and assist Boko Haram? 

Certain _________ in this country support and assist Boko Haram? (% who “agree” or “strongly 

agree”) 
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Large proportions of citizens in all three countries said support for extremist groups like 

Boko Haram is primarily driven by self-interest (Figure 9). A majority of Nigeriens (56%) 

and Nigerians (52%) believe that a desire for personal enrichment or personal power 

drives this support, as do 34% of Cameroonians. Despite Boko Haram’s self-

identification as a jihadist group, only about one in 10 respondents said supporters 

are primarily motivated by religious beliefs.  

Figure 9: Motivations for supporting extremist groups | Nigeria, Cameroon, 

and Niger | 2014/2015 

 

Respondents were asked: In your opinion, what is the main reason why some people in 

[country] support and assist these armed extremist groups?6 

Cameroonians were significantly more likely to respond “I don’t know” to this question 

(35%) than their counterparts in Niger (10%) and Nigeria (8%). They were also roughly 

twice as likely as Nigerians to say “I don’t know” when asked about sources of 

support for Boko Haram. This may indicate a lower level of awareness of the group in 

Cameroon in comparison with its neighbours. 

Addressing Boko Haram 

Public evaluations of state counter-extremist efforts also differ considerably among 

countries: While only four in 10 Nigerians (42%) rated their government’s efforts as 

“very effective” or “somewhat effective,” large majorities did so in Cameroon (81%) 

and Niger (96%) (Figure 10). These evaluations likely reflect the comparatively lower 

frequency of attacks in the latter countries. 

                                                      

6
 The survey text in Cameroon and Niger made specific reference to Boko Haram, although other 

extremist groups also operate in Niger. 
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Figure 10: Evaluations of counter-extremist efforts | Nigeria, Cameroon, and 

Niger | 2014/2015 

 

Respondents were asked: How effective do you think the [country] government has been in its 

efforts to address the problem of armed extremists in this country?7  

These assessments may also align with findings shown above regarding public trust in 

security forces. Nigerians expressed the lowest confidence in their security forces 

among the 36 countries surveyed in 2014/2015: Only 21% of respondents said they 

trust the police “a lot” or “somewhat,” while 40% said the same for the army. Low 

levels of trust in Nigerian security forces may have been reinforced by aggressive 

government counterinsurgency operations that have engaged in the indiscriminate 

arrest, torture, and extrajudicial killing of some suspected of being supporters or 

members of Boko Haram (Human Rights Watch, 2014). Moreover, nearly three-fourths 

of Nigerians view most or all police officials as corrupt (Appendix Table A.3). While 

Afrobarometer has not asked about perceived corruption in the military, recent 

accusations that Nigeria’s former defence chief, Alex Badeh, stole $20 million from 

the government seem likely to strengthen such perceptions (BBC, 2016). 

Trust in the police and the army is considerably higher in Cameroon (42% and 70%, 

respectively) and Niger (86% and 92%). This suggests that there may be a relationship 

between public trust and evaluations of counter-extremist efforts, although the 

direction of such a relationship is unclear.  

In line with these varying evaluations and trust levels, support for strengthening military 

capacity in order to improve counter-extremism efforts is considerably higher in Niger 

(73%) and Cameroon (58%) than in Nigeria (40%) (Table 2). When respondents were 

asked what they think are the best and second-best ways to improve the 

effectiveness of their government’s response to violent extremists, strengthening 

military capacity was the most frequent response in all three countries. But in Nigeria it 

was nearly matched by improving the economy and creating jobs (34%), whereas in 

Niger and Cameroon, no other option came within 40 percentage points of a 

stronger military response. These divergent views could be a result of Nigerians’ 

awareness that past military approaches in the country failed to defeat Boko Haram, 

whereas military operations against the group are a relatively new development in 

Cameroon and Niger.  

                                                      

7 
The survey text in Cameroon and Niger made specific reference to Boko Haram. 
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Table 2: Best ways to improve government response to armed extremism        

| Nigeria, Cameroon, and Niger | 2014/2015 

 Nigeria Cameroon Niger Average 

Strengthen the military response or 
military capabilities 

40% 58% 73% 65% 

Working together with religious 
leaders to address the issue 

17% 6% 20% 13% 

Working together with traditional 
leaders to address the issue 

14% 12% 9% 10% 

Cooperate more with other countries 
in our region to address the issue 

10% 16% 4% 10% 

Improve the economy and create 
more jobs 

34% 9% 11% 10% 

Nothing/The government is already 
effective in combating them 

5% 8% 10% 9% 

Govern more effectively / provide 
better government services 

16% 8% 6% 7% 

Cooperate more with the international 
community to address the issue 

12% 8% 2% 5% 

Improve education standards 16% 4% 2% 3% 

Give more power to local governments 
to make their own decisions 

9% 2% 4% 3% 

Treat the communities the extremists 
come from more fairly 

9% 2% 1% 1% 

Increase resources distributed to 
states and local communities 

6% 1% 1% 1% 

Split the country 2% 0% 0% 0% 

Other 1% 15% 9% 12% 

Don't know 2% 12% 3% 7% 

Respondents were asked: In your opinion, what do you think would be the best way for the 

government to be more effective in addressing the problem of armed extremists in our 

country? And what would be the second-best way? (% of respondents who cited each option 

among their two responses)   

 

The second-most-frequent response in Cameroon was regional cooperation (16%), 

but this approach enjoyed less support in Nigeria and Niger. Regional approaches to 

addressing violent extremism in West and Central Africa include the Economic 

Community of West African States (ECOWAS) Counterterrorism Strategy (with an 

implementation plan adopted in 2013) and the West African Police Information 

System (WAPIS). However, relationships between Nigeria and many of its neighbours 

are characterized by mistrust, especially in the Lake Chad region, where tensions are 

exacerbated by territorial and water disputes (Okpara, Stringer, Dougill, & Bila, 2015). 

As Adetula (2015) writes, in relation to these regional CVE efforts, “How much will be 

achieved depends a lot on the capacity and political will of the countries to 

implement commitments and common standards that have already been agreed 

to” (p. 20). 

Violent extremism in Mali 

The Sahel has become a hub of violent extremist activity. In addition to governance 

and security weaknesses conducive to jihadist groups (Steinburg & Weber, 2015), , 
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the 2011 Libyan civil war and subsequent collapse of the country’s security apparatus 

flooded the region with light and heavy weapons from the state’s immense arms 

stockpiles, “enriching the arsenals of a range of non-State actors, including terrorist 

groups” (United Nations Security Council, 2013). 

Rather than a single dominant group, as in the Lake Chad region, several smaller 

violent extremist groups are based in the Sahel. Their alliances shift frequently. The 

most active groups include Ansar Dine, al Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb (AQIM), 

and al Mourabitoun. While their specific goals differ, they all share a common 

Salafi/Islamist ideology (Lacher & Steinberg, 2015). These groups are most active in 

Algeria, Burkina Faso, Mali, Mauritania, and Niger. 

In December 2014, the governments of Burkina Faso, Mali, Mauritania, Niger, and 

Chad created the G5 Sahel, an institutional framework that aims to coordinate both 

development and security policies in the region, with the support of the United 

Nations (United Nations Office on 

Drugs and Crime, 2015).  

Violent extremism in Mali is part of a 

larger security crisis involving jihadist 

movements and separatist groups in 

the North of the country. The regional 

mix of extremist activity came into 

clear focus in northern Mali in March 

2012, when Mali’s president, Amadou Toumani Touré, was ousted in a military coup. In 

the ensuing instability, Tuareg separatists allied with Ansar Dine and AQIM and gained 

control over cities and territories across northern Mali. The capture of the country’s 

capital, Bamako, was narrowly avoided by French military intervention (Cilliers, 2015). 

UN peacekeeping forces were deployed to the country in April 2013 to support the 

re-establishment of state authority.  

However, despite significant progress toward peace, including an agreement 

between the Mali government and the Tuareg separatists, armed jihadist groups 

continue their activities unabated. Of 199 terrorist attacks in Mali between 1990 and 

2014 (killing 725 people), 70% occurred between 2012 and 2014 (Miller, 2015). The 

frequency of terror attacks has only increased since 2014, with 77 attacks in the first six 

months of 2015. In November 2015, al Mourabitoun and AQIM attacked the Radisson 

Blu Hotel in Bamako, killing 20 civilians. 

The same groups claimed responsibility for high-profile attacks in neighbouring Burkina 

Faso (January 2015) and Côte d'Ivoire (January 2016), and France has expanded its 

military and counter-terrorism operations across the entire Sahel region (Al Jazeera, 

2014; Sèbe, 2016). 

Prioritizing violent extremism 

Security-related issues became prominent in Mali after 2008; prior to that point, they 

accounted for 10% or less of total responses, then increased sharply to 51% in 2012 

and 56% in 2013 (see Appendix, Table A.7). By 2014, this declined to 38%, reflecting 

growing public optimism in the country.  

Still, Malians were about twice as likely as the continental average to consider 

security-related issues a top national problem their government should address (19% 

on average across 36 surveyed countries). In comparison, only 11% of citizens in 

Burkina Faso and 22% in Côte d’Ivoire considered security a top problem (Figure 11). 

Similarly, Malians were more likely to support greater government spending on 

security than Ivoirians and Burkinabé.  
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Figure 11: Prioritizing security| Mali, Côte d’Ivoire, and Burkina Faso                  

| 2014/2015 

 

Respondents were asked: 

1. In your opinion, what are the most important problems facing this country that 

government should address? (% who cited security-related issues among their three 

responses) 

2. If the government of this country could increase its spending, which of the following 

areas do you think should be the top priority for additional investment? And which 

would be your second priority? (% who cited security-related issues among their two 

priorities) 

 

As in the Lake Chad region, citizens’ views on the priority of security-related problems 

appear to correlate with the frequency of violent extremist attacks. Burkina Faso 

experienced no major incidents in 2014. Malians, in comparison, experienced 55 

attacks by violent extremist groups in 2014, and are about four times as likely as 

Burkinabé to identify security as a national priority (Table 3). Côte d’Ivoire 

experienced one incident in 2014, though incidents in preceding years as well as 

instability in neighbouring states may have had an effect on citizen priorities. 

Table 3: Frequency and impact of extremist attacks | Mali, Côte d’Ivoire, and 

Burkina Faso | 2014/2015 

  

Survey dates 
Security a 

priority  
problem 

Number of 
attacks, 2014 

Number of 
fatalities, 

2014 

Global 
Terrorism 

Index score, 
2014 

Mali Dec 2014 38% 55 117 5.29 

Côte d’Ivoire Aug-Sept 2014 22% 1 4 3.141 

Burkina Faso April-May 2015 11% 0 0 0.7 

Addressing the crisis in northern Mali 

The 2013 Afrobarometer survey in Mali found, unsurprisingly, that residents of the three 

northern provinces (Kidal, Tombouctou, and Gao) bore the brunt of the political crisis 

(Coulibaly, 2014). However, the November 2015 attack on the country’s capital 

shows the extent to which the security crisis is a national problem, as opposed to a 

problem affecting only certain regions of the country. 
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This section will address questions related to the crisis in general, while those 

specifically referring to violent extremism will be addressed in the next section. 

Previous analysis found that the proportion of Malians who felt that the country was 

“mostly secure” or “totally secure” increased significantly between 2012 (17%) and 

2013 (60%) (Bratton & Penar, 2014). In 2012, the leading suggestion for resolving the 

political crisis was dialogue between the government and armed groups (favoured 

by 29% of survey respondents), while war between the two sides (25%) and war 

supported by ECOWAS forces (13%) also had significant support (Coulibaly, 2014). 

According to the most recent survey results (2014), three-quarters of citizens said that 

negotiations between the government and armed groups offer the best chance of 

resolving the security crisis in the North (Figure 12). Support for a military solution was 

significantly lower, at 14%. This suggests an increase since 2012 in public preference 

for dialogue or negotiations over a purely military response.  

Figure 12: Best way to resolve crisis in the North | Mali | 2014 

 

Respondents were asked: In your opinion, which of the following options now offers the best 

chance of resolving the crisis in northern Mali? 

Only 2% of respondents said that secession of the northern states is the best way to 

resolve the political crisis, a reduction of 8 percentage points since 2013. Citizen 

support for national unity remained high during the crisis: In 2013, nine in 10 

respondents (92%) expressed their preference for remaining a unified country over 

northern secession (6%) (Bratton, Coulibaly, & Dulani, 2014).  

Between the 2013 and 2014 surveys, the proportion of citizens who believe that 

retributive justice (i.e. prosecuting suspected extremists) is the best option for lasting 

peace and reconciliation dropped by about half, from 70% to 36%, while support 

increased for alternative measures such as general amnesty (24%) and confession 

and forgiveness (17%) (Figure 13).  
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Figure 13: Best option for lasting peace and reconciliation | Mali | 2013-2014 

 

Respondents were asked: In your opinion, which of the following options offers the best chance 

for lasting peace and reconciliation in Mali? 

Addressing violent extremism in northern Mali 

In December 2014, three-quarters (75%) of Malians said the government’s efforts at 

addressing armed extremist groups in the North were “somewhat effective” or “very 

effective.” Citizen satisfaction was lower in rural areas (62%) and in the capital, 

Bamako (53%) (Figure 14). Men, more educated citizens, and younger citizens were 

less likely to see government efforts as effective. Residents of the occupied regions 

were largely supportive of the government’s efforts, although those in Tombouctou 

(72%) were less satisfied than residents of Gao (84%) and Kidal (83%). 

Figure 14: Effectiveness of counter-extremism efforts | by region, education 

level, age, sex, and urban-rural location | Mali | 2014 

 
Respondents were asked: How effective do you think the government was in its efforts to 

address the problem of armed groups in northern Mali? (% who said “very effective” or 

”somewhat effective”) 
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When asked for suggestions on how to improve counter-extremist efforts, one-quarter 

(24%) of Malians said that no improvements were needed or that the government 

was already effective, which is significantly higher than levels of that response in 

Nigeria, Cameroon, and Niger. As in the Lake Chad region, however, strengthening 

military responses and/or capabilities was the leading response option (32%), 

followed by negotiations (26%) (Figure 15). Public support for negotiations in Mali is 

particularly interesting, as it was not among the options presented to respondents 

and was therefore unprompted.  

Figure 15: Best ways to improve counter-extremism efforts | Mali | 2014 

 
Respondents were asked: What would you consider the best way for the government to be 

more effective in treating the problem of armed groups in northern Mali? And what would be 

the second-best way? (Figure shows % of respondents who cited each option among their two 

priorities.) 

Violent extremism in the Horn of Africa 

Over the past decade, the al Shabaab insurgency against the Somalian government 

has increasingly bled into the broader East Africa region. In January 2007, the African 

Union Peace and Security Council created the African Union Mission in Somalia 

(AMISOM), a regional peacekeeping force mandated to support transitional 

government structures and assist in improving the security environment. In July 2010, 

al Shabaab launched its first major international attack in Kampala, Uganda, which 

left 76 dead and 70 injured (Al Jazeera, 2010). Since then, the group has targeted 

countries in the region contributing troops to AMISOM, carrying out attacks in Djibouti, 

Kenya, and Tanzania. Attempted attacks have been thwarted in Ethiopia. 

In October 2011, Kenya and Somalia launched Operation Linda Nchi (“Protect the 

Country”), a joint military operation to take “coordinated pre-emptive action” 

against al Shabaab in southern Somalia (Al Jazeera, 2011). The move quickly 
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precipitated reprisal attacks in Kenya, which has witnessed a steady year-on-year 

increase in attacks by the group. An estimated 25% of al Shabaab militants are 

Kenyan nationals (BBC, 2014).  

The group’s deadliest attacks in Kenya targeted Westgate Shopping Mall in Nairobi 

(September 2013), resulting in 67 deaths and more than 175 wounded, and Garrisa 

University College (April 2015), leaving 148 dead and 79 injured. The Westgate attack 

highlighted the role of foreign fighters within the group; Samantha Lewthwaite 

(popularly known as the “White Widow”), a British citizen, is alleged to have been 

instrumental in planning the incident (Guardian, 2013).  

In response to the increased insecurity, the Kenyan government has taken a heavy-

handed security-led approach, which has faced strong criticism for its alleged 

human-rights violations. In April 2014, the government launched Usalama Watch, an 

internal security operation aimed at improving security and capturing illegal aliens 

suspected to be supporting al Shabaab activities within Kenya. Amnesty International 

(2014) documented numerous cases of beatings, intimidation, extortion, and forcible 

relocation at the hands of government security forces, especially targeting the 

Somali Kenyan community.  

Prioritizing violent extremism in the region 

As seen earlier, security-related issues were the most frequently cited problem in 

Kenya, mentioned by 45% of respondents (see Appendix Table A.8) compared to a 

36-country average of 19%. This is well above the levels in neighbouring Tanzania (9%) 

and Uganda (10%) (Figure 16). One-third (34%) of Kenyans supported additional 

government spending on security, compared to only 14% of Tanzanians and 12% of 

Ugandans. 

Figure 16: Prioritizing security | Kenya, Tanzania, and Uganda | 2014/2015 

 

Respondents were asked:  

1. In your opinion, what are the most important problems facing this country that 

government should address? (% who cited security-related issues among their three 

responses) 

2. If the government of this country could increase its spending, which of the following 

areas do you think should be the top priority for additional investment? And which 

would be your second priority? (% who cited security-related issues among their two 

priorities) 
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As in the Lake Chad and Sahel regions, there appears to be a correlation between 

citizens’ prioritization of security-related issues and the frequency of extremist attacks. 

Kenya experienced significantly more attacks in 2014 than either of its neighbours 

(Table 4). 

Table 4: Frequency and impact of extremist attacks | Kenya, Tanzania, and 

Uganda8 | 2014/2015 

  

Survey dates 
Security a 

priority 
problem 

Number of 
attacks, 2014 

Number of 
fatalities, 

2014 

Global 
Terrorism 

Index score, 
2014 

Kenya Nov-Dec 2014 45% 95 287 6.58 

Tanzania Aug-Nov 2014 9% 9 4 3.71 

Uganda May 2015 10% 3 32 2.93 

Citizen responses to Kenyan intervention in Somalia 

Public satisfaction with government efforts to combat terrorism was significantly lower 

in Kenya (44%) than in Uganda (83%) (Figure 17). As seen earlier, public confidence in 

security forces was also significantly lower in Kenya than in neighbouring countries: 

While only about one-third (36%) of Kenyans said they trust the police, around six in 10 

citizens did so in Uganda (56%) and Tanzania (61%). Similarly, fewer Kenyans said they 

trust the army (68%) than did Ugandans (78%) and Tanzanians (82%). 

Figure 17: Evaluations of counter-terrorism efforts | Kenya vs. Uganda9            

| 2014/2015 

 
Respondents were asked: How well or badly would you say the current government is handling 

the following matters, or haven’t you heard enough to say: Fighting terrorism in [country]? 

In Kenya, citizen evaluations of the government’s counter-extremist efforts varied little 

by gender, age, and urban-rural location. Respondents with no formal education 

expressed the lowest levels of support (24%) (Figure 18). Analysis by province (the 

                                                      

8
 The attacks in Uganda are attributed to the Allied Democratic Forces (ADF), a militia group, rather 

than to al Shabaab. 
9 

This question was not asked in Tanzania. 
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country’s former administrative unit) shows clear differences in citizen satisfaction: 

Residents of Central province expressed by far the highest levels of approval (79%), 

followed by Eastern province (53%) and Nairobi (48%), while residents of the North 

Eastern (12%), Coast (27%), and Western (29%) provinces were the most critical. 

Figure 18: Approval of counter-extremism efforts | by region, education level, 

age, sex, and urban-rural location | Kenya | 2014 

 

Respondents were asked: How well or badly would you say the current government is handling 

the following matters, or haven’t you heard enough to say: Fighting terrorism in [country]? 

 (% “very well” or “fairly well”) 

Kenyans showed some ambivalence regarding the Kenya Defence Forces (KDF) 

intervention in Somalia. While two-thirds (66%) of citizens said the intervention “has 

been necessary despite the terrorist problems resulting from it,” only 43% opposed 

withdrawing from Somalia (Buchanan-Clarke & Lekalake, 2015).  

Support for the intervention in Somalia was higher among men and citizens aged 18-

49 years, and increased with formal education (Figure 19). There was no difference 

by urban/rural location, but support by province followed a similar pattern to public 

evaluations of the government’s CVE efforts. 

Regarding a KDF withdrawal from Somalia, male and younger Kenyans were more 

likely to oppose such a move than female and older citizens (Figure 20). 

Disagreement with a proposed withdrawal increased with education levels. Residents 

of the Central province again had the highest levels on this measure (63%), while 

disagreement was lowest in Nyanza (28%), Coast (33%), and North Eastern (34%) 

provinces.  

These results could help the Kenyan government identify areas in which to focus 

awareness campaigns in order to bolster public support for future policies. 
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Figure 19: Support for intervention in Somalia | by region, education level, 

age, sex, and urban-rural location | Kenya | 2014 

 
Respondents were asked: For each of the following statements, please tell me whether you 

disagree or agree, or haven’t you heard enough to say: The involvement of Kenya Defence 

Forces or KDF in Somalia has been necessary despite the terrorist problems resulting from it?    

(% “strongly agree” or “agree”) 

Figure 20: Opposition to KDF withdrawal from Somalia | by region, education 

level, age, sex, and urban-rural location | Kenya | 2014 

 
Respondents were asked: For each of the following statements, please tell me whether you 

disagree or agree, or haven’t you heard enough to say: The KDF should pull out of Somalia?     

(% “strongly disagree” or “disagree”) 
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Conclusion 

Over the past decade, the threat of violent extremism has grown substantially in a 

number of sub-Saharan African countries. Extremist groups’ regionalization of their 

activities and strengthening of ties to international jihadist networks pose a significant 

challenge to national security forces, requiring greater regional cooperation 

between affected countries and support from international development partners.  

Afrobarometer survey data indicate low levels of public trust in security forces, 

particularly the police, in many African countries, which may have an adverse effect 

on government efforts to prevent and address violent extremism.  

Focusing on three regional “hotspots” for violent extremism – the Lake Chad region, 

Sahel, and Horn of Africa – analysis shows that citizens considered security-related 

issues a high-priority problem, especially in countries that had suffered frequent 

extremist attacks. 

Public evaluations of government counter-extremist efforts varied widely by country, 

with high support in Niger, Cameroon, Uganda, and Mali. Nigerians and Kenyans, on 

the other hand, were significantly more critical of their governments’ efforts. This, too, 

may be related to the precarious security situation in Nigeria and Kenya at the time 

of the surveys.  

Support for strengthening military responses and capabilities was high in all countries 

in which the question was asked. Nigerians also expressed substantial support for 

governance-related solutions. Malians were also highly supportive of negotiations 

between the government and armed groups, but the country’s experience shows 

the difficulty of resolving violent extremism via dialogue: Although the government 

was able to agree on a peace agreement with a number of Tuareg rebel groups, 

jihadist groups such as AQIM continue to operate unabated.  

Generally, support for increased regional and international cooperation was fairly 

low, despite the geographic spread of these extremist groups. Kenyans were 

somewhat ambivalent about their government’s intervention in Somalia: Although 

two-thirds said that it has been necessary, less than half rejected a proposed 

withdrawal from Somalia.  

Current understanding of countering and preventing violent extremism indicates, 

among other factors, a greater need to address root causes of conflicts and build 

stronger relationships between governments and local communities. While the 

exploratory analysis presented here must be considered in light of changes in 

government and of evolving extremist and counter-extremist strategies, it suggests 

the value of tracking and expanding insights into citizens’ perceptions and attitudes 

related to violent extremism. 
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Appendix 

Table A.1: Afrobarometer Round 6 fieldwork dates and previous survey rounds 

Country 
Months when Round 6 fieldwork 

was conducted 
Previous survey rounds 

Algeria May-June 2015 2013 

Benin May-June 2014 2005, 2008, 2011 

Botswana June-July 2014 1999, 2003, 2005, 2008, 2012 

Burkina Faso April-May 2015 2008, 2012 

Burundi September-October 2014 2012 

Cameroon January-February 2015 2013 

Cape Verde November-December 2014 2002, 2005, 2008, 2011 

Côte d'Ivoire August-September 2014 2013 

Egypt June-July 2015 2013 

Gabon September 2015 N/A 

Ghana May-June 2014 1999, 2002, 2005, 2008, 2012 

Guinea March-April 2015 2013 

Kenya November-December 2014 2003, 2005, 2008, 2011 

Lesotho May 2014 2000, 2003, 2005, 2008, 2012 

Liberia May 2015 2008, 2012 

Madagascar December 2015-January 2015 2005, 2008, 2013 

Malawi March-April 2014 1999, 2003, 2005, 2008, 2012 

Mali December 2014 2001, 2002, 2005, 2008, 2013 

Mauritius June-July 2014 2012 

Morocco November 2015 2013 

Mozambique June-August 2015 2002, 2005, 2008, 2012 

Namibia August-September 2014 1999, 2003, 2006, 2008, 2012 

Niger  April 2015 2013 

Nigeria December 2014-January 2015 2000, 2003, 2005, 2008, 2013 

São Tomé and Principe July-August 2015 N/A 

Senegal November-December 2014 2002, 2005, 2008, 2013 

Sierra Leone May-June 2015 2012 

South Africa August-September 2015 2000, 2002, 2006, 2008, 2011 

Sudan June 2015 2013 

Swaziland April 2015 2013 

Tanzania August-November 2014 2001, 2003, 2005, 2008, 2012 
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Country 
Months when Round 6 fieldwork 

was conducted 
Previous survey rounds 

Togo October 2014 2012 

Tunisia April-May 2015 2013 

Uganda May 2015 2000, 2002, 2005, 2008, 2012 

Zambia October 2014 1999, 2003, 2005, 2009, 2013 

Zimbabwe November 2014 1999, 2004, 2005, 2009, 2012 

 

Table A.2: Citizens’ priorities for additional government spending | 36 

countries | 2014/2015 

 First priority Second priority Total 

Education 37% 18% 55% 

Health care 21% 30% 51% 

Agriculture 13% 16% 30% 

Infrastructure 14% 13% 27% 

Security 8% 9% 17% 

Energy supply 5% 10% 14% 

Respondents were asked: If the government of this country could increase its spending, which 

of the following areas do you think should be the top priority for additional investment? And 

which would be your second priority? 
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Table A.3: Perceived corruption in police force | 36 countries | 2014/2015 

 All/Most Some None Don't know 

Liberia 77% 19% 2% 1% 

Kenya 75% 20% 3% 2% 

Nigeria 72% 24% 2% 2% 

Ghana 64% 25% 5% 6% 

Gabon 63% 33% 3% 1% 

Uganda 63% 25% 6% 5% 

Sierra Leone 59% 26% 5% 10% 

Zimbabwe 58% 31% 6% 4% 

Cameroon 55% 34% 4% 6% 

Benin 54% 38% 6% 2% 

Mali 53% 34% 13% 0% 

Zambia 51% 38% 7% 4% 

Tanzania 50% 40% 6% 5% 

Côte d'Ivoire 49% 40% 9% 2% 

Madagascar 49% 36% 15% 1% 

South Africa 48% 48% 4% 1% 

Togo 44% 35% 8% 13% 

Mozambique 43% 26% 9% 22% 

Sudan 42% 43% 9% 6% 

Swaziland 42% 45% 6% 8% 

Burundi 41% 40% 15% 5% 

Namibia 40% 50% 8% 3% 

Lesotho 39% 36% 10% 15% 

Malawi 39% 43% 10% 9% 

Guinea 38% 40% 15% 7% 

Botswana 34% 47% 11% 9% 

Morocco 34% 55% 5% 6% 

Senegal 31% 43% 13% 14% 

Burkina Faso 28% 51% 18% 3% 

São Tomé and Príncipe 28% 33% 11% 27% 

Niger 27% 41% 27% 5% 

Egypt 26% 53% 12% 10% 

Tunisia 26% 47% 19% 7% 

Algeria 25% 46% 17% 12% 

Mauritius 22% 70% 5% 4% 

Cape Verde 19% 37% 10% 34% 
     

East Africa 57% 31% 7% 4% 

Central Africa 48% 34% 6% 12% 

West Africa 47% 35% 10% 8% 

Southern Africa 42% 43% 8% 7% 

North Africa 31% 49% 12% 8% 
     

Average 45% 39% 9% 8% 

Respondents were asked: How many of the following people do you think are involved in 

corruption, or haven’t you heard enough about them to say: The police?  
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Figure A.1: Media-reported deaths attributed to Boko Haram | May 2011-

January 2016  

 

Source: Council on Foreign Relations (2016) 

 

Table A.4: Security-related issues as an important problem | Nigeria                 

| 2000-201410 

 2000 2003 2005 2008 2012 2014 

First response 0% 4% 1% 1% 13% 12% 

Second response 0% 6% 4% 3% 9% 9% 

Third response - 8% 5% 4% 12% 15% 

Total 0% 18% 10% 8% 34% 36% 

Respondents were asked: In your opinion, what are the most important problems facing this 

country that government should address? (Note: Respondents were allowed to give up to two 

responses in 2000 and up to three responses in subsequent survey rounds. The table shows the 

percentage of respondents who cited security-related issues as an important national 

problem.)  

  

                                                      

10
 Numbers do not include “other responses” specific to that year (e.g. “Boko Haram” in 2014). 
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Table A.5: Perceived support for extremism | Nigeria vs. Cameroon | 

2014/2015 

 None Some Most All Don't know 

Nigeria 

   Traditional leaders 26% 39% 15% 5% 15% 

   Local government officials 23% 37% 18% 6% 16% 

   Senior federal/central government officials 11% 40% 26% 12% 11% 

   Members of Nigerian military 13% 44% 23% 8% 11% 

   Members of National Assembly 12% 40% 27% 8% 13% 

   Nigerian Muslims 16% 35% 25% 12% 13% 

   International extremist groups 10% 33% 27% 16% 14% 

Cameroon 

   Traditional leaders 33% 35% 4% 1% 26% 

   Local government officials 35% 32% 4% 1% 28% 

   Senior officials in government 26% 38% 6% 1% 28% 

   Members of Cameroonian military 34% 31% 5% 1% 29% 

   Members of National Assembly and Senate 30% 32% 4% 1% 31% 

   Cameroonian Muslims 10% 39% 11% 2% 27% 

   International extremist groups 10% 26% 22% 10% 31% 

Respondents were asked: How many of the following people do you think are involved in 

supporting and assisting the extremist groups that have launched attacks and kidnappings in 

______, or haven’t you heard enough about them to say? 

Table A.6: Perceived support for extremism | Niger | 2015 

 Disagree/Strongly 
disagree 

Agree/Strongly 
agree 

Neither agree 
nor disagree 

Don't 
know 

Traditional leaders 86% 7% 2% 4% 

Media 86% 5% 3% 6% 

Civil society 
organisations 

86% 5% 2% 6% 

Politicians 83% 8% 4% 5% 

Nigerien Muslims 81% 13% 3% 3% 

Regions 81% 12% 3% 5% 

Western countries 48% 36% 5% 11% 

Respondents were asked: Do you disagree or agree with the following statements concerning 

the Islamist group Boko Haram: Certain Western countries support and assist Boko Haram? 

Certain _________ in this country support and assist Boko Haram?  
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Table A.7: Security-related issues as a national priority | Mali | 2001-2014 

 2001 2002 2005 2008 2012 2013 2014 

First response 4% 1% 1% 3% 33% 33% 19% 

Second 
response 

2% 3% 1% 4% 10% 11% 9% 

Third response 
Not 

asked 
5% 2% 3% 8% 12% 10% 

Total 6% 9% 4% 10% 51% 56% 38% 

Respondents were asked: In your opinion, what are the most important problems facing this 

country that government should address? (Note: Respondents were allowed to give up to two 

responses in 2001 and up to three responses in subsequent survey rounds. The table shows the 

percentage of respondents who cited security-related issues as an important national 

problem.)  

Table A.8: Security-related issues as a national priority | Kenya | 2003-2014 

 2003 2005 2008 2011 2014 

First response 5% 6% 8% 5% 20% 

Second response 6% 6% 10% 8% 13% 

Third response 8% 7% 10% 10% 11% 

Total 19% 19% 28% 23% 45% 

Respondents were asked: In your opinion, what are the most important problems facing this 

country that government should address? (Note: Respondents were allowed to give up to 

three responses. The table shows the percentage of respondents who cited security-related 

issues as an important national problem. Due to rounding, total may differ by 1 percentage 

point from the sum of responses.)  
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Summary 

In June 2015, militants from the self-proclaimed Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) 

raided a beach hotel in Sousse, Tunisia, killing 38 people (CNN, 2015a). Four months later, ISIL 

claimed responsibility for the downing of a Russian airliner, with 224 fatalities, although the 

official cause remains undetermined (CNN, 2015b). Similarly, Al Qaeda in the Islamic 

Maghreb (AQIM) killed 18 people on the beaches of Grand Bassam in Côte d'Ivoire in March 

2016, and days later attacked an oil and gas facility in southern Algeria (Al Jazeera, 2016).  

North Africa has become a focus of violent extremist activity. Aided by weak governance 

and porous borders, local and international jihadist and criminal groups have proliferated in 

the region. North Africa has also long been a region from which jihadist groups have 

recruited. In the 1980s, individuals from the region traveled to Afghanistan to fight in the 

Soviet-Afghan war. In recent years, many have heeded the call from ISIL. The Soufan Group 

(2015), a strategic security organisation, estimated as of October 2015 that more than 6,000 

Tunisians had traveled to Syria and Iraq to fight for ISIL and that about 600 had returned to 

Tunisia. Such a large number of returnees presents a significant challenge to security and law 

enforcement agencies that must assess and respond to the threat these individuals pose.   

To date, research has largely relied on the frequency and severity of past attacks to assess 

the extent of the threat posed by organisations such as ISIL and AQIM. Forced recruitment, 

kidnappings, extortion, and other violent tactics that extremists use to intimidate local 

populations often remain unaccounted for in objective data and media reports.  

One way to gain additional insight into the threat posed by violent extremists may be to take 

a “grassroots” approach. In 2015, Afrobarometer Round 6 surveys asked citizens of Tunisia, 

Algeria, Egypt, Morocco, and Sudan how active they think ISIL and AQIM are in their country, 

how much of a threat they think these groups pose, and why they think some people join 

such groups. Responses suggest that perceptions of extremist activity and threat were 

highest in Tunisia and Egypt and may not always correspond to objective measures of the 

number and severity of past attacks. Poverty and religious beliefs were most frequently cited 

as the main reason for the successful recruitment of extremists in the region. 

Our exploratory findings have a limited focus and are time-bound in a field in which attack 

and countering strategies are rapidly evolving. Even so, they shed some light on community-

level perceptions that could be useful as counter-extremism policies are developed and 

refined. 

Afrobarometer survey  

Afrobarometer is a pan-African, non-partisan research network that conducts public attitude 

surveys on democracy, governance, economic conditions, and related issues across more 

than 30 countries in Africa. Five rounds of surveys were conducted between 1999 and 2013, 

and findings from Round 6 surveys (2014/2015) are currently being released. Afrobarometer 
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conducts face-to-face interviews in the language of the respondent’s choice with nationally 

representative samples that yield country-level results with margins of error of +/-2% (for 

samples of 2,400) or +/3% (for samples of 1,200) at a 95% confidence level.  

Round 6 findings are based on almost 54,000 interviews completed in 36 countries (see 

Appendix Table A.1 for a list of countries and fieldwork dates). This dispatch focuses on 5,998 

interviews conducted in 2015 in five North African countries: Algeria, Egypt, Morocco, Sudan, 

and Tunisia. Afrobarometer Policy Paper No. 32 (available at www.afrobarometer.org) 

reports on extremism-related findings from the Lake Chad region (Cameroon, Niger, Nigeria), 

the Sahel region (Mali), and the Horn of Africa (Kenya, Uganda). 

Key findings 

 Security was a significantly higher priority for Tunisians than for other citizens in the 

region.  

 Citizens’ perceptions of how active ISIL and AQIM were in their country varied across 

the region. More than six in 10 Tunisians perceived ISIL (66%) and AQIM (62%) as being 

“somewhat” or “very” active. About half of Egyptians also saw ISIL (58%) and AQIM 

(48%) as active, compared to minorities of citizens in Algeria, Morocco, and Sudan. 

 Citizens in Tunisia and Egypt were the most likely to believe that ISIL and AQIM posed 

a significant threat to their national security: 77% of Tunisians and 51% of Egyptians 

characterized the extent of the threat as “a lot” or “somewhat,” compared to 39% of 

Algerians, 32% of Moroccans, and 24% of Sudanese. These perceptions do not always 

correspond to objective measures of the number and severity of past extremist 

attacks. 

 In Algeria, Egypt, and Morocco, the presence of the army in survey enumeration 

areas appeared to be associated with lower levels of perceived threat posed by ISIL 

or AQIM. This relationship did not hold in Tunisia and Sudan.  

 Across the region, citizens believed that extremist groups attract adherents mainly 

due to widespread poverty (cited by 25% of respondents), religious beliefs (18%), 

unemployment (15%), and lack of education (10%). 

Security as a priority in North Africa 

The problems that Africans consider most pressing vary with respect to their countries’ 

socioeconomic and political conditions. On average across 36 countries, when respondents 

were asked to cite the three most important problems that their governments should address, 

unemployment (mentioned by 38% of respondents), health (32%), education (24%), and 

infrastructure/transport (22%) were the leading responses (Bentley, Olapade, Wambua, & 

Charron, 2015). Security-related concerns (combining crime and security, political violence, 

political instability, ethnic tensions, interstate war, civil war, and terrorism) ranked at No. 7, 

cited by 19% of respondents. 

Across the five North African countries, security-related problems ranked slightly higher. After 

unemployment (48%), poverty (29%), and health (28%), security-related issues was the fourth-

most-important problem, cited by 24% of respondents (Figure 1). This seems to align with 

preliminary evidence from countries in the Lake Chad, Sahel, and Horn of Africa regions that 

differences in security challenges correspond with differences in prioritization of security issues 

(see Afrobarometer Policy Paper No. 32).  

  

http://www.afrobarometer.org/
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Figure 1: Most important problems | 5 North African countries | 2015 

 
Respondents were asked: In your opinion, what are the most important problems facing this country that 

government should address? (Note: Respondents could give up to three responses. The figure shows % 

of respondents who cite each problem among their top three.) 

 

Almost half of Tunisians (46%) ranked security-related issues among their top three problems, 

which was 22 percentage points higher than the regional average (Figure 2). Citizens in 

Sudan also ranked security-related problems higher than the regional average, while only 

about one in 10 Moroccans (9%) and Algerians (12%) considered security a top concern.   

Figure 2: Security among most important problems | 5 North African countries | 2015 

 

Respondents were asked: In your opinion, what are the most important problems facing this country that 

government should address? (Note: Respondents could give up to three responses. The figure shows % 

of respondents who cite each problem among their top three.) 

When citizens were asked which of six key sectors would be their top two priorities for 

additional government investment if their government were able to increase its spending, 

North Africans ranked security in fourth place, about even with infrastructure and ahead of 
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agriculture and energy (Figure 3). Again, Tunisians expressed the strongest preference for 

security investments: 45% cited security as their first or second priority, more than double the 

proportion of any other North African country (Figure 4).  

Figure 3: Investment priorities | 5 North African countries | 2015 

 
Respondents were asked: If the government of this country could increase its spending, which of the 

following areas do you think should be the top priority for additional investment? And which would be 

your second priority?  

Figure 4: Security as an investment priority | 5 North African countries | 2015 

 

Respondents were asked: If the government of this country could increase its spending, which of the 

following areas do you think should be the top priority for additional investment? And which would be 

your second priority? (% naming security as first or second priority) 

Citizen assessments of the threat posed by ISIL and AQIM  

Across North Africa, citizens perceived differing levels of ISIL and AQIM activity in their 

respective countries. A majority of Tunisians (64% on average for the two groups) and 
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Egyptians (53%) viewed ISIL and AQIM as being “somewhat active” or “very active” in their 

country, compared to a minority of Algerians (37%), Sudanese (25%), and Moroccans (18%). 

ISIL was seen as more active than AQIM in four of the five countries – Morocco (by 12 

percentage points), Egypt (10 points), Tunisia (4 points), and Sudan (4 points) (Figure 5).   

Citizens’ assessments of the threat posed by these groups in their country followed a similar 

pattern (Figure 6). Tunisians perceived the greatest threat: More than three-fourths (77%) of 

respondents said one or both groups posed “somewhat” or “a lot” of a threat. About half 

(51%) of Egyptians felt the same way, while 34% assessed the threat as “a little bit” or “not at 

all,” and 16% said they “don’t know.” Algerians were divided, with 39% saying “somewhat” or 

“a lot” and 48% saying “not at all” or “just a little.” A majority of citizens in Sudan (57%) and 

Morocco (54%) believed these groups did not pose a significant threat. 

Figure 5: How active are extremist movements in North Africa? | 5 North African 

countries | 2015 

 

Respondents were asked: How active do you think each of the following Islamic movements are in 

[your country]: The Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant, known as ISIL? Al Qaeda in the Islamic 

Maghreb, known as AQIM? (% who said “somewhat active” or “very active”) 

Figure 6: Extent of threat posed by ISIL and AQIM | 5 North African countries | 2015 

 

Respondents were asked: In your opinion, to what extent do ISIL or AQIM pose a threat to [your 

country’s] security?  
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Citizens’ perceptions of extremist threat do not necessarily map precisely to objective data 

on the number and severity of terror attacks as collected in the Global Terrorism Database 

(GTD) (National Consortium for the Study of Terrorism and Responses to Terrorism, 2013) and 

analyzed in the Global Terrorism Index (GTI) (Institute for Economics & Peace, 2016) (Table 1). 

For example, Tunisia experienced far fewer terror attacks in 2014 (23) than Egypt (346) and 

Sudan (157), yet Tunisians were more likely to view ISIL and AQIM as a threat than were 

Egyptians and Sudanese. Higher levels of perceived threat in Tunisia may reflect factors that 

are not captured in GTD data, such as local intimidation through forced recruitment, 

kidnappings, and the return of foreign fighters. Citizen perceptions, in this case, can be useful 

for a fuller understanding of the security situation, which may not be readily assessable 

through incident data alone. In Sudan, the high number of terror attacks and elevated GTI 

score probably reflect the impact of other rebel groups beyond ISIL and AQIM.   

Table 1: Citizen threat assessment and terrorism data1 | 5 North African countries       

| 2015 

 

Citizen 

perception of 

ISIL/AQIM threat 

(“somewhat” 

or ”a lot”) 

Number of terror 

attacks (2014) 

(GTD)* 

Number of 

fatalities due to 

terror attacks 

(2014) (GTD)* 

GTI score (2014) 

Tunisia 77% 23 43 3.29 

Egypt 51% 346 337 6.50 

Algeria 39% 15 37 5.52 

Morocco 32% 0 0 2.11 

Sudan 24% 157 529 5.77 
* GTD data include all successful and unsuccessful terror attacks, not only those attributed to ISIL or AQIM. 

** The GTI score is based on the number of terrorism-related incidents, fatalities, and injuries and a 

measure of property damage from terrorist incidents. Higher numbers correspond to a greater impact. 

Citizen perceptions of the level of threat posed by ISIL and AQIM varied subtly by urban-rural 

residence, sex, and level of lived poverty (Table 2). Across the region, on average, citizens 

who live in rural areas were slightly more likely to perceive a threat than those who live in 

urban areas (46% vs. 43%). An exception was Egypt, where more urbanites (57%) than rural 

residents (45%) perceived a threat. 

On average across the five countries, men and women gave roughly the same assessment. 

But in Tunisia, women (82%) were more likely to perceive a threat than men (72%). 

With regard to lived poverty,2 citizens with high levels of lived poverty were generally most 

likely to perceive a threat by ISIL and AQIM, though this was not the case in Egypt. 

                                                
1
 Numbers are derived from the Global Terrorism Database. To meet the criteria of a “terrorist attack,” the act 

must be (1) “aimed at attaining a political, economic, religious, or social goal,” (2) show “evidence of an 
intention to coerce, intimidate, or convey some other message to a larger audience (or audiences) than the 
immediate victims,” and (3) occur “outside the context of legitimate warfare activities, i.e. the act must be 
outside the parameters permitted by international humanitarian law” (National Consortium for the Study of 
Terrorism and Responses to Terrorism, 2016). 
2
 Afrobarometer calculates a Lived Poverty Index (LPI) score based on the frequency with which survey 

respondents went without enough food to eat, enough clean water for home use, medicine or medical 
treatment, enough fuel for cooking, and a cash income during the previous year. Scores can range from zero 
(for those who never went without any of these five basic necessities) to 4 (for those who always went without 
all of them). For more information about the LPI, see Dulani, Mattes, & Logan (2013). 
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Table 2: Extent of threat posed by ISIL and AQIM | by urban-rural residence, sex, and 

lived poverty level | 5 North African countries | 2015 

 
Algeria Egypt Morocco Sudan Tunisia 

North 
Africa 

Residence 
Urban 38% 57% 32% 15% 74% 43% 

Rural  41% 45% 32% 30% 82% 46% 

Sex 
Male  41% 51% 33% 27% 72% 45% 

Female 38% 50% 31% 22% 82% 44% 

Lived 

poverty 

No lived poverty 35% 51% 26% 20% 76% 41% 

Low lived poverty 45% 50% 30% 20% 76% 44% 

Moderate lived 
poverty 

41% 52% 42% 28% 79% 48% 

High lived poverty 56% 43% 41% 35% 84% 52% 

Average 39% 51% 32% 24% 77% 45% 

Respondents were asked: In your opinion, to what extent do ISIL or AQIM pose a threat to [your 

country’s] security? (% who said “somewhat” or “a lot”)   

Does the presence of trusted security institutions reduce the perceived threat 

of violent extremism?  

States require adequate security infrastructure in order to effectively counter threats posed 

by armed extremists. One might speculate that the presence of a security institution could 

make citizens feel safer, especially if citizens trust the security force.  

Afrobarometer field teams make observations in each sampled census enumeration area 

(EA) about available services and facilities, including whether there was any visible police or 

army presence. Since the EAs visited are selected to represent the population of the country 

as a whole, these data provide reliable indicators of infrastructure and service availability. 

Across the North Africa region, as in most other surveyed countries, more citizens trust the 

army than the police. On average across the five countries, 70% of respondents said they 

trust the army “somewhat” or “a lot,” while only 56% said the same about the police (Figure 

7). In Tunisia, nine of 10 citizens (94%) trusted the army, compared to roughly seven of 10 

(68%) who trusted the police. Trust levels for both institutions were significantly lower in Sudan, 

Algeria, and Morocco.  

Figure 7: Trust in police and army | 5 North African countries | 2015 

 

Respondents were asked: How much do you trust each of the following, or haven’t you heard enough 

about them to say: The army? The police? (% who said “somewhat” or “a lot”)  
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Figure 8: Extent of perceived ISIL and AQIM threat, by security presence | 5 North 

African countries | 2015 

Figure 8a: Algeria     Figure 8b: Egypt 

 

Figure 8c: Morocco     Figure 8d: Sudan 

 

Figure 8e: Tunisia  
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To further explore this data, please visit 
Afrobarometer's online data analysis facility at 
www.afrobarometer.org/online-data-analysis. 

When examining the relationship between the presence of these security institutions and the 

perceived threat posed by ISIL and AQIM, results are mixed. In Algeria, Egypt, and Morocco, 

areas with an army presence expressed lower levels of perceived threat than areas without 

an army presence (Figures 8a-8c above), while police presence seemed to correspond with 

higher perceptions of threat.  

In Sudan and Tunisia, however, neither army nor police presence seemed to make a 

difference in perceived threat levels (Figures 8d-e above). An understanding of the interplay 

of multiple variables (including the effect of perceived threat on police/army presence) will 

require more extensive data collection and analysis.  

What motivates people to join extremist organisations?  

Thousands of North Africans have traveled to the Middle East to serve as fighters for extremist 

groups. Estimates for 2015 alone cite up to 1,500 Moroccans (Overseas Security Advisory 

Council, 2015), 6,000 Tunisians, hundreds of Egyptians and Algerians, and roughly 100 

Sudanese (International Centre for the Study of Radicalization and Political Violence, 2015; 

Soufan Group, 2015). Understanding the motivations that lead individuals, groups, and 

communities to support violent extremism remains a challenge for researchers and 

policymakers.   

Scholars have argued that a variety of factors can work in different combinations depending 

on the context. Poverty is often seen as a driver of extremism but may in fact work in 

confluence with other political and social grievances (Krueger 2003; Krueger & Maleckova, 

2003). For example, Denoeux and Carter (2009) found that if one controls for civil liberties, 

poorer countries do not generate more 

terrorism than richer countries, 

meaning that the extent of individual 

civil liberties, not poverty, may 

influence the risk of experiencing 

violent extremism. Bueno de Mesquita 

(2005) shows that a model that takes 

into account the effects of both ideology and economics on terrorist mobilization fits the 

evidence better than one assessing economics alone. Moreover, violent extremism espoused 

as a result of political exclusion and poor economic conditions may be advocated in 

religious terms. In brief, theories that attempt to assign a single, independent “cause” of 

violent extremism should be taken with caution.  

The present analysis is not intended to provide causal explanations for why individuals join 

violent extremist organisations. It provides a glimpse of ordinary citizens’ views of the 

motivations of recruits, which might offer some insight into the types of environments that 

may be susceptible to successful terrorist recruitment. 

Across the five countries surveyed in North Africa, citizens were most likely to cite poverty 

(25%), religious beliefs (18%), unemployment (15%), and lack of education (10%) as the main 

reason why some people join ISIL (Figure 9).  

Poverty was the most frequently cited reason in Morocco (32%), Tunisia (32%), and Sudan 

(23%), while religious beliefs were about as frequently mentioned as poverty in Egypt and 

Algeria (Figure 10). (See Table A.2 in the Appendix for other response frequencies by 

country.)  
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Figure 9: Motivations for joining ISIL | 5 North African countries | 2015 

 

Respondents were asked: There is much talk about the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant, or ISIL, 

which is attracting members and fighters from a number of countries. In your opinion, what is the main 

reason that some [people from your country] join this group? (Figure shows first response.) 

Figure 10: Motivations for joining ISIL | top 4 responses | by country | 5 North African 

countries | 2015 

Respondents were asked: There is much talk about the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant, or ISIL, 

which is attracting members and fighters from a number of countries. In your opinion, what is the main 

reason that some [people from your country] join this group? (Figure shows first response.)  
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Respondents at different socioeconomic levels differed in their perceptions of why some 

people join ISIL. Citizens with high lived poverty were most likely to cite poverty as the top 

motivation (38%), followed by unemployment as a distant second (17%) (Figure 11). Poverty 

was also the most commonly cited reason among citizens with no lived poverty, but at a 

lower frequency (24%), and followed closely by religious beliefs (21%). 

Across different levels of education, citizens perceived similar motivations for why some 

people join ISIL, with modest variations in emphasis (Figure 12). Less-educated citizens were 

more likely than their better-educated peers to cite poverty as the top motivation, while 

those with secondary or post-secondary education more often mentioned religious beliefs 

and lack of education than those with primary or no formal education.  

Figure 11: Motivations for joining ISIL | top 4 responses | by lived poverty                    

| 5 North African countries | 2015 

 
Respondents were asked: There is much talk about the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant, or ISIL, 

which is attracting members and fighters from a number of countries. In your opinion, what is the main 

reason that some [people from your country] join this group? (Figure shows first response.)  

Figure 12: Motivations for joining ISIL | top 4 responses | by education level               

| 5 North African countries | 2015 

 
Respondents were asked: There is much talk about the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant, or ISIL, 

which is attracting members and fighters from a number of countries. In your opinion, what is the main 

reason that some [people from your country] join this group? (Figure shows first response.)  
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Perceptions of motivations held fairly constant across gender, urban-rural residence, 

employment status, and age groups, with poverty cited most frequently, followed by religious 

beliefs, unemployment, and lack of education (see Table A.3 in the Appendix).  

Conclusion 

While violent extremism poses a significant challenge for countries across the North African 

region, Tunisians and Egyptians see ISIL and AQIM as more active and a greater threat than 

do Algerians, Moroccans, and Sudanese. Public perceptions of the threat posed by violent 

extremists do not always correspond to objective data based on past attacks. For instance, 

Egypt experienced far more terror attacks in 2014 than Tunisia, but its citizens were less likely 

than Tunisians to perceive ISIL and AQIM as substantial threats. Citizens’ perceptions of why 

some people join ISIL focused on poverty, religious beliefs, and unemployment. These 

exploratory findings suggest that the perceptions of ordinary citizens can help inform 

researchers and policymakers seeking to counter and prevent violent extremism.  
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Appendix 

Table A.1: Afrobarometer Round 6 fieldwork dates and previous survey rounds 

Country 
Months when Round 6 

fieldwork was conducted 
Previous survey rounds 

Algeria May-June 2015 2013 

Benin May-June 2014 2005, 2008, 2011 

Botswana June-July 2014 1999, 2003, 2005, 2008, 2012 

Burkina Faso April-May 2015 2008, 2012 

Burundi September-October 2014 2012 

Cameroon January-February 2015 2013 

Cape Verde November-December 2014 2002, 2005, 2008, 2011 

Côte d'Ivoire August-September 2014 2013 

Egypt June-July 2015 2013 

Gabon September 2015 N/A 

Ghana May-June 2014 1999, 2002, 2005, 2008, 2012 

Guinea March-April 2015 2013 

Kenya November-December 2014 2003, 2005, 2008, 2011 

Lesotho May 2014 2000, 2003, 2005, 2008, 2012 

Liberia May 2015 2008, 2012 

Madagascar December 2015-January 2015 2005, 2008, 2013 

Malawi March-April 2014 1999, 2003, 2005, 2008, 2012 

Mali December 2014 2001, 2002, 2005, 2008, 2013 

Mauritius June-July 2014 2012 

Morocco November 2015 2013 

Mozambique June-August 2015 2002, 2005, 2008, 2012 

Namibia August-September 2014 1999, 2003, 2006, 2008, 2012 

Niger  April 2015 2013 

Nigeria December 2014-January 2015 2000, 2003, 2005, 2008, 2013 

São Tomé and Principe July-August 2015 N/A 

Senegal November-December 2014 2002, 2005, 2008, 2013 

Sierra Leone May-June 2015 2012 

South Africa August-September 2015 2000, 2002, 2006, 2008, 2011 

Sudan June 2015 2013 
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Country 
Months when Round 6 

fieldwork was conducted 
Previous survey rounds 

Swaziland April 2015 2013 

Tanzania August-November 2014 2001, 2003, 2005, 2008, 2012 

Togo October 2014 2012 

Tunisia April-May 2015 2013 

Uganda May 2015 2000, 2002, 2005, 2008, 2012 

Zambia October 2014 1999, 2003, 2005, 2009, 2013 

Zimbabwe November 2014 1999, 2004, 2005, 2009, 2012 

 

Table A.2: Motivations for joining ISIL | 5 North African countries | 2015 

 Algeria Egypt Morocco Sudan Tunisia Average 

 Poverty 18% 20% 32% 23% 32% 25% 

 Unemployment 16% 15% 10% 18% 18% 15% 

 Lack of education 15% 13% 11% 7% 6% 10% 

 Religious beliefs/ Religious 
extremism/ misunderstandings of 
religious teachings 

19% 21% 18% 16% 17% 18% 

 Don't know 6% 16% 14% 13% 7% 11% 

Government is ineffective or not 
providing for people 

5% 1% 2% 8% 2% 3% 

The movements’ willingness to stand 
up to the West 

4% 2% 2% 4% 0% 2% 

Government corruption 5% 0% 2% 1% 2% 2% 

Other 12% 13% 9% 11% 19% 13% 

Respondents were asked: There is much talk about the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant, or ISIL, 

which is attracting members and fighters from a number of countries. In your opinion, what is the main 

reason that some [people from your country] join this group? (Table shows first response.) 
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Table A.3: Motivations for joining ISIL | by urban-rural residence, sex, employment 

status, education, and age group | 5 North African countries | 2015 

 
Poverty 

Religious 

beliefs 
Unemployment 

Lack of 

education 

Residence Urban 23% 19% 16% 10% 

Rural  27% 16% 16% 10% 

Sex Male  25% 20% 15% 10% 

Female 25% 16% 16% 11% 

Employment 

status 

No (not looking) 25% 16% 14% 11% 

No (looking) 25% 18% 20% 8% 

Yes, part time 24% 19% 15% 9% 

Yes, full time 24% 21% 14% 11% 

Education No formal 

education 28% 14% 15% 8% 

Primary 26% 17% 16% 10% 

Secondary 23% 19% 16% 11% 

Post-secondary 24% 21% 15% 12% 

Age 18-25 24% 19% 17% 11% 

26-35 27% 19% 15% 9% 

36-45 26% 18% 14% 10% 

46-55 24% 18% 16% 11% 

56-65 25% 17% 13% 8% 

Average 25% 18% 15% 10% 

Respondents were asked: There is much talk about the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant, or ISIL, 

which is attracting members and fighters from a number of countries. In your opinion, what is the main 

reason that some [people from your country] join this group? (Table shows first response.) 
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  Dispatch No. 101 | 16 June 2016 

Youth political engagement in South Africa: 

Beyond student protests 

Afrobarometer Dispatch No. 101 | Rorisang Lekalake 

 

Summary 

South Africa’s Youth Day 2016 (16 June) marks the 40th anniversary of the Soweto uprisings, 

during which thousands of high school students marched to protest the introduction of 

Afrikaans as a language of instruction in the public education system. The demonstrations 

proved to be a watershed in the fight against apartheid by bringing South African youth to 

the forefront of the liberation struggle (South African History Online, 2016). Mattes and 

Richmond (2015) argue that since then, South Africans have held “contradictory” beliefs 

about the nature of young people’s role in politics: “On one hand … many people see youth 

as the primary catalyst of activism and political change. ... On the other hand … a wide 

range of commentators routinely experience ‘moral panic’ about the apparent ‘crisis’ of 

youth and its corrosive effect on the country’s political culture” (p. 1).  

Youth political engagement has again come into focus during ongoing nationwide “fallist” 

protests led by university students demanding change in South African higher education 

institutions. In January 2016, the Minister of Higher Education and Training, Dr. Blade 

Nzimande, met with student representatives to present progress toward eight demands, 

including addressing financial barriers to higher education, inadequate housing, and 

exclusionary language policies (Ministry of Higher Education, 2016a). However, the following 

month his office released a statement condemning damage to university property amidst 

renewed protests (Ministry of Higher Education, 2016b). 

Despite this renewed activism among university students, findings from the 2015 

Afrobarometer survey indicate little change in levels of political participation among South 

African youth (aged 18-35 years) in general. While half of young survey respondents say they 

attended a community meeting in the previous year, only minorities report engaging in 

various other forms of civic and protest action, including protest marches. Youth participation 

in demonstrations is higher than in 2011 but lower than the levels reported in 2000-2006. These 

results suggest that student activism is atypical of South African youth’s political behaviour in 

general and that any further youth engagement on issues of transformation in the country is 

likely to remain concentrated on university campuses.  

Although perceptions of political freedoms have increased since 2008, ordinary young South 

Africans appear to see the country’s leadership as relatively inaccessible. However, rising 

contact levels with local government officials indicate that youth may be increasingly willing 

to hold their elected leaders accountable at this level of government. 

Afrobarometer survey  

Afrobarometer is a pan-African, non-partisan research network that conducts public attitude 

surveys on democracy, governance, economic conditions, and related issues across more 

than 30 countries in Africa. After five rounds of surveys between 1999 and 2013, results of 

Round 6 surveys (2014/2015) are currently being published. Afrobarometer conducts face-to-

face interviews in the language of the respondent’s choice with nationally representative 

samples of 1,200 or 2,400 respondents. 
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The Afrobarometer team in South Africa, led by the Institute for Justice and Reconciliation 

(IJR) and Plus 94 Research, interviewed 2,400 adult South Africans in August and September 

2015. A sample of this size yields country-level results with a margin of error of +/-2% at a 95% 

confidence level. Previous surveys were conducted in South Africa in 2000, 2002, 2004, 2006, 

2008, and 2011.  

While the official definition of “youth” in South Africa is ages 14-35 years (Presidency of South 

Africa, 2015), Afrobarometer samples include only adult citizens. As a result, this analysis 

focuses on respondents aged 18-35. Margins of uncertainty surrounding generalizations 

about population subgroups (e.g. by age or race group or education attainment) are wider 

than for country-level results, calling for caution in interpreting associated numerical results.   

Key findings 

 A majority of South African youth say they are “somewhat” or “very” interested in 

public affairs (55%) and discuss politics at least “occasionally” (73%). While discussion 

of politics has increased since 2004 (by 13 percentage points), reported interest has 

been relatively stable over time.  

 At least two-thirds of survey respondents aged 18-35 years believe that citizens should 

“always” vote in elections (69%), pay taxes (67%), and complain if public services are 

of poor quality (66%) – all of which are generally associated with good citizenship.  

 Three in 10 youth (30%) are active members or official leaders of a religious group, 

while 15% are actively involved in a voluntary association or community group. 

Membership in religious groups has declined by 17 percentage points since this 

question was first asked in 2004.  

 Half (51%) of young citizens say they attended a community meeting at least once in 

the previous year, and one-third (34%) say they joined others to raise an issue. 

Participation in protest action was less common (15% on average across five types of 

protest activities). 

 Two in 10 youth (19%) say they participated in a demonstration or protest march in 

2015, an 8-percentage-point increase since 2011. However, this remains below the 

levels recorded in 2002-2006.     

 A majority (56%) of youth say they did not contact any of six types of political and 

community leaders in the preceding year. Contact was highest – and increasing – 

with local government councillors and religious leaders (each 29%) and lowest with 

members of Parliament (3%). 

Interest in and discussion of politics 

The proportion of South African youth who report discussing politics at least “occasionally” 

has increased in the past decade, from 60% in 2004 to 73% in 2015. In contrast, reported 

interest in public affairs has been stable, at slightly more than half, since declining from 62% in 

2008 (Figure 1). (For frequencies by age subgroup, see Appendix Table A.1.) 

According to 2015 survey results, rural and male youth are more likely to be “very” or 

“somewhat” interested in public affairs than urban residents and young women. There is no 

clear pattern by education level. Analysis by race shows that Indian (59%) and black (58%) 

youth report the highest interest levels, followed by white (50%) and Coloured (42%) young 

citizens (Figure 2). 
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Male youth are also more likely to discuss politics “occasionally” or “frequently” than women 

(76% vs. 70%), and discussion levels increase with educational attainment. However, there 

are no significant differences in young people’s behaviour by location (Figure 3). Among 

race groups, young Indian citizens are most likely to discuss politics (81%), followed by black 

(74%), white (71%), and Coloured (68%) youth. However, frequent discussion of political issues 

is significantly more prevalent among black (21%) than among Indian (6%) youth.  

Figure 1: Interest in and discussion of politics | 18- to 35-year-olds | South Africa               

| 2004-2015 

 
Respondents were asked:  

- How interested would you say you are in public affairs? 

- When you get together with your friends or family, would you say you discuss political matters 

frequently, occasionally, or never? 

Figure 2: Interest in public affairs | by race, education,1 gender, and location           

| 18- to 35-year-olds | South Africa | 2015 

 
Respondents were asked: How interested would you say you are in public affairs? 

 (% “very interested” or “somewhat interested”)  

                                                
1
 The category “no formal schooling” is excluded from the analysis because of its small sample size: Of 1,140 

respondents aged 18-35 years, only six (0.5% of the total) had no formal schooling. 
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Figure 3: Discussion of politics | by race, education, gender, and location                 

| 18- to 35-year-olds | South Africa | 2015 

 
Respondents were asked: When you get together with your friends or family, would you say you discuss 

political matters frequently, occasionally, or never? 

Media usage 

Six in 10 South Africans (62%) access news from television, radio, social media, the Internet, or 

newspapers on a daily basis or “a few times a week.” On average, news consumption is 

highest via television (90%) and radio (81%), while fewer than half of citizens regularly access 

news via newspapers (49%), social media (48%), and the Internet (42%). These levels are well 

above the average for 36 countries surveyed by Afrobarometer in 2014/2015 (for more 

information, see Afrobarometer Dispatch No. 85, available at www.afrobarometer.org). 

Analysis by age shows that, on average, young citizens are significantly more likely to access 

news across the five media sources on a regular basis than those aged over 35 years (66% vs. 

56%) (Figure 4). Radio listenership and newspaper readership increase after the age of 25, 

while citizens aged 18-25 years are significantly more likely than their elders to access news 

via social media and the Internet. Watching television news regularly is equally common 

among citizens of all age groups. 
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Figure 4: Regular news consumption | by age | South Africa | 2015 

 
Respondents were asked: How often do you get news from the following sources: Radio? TV? 

Newspapers? The Internet? Social media such as Facebook and Twitter? (% who say “every day” or “a 

few times a week”) 

Citizenship norms, political freedoms, and partisan identification 

More than two-thirds of South Africans believe that good citizens should “always” vote in 

elections (71%), pay taxes they owe to government (67%), and complain about public 

services when they are of poor quality (65%). Youth are about as likely as their elders to 

support these behaviours, which are generally associated with good democratic citizenship, 

though they place slightly less emphasis on voting (Table 1). Among youth and older citizens 

alike, only minorities say that requesting personal assistance from leaders (40%), avoiding 

criticizing the government (35%), and agreeing with their communities on political issues 

(29%) constitute good citizenship.  

Table 1: Citizenship norms | by age | South Africa | 2015 

Good citizens should always … 
18-25 
years 

26-35 
years 

36 and 
older 

Average 
(all ages) 

Vote in elections 67% 71% 75% 71% 

Pay taxes they owe to government 70% 64% 68% 67% 

Complain to government officials when 
public services are of poor quality 

67% 64% 65% 65% 

Request personal assistance from elected 
officials, such as help with school fees or 
funeral expenses 

43% 40% 38% 40% 

Avoid criticizing the government 35% 35% 34% 35% 

Agree with the majority of people in his or 
her community on political issues 

28% 27% 33% 29% 

Respondents were asked: For each of the following actions, please tell me whether you think it is 

something a good citizen in a democracy should always do, never do, or do only if they choose?           

(% “should always do”) 
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Young people report significantly higher levels of political freedoms than when this question 

was first asked in 2008. Among 18- to 35-year-olds, 88% say they are “somewhat free” or 

“completely free” to say what they think, compared to 76% in 2008. Similar gains are evident 

with regard to freedom of association (89% vs. 78%) and freedom to vote for the candidate 

of one’s choice (95% vs. 80%) (Figure 5). Further analysis of the 2015 results shows only slight 

differences in South Africans’ perceptions by age (Appendix Table A.2) or by key social and 

demographic indicators (Figure 6). 

Figure 5: Political freedoms | 18- to 35-year-olds | South Africa | 2008-2015 

 
Respondents were asked: In this country, how free are you: To say what you think? To join any political 

organisation you want? To choose who to vote for without feeling pressured? 

(% “completely free” or “somewhat free”) 

Figure 6: Political freedoms | by race, education, gender, and location                       

| 18- to 35-year-olds | South Africa | 2015 

 
Respondents were asked: In this country, how free are you: To say what you think? To join any political 

organisation you want? To choose who to vote for without feeling pressured? 

(% “completely free” or “somewhat free”) 
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The proportion of young South Africans who say they feel “close” to a particular political 

party reached a new high in 2015 at 70%, up from 57% in 2011 (Figure 7). Further analysis of 

party affiliation by age shows that young citizens are less likely to identify with the African 

National Congress than those aged over 36 years (40% vs. 48%), while affiliation with 

opposition parties is consistent across age groups (Appendix Table A.3). 

Figure 7: Partisan identification | 18- to 35-year-olds | South Africa | 2000-2015 

 
Respondents were asked: Do you feel close to any particular political party? 

Civic engagement 

Mattes and Richmond (2015) found that South Africans aged 18-25 years shared similar views 

of the role of citizens in a democracy as their elders but were less likely to engage in the 

political process via conventional forms of non-electoral participation such as involvement in 

civic organisations and contact with elected leaders. The present analysis updates these 

findings using the results of the most recent Afrobarometer survey and extends the analysis to 

18- to 35-year-olds.   

South African youth are more than twice as likely to join religious groups as they are to join 

voluntary associations or community groups. On average since 2002, 35% of survey 

respondents have said they are “active members” or “official leaders” of religious groups, 

while only 13% have said the same about community groups since 2008. Active membership 

in religious groups has declined over time, from almost half (47%) in 2002 to 30% in 2015, while 

membership in voluntary associations has been fairly stable (Figure 8). Comparison across 

age groups shows that youth membership in groups is only slightly lower than membership by 

citizens older than 36 years (see Appendix Table A.4).  
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Figure 8: Active membership in civic organisations | 18- to 35-year-olds | South 

Africa | 2002-2015 

 
Respondents were asked: Now I am going to read out a list of groups that people join or attend. For 

each one, could you tell me whether you are an official leader, an active member, an inactive 

member, or not a member? (% “active member” or “official leader”) 

 

Half (51%) of 2015 survey respondents aged 18-35 years attended a community meeting in 

the previous year, and one-third (33%) joined together with others to raise an issue (Figure 9). 

These levels are slightly lower than those for older citizens (54% and 42%, respectively; see 

Appendix Table A.5).  

Figure 9: Civic participation | 18- to 35-year-olds | South Africa | 2015 

 
Respondents were asked: Here is a list of actions that people sometimes take as citizens. For each of 

these, please tell me whether you, personally, have done any of these things during the past year: 

Attended a community meeting? Got together with others to raise an issue? 
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To further explore this data, please visit 
Afrobarometer's online data analysis facility at 
www.afrobarometer.org/online-data-analysis. 

Attending community meetings has consistently been more common than joining others to 

raise an issue (53% vs. 39% on average since 2002). Both measures have declined since these 

questions were first asked in 2002 (Figure 10). 

Figure 10: Civic participation | 18- to 35-year-olds | South Africa | 2002-2015 

 
Respondents were asked: Here is a list of actions that people sometimes take as citizens. For each of these, 

please tell me whether you, personally, have done any of these things during the past year. (% “yes”) 

Contact with political and community leaders 

Afrobarometer data show that only minorities of South African youth have had contact with 

political or community leaders. On average since 2002, contact has been highest with 

religious leaders (24%) and lowest with members of Parliament (6%). Levels of contact with 

local government councillors and religious leaders (each 29%) are currently more than 

double those for any other types of leaders 

due to significant increases in these 

measures over time (Figure 11). 

Comparison by age shows that contact 

levels increase slightly with age (Appendix 

Table A.6). 

When asked about how and why they 

contacted these leaders, almost equal 

proportions of respondents say that they went alone (21%) or with a group (23%) and that 

they did so to discuss a community problem (24%) or a personal problem (19%) (Figure 12). 

More than half (56%) had no contact with any of the six types of leaders. 
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Figure 11: Contact with leaders | 18- to 35-year-olds | South Africa | 2002-2015 

 
Respondents were asked: During the past year, how often have you contacted any of the following 

persons about some important problem or to give them your views?2 

Figure 12: Type of contact with political leaders | 18- to 35-year-olds | South Africa        

| 2015 

 
Respondents were asked: Thinking of the last time you contacted any of these leaders, did you go: 

Alone or with a group? To discuss a community problem or a personal problem? 

                                                
2
 Question text referred to “official in a government ministry” prior to 2008 and to “traditional rulers” prior to 

2015. 
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Youth participation in protest action 

Previous analysis of unconventional political engagement in South Africa shows that citizens 

aged 18-25 years reported relatively high rates of participation in demonstrations or protest 

marches, but that these levels had been declining since 2000 and that this age group was 

no more likely to use force or violence than their elders (Mattes & Richmond, 2015).  

Looking at 2015 data for the expanded youth age group of 18-35 years, Afrobarometer 

survey respondents report lower levels of participation in protest action than in civic activities, 

despite the large number of student protests throughout the country in 2015. Young 

respondents are most likely to report joining others in their communities to request 

government action (30%) and least likely to report refusing to pay a tax or fee to government 

(4%) in the previous year (Figure 13).  

Two in 10 (19%) attended a demonstration or protest, and a further 41% say they would do so 

if given the opportunity. Four in 10 respondents (39%) say they would “never” participate in a 

demonstration or protest. (See Appendix Table A.7 for frequencies by age group.) 

Analysis of youth protest activity over time shows that around one-quarter of survey 

respondents reported participating in demonstrations or protest marches between 2002 and 

2006, after which the proportion declined to just 11% in 2011 before rising again to 19%, 

perhaps reflecting involvement in the student protests of 2015 (Figure 14). Other measures of 

protest activity either stayed stable or were asked for the first time in 2015.  

Figure 13: Participation in protest action | 18- to 35-year-olds | South Africa | 2015 

 
Respondents were asked: Here is a list of actions that people sometimes take as citizens when they are 

dissatisfied with government performance. For each of these, please tell me whether you, personally, 

have done any of these things during the past year: Joined others in your community to request action 

from government? Contacted the media, like calling a radio program or writing a letter to a 

newspaper? Contacted a government official to ask for help or make a complaint? Refused to pay a 

tax or fee to government? Participated in a demonstration or protest march? 
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Figure 14: Participation in protest action | 18- to 35-year-olds | South Africa                

| 2002-2015 

 
Respondents were asked: Here is a list of actions that people sometimes take as citizens when they are 

dissatisfied with government performance. For each of these, please tell me whether you, personally, 

have done any of these things during the past year: Joined others in your community to request action 

from government? Contacted the media, like calling a radio program or writing a letter to a 

newspaper? Contacted a government official to ask for help or make a complaint? Refused to pay a 

tax or fee to government? Participated in a demonstration or protest march? 

 (% “yes, at least once”) 

 

Among South African youth, participation in demonstrations and protest marches is more 

likely among men (22%) and rural residents (22%) than among women (16%) and urban 

residents (18%). Youth with at least a secondary education (20%) are almost twice as likely to 

say they marched to protest an issue as those with only a primary education (11%) (Figure 

15). Results by race group show that young black citizens are far more likely to be involved in 

a demonstration or protest march (22%) than Coloured (11%), white (3%), and Indian (3%) 

youth.  

Majorities of white (66%) and Indian (59%) youth say they would “never” participate in these 

actions, compared to fewer than four in 10 Coloured (38%) and black (36%) young citizens. 

This view is also more prevalent among youth with post-secondary education (47%) than 

among their peers with lower levels of attainment (37%), despite the many protests at tertiary 

institutions in 2015. 

Although youth in general are more likely to engage in protest action than their elders, 

survey respondents of around university age (18-25 years) are less likely than those aged 26-

35 years to have participated in a demonstration or march (16% vs. 21%) and more likely to 

say that they would never do so (44% vs. 36%) (Figure 16).  
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Figure 15: Participation in a demonstration or protest march | by race, education, 

gender, and location | 18- to 35-year-olds | South Africa | 2015 

 
Respondents were asked: Here is a list of actions that people sometimes take as citizens when they are 

dissatisfied with government performance. For each of these, please tell me whether you, personally, 

have done any of these things during the past year: Participated in a demonstration or protest march? 

 (% “yes, at least once”) 

Figure 16: Participation in a demonstration or protest march | by age | South Africa 

| 2015 

 
Respondents were asked: Here is a list of actions that people sometimes take as citizens when they are 

dissatisfied with government performance. For each of these, please tell me whether you, personally, 

have done any of these things during the past year: Participated in a demonstration or protest march? 
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Conclusion 

Ongoing protests on South African university campuses have renewed public debate on the 

role of the nation’s youth in politics and societal transformation. Although the national 

government has acknowledged the validity of many of the protestors’ demands and agreed 

to work toward the primary goal of eliminating financial barriers to high education in 2016, its 

response to outbreaks of violent protests illustrates Mattes and Richmond’s (2015) argument 

about “moral panic” regarding certain forms of youth activism. 

Analysis of youth political engagement in South Africa suggests that these student 

demonstrations are not reflective of young citizens’ political behaviour in general. Although 

majorities of youth say they are interested in public affairs and enjoy political freedoms, only 

two in 10 participated in a demonstration or protest in the preceding year. Furthermore, 

respondents of roughly university age (18-25 years) are more likely to say that they would 

“never” do so than those aged 26-35 years.  

Levels of civic engagement are generally higher than participation in protest activities, 

particularly with regard to membership in religious groups and attending community 

meetings. Although levels of partisan identification among the youth reached a new high in 

2015, engagement with members of Parliament remains low. However, young citizens’ levels 

of contact with elected representatives at the local level have increased significantly since 

2002.  
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Appendix 

Table A.1: Cognitive engagement | by age | South Africa | 2015 

 18-25 years 26-35 years 36 and older 

Interest in public affairs 

   Not at all/Not very interested 49% 41% 41% 

   Very/Somewhat interested 51% 59% 59% 

Discussion of politics 

   Never 31% 24% 26% 

   Occasionally 52% 56% 52% 

   Frequently 17% 19% 22% 
Respondents were asked:  

- How interested would you say you are in public affairs? 

- When you get together with your friends or family, would you say you discuss political matters 

frequently, occasionally, or never? 

Table A.2: Political freedoms | by age | South Africa | 2015 

 18-25 years 26-35 years 36 and older 

Free to say what you think 86% 90% 87% 

Free to join any political organisation 93% 94% 92% 

Free to choose who to vote for 96% 95% 94% 
Respondents were asked: In this country, how free are you: To say what you think? To join any political 

organisation you want? To choose who to vote for without feeling pressured? 

(% “completely free” or “somewhat free”) 

Table A.3: Political affiliation | by age | South Africa | 2015 

 18-25 years 26-35 years 36 and older 

No affiliation 33% 29% 24% 

ANC 40% 41% 48% 

Opposition party 25% 26% 24% 

Refused/Don't know 2% 3% 3% 
Respondents were asked: Do you feel close to any particular political party? (If yes:) Which party is 

that? (Note: “No affiliation” refers to respondents who answered “no,” “don’t know,” or “refused” on 

the first question.) 

Table A.4: Group membership | by age | South Africa | 2015 

 18-25 years 26-35 years 36 and older 

Religious group 

   Not a member 55% 54% 52% 

   Inactive member 14% 16% 14% 

   Active member/Official leader 30% 29% 34% 

Voluntary association or community group 

   Not a member 72% 72% 70% 

   Inactive member 11% 14% 11% 

   Active member/Official leader 16% 14% 19% 
Respondents were asked: Now I am going to read out a list of groups that people join or attend. For 

each one, could you tell me whether you are an official leader, an active member, an inactive 

member, or not a member? 
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Table A.5: Civic participation | by age | South Africa | 2015 

 18-25 years 26-35 years 36 and older 

Attended a community meeting 46% 54% 54% 

Joined with others to raise an issue 29% 38% 42% 
Respondents were asked: Here is a list of actions that people sometimes take as citizens. For each of 

these, please tell me whether you, personally, have done any of these things during the past year: 

Attended a community meeting? Got together with others to raise an issue? 

Table A.6: Contact with political leaders | by age | South Africa | 2015 

 18-25 years 26-35 years 36 and older 

Local government councillor 24% 33% 35% 

Religious leaders 27% 30% 34% 

Traditional leaders 11% 15% 17% 

A political party official 11% 10% 14% 

An official of a government agency 5% 7% 11% 

A member of Parliament 2% 4% 5% 
Respondents were asked: During the past year, how often have you contacted any of the following 

persons about some important problem or to give them your views? 

Table A.7: Participation in protest action | by age | South Africa | 2015 

 18-25 years 26-35 years 36 and older 

Joined others to request government action 25% 34% 31% 

Attended demonstration or protest march 16% 21% 16% 

Contacted official for help 8% 16% 18% 

Contacted media 8% 9% 10% 

Refused to pay tax or fee to government 3% 4% 4% 
Respondents were asked: Here is a list of actions that people sometimes take as citizens when they are 

dissatisfied with government performance. For each of these, please tell me whether you, personally, 

have done any of these things during the past year: Joined others in your community to request action 

from government? Contacted the media, like calling a radio program or writing a letter to a 

newspaper? Contacted a government official to ask for help or make a complaint? Refused to pay a 

tax or fee to government? Participated in a demonstration or protest march? 
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Introduction 

On 30 September 2016, Botswana will mark its 50th year of independence from the United 

Kingdom, a significant occasion for both celebration and reflection. An important part of this 

reflection has focused on Botswana’s transition from National Vision 2016, the blueprint that 

has guided the country’s development for the past two decades, to National Vision 2036, in 

tandem with the global move from the United Nations’ Millennium Development Goals to 

Sustainable Development Goals (Ministry of Finance and Development Planning, 2016a). 

A presidential task force is leading national consultations on National Vision 2036, a first draft 

of which is due for presentation, debate, and approval during the 2016 parliamentary winter 

session (Botswana Press Agency, 2016)). A final document is expected to replace Vision 2016 

in September.  

In monitoring progress toward Vision 2016’s four long-term goals (sustained development, 

rapid economic growth, economic independence, and social justice) and seven 

development “pillars,” the Vision 2016 Council has generally relied on a variety of regional 

and international indicators of objective data, such as per capita gross national income 

(GNI) or the Human Development Index (HDI) on the economic front and indicators of 

governance and democracy from the Mo Ibrahim Foundation and Freedom House on the 

political front (Vision 2016 Council, 2016). In addition, the council conducted a public opinion 

survey in 2010 to gain an understanding of ordinary citizens’ evaluations of the document 

itself and of the country’s progress on its development indicators.1  

This paper aims to complement that study by providing updated analysis from the latest 

Afrobarometer survey (2014) in Botswana, in addition to longitudinal data and 

supplementary insights from the Afrobarometer questionnaire’s broader focus.  

What are Batswana’s evaluations of the progress made toward each of the National Vision 

2016 development pillars? Which areas should the government prioritize moving forward into 

a post-2016 development agenda? 

The analysis applies the Vision 2016 Council survey’s benchmarks to Afrobarometer findings 

to evaluate success or failure on all seven pillars: an educated, informed nation; a 

prosperous, productive, and innovative nation; a compassionate and caring nation; a safe 

and secure nation; an open, democratic, and accountable nation; a moral and tolerant 

nation; and a united and proud nation.2 Positive evaluations by 67% or more of citizens 

constitute “good” performance, 50%-66% is “average,” 34%-49% is “poor,” and less than 33% 

is “critical” (Vision 2016 Council, 2010, p. 6.).  

Overall, the results show that the country has done fairly well in a number of areas, 

particularly in improving access to education and maintaining social cohesion, but continues 

to struggle to distribute national wealth among all of its citizens. Consequently, political 

leaders and ordinary Batswana will continue to face many of the same economic 

challenges identified in 1997 as the country moves into the next phase of national 

development.   

Afrobarometer survey  

Afrobarometer is a pan-African, non-partisan research network that conducts public attitude 

surveys on democracy, governance, economic conditions, and related issues across more 

than 30 countries in Africa. After five rounds of surveys between 1999 and 2013, results of 

Round 6 surveys (2014/2015) are currently being published. Afrobarometer conducts        

                                                      

1
 Results of the nationally representative household survey of 1,200 citizens across 15 administrative districts 

were released on 30 August 2010. 
2
 A breakdown of pillars and their indicators and a summary of results are provided in Appendix Table A.1. 
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face-to-face interviews in the language of the respondent’s choice with nationally 

representative samples of 1,200 or 2,400 respondents. 

For its Round 6 survey in Botswana, the national Afrobarometer team, led by Star Awards 

(Pty) Ltd., interviewed 1,200 adult Batswana in June and July 2014. A sample of this size yields 

country-level results with a margin of sampling error of +/-3% at a 95% confidence level. 

Previous surveys were conducted in Botswana in 1999, 2003, 2005, 2008, and 2012. 

Key findings 

 Education and information: Seven in 10 Batswana (70%) believe that the government 

is doing “very well” or “fairly well” on addressing educational needs, and six in 10 

regularly get news from either radio (64%) or television (59%). However, more work is 

needed to increase access to tertiary education and Internet connectivity. 

 Economic performance and living conditions: A majority of Batswana believe that 

the government is doing at least “fairly well” on economic management (63%), 

electricity provision (61%), and maintaining road infrastructure (54%). Evaluations for 

job creation and managing inflation are lower, and only 19% report living under “fairly 

good” or “very good” living conditions. 

 Access to and quality of basic services: A majority of citizens approve of government 

efforts to improve basic health services (74%), reduce poverty (66%), provide water 

and sanitation services (60%), and ensure food security (55%). However, only 45% 

believe that it is doing “fairly well” or “very well” on reducing inequality. Reported 

access to basic necessities has improved on most measures. 

 Personal safety and confidence in security forces/courts: The country is doing well in 

terms of government performance evaluations (67% positive), citizens’ sense of 

security in their homes and neighbourhoods (70% “never” or “just once or twice” felt 

unsafe), and infrequent victimisation. Although public confidence in the security 

forces and courts is relatively high (66%), the proportion of citizens who trust the police 

“a lot” or “somewhat” has declined by 11 percentage points since 2008. 

 Openness and accountability: Although Batswana continue to enjoy high levels of 

political freedoms, the proportion of citizens who feel “completely” or “somewhat” 

free to say what they think has decreased significantly since 2008 (from 93% to 83%). 

So has the proportion who say people “never” or “rarely” have to be careful in 

expressing political opinions (from 67% to 50%). Similarly, although citizens believe that 

government accountability is fairly strong, the proportions of Batswana who believe 

that the president regularly ignores laws or that officials go unpunished have 

increased significantly since 2008.   

 Civic engagement and social tolerance: Although Batswana are aware of their civic 

responsibilities, levels of political engagement vary widely. Six in 10 respondents report 

joining together with others to raise an issue (64%) and being members of a religious 

organisation (60%), but significantly fewer are members of a voluntary association or 

community group (24%) or attended a community meeting during the previous year 

(27%). Tolerance is high (91%, on average) for other ethnicities, religions, and 

nationalities as well as people living with HIV/AIDS, but not for sexual minorities (42%). 

 Identity and perceived government discrimination: Nine in 10 Batswana (89%) think of 

themselves primarily in terms of their national identity or place equal value on their 

national and ethnic identities. Two-thirds (64%) say the government “never” 

discriminates against members of their ethnic group. But citizens from smaller, 

politically marginalized ethnic communities are more likely to prioritize their group 

identity and report government discrimination. 
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Pillar 1: An educated, informed nation 

Planning for the 21st century’s “information age” and a corresponding rise in demand for 

highly qualified labour, the Botswana government set out to ensure a high-quality education 

for all citizens (Presidential Task Group on a Long-Term Vision for Botswana, 1997). The 

Southern African Development Community’s (SADC) industrialisation strategy for 2015-2063 

reflects National Vision 2016’s emphasis on education and information. It identifies the 

scarcity of skills in technical fields such as information and communications technology (ICT) 

and engineering as a significant constraint to industrialisation and calls for an increased 

emphasis on these fields throughout the region (Southern African Development Community, 

2015).  

In 2010, more than six in 10 respondents in the Vision 2016 Council’s household survey gave 

positive evaluations of government performance on education (66%) and information 

technology (64%) (Vision 2016 Council, 2010, p. 10). According to the study’s performance 

rating system, this finding would indicate “average” performance in this area. The following 

section presents Afrobarometer findings on education and media usage to provide broader 

and longitudinal analysis on this indicator. 

Education 

Afrobarometer survey results suggest that a majority of citizens believe that the government is 

making substantial progress toward achieving this goal. On average since 1999, 78% of 

respondents have said that the government is doing “very well” or “fairly well” on addressing 

the country’s educational needs. However, this rating has declined by 14 percentage points 

since its peak in 2008, indicating a need for further improvement in this area in the post-2016 

agenda (Figure 1). Furthermore, education ranks third among citizens’ perceptions of the 

most important problems facing the country (see Appendix Table A.2 for frequencies on 

most important problems and Table A.3 for evaluations of government performance across 

all indicators).  

Figure 1: Government performance on education | Botswana | 1999-2014 

 

Respondents were asked: How well or badly would you say the current government is handling the 

following matters, or haven’t you heard enough to say: Addressing educational needs? 

While primary education is almost universally accessible in Botswana, post-secondary 

attainment will have to increase to support the high level of skills required for the global 

knowledge economy. Only one in five Afrobarometer respondents (22%) had some form of 

post-secondary education in 2014, although this was higher among young citizens (30% 
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among those aged 18-29) (see Appendix Table A.4). A recent World Bank report on poverty 

in Botswana emphasises the link between educational attainment levels and better living 

standards but concludes that significant improvement is needed in the quality of education 

in the country, which lags behind others with similar per capita income levels (World Bank, 

2015, p. 170). 

According to the United Nations, Botswana spent 9%-10% of its gross domestic product on 

education between 2005 and 2009 (UNESCO Institute for Statistics, 2016). In 2015, the 

government adopted the Education and Training Sector Strategic Plan 2015-2020, designed 

to broaden access, improve the quality of education overall, and “strengthen the match 

between qualifications and labour market requirements” (Ministry of Education and Skills 

Development, 2015). The strategy appears to focus on introducing vocational training in 

junior secondary schools, however, rather than on increasing the number of senior schools, 

which are the pathway to university training.3  

Information 

National Vision 2016 predicted that the 21st century would “usher in an information-driven 

society throughout the world,” which would require significant public investment in ICT 

infrastructure in order to benefit all citizens (Presidential Task Group on a Long-Term Vision for 

Botswana, 1997, p. 29). Survey data indicate that Batswana are generally well-informed: A 

majority of citizens access news regularly (“every day” or “a few times a week”) via radio 

(64%) and television (59%), while consumption is lower for newspapers (47%) and digital 

platforms (25% for social media and 21% for the Internet) (Figure 2).  

Figure 2: Regular news consumption | Botswana | 1999-2014 

 

Respondents were asked: How often do you get news from the following sources? (% “every day” or “a 

few times a week”) 

Radio listenership has consistently been the leading news source since 1999 but has 

gradually declined over time (from 81% in 1999). Conversely, television news consumption 

has doubled, from 29% in 1999 to 59% in 2014, most likely due to the introduction of a national 

                                                      

3
 Public secondary education in Botswana is divided between junior secondary schools (years 8-10 of formal 

schooling) and senior secondary schools (years 11 and 12). At present there are more than 200 community 
junior secondary schools and 33 senior secondary schools in the country (Ministry of Education and Skills 
Development, 2016). 
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broadcaster, Botswana Television (BTV), in 2000. Television overtook newspapers as the 

second-most-popular source of news after 2006 and seems poised to overtake radio in the 

future if current trends persist. 

Batswana’s low usage of digital platforms reflects a widespread lack of Internet connectivity 

in the country; although the proportion of Batswana who use the Internet has increased 

since 2008, only 15% of respondents say they do so on a daily basis (see Appendix Table A.5). 

This is similar to average daily usage (14%) across the 36 African countries in which 

Afrobarometer conducted surveys in 2014/2015 (Nkomo & Wafula, 2016). In October 2015, 

the Ministry of Transport and Communications announced a plan to expand free Internet for 

both business and individual use in major towns and villages over the next three years 

(Keetile, 2015). 

Furthermore, the government’s 2016 draft budget proposes an allocation of P174 million 

(approximately USD 15.6 million) for ICT development as part of the Ministry of Transport and 

Communications’ development budget (Ministry of Finance and Development Planning, 

2016b). This investment provides an important opportunity for all media channels to expand 

their reach – particularly private sources, as public channels are already widely available via 

BTV, Radio Botswana (two channels, RB1 and RB2), and the Daily News (free print 

publication).  

Pillar 2: A prosperous, productive, and innovative nation 

Botswana’s economic transformation from one of the poorest countries in the world into an 

upper-middle-income economy is often cited as a development success story (e.g. 

Acemoglu, Johnson, & Robinson, 2001; Easterly & Levine, 1997; Samatar, 1999; and 

Sebudubudu & Molutsi, 2011). Between 1980 and 2014, Botswana’s per-capita GNI almost 

tripled, and its HDI score increased by 54.1% as access to basic sanitation services, health 

care, and education improved (United National Development Programme, 2015). Despite 

this success, the government has struggled to diversify the economy beyond diamond 

exports and public-sector spending and to overcome persistent unemployment and income 

inequality (African Development Bank, 2009).  

The 2016 Budget Speech highlights weak commodity prices (particularly diamonds) and 

shortages in supplies of water (due to drought) and electricity as the most pressing 

impediments to further economic growth (Ministry of Finance and Development Planning, 

2016a).  

National Vision 2016 emphasises that the country’s economic challenges have generally 

been the result of failure to implement existing policies, rather than a reflection of these 

policies’ merit, and therefore recommends stringent monitoring and evaluation throughout 

the public sector (Presidential Task Group on a Long-Term Vision for Botswana, 1997). The 

Vision 2016 Council’s household survey found that the government’s performance on this 

development pillar was perceived as relatively weak in 2010: While performance ratings 

were “good” on electricity (76% of respondents said “good”), performance was “poor” on 

running the economy (only 41% of respondents said “good”) and roads (42%), and “critical” 

on wages (27%) and employment creation (25%) (Vision 2016 Council, 2010). 

Economic performance 

In every Afrobarometer survey in Botswana since 2003, a majority of respondents have said 

that the government is doing “very well” or “fairly well” on managing the economy (Figure 

3). By the Vision 2016 Council benchmarks, Afrobarometer respondent evaluations are 

currently “average” for economic management (63% very/fairly well), electricity provision 

(61%), and maintaining road infrastructure (54%). Although evaluations for job creation (45% 

very/fairly well) and managing inflation (39%) are “poor” by Vision 2016 Council standards, 

positive evaluations on managing inflation increased by 27 percentage points between 2008 

and 2014, and there was a 13-point improvement on job creation.  
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Figure 3: Government economic performance ratings | Botswana | 1999-2014 

 

Respondents were asked: How well or badly would you say the current government is handling the 

following matters, or haven’t you heard enough to say?  
 (% “fairly well” or “very well”) 

Recent analysis of national priorities across 36 countries surveyed by Afrobarometer in 

2014/2015 shows that unemployment is the most frequently cited problem on the continent. 

Despite an increase in the proportion of citizens who say the government is doing at least 

“fairly well” on creating jobs, unemployment is the most frequently cited problem facing 

Botswana by a margin of 28 percentage points (see Appendix Table A.2).  

Living conditions 

Despite relatively healthy macroeconomic performance and the aforementioned positive 

rating on general economic management, only one-third (33%) of citizens describe 

Botswana’s economic condition as “very good” or “fairly good” – about the average rating 

across Afrobarometer surveys in the country since 1999, though 11 percentage points higher 

than in 2012 (see Appendix Table A.6). Furthermore, a majority of citizens have consistently 

reported “very bad” or “fairly bad” personal living conditions since 2003 (Figure 4). At 

present, only 19% describe their living conditions as “very good” or “fairly good,” which 

would be rated as “critical” on the Vision 2016 Council’s performance benchmarks. This is a 

surprising finding given recent objective evidence that, on average, Batswana’s living 

conditions have improved significantly since 2002/2003 and that both the incidence and 

severity of poverty declined in the same period (World Bank, 2015). 

While men and women share the same view of their economic circumstances, evaluations 

differ by residence location, age, and education level (Figure 5). Rural residents (66%) are 

more likely to report poor living conditions than their urban counterparts (45%), and negative 

evaluations increase significantly with age. Analysis by educational attainment confirms the 

need for further investment in the tertiary level: Only one-third (33%) of respondents with 

some form of post-secondary education report “very bad” or “fairly bad” living conditions, 

compared to more than seven in 10 of those with primary or no formal schooling.    
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Figure 4: Personal living conditions | Botswana | 2003-2014 

 

Respondents were asked: In general, how would you describe your own present living conditions? 

Figure 5: Poor personal living conditions | by key social indicators | Botswana | 2014 

 

Respondents were asked: In general, how would you describe your own present living conditions? 

 (% “very bad” or “fairly bad”) 

Although Botswana is undoubtedly a development success story, these results suggest that 

there are significant challenges in ensuring that the country’s wealth also benefits rural and 

older citizens. Furthermore, they provide confirmation that education plays a leading role in 

raising living standards. According to these results, managing unemployment and inflation 

should be top priorities for promoting prosperity for all citizens beyond 2016.  
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To further explore this data, please visit 
Afrobarometer's online data analysis facility at 
www.afrobarometer.org/online-data-analysis. 

Pillar 3: A compassionate and caring nation 

National Vision 2016 aims to help Botswana navigate a rapidly changing global environment 

while maintaining the country’s traditional communal values – particularly Botho, which 

encompasses “fellowship of mankind, co-operation, selflessness, compassion and a spirit of 

sharing” (Presidential Task Group on a Long-Term Vision for Botswana, 1997, p. 47). The 

document highlights the promotion of inclusive and sustainable economic outcomes for all 

Batswana and identifies poverty and inequality as key focus areas for development policy. 

Despite Botswana’s impressive gains in human development, inequality remains a major 

challenge: The country’s HDI score decreases by 38.2% when adjusted for inequality across 

the national population (United Nations 

Development Programme, 2015).  

Despite some improvement in reducing 

income inequality, “Botswana remains one of 

the world’s most unequal countries, with a 

high level of extreme poverty” (World Bank, 

2015, p. 4). The 2016 Budget Speech 

highlights unemployment and poverty 

among the “persistent development challenges facing this country” and consequently 

proposes investment in job creation, health services, and social welfare in order to raise 

citizens’ living standards and improve productivity (Ministry of Finance and Development 

Planning, 2016a, p. 1). Currently, the government prioritizes welfare expenditure on the 

elderly, orphans, and citizens with disabilities and had 207,385 registered beneficiaries as of 

August 2015 (Ministry of Finance and Development Planning, 2016a, p. 14). 

The Vision 2016 Council’s household survey found that while eight in 10 Batswana approved 

of the government’s performance on health (80%) and water services (78%), performance 

was “average” on poverty reduction (55%) and “poor” on food security (49%) (Vision        

2016 Council, 2010). The council consequently recommended that stakeholders increase          

their poverty-alleviation efforts and improve delivery of essential services and old-age 

pensions.  

Government performance on essential services 

A recent analysis of available infrastructure in Africa found considerable national variation in 

service provision (Mitullah, Samson, Wambua, & Balongo, 2015). Botswana is above the 35-

country average in terms of availability of piped water (91% vs. 63%), electricity (89% vs. 65%), 

tarred/paved roads (78% vs. 54%), sewerage (42% vs. 30%), and cell-phone service (99% vs. 

93%). Moreover, the study found that service provision in urban and rural areas of Botswana is 

relatively equitable except for sewerage, where rural residents trail urbanites by 56 -

percentage points, compared to a continental average gap of 48 points. 

Three-fourths (74%) of Batswana say the government is doing “very well” or “fairly well” on 

improving basic health services – a “good” rating according to Vision 2016 Council 

benchmarks. But government performance ratings are “average” on the provision of water 

and sanitation services (60% very/fairly good), poverty alleviation (66%), and food security 

(55%) and “poor” on reducing inequality (45%) (Figure 6). Although government 

performance has improved since 2008 on narrowing the gaps between rich and poor         

(by 11 percentage points), food security (8 points), and poverty alleviation (6 points), it has 

declined on provision of water/sanitation (by 12 points) and improving basic health services 

(6 points). 
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Figure 6: Positive performance evaluations | Botswana | 1999-2014 

 

Respondents were asked: How well or badly would you say the current government is handling the 

following matters, or haven’t you heard enough to say?  
 (% “fairly well” or “very well”) 

Access to basic necessities 

As seen above, Batswana generally give negative evaluations of the country’s economic 

situation and their own personal living conditions. Afrobarometer’s Lived Poverty Index (LPI) 

measures respondents’ levels of material deprivation by asking how often they went without 

basic necessities (enough food, enough water, medical care, enough cooking fuel, and a 

cash income) during the preceding year. This experiential measure of poverty provides a 

complement to objective measures such as per-capita GNI and HDI and to purely 

perceptual data discussed in the previous section.  

A majority of Batswana report having “never” gone without needed medical care (64%), 

cooking fuel (60%), water (55%), and food (54%) (Figure 7). According to the Vision 2016 

Council’s rating system, performance on these indicators is “average,” despite Botswana’s 

standing as an upper-middle-income economy. Unsurprisingly, given both official statistics 

and public opinion on unemployment, the exception to this general trend is the lack of a 

cash income, which is at “critical” levels: Only three in 10 survey respondents (30%) report 

having “never” gone without a cash income in the preceding 12 months.  

Recent cross-national analysis of lived poverty in Africa found that Botswana’s level was 

below average but nonetheless “high-moderate” (Mattes, Dulani, & Gyimah-Boadi, 2016, p. 

7). Furthermore, while the average level of lived poverty across the continent declined since 

the 2011/2013 survey, there was no significant improvement in Botswana, and material 

deprivation is more prevalent in the country than in Southern Africa’s other upper-middle 

income economies (Mauritius, South Africa, and Namibia).  
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Mattes, Dulani, and Gyimah-Boadi (2016) also show that lived poverty in Africa generally 

declines as a country becomes wealthier but that beyond a national per-capita income of 

$5,000 there is a divergence between countries in which increasing wealth leads to low levels 

of lived poverty (Algeria, Cape Verde, Egypt, Mauritius) and those in which “poverty remains 

higher than national income would predict” (Botswana, Namibia, South Africa) (p. 9). The 

latter three countries have among the highest levels of income inequality in the world,4 which 

could explain why rising average income would have a limited impact on ordinary citizens’ 

experiences and further highlights the urgent need to address inequality in Botswana. 

Figure 7: “Never” going without basic essentials | Botswana | 2003-2014 

 

Respondents were asked: Over the past year, how often, if ever, have you or anyone in your family 

gone without: Enough food to eat? Enough clean water for home use? Medicines or medical 

treatment? Enough fuel to cook your food? A cash income? 
(% “never”) 

Pillar 4: A safe and secure nation 

National Vision 2016 highlights the importance of creating a safe and secure environment for 

all citizens: “Greater prosperity, higher welfare levels, open and transparent democratic 

processes, and a more ethical, caring and accountable society will still fail to meet national 

aspirations if citizens fear for the safety of their lives, their families, their property or their 

national security” (Presidential Task Group on a Long-Term Vision for Botswana, 1997, p. 21). 

The original goals of this pillar are largely related to reducing crime (including “anti-social 

behaviour”) and road accidents, rather than to national security. Since the 9/11 terrorist 

attacks, however, Botswana has followed the global trend of greater investment in national 

security, most notably with the creation of the Directorate on Intelligence and Security 

Services (DIS) in 2008. 

                                                      

4
 The most recent available Gini index estimates for these countries suggest that South Africa is the most 

unequal society of the three, with a score of 63.0 (2011), followed by Namibia at 61.9 (2009) and Botswana at 
60.5 (2009) (World Bank, 2016). 
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The Ministry of Finance and Development Planning proposes to allocate P3.59 billion 

(approximately USD 313 million) of the 2016/2017 development budget to the Ministry of 

Defence, Justice, and Security, which would represent the largest share (24%) of the 

proposed development budget (Ministry of Finance and Development Planning, 2016a, p. 

17).  

In 2010, a majority of Batswana felt that the government had done well on national security 

(71%) and crime reduction (65%) and approved of both police and local elected officials’ 

efforts on this front (Vision 2016 Council, 2010, pp. 19-20).  

Personal safety 

Afrobarometer data confirm that Batswana continue to say the government is doing “fairly 

well” or “very well” on reducing crime (67% in 2014) (see Appendix Table A.3). Furthermore, 

strong majorities of citizens have consistently said, in surveys since 2003, that they feel secure 

in their homes and neighbourhoods; in 2014, seven in 10 respondents (70%) say they “never” 

or “just once or twice” felt unsafe during the preceding year (Figure 8). Most also say they did 

not experience violent assault (88%) or theft in their homes (74%) during the previous year. By 

Vision 2016 Council benchmarks, these results indicate “good” performance on all of these 

measures of personal safety.  

Figure 8: Personal safety | Botswana | 2003-2014 

 

Respondents were asked:  

1. Over the past year, how often, if ever, have you or anyone in your family: 

 Feared crime in your own home? 

 Felt unsafe walking in your neighbourhood? 

2. During the past year, have you or anyone in your family: 

 Had something stolen from your house? 

 Been physically attacked? 

Confidence in public security forces and courts 

Batswana generally have high confidence in both public security forces and the courts: In 

Afrobarometer surveys since 1999, a majority of respondents have consistently reported that 

they trust the police, military, and courts (Figure 9). Trust is highest in the Botswana Defence 

Force (70% trust “somewhat” or “a lot”), followed by the courts (68%) and the police (60%). 

The proportion of citizens who trust the police “a lot” or “somewhat” has declined by 11 
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percentage points since 2008, while public trust in the courts dropped by 4 points during that 

time period.  

Figure 9: Trust in public security forces and courts | Botswana | 1999-2014 

 

Respondents were asked: How much do you trust each of the following, or haven’t you heard enough 

about them to say? (% “somewhat” or “a lot”) 

Compared to results from all 36 countries surveyed in 2014/2015, Batswana’s trust in the 

police and the army is above both the continental average (51% and 64%, respectively) and 

the Southern African average (54% and 63%) (Buchanan-Clarke & Lekalake, 2016). 

Furthermore, public perceptions of corruption in the police force and courts are lower in 

Botswana than in most African countries, confirming public confidence in both institutions 

(Transparency International, 2015).  

These results indicate that the government is doing well on crime reduction, both in terms of 

performance ratings and the low levels of reported fear and victimisation. However, the 

proportion of citizens who fear crime in their homes has increased significantly since 2006, 

and future policy should focus on bolstering public trust in the police force, which has 

declined since 2008.  

Pillar 5: An open, democratic, and accountable nation 

Democracy is widely credited as a critical factor in Botswana’s post-independence success, 

particularly in comparison with the experience of most sub-Saharan African countries from 

the 1960s until the “third wave” of democratisation on the continent in the 1990s. National 

Vision 2016 encourages free political debate and the formation of national institutions that 

promote openness and transparency while also calling on political leaders to “behave in a 

moral fashion, to respond to the needs of those they represent, and not to yield to the 

temptations of corruption” (Presidential Task Group on a Long-Term Vision for Botswana, 

1997, p. 46).  

Based on its survey of experts, Transparency International currently ranks Botswana as the 28th 

least corrupt country in the world, which is well ahead of the second-best African country 

(Cape Verde, ranked 40th) (Transparency International, 2016). Furthermore, Botswana is one 
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of only 11 countries on the continent that Freedom House currently classifies as “free” 

(Freedom House, 2016b). Despite this reputation for political freedom and accountability, 

recent analysis of Batswana’s commitment to democracy and their evaluations of its current 

implementation indicate that the country is still some distance from achieving democratic 

consolidation (Lekalake, 2016).  

In 2010, the Vision 2016 Council’s household survey found that citizens were divided over 

whether the current system of government worked relatively well (52%) or needed 

improvement (48%). Respondents were also divided between those who were satisfied (54%) 

and dissatisfied (46%) with the way the government was running the country at the time 

(Vision 2016 Council, 2010, pp. 24-25).  

Openness  

Freedom House evaluates countries’ levels of political freedom by providing ratings for both 

“political rights” (electoral processes, political pluralism, participation, and functioning of 

government) and “civil liberties” (freedom of expression, associational and organisational 

rights, rule of law, personal autonomy, and individual rights) (Freedom House, 2016a). Based 

on these criteria, the organisation has classified Botswana as “free” since 1973 (Freedom 

House, 2016b). However, it has classified Botswana’s media as “partly free” since 2006 due to 

growing political restrictions on press freedom and access to public information. In 

September 2014, an editor was charged with sedition for publishing an article on the 

president shortly before the general elections, and the author of the piece subsequently fled 

to South Africa (Freedom House, 2015).    

Afrobarometer data provide further evidence of relatively strong political freedoms in the 

country. Strong majorities of citizens believe that their civil liberties are adequately protected: 

Nine in 10 feel “completely free” or “somewhat free” to vote without feeling pressured (95%) 

and to join any political organisation of their choosing (94%), and 83% feel 

somewhat/completely free to say what they think (Figure 10). All three measures indicate 

“good” scores on the Vision 2016 Council benchmarks.  

Figure 10: Political freedoms | Botswana | 2008-2014 

 

Respondents were asked: In this country, how free are you: 

 To say what you think? 

 To join any political organisation you want? 

 To choose who to vote for without feeling pressured? 

(% “completely free” or “somewhat free”) 
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However, there has been a significant decrease (10 percentage points) in perceived 

freedom of expression since 2008. Furthermore, analysis of a related question that has been 

asked since 2003 also shows a decline in freedom of expression since 2008. In 2008, two-thirds 

(67%) of Batswana believed that people “never” or “rarely” had to be careful about what 

they said about politics; this proportion dropped to just half (50%) in 2014 (Figure 11). This 

reduction in perceived freedom of expression coincides with growth in the proportion of 

Batswana who equate “democracy” with civil liberties and declining citizen satisfaction, 

since 2008, with the way Botswana’s democracy is working (Lekalake, 2016).  

Figure 11: Restriction on freedom of expression | Botswana | 2003-2014 

 

Respondents were asked: In your opinion, how often, in this country do people have to be careful of 

what they say about politics? 

The Vision 2016 Council (2010) concluded that the country’s representative institutions 

needed to build their credibility with ordinary citizens and recommended introducing 

constitutional amendments aimed at enhancing democracy in the country. At the time, 72% 

of respondents in the council’s survey were either “strongly in favour” or “generally in favour” 

of constitutional reform, with the direct election of the president as the top priority (with 50% 

of responses) (Vision 2016 Council, 2010). Afrobarometer findings show, however, that 

support for a direct presidential election has fluctuated since 2003 stands at 48% as of 2014 

(see Appendix Table A.7).  

Accountability 

Accountability refers to “the obligation of elected political leaders to answer for their political 

decisions when asked by voters or constitutional bodies” (Diamond & Morlino, 2004, p. 25). 

Afrobarometer data indicate that Botswana is doing fairly well in this area: Seven in 10 

citizens say that the president “never” or “rarely” ignores Parliament (72%) or the law (71%), 

while 75% say that opposition parties are “never” or “rarely” silenced (Figure 12). However, 

the proportion of Batswana who believe that the president abides by the law has declined 

by 15 percentage points since 2008. Furthermore, the proportion of citizens who believe that 

officials who break the law seldom go unpunished also experienced a significant decline (18 

percentage points) during the same time period. 
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Figure 12: Horizontal accountability | Botswana | 2003-2014 

 

Respondents were asked: In your opinion, how often, in this country 
Do officials who commit crimes go unpunished? 
Does the President ignore the courts and laws of this country? 
Does the President ignore parliament and just do what he wants? 
Are opposition parties or their supporters silenced by the government? 
(% “never” or “rarely”) 

 

This decline in Batswana’s perceptions of political accountability is also reflected in expert 

opinion: In 2010, Freedom House downgraded the country’s political ratings due to 

“decreased transparency and accountability in the executive branch” during the preceding 

year (Freedom House, 2010).  

Further findings from the 2014 survey show that Batswana are generally supportive of 

introducing measures to improve government accountability, including legislation requiring 

the president to regularly appear before Parliament to justify his policies and procedures, 

and public disclosure of assets (see Molomo, Molefe & Seabo, 2015). Moreover, although 

significantly fewer Batswana say the media should have the right to publish any views and 

ideas (55%) than did in 2008 (80%), there is strong support for media oversight over 

government (71%), and most citizens say the press is effective at revealing government 

mistakes and corruption (71%) (see Appendix Table A.8).    

Pillar 6: A moral and tolerant nation 

National Vision 2016 envisages Botswana as a society free of discrimination based on 

gender, age, and disability, with “citizens who are law abiding, strong in religious and spiritual 

values, and who possess high ethical standards” (Presidential Task Group on a Long-Term 

Vision for Botswana, 1997, p. 12). It advocates the preservation of traditional values and 

respect for differences. To achieve these goals, the document highlights the need to 

reinforce civic duty and self-reliance while promoting Botho and tolerance toward minorities, 

identifying schools as key institutions for imparting these values.  

Afrobarometer survey results show that Batswana are generally aware of their duties as 

democratic citizens: Large majorities believe that citizens should “always” vote in elections 

(87%), report poor services to government officials (75%), and pay taxes (70%) (see Appendix 

Table A.9). Furthermore, only three in 10 believe that citizens should always avoid criticising 
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the government (33%) or should always agree with their communities on political issues (30%), 

indicating support for individual self-expression. However, half (49%) endorse requesting 

personal assistance from elected leaders, which contradicts Vision 2016’s promotion of self-

reliance. 

Despite this awareness of and support for civic duties and responsibilities, weak political 

participation has been a long-standing problem in the country: 55% of the voting-age 

population voted in the 2014 general election, which is well above the average of 48% since 

the inaugural elections in 1965 (International IDEA, 2015).  

Only minorities of respondents in the Vision 2016 Council’s household survey reported being 

members of community groups. The questionnaire presented seven options, and the 

average membership rate among these was 17%. The highest membership rate was for 

groups related to addressing local crime (23%), followed by parent-teacher associations and 

health-related groups (each 19%) (Vision 2016 Council, 2010, p. 37).  

Civic engagement 

Two-thirds (64%) of respondents in the 2014 Afrobarometer survey say they attended a 

community meeting in the previous year, down from a peak of 74% in 2008 (Figure 13). The 

proportion of citizens who joined together with others to raise an issue also declined in that 

period, from 56% to only 27%. Membership in religious groups has fluctuated since 1999 and 

stands at 60% as of 2014.Membership in voluntary associations or community groups is 

significantly lower, at 24% of citizens. 

Figure 13: Civic engagement | Botswana | 1999-2014 

 

Respondents were asked:   
1. Here is a list of actions that people sometimes take as citizens. For each of these, please tell me 

whether you, personally, have done any of these things during the past year. 
Attended a community meeting?  
Got together with others to raise an issue? 
 (% “yes”) 
2. Now I am going to read out a list of groups that people join or attend. For each one, could you tell 

me whether you are an official leader, an active member, an inactive member, or not a member. 
A religious group that meets outside of regular worship services? 
Some other voluntary association or community group? 
(% “leader” or “active member” or “inactive member”) 
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In 2010, the Vision 2016 Council recommended that stakeholders increase volunteerism 

throughout the country, but these findings show that significantly more work is needed to 

develop an active citizenry in the country.  

Social tolerance 

According to Vision 2016, “An atmosphere of tolerance towards minorities or groupings who 

do not share the attitudes or behaviour of the mainstream is necessary in any well-ordered 

community” (Presidential Task Group on a Long-Term Vision for Botswana, 1997, p. 47). The 

document highlights multiculturalism as offering strength via international connections and 

flexibility in responding to change. Afrobarometer findings show that social tolerance is 

generally high in Botswana: Only small minorities of citizens would “somewhat dislike” or 

“strongly dislike” living near people of other ethnicities (5%), religions (10%), or nationalities 

(14%) or people living with HIV/AIDS (4%). However, more than half (56%) say they would 

mind having homosexual neighbours (Figure 14).  

Figure 14: Social tolerance | Botswana | 2014 

 

Respondents were asked: For each of the following types of people, please tell me whether you would 

like having people from this group as neighbours, dislike it, or not care. 

Comparison with results from the rest of the Afrobarometer data set shows that Botswana is 

the ninth-most-tolerant country among the 33 countries in which these questions were asked 

in 2014/2015 and that Batswana’s opposition to having a homosexual neighbour (56%) is 

significantly lower than average in the Southern Africa region (77%) (Dulani, Sambo, & 

Dionne, 2016). This comparison to other countries highlights areas for improvement via future 

education efforts, such as tolerance for immigrants (where Botswana ranks 16th out of 33) 

and for people of other religions (22nd). 

Analysis of public intolerance toward homosexuals by key demographic variables shows that 

urban, younger, and more educated citizens are significantly less likely to say that they 

would dislike having a homosexual neighbour than are rural, older, and less educated 

Batswana (Figure 15). This pattern is also seen generally in the region (Dulani, Sambo, & 

Dionne, 2016). Interestingly, Batswana who self-identify as Christian express slightly lower rates 

of disapproval than non-religious respondents or those of other religions, and disapproval 

rates do not correlate with differences in religiosity (as measured by frequency of religious 

attendance).  
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Figure 15: Intolerance toward homosexuals | by social attributes | Botswana | 2014 

 

Respondents were asked: For each of the following types of people, please tell me whether you would 

like having people from this group as neighbours, dislike it, or not care. 

 (% “somewhat dislike” or “strongly dislike”) 

 

Lekorwe and Moseki (2015) further demonstrate that younger citizens and urban residents 

tend to be more accepting of same-sex relationships in the workplace and religious 

communities, which suggests that attitudes toward homosexuality may change over time. 

The government’s position, however, remains strongly against accepting gay rights.  

From 2012 to 2016, Lesbians, Gays and Bisexuals of Botswana (LeGaBiBo) fought the 

Botswana government for official registration as a society, which was rejected on the basis 

that the group’s mission would be against the law as the Constitution does not recognize 

homosexuals. After losing the case at the High Court in 2014, the government took the case 

to the Court of Appeal, which also ruled in favour of LeGaBiBo. The judgment states that 

although societal opposition to homosexuality exists based on religious and other grounds, “It 

is not …, and has never been, a crime in Botswana to be gay” and confirms the community’s 

constitutional right to dignity (Court of Appeal of Botswana, 2016, p. 54).  

LeGaBiBo (2016) notes that Vision 2016’s language on greater social tolerance and greater 

gender sensitivity excludes sexual minorities. Given the government’s resistance to the 

organisation, it appears likely that Vision 2036 will do the same, but the group’s legal victory 

provides an opportunity to advocate for future change.   

Pillar 7: A united and proud nation 

Conventional wisdom attributes Botswana’s development success to the county’s 

exceptional combination of visionary leadership, significant mineral deposits, and the natural 

advantages of a small, homogenous population. This perception of ethnic homogeneity is 

increasingly disputed, however, and Boikhutso (2009) argues that the key to Botswana’s 
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success is the lack of politicization of ethnic differences, rather than outright homogeneity. 

The study distinguishes between the eight “majority” tribes recognized in the country’s 

original constitution (Bakgatla, Bakwena, Bamalete, Bamangwato, Bangwaketse, Barolong, 

Batawana, and Batlokwa) and other, “minority” groups, which tend to be “politically 

marginalized, peripheral without any political influence” (Boikhutso, 2009, p. 45). It concludes 

by warning that the government has to adopt more accommodative nation-building 

policies for citizens of these “minority” groups in order to prevent future ethnic polarization.  

The government’s treatment of the indigenous San population (or “bushmen”), one of these 

marginalized “minority” ethnic groups, led to rare international criticism in 2002 after a 

decision to evict the San from the Central Kalahari Game Reserve, which is the ancestral 

homeland of numerous groups. Botswana’s High Court ruled in 2006 that the evictions were 

illegal, but Survival International (2016) contends that the government continues to restrict 

San access to the area and that a hunting ban threatens the survival of those who continue 

to live according to their traditional customs. 

In the 2014 Afrobarometer survey sample, about half (49%) of respondents self-identify as 

being from one of the eight “majority” groups, while an almost equal proportion of 

respondents are from “minority” tribes (46%), 3% are from “other” groups, and 2% say they do 

not think of themselves in these terms.  

Primary identity 

Afrobarometer survey findings show that the country does indeed enjoy a high level of social 

cohesion: On average in surveys since 2005, 87% of respondents have identified primarily as 

“Motswana” or reported placing equal value on their ethnic and national identities (Figure 

16). Furthermore, growth in the latter response (equally Motswana and ethnic group) over 

time suggests that citizens increasingly feel that ethnic and national identities are mutually 

supportive, rather than mutually exclusive.  

Figure 16: Primary identity5 | Botswana | 2005-2014 

 
Respondents were asked: Let us suppose that you had to choose between being a Motswana and 

being a [respondent’s ethnic group]. Which of the following statements best expresses your feelings? 

 I feel only Motswana.  

 I feel more Motswana than [respondent’s ethnic group].  

 I feel equally Motswana and [respondent’s ethnic group]. 

 I feel more [respondent’s ethnic group] than Motswana.  

 I feel only [respondent’s ethnic group]. 

                                                      

5
 Excludes respondents who did not identify with an ethnic group on a previous question. 
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However, analysis by ethnic affiliation shows that citizens from “minority” tribes are less likely 

than citizens from “majority” tribes to think of themselves equally in terms of national and 

ethnic identities (63% vs. 68%) and more likely to identify primarily or exclusively with their 

ethnic identity (14% vs. 8%) (Appendix Table A.10).6  

Government discrimination 

Analysis of perceived government discrimination in Botswana over time shows that a majority 

of citizens (68%, on average across surveys since 2005) have reported that the government 

“never” discriminates against their ethnic group. However, the proportion of Batswana who 

believe that the government “never” treats members of their ethnic group unfairly has 

decreased since 2008 (from 74% to 64%) (Figure 17).  

Despite Boikhutso’s assertion that ethnic identity is largely non-politicized in Botswana, citizens 

from “minority” tribes are substantially more likely than citizens from “majority” tribes to 

believe that the government discriminates against members of their ethnic community at 

least “sometimes” (36% vs. 26%). The extent of perceived discrimination against “minority” 

groups has increased by 9 percentage points since 2012 (Appendix Table A.11).7 

Figure 17: Perceived government discrimination8 | Botswana | 2014 

 
Respondents were asked: How often, if ever, are [respondent’s ethnic group] treated unfairly by the 

government? 

 

These results on identity and discrimination show that although Batswana increasingly place 

equal emphasis on their ethnic and national identities, citizens from “minority” communities 

are almost twice as likely as citizens from “majority” communities to identify primarily with 

their ethnic or tribal community. Furthermore, survey respondents from “minority” groups are 

more likely to report government discrimination against members of their communities, and 

this perception has grown since 2012. This shows that Boikhutso (2009) was correct in arguing 

that greater effort is required from the government to implement more socially inclusive 

development policies.  

                                                      

6
 These differences in self-identification patterns are statistically significant, χ(4) = 14.309, p < .01. 

7
 These results are statistically significant, χ(3) = 11.507, p < .01. 

8
 Excludes respondents who did not identify with an ethnic group on a previous question. 
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Conclusion 

When Vision 2016 Council benchmarks are applied to the latest available public 

assessments, Botswana is doing well on nine of Vision 2016’s 21 indicators, while its 

performance is “average” on seven indicators, “poor” on three, and “critical” on two (see 

Appendix Table A.1). Overall performance is strongest on the promotion of a united and 

proud nation (77%, on average, across the various Afrobarometer questions chosen to 

represent this pillar), on security (71%), and on openness and accountability (70%). 

Performance is weakest on the economic pillars, largely due to poor performance on 

unemployment and wealth distribution and Batswana’s highly negative evaluations of their 

personal living conditions. These weaknesses that citizen perceptions identify in the 

government’s implementation of National Vision 2016 align with objective evaluations in 

outcomes.  

National Vision 2016 argued that past failure to meet national objectives (particularly 

economic objectives) has generally been the result of failing to implement existing policies, 

and the document consequently recommended strict monitoring and evaluation of these 

efforts throughout the public sector. This paper demonstrates that public opinion data can 

provide an important accountability measure for government efforts, as long as a clear 

system of evaluation is employed. 

Public consultations are an important aspect of policymaking, and the Vision 2016 Council’s 

household survey and its benchmarking system provided good first steps toward 

incorporating citizen views into the evaluation of government policy. Regular evaluation 

surveys between 2017 and 2036 and clearer communication of their results will help the 

country track progress toward the objectives of National Vision 2036. 
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Appendix  

Table A.1: Evaluating National Vision 2016 | Botswana | 2014 

Pillar and benchmarks Afrobarometer indicator Score 
Performance 

rating 
Overall 
score 

Pillar 1: An educated, informed nation 

49% 
- Universal, continuing, and 

quality education 

- An informed society 

- An IT-literate society 

Government performance on 
education 

70% Good 

Traditional media usage  56% Average 

Digital media usage 22% Critical 

Pillar 2: A prosperous, productive, and innovative nation 

39% 

- Economic growth and 
diversification 

- Sustainable development 

- Employment 

Government economic 
performance (average, excl. 
job creation) 

54% Average 

Government performance on 
job creation 

45% Poor 

Good/Very good personal 
living conditions 

19% Critical 

Pillar 3: A compassionate and caring nation 

58% 

- Poverty and income 
distribution 

- Quantity and quality of 
health services 

- Combating HIV/AIDS 

Gov’t performance on poverty 
reduction, food security and 
water/sanitation (average) 

60% Average 

Performance on health 74% Good 

Performance on inequality 45% Poor 

Lack of material deprivation 
(average) 

53% Average 

Pillar 4: A safe and secure nation 

71% 

- Crime, safety, and security 

- Professional public security 
service 

Performance: reducing crime 67% Good 

Lack of fear of crime (average) 70% Good 

Lack of reported crime 
(average) 

81% Good 

Trust in security forces/courts 
(average) 

66% Average 

Pillar 5: An open, democratic, and accountable nation 

70% 
- Responsible and accountable 

leadership 

- Open and transparent 
government 

Civil liberties (average) 91% Good 

Freedom of expression 50% Average 

Horizontal accountability 
(average) 

68% Good 

Pillar 6: A moral and tolerant nation 

63% 
- Discrimination-free society 

- National moral and cultural 
values 

Civic engagement (average) 44% Poor 

Lack of dislike for neighbours 
with differences (average) 

81% Good 

Pillar 7: A united and proud nation 

77% 

- National unity 

- Social stability 

- The institution of the family 

At least equally Motswana 
and ethnic ID 

89% Good 

Gov’t never discriminates 
against ethnic group 64% Average 

Source: National Vision 2016 (2016) for pillars and benchmarks 
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Table A.2: Most important national problems | Botswana | 2014 

 First 
response 

Second 
response 

Third 
response 

Total 

Unemployment 37% 13% 7% 57% 

Poverty/destitution 11% 12% 6% 29% 

Education 5% 11% 8% 24% 

Health 4% 7% 9% 20% 

Water supply 5% 6% 6% 17% 

Corruption 6% 5% 5% 16% 

Wages, incomes, and salaries 5% 5% 4% 14% 

Crime and security 5% 3% 3% 11% 

Infrastructure/roads 3% 4% 4% 10% 

Farming/agriculture 2% 2% 3% 8% 

Electricity 2% 4% 2% 7% 

Land 1% 2% 3% 6% 

Management of the economy 3% 1% 2% 6% 

AIDS 1% 2% 2% 5% 

Sickness/disease 1% 2% 2% 5% 

Drought 1% 1% 1% 4% 

Housing 0% 1% 1% 3% 

Food shortage/famine 1% 1% 1% 3% 

Transportation 0% 1% 1% 2% 

Services (other) 0% 1% 1% 2% 

Rates and taxes 1% 1% 1% 2% 

Orphans/street children 0% 1% 1% 2% 

Agricultural marketing 0% 1% 1% 2% 

Discrimination/inequality 0% 0% 1% 2% 

Pol. instability/ethnic tensions 1% 0% 0% 1% 

Communications 0% 0% 0% 1% 

Gender issues/women's rights 0% 0% 0% 1% 

Democracy/political rights 0% 0% 0% 1% 

Loans/credit 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Political violence - - 0% 0% 

Other 2% 2% 2% 6% 

Don't know 2% - - 2% 

Nothing/no problems 0% N/A N/A N/A 

No further reply N/A 9% 23% 31% 

Respondents were asked: In your opinion, what are the most important problems facing this country 

that government should address? (“Total” column shows % of respondents who cite each issue as one 

of their three most important problems.) 
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Table A.3: Government performance | Botswana | 2014 

 Very/Fairly 
well 

Very/Fairly 
badly 

Don't know 

Improving basic health services 73% 26% 1% 

Addressing educational needs 70% 29% 1% 

Reducing crime 67% 32% 1% 

Improving the living standards of the poor 66% 33% 1% 

Managing the economy 63% 35% 2% 

Providing a reliable electric supply 60% 38% 2% 

Providing water and sanitation services 60% 39% 1% 

Ensuring people have enough to eat 56% 43% 1% 

Fighting corruption 54% 42% 4% 

Maintaining roads and bridges 53% 46% 1% 

Narrowing income gaps 45% 53% 2% 

Creating jobs 45% 54% 1% 

Keeping prices down 40% 58% 2% 

Respondents were asked: How well or badly would you say the current government is handling the 

following matters, or haven’t you heard enough to say? 

Table A.4: Educational attainment | by age | Botswana | 2014 

 No formal Primary Secondary Post-secondary 

18-29 years 2% 6% 62% 30% 

30-49 years 7% 22% 49% 23% 

50+ years 43% 42% 9% 6% 

Average 13% 21% 44% 22% 

Respondents were asked: What is your highest level of education? 

Table A.5: Internet usage | Botswana | 2008-2014 

 
Never 

Less than 
once a month 

A few times a 
month 

A few times a 
week 

Every day 

2008 79% 3% 6% 6% 5% 

2012 70% 4% 5% 10% 12% 

2014 68% 3% 4% 10% 15% 

Average 72% 3% 5% 9% 11% 

Respondents were asked: How often do you use the Internet? 

Table A.6: National economic conditions | Botswana | 1999-2014 

 1999 2003 2006 2008 2012 2014 Average 

Very/fairly bad 55% 26% 42% 28% 43% 30% 37% 

Neither good nor bad 9% 24% 20% 32% 31% 35% 25% 

Very/fairly good 32% 45% 33% 38% 22% 33% 34% 

Respondents were asked: In general, how would you describe the present economic condition of this 

country?  
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Table A.7: Support for direct presidential election | Botswana | 2003-2014 

 2003 2005 2008 2012 2014 

Direct elections 48% 63% 41% 59% 48% 

Indirect election/Parliament 43% 34% 58% 39% 51% 

Agree with neither 2% 1% 1% 0% 0% 

Don't know 8% 2% 0% 2% 1% 

Respondents were asked: Which of the following statements is closest to your view? Choose Statement 

1 or Statement 2. 
Statement 1: The current system where Parliament chooses the president should be changed to allow 

for direct election of the president. 
Statement 2: The current system where the president of the country is chosen by Parliament has served 

Botswana well and should be maintained. 

Table A.8: Support for media freedom and oversight | Botswana | 2005-2014 

 2005 2008 2012 2014 

Media should have right to publish any views/ideas 71% 80% 60% 55% 

News media never/rarely abuses its freedom - - 65% 61% 

Media should constantly investigate and report on 
government mistakes and corruption 

- 75% 76% 71% 

News media is very/somewhat effective at revealing 
government mistakes and corruption 

- - 75% 71% 

Respondents were asked: 
1. Which of the following statements is closest to your view? Choose Statement 1 or Statement 2.  
   Statement 1: The media should have the right to publish any views and ideas without government 

control. (% “agree” or “agree very strongly”) 
   Statement 2: The government should have the right to prevent the media from publishing things that it 

considers harmful to society. 
2. In your opinion, how often, in this country, does the news media abuse its freedoms by printing or 

saying things it knows are not true? (% “always” or “often”) 
3. Which of the following statements is closest to your view? Choose Statement 1 or Statement 2.  
Statement 1: The news media should constantly investigate and report on government mistakes and 

corruption. (% “agree” or “agree very strongly”) 
Statement 2: Too much reporting on negative events, like government mistakes and corruption, only 

harms the country. 
4. In this country, how effective is the news media in revealing government mistakes and corruption? (% 

“very effective” or “somewhat effective”) 
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Table A.9: Civic duties and responsibilities | Botswana | 2014 

 
Always 

do 

Do only if 
they 

choose 
Never do 

Don't 
know 

Vote in elections 87% 12% 1% 1% 

Complain to government officials when public 
services are of poor quality 

75% 22% 2% 1% 

Pay taxes they owe to government 70% 17% 9% 3% 

Request personal assistance like help with school 
fees or funeral expenses from elected leaders 

49% 37% 11% 2% 

Avoid criticising the government 33% 41% 24% 3% 

Agree with the majority of people in his or her 
community on political issues 

30% 52% 16% 2% 

Respondents were asked: For each of the following actions, please tell me whether you think it is 

something a good citizen in a democracy should always do, never do, or do only if they choose. 

Table A.10: Primary identity | by ethnic affiliation | Botswana | 2008-2014 

 2008 2012 2014 

 "Majority" 
tribes 

"Minority" 
tribes 

"Majority" 
tribes 

"Minority" 
tribes 

"Majority" 
tribes 

"Minority" 
tribes 

Only/More 
ethnic group 

13% 21% 10% 13% 8% 14% 

Equally 
Motswana and 
ethnic group 

42% 41% 64% 68% 68% 63% 

Only/More 
Motswana 

44% 36% 26% 19% 23% 22% 

Respondents were asked: Let us suppose that you had to choose between being a Motswana and 

being a [respondent’s ethnic group]. Which of the following statements best expresses your feelings? 

Table A.11: Perceived government discrimination | by ethnic affiliation | Botswana 

| 2008-2014 

 2008 2012 2014 

 "Majority" 
tribes 

"Minority" 
tribes 

"Majority" 
tribes 

"Minority" 
tribes 

"Majority" 
tribes 

"Minority" 
tribes 

Never 79% 68% 69% 67% 67% 59% 

Sometimes 14% 18% 17% 16% 15% 20% 

Always/Often 4% 12% 7% 11% 11% 15% 

Don't know 3% 2% 6% 5% 6% 5% 

Respondents were asked: How often, if ever, are [respondent’s ethnic group] treated unfairly by the 

government? 
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 Dispatch No. 120 | 18 October 2016 

Despite criticism of economic performance, 

Swazis optimistic about future gains 

Afrobarometer Dispatch No. 120 | Nelson Isidoro, Tengetile Tsabedze,                           

and Sibusiso Nkomo 

 

Summary 

In its Vision 2022 agenda, the Kingdom of Swaziland lays out its goal of being “in the top 10% 

of the human development group of countries founded on sustainable development, social 

justice and political stability” (Ministry of Economic Planning and Development, 2013, p. 10). 

As a lower-middle-income country with a per-capita gross domestic product of about $3,000 

(World Bank, 2016), the country will have to confront a number of economic challenges, 

including its dependence on tariff payments from the Southern African Customs Union trade 

revenue pool, which cover 60% of the nation’s 2015/2016 budget (tralac, 2014), as well as on 

foreign aid, such as from the United States for its HIV/AIDS program (U.S. President’s 

Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief, 2015) and from Taiwan for rural electrification and 

information and communications technology (Embassy of the Republic of China (Taiwan), 

2016). The country’s economy is closely linked to South Africa, which accounts for about 85% 

of imports and 60% of exports (World Bank, 2016). 

The government’s Programme of Action (2013-2018) aims to fast-track progress toward Vision 

2022, using the Swaziland Development Index (SDI) as a tool to monitor progress on 

economic prosperity and other key indicators (His Majesty’s Government, 2013). 

Public perceptions highlight both challenges and optimism for Swaziland’s path forward. As 

recorded in the latest national Afrobarometer survey, assessments of the country’s economic 

situation and of personal living conditions are mixed, and only minorities approve of the 

government’s performance on some key economic indicators. Nonetheless, lived poverty 

has declined since 2011, and a majority of Swazis are optimistic about future improvement. 

Afrobarometer survey  

Afrobarometer is a pan-African, non-partisan research network that conducts public attitude 

surveys on democracy, governance, economic conditions, and related issues across more 

than 30 countries in Africa. After five rounds of surveys between 1999 and 2013, results of 

Round 6 surveys (2014/2015) are currently being published. Afrobarometer conducts face-to-

face interviews in the language of the respondent’s choice with nationally representative 

samples of 1,200 or 2,400 respondents. 

The Afrobarometer team in Swaziland, led by activQuest, interviewed 1,200 adult Swazis in 

April and May 2015. A sample of this size yields country-level results with a margin of error of 

+/-3% at a 95% confidence level. 

Key findings 

 About half (51%) of Swazi citizens say their country is going in the right direction, while 

almost as many (46%) say it is headed in the wrong direction.  
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 Almost four in 10 Swazis (37%) describe their personal living conditions as “fairly good” 

or “very good,” while an equal proportion say they live in “fairly bad” or “very bad” 

conditions. One-fourth (26%) say their living conditions are “neither good nor bad.” 

 Since the previous survey round (2011/2013), “lived poverty” has declined more 

sharply in Swaziland than in other countries in Southern Africa. Still, about half of 

Swazis went without enough food (51%) and without enough clean water (47%) at 

least once during the past year.  

 Almost half (48%) of Swazis describe the country’s economic condition as “fairly bad” 

or “very bad,” and another 17% say it is “neither good nor bad.” Only one-third (34%) 

say the economy is in “fairly” or “very” good shape.  

 Views are split on whether the country’s economic condition has improved 

compared to 12 months before the survey: 29% say it is “better” or “much better,” 

33% say it is “worse” or “much worse,” and 36% say it has stayed the same.  

 A majority of Swazis are optimistic about the future: 56% say the country’s economic 

condition will be “better” or “much better” in 12 months’ time, while only 19% believe 

it will be “worse” or “much worse.” 

 Half (51%) of Swazis say the government has managed the economy “fairly well” or 

“very well.” But public approval is lower on specific aspects of economic 

management, including improving living standards of the poor (32%), keeping prices 

down (24%), creating jobs (24%), and narrowing income gaps (22%). 

Overall direction of the country 

Swazis are almost evenly split in their views on the country’s overall direction: About half (51%) 

say the country is going in the right direction, while almost as many (46%) say it is headed in 

the wrong direction (Figure 1). 

Figure 1: Overall direction of the country | Swaziland | 2015 

 
Respondents were asked: Some people might think the country is going in the wrong direction. Others 

may feel it is going in the right direction. So let me ask YOU about the overall direction of the country: 

Would you say that the country is going in the wrong direction or going in the right direction?  
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To further explore this data, please visit 
Afrobarometer's online data analysis facility at 
www.afrobarometer.org/online-data-analysis. 

Personal living conditions, lived poverty, and perceptions of the economy 

Personal living conditions 

Almost four in 10 Swazis (37%) describe their personal living conditions as “fairly good” or 

“very good,” while an equal proportion say they live in “fairly bad” or “very bad” conditions 

(Figure 2). One-fourth (26%) say their living conditions are “neither good nor bad.” 

Urban residents are more likely than rural dwellers to see their living conditions as good, 51% 

vs. 34%. Disaggregation by gender 

showed no difference in perceptions.  

When comparing their living conditions 

with those of other Swazis, one-third 

(32%) of respondents say they are living 

in “better” or “much better” 

conditions, while 26% describe their 

living conditions as “worse” or “much 

worse” and 41% say they are the same. Younger Swazis are more likely to see themselves as 

living in better conditions than their compatriots (38% of 18- to 29-year-olds vs. 29% of 30- to 

49-year-olds and 23% of those aged 50 and older) (Figure 3).   

Figure 2: Personal living conditions | urban vs. rural residence | Swaziland | 2015 

 
Respondents were asked: In general, how would you describe: Your present living conditions?  
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Figure 3: Personal living conditions compared to other Swazis | by urban vs. rural 

residence and age | Swaziland | 2015 

 
Respondents were asked: In general, how do you rate your living conditions compared to those of 

other Swazis?    

Lived poverty 

Afrobarometer assesses how the prevalence of “lived poverty” by asking respondents how 

often, over the previous year, they or their family members went without five basic necessities 

of life (enough food, enough clean water, needed medicine or medical care, enough 

cooking fuel, and a cash income). In Swaziland, lived poverty has declined but remains a 

formidable challenge. 

For the first time, new evidence from the past decade of economic growth shows broad-

based reductions in poverty in Africa (Mattes, Dulani and Gyimah-Boadi, 2016), Swaziland 

included. Through measuring lived poverty (an index that measures the frequency over the 

course of a year, with which people experience shortages of basic necessities – food, clean 

water, medical care, cooking fuel and cash income).  

About half of Swazis say they went without enough food (51%) and without enough water 

(47%) at least once during the previous year. One-third experienced shortages of medical 

care (33%) and cooking fuel (30%) at least once, and two-thirds (68%) went without a cash 

income (68%) (Figure 4).  

When responses to these questions are combined in Afrobarometer’s Lived Poverty Index 

(LPI), Swaziland has the fourth-lowest level of lived poverty among 11 countries in Southern 

Africa surveyed in 2014/2015 (Figure 5). Moreover, since the last Afrobarometer survey round 

(2011/2013), lived poverty has declined more sharply in Swaziland than in any of the other 10 

Southern African countries, by -0.35 points compared to a regional average decline of -0.11 

points (Figure 6). (For more on lived poverty in Swaziland and other African countries, see 

Mattes, Dulani, & Gyimah-Boadi, 2016.) 
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Figure 4: Lived poverty | Swaziland | 2015  

 
Respondents were asked: Over the past year, how often, if ever, have you or anyone in your family: 

Gone without enough food to eat? Gone without enough clean water for home use? Gone without 

medicines or medical treatment? Gone without enough fuel to cook your food? Gone without a cash 

income? 

(% who say “just once or twice, “several times,” “many times,” or “always”) 

Figure 5: Average lived poverty | 11 Southern African countries | 2014/2015 

 
Lived Poverty Index scores range along a five-point scale from  0 (no shortage of any basic necessities) 

to 4 (constant absence of all basic necessities).  
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Figure 6: Point changes in Lived Poverty Index score | 11 Southern African countries 

| 2011-2015 

 

Figure shows the difference, on a five-point scale, between LPI scores in Round 5 (2011/2013) and 

Round 6 (2014/2015) surveys. Positive numbers indicate an increase in lived poverty; negative numbers 

indicate a decrease.  

Perceptions of the economy 

About half (48%) of Swazis describe the country’s overall economic condition as “fairly bad” 

or “very bad,” while one-third (34%) say it is “fairly good” or “very good” (Figure 7). These 

perceptions are similar regardless of respondents’ sex, age, or urban vs. rural location. 

One-third (33%) of Swazis say the country’s economic condition has gotten “worse” or “much 

worse” compared to 12 months earlier, while 29% say it is now “better” or “much better.” 

Looking ahead, a majority of Swazis express optimism: 56% expect the economy to be 

“better” or “much better” in 12 months’ time (Figure 8). 

Figure 7: Country’s economic condition | Swaziland | 2015 

  
Respondents were asked: In general, how would you describe the present economic condition of this 

country?  
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Figure 8: Country’s economic condition: Looking back and ahead | Swaziland                

| 2015 

 
Respondents were asked:  

1. Looking back, how do you rate economic conditions in this country compared to 12 months 

ago? 
2. Looking ahead, do you expect economic conditions in this country to be better or worse in 12 

months’ time?  

Government handling of the economy 

Half (51%) of Swazis praise the government’s overall management of the economy as “fairly 

good” or “very good,” but on specific aspects of economic management, public approval 

is lower. One one-third (32%) approve of the government’s performance on improving living 

standards of the poor, and fewer than one-fourth praise the government’s efforts on keeping 

prices down (24%), creating jobs (24%), and narrowing income gaps (22%) (Figure 9). 

Figure 9: Government performance on the economy | Swaziland | 2015 

 
Respondents were asked: How well or badly would you say the current government is handling the 

following matters, or haven’t you heard enough to say? (% who say “fairly well” or “very well”)  
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Afrobarometer Round 6 
New data from 

36 African countries 

      
 Dispatch No. 122 | 24 October 2016 

China’s growing presence in Africa wins 

largely positive popular reviews 

Afrobarometer Dispatch No. 122 | Mogopodi Lekorwe, Anyway Chingwete, Mina 

Okuru, and Romaric Samson 

 

Summary 

Strategic collaboration with Africa has become a priority in the global North, East, and West. 

Powers that once saw the African continent primarily as a source of raw materials now focus 

on “partnership” and “development,” following the lead of the U.S. African Growth and 

Opportunities Act (AGOA) in highlighting mutual benefits of investment and trade. 

China, in particular, has rapidly increased its ties to the continent in recent years, with the 

Forum on China-Africa Cooperation (FOCAC), formed in 2000, as the primary institutional 

vehicle for its strategic engagement with sub-Saharan Africa (Pigato & Tang, 2015). China’s 

trade with Africa has increased from about $10 billion in 2000 to $220 billion in 2014 and was 

approaching $300 billion in 2015 (China Daily, 2015). Steven Kuo (2015) reports that because 

of Africa’s price-sensitive market, the continent’s telecommunications and infrastructure 

development has become reliant on Chinese technology, which is competitively priced and 

enjoys strong back-up service compared to its Western competitors. Africa has also seen 

huge growth in smaller Chinese investors in food outlets, retail shops, and textiles. China, on 

the other hand, mainly imports minerals from Africa, along with smaller amounts of oil and 

agriculture products. It is also estimated that more than 1 million Chinese, most of them 

labourers and traders, have moved to Africa in the past decade (Lu, 2013).  

Like trade arrangements with the West, China’s growing role in Africa has drawn criticism. This 

has included claims that China is in Africa only to access natural resources, that it wants to 

buy up Africa’s land, and that it mainly employs Chinese rather than local labour (Esposito & 

Tse, 2015), although some researchers describe these claims as “myths” (Brautigam, 2015). 

Other critics have argued that many Chinese companies provide sub-standard services and 

products and under-sell and weaken local competitors. China has also been severely 

criticized for its willingness to work with autocratic or less-than-transparent regimes, as in 

Zimbabwe and Zambia.  

How do Africans see China’s foreign investment and influence in their countries? Findings 

from Afrobarometer’s 2014/2015 surveys in 36 African countries, which included a special 

series of questions on China, suggest that the public holds generally favourable views of 

economic and assistance activities by China. Africans rank the United States and China No. 

1 and 2, respectively, as development models for their own countries. Remarkably, in three of 

five African regions, China either matches or surpasses the United States in popularity as a 

development model. In terms of their current influence, the two countries are outpaced only 

by Africa’s former colonial powers.  

Public perceptions not only confirm China’s important economic and political role in Africa 

but also generally portray its influence as beneficial. China’s infrastructure/development and 

business investments are seen as reasons for China’s positive image in Africa, though that 

image is tainted by perceptions of poor-quality Chinese products. 
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Do your own analysis of Afrobarometer data – on any question, 
for any country and survey round. It’s easy and free at 

www.afrobarometer.org/online-data-analysis. 

Afrobarometer survey  

Afrobarometer is a pan-African, non-partisan research network that conducts public attitude 

surveys on democracy, governance, economic conditions, and related issues across more 

than 30 countries in Africa. Five rounds of surveys were conducted between 1999 and 2013, 

and findings from Round 6 surveys (2014/2015) are currently being released. Afrobarometer 

conducts face-to-face interviews in the language of the respondent’s choice with nationally 

representative samples that yield country-level results with a margin of sampling error of +/-

2% (for a sample of 2,400) or +/-3% (for a sample of 1,200) at a 95% confidence level. 

Round 6 interviews with almost 54,000 citizens in 36 countries (see list in the Appendix) 

represent the views of more than three-fourths of the continent’s population. 

Key findings 

 On average across 36 African countries, the United States of America is the most 

popular model for national development (cited by 30% of respondents), followed by 

China (24%). About one in 10 respondents prefer their former colonial power (13%) or 

South Africa (11%) as a model.  

 Countries and regions vary widely in their admiration for various development models. 

In Southern and North Africa, China matches the United States in popularity, and in 

Central Africa, China takes the lead (35% vs. 27% for the United States). In five 

Southern African countries (Lesotho, Swaziland, Namibia, Malawi, and Zimbabwe). 

South Africa is the most highly regarded development model. 

 A plurality of Africans see their former colonial power as wielding the greatest external 

influence in their country (28%), followed by China (23%) and the United States (22%). 

France is seen as particularly influential by its former colonies, including Côte d'Ivoire 

(where 89% of citizens see France as the greatest external influence), Gabon (80%), 

and Mali (73%). China’s influence is perceived to be highest in Zimbabwe (55%), 

Mozambique (52%), Sudan (47%), Zambia (47%), South Africa (40%), and Tanzania 

(40%). 

 Almost two-thirds (63%) of Africans say China’s influence is “somewhat” or “very” 

positive, while only 15% see it as somewhat/very negative. Favourable views are most 

common in Mali (92%), Niger (84%), and Liberia (81%).  

 A majority (56%) of Africans also see China’s development assistance as doing a 

“somewhat” or “very” good job of meeting their country’s needs. 

 The most important factors contributing to a positive image of China in Africa are its 

infrastructure/development and business investments and the cost of its products, 

according to survey respondents, while the quality of its products gives its image a 

black eye. Political and social considerations rank low among factors affecting 

China’s image on the continent. 
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Africans’ preferred model of national development 

Asked which country offers the best development model for the future of their own country, 

close to one-third (30%) of respondents cite the United States of America, while China follows 

with 24%.1 One in eight African citizens (13%) say their former colonial power offers the best  

model for future development. South Africa, the continent’s second-largest economy, 

attracts support from 11% of African citizens (Figure 1). 

                                                
1
 Citizens in all 36 surveyed countries were asked about their perceptions of “China” as a development model 

and an influence on their country. In the three African countries that maintain diplomatic ties with the 
Republic of China (Taiwan) rather than the People’s Republic of China (mainland China) – i.e. in Swaziland, 
Burkina Faso, and São Tomé and Príncipe – responses may be shaped to some degree by this relationship. In 
addition, respondents in Swaziland (which unlike Burkina Faso and São Tomé and Príncipe has little Chinese 
presence or investment) were asked about “Taiwan” rather than “China” with regard to the extent and quality 

 of influence, positive/negative image, and the utility of foreign assistance.
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Figure 1: Best model for national development | 36 countries | 2014/2015 

 

Respondents were asked: In your opinion, which of the following countries, if any, would be the best 

model for the future development of our country: United States? China? [Former colonial power]? 

India? South Africa? Another country? 

 

While some countries look mostly west, others focus more on the “look east” strategy as the 

best path toward development. Majorities in Liberia (67%) and Cape Verde (52%) see the 

United States as the best model, as do pluralities of more than four in 10 citizens in Kenya, 

Burundi, Sierra Uganda. Conversely, fewer than two in 10 citizens regard Leone, Nigeria, and 

the United States as the best model for development in Lesotho, Mozambique, Egypt, Benin, 

and Mali (Figure 2). 

China is the most popular model for development in Cameroon (48%), Sudan (36%), 

Mozambique (36%), Mali (36%), Tanzania (35%), and Zambia (32%). But fewer than one in six 

citizens look to China in Morocco (10%), Mauritius (13%), Ghana (15%), Malawi (17%), and 

Burundi (17%).  

South Africa is the mostly highly regarded development model in Lesotho (38%), Swaziland 

(32%), Namibia (31%), Malawi (31%), and Zimbabwe (27%). As the former colonial power, 

France takes first place as a development model in Tunisia (30%), Niger (27%), Benin (27%), 

and Mauritius (25%) and makes a strong showing as well in Mali (33%), Madagascar (29%), 

and Burkina Faso (27%). Former British colonies are less likely to cite their ex-colonial power as 

their preferred development model, ranging from lows of 4% in Lesotho and 5% in Egypt to 

highs of 14% in Namibia and 13% in Sierra Leone. India scores well as a development model 

in Mauritius (13%) and Algeria (10%). (See Appendix Table A.2 for a breakdown for all 

surveyed countries.) 
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Figure 2: United States and China as best models for development | 36 countries               

| 2014/2015 

 

Respondents were asked: In your opinion, which of the following countries, if any, would be the best 

model for the future development of our country: United States? China? 
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By region2, the United States is most strongly favoured as a development model in East Africa 

(41%) and West Africa (36%), while China matches the United States in Southern and North 

Africa (where both countries are picked by about one in four respondents) and surpasses it 

(35% vs. 27%) in Central Africa (Figure 3). The former colonial power is rated at its highest 

(17%) in West Africa, while South Africa receives its greatest support from countries in its own 

region (20%).  

Figure 3: Best model for national development | by region | 36 countries                           

| 2014/2015 

 
Respondents were asked: In your opinion, which of the following countries, if any, would be the best 

model for the future development of our country? 

 

Looking at perceptions of different sociodemographic groups across all 36 countries, 

preferences for the United States and China as development models are stronger (by 7-9 

percentage points) among citizens with at least a secondary-school education than among 

respondents with no formal education, who are more likely than their better-educated 

compatriots to favour the former colonial power as a model (Table 1). Poor respondents are 

more likely to see South Africa as the best model (13%, compared to 8% of the wealthiest 

respondents).3 More men (27%) than women (22%) prefer China as a model.  

                                                
2
 Afrobarometer regional groupings are: Central Africa (Cameroon, Gabon, São Tomé and Principe), East Africa 

(Burundi, Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda); North Africa (Algeria, Egypt, Morocco, Sudan, Tunisia), Southern Africa 
(Botswana, Lesotho, Madagascar, Malawi, Mauritius, Mozambique, Namibia, South Africa, Swaziland, Zambia, 
Zimbabwe), West Africa (Benin, Burkina Faso, Cape Verde, Côte d'Ivoire, Ghana, Guinea, Liberia, Mali, Niger, 
Nigeria, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Togo). 
3
 Afrobarometer assesses poverty through its Lived Poverty Index (LPI), an experiential measure based on how 

frequently respondents or their families went without five basic necessities (enough food, enough clean water, 
medicines or medical treatment, enough cooking fuel, and a cash income) during the year preceding the 
survey. Using response options of “never,” “just once or twice,” “several times,” “many times,” and “always,” 
LPI scores calculated for individuals or countries reflect the extent of deprivation ranging from no lived poverty 
to high lived poverty. 
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Urban-rural differences are small, with urban residents leaning more toward the United States 

and China while rural respondents are slightly more likely to choose the former colonial 

power or South Africa. Compared to their younger counterparts, respondents aged 56 and 

above are somewhat less likely to see the United States and China as models and are more 

likely to say they “don’t know.” 

Table 1: Best model for national development | by sociodemographic variables                

| 36 countries | 2014/2015  

 

United 
States 

China 
Former colonial 

power 
South Africa 

Average 30% 25% 14% 11% 

Lived poverty 

      No lived poverty 31% 24% 15% 8% 

  Low lived poverty 31% 26% 13% 11% 

  Moderate lived poverty 31% 24% 13% 13% 

  High lived poverty 28% 23% 14% 13% 

Place of residence 

      Urban 33% 26% 12% 10% 

  Rural 29% 23% 15% 12% 

Education 

      No formal education 26% 19% 19% 7% 

  Primary 29% 23% 14% 14% 

  Secondary 33% 26% 12% 12% 

  Post-secondary 32% 30% 11% 10% 

Age 

      18-35 years 32% 25% 13% 12% 

  36-55 years 30% 25% 14% 10% 

  56+ years 25% 20% 15% 11% 

Gender 

      Men 31% 27% 13% 11% 

 Women 30% 22% 14% 11% 

Respondents were asked: In your opinion, which of the following countries, if any, would be the best 

model for the future development of our country? 

Greatest external influence  

While former colonial powers are not the most widely admired models for development, they 

are most frequently perceived as having the greatest influence in African countries: On 

average across 36 countries, a plurality of 28% of citizens cite their former colonial powers as 

most influential. China (23%) and the United States (22%) rank second and third, followed by 

South Africa and international organisations (each 6%) (Figure 4).  
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Figure 4: Greatest external influence | 36 countries | 2014/2015 

 
Respondents were asked: Which of the following do you think has the most influence in your country, or 

haven’t you heard enough to say? United States? China? [Former colonial power]? India? South 

Africa? International organisations like the United Nations or the World Bank? 

 

Countries vary widely in their views of external influence (Figure 5). Former French colonies 

are by far the most likely to see the colonial power as most influential, ranging up to 89% of all 

citizens in Côte d'Ivoire, 80% in Gabon, and 73% in Mali. Indeed, if surveyed countries are 

ranked by the proportion of citizens who see the ex-colonial power as the greatest external 

influence (as in Figure 5), the top 14 countries are all former French colonies. 

Former British colonies tend to be far less likely to see the United Kingdom as most influential, 

instead balancing their assessments between the United States and China (and South Africa, 

in the case of countries in the Southern Africa region). 

Not surprisingly, Liberia overwhelmingly sees the United States as most influential (87%). The 
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(35%), Morocco (35%), Ghana (33%), Malawi (32%), Cape Verde (31%), Egypt (29%), and 
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China’s influence is most widely perceived in Zimbabwe (55%), reflecting the government’s 
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(40%), and Tanzania (40%). In Mauritius, India (33%) is perceived as the most influential 

external power. 

International organisations such as the United Nations and the World Bank are seen as 

particularly influential in São Tomé and Príncipe (32%) and Burundi (23%). (See Appendix 

Table A.3 for country results in greater detail.) 

Across the 36 countries, one in 10 citizens (11%) say they “don’t know” who is most influential 

in their country, including more than two in 10 Ugandans, Sierra Leoneans, Ghanaians, and 
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Figure 5: Greatest external influence | 36 countries | 2014/2015 

 

Respondents were asked: Which of the following do you think has the most influence in your country, or 

haven’t you heard enough to say? 
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Views on the greatest external influence differ significantly by region. The former colonial 

powers are most widely seen as wielding the greatest influence in Central Africa (55%) and 

West Africa (45%). The United States is most commonly cited by East Africans (36%) and North 

Africans (29%), while China receives its highest recognition in Southern Africa (35%) (Figure 6).   

Figure 6: Greatest external influence | by region | 36 countries | 2014/2015 

 

Respondents were asked: Which of the following do you think has the most influence in your country, or 

haven’t you heard enough to say? 

 

Perceptions of external influence do not vary dramatically by urban-rural residence, 

education level, age, or gender. Former colonial powers are somewhat more likely to be 

seen as influential by poor, urban, less-educated, younger, and male respondents than by 

wealthier, rural, more educated, older, and female citizens (Table 2). In general, older 

respondents are more likely to say they “don’t know” (19%) than their younger compatriots 

(11%). 
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Table 2: Greatest external influence | by sociodemographic variables | 36 countries 

| 2014/2015  

 

Former colonial 
power 

China United States 

Average 26% 23% 22% 

Lived poverty    

  No lived poverty 21% 25% 25% 

  Low lived poverty 26% 25% 23% 

  Moderate lived poverty 30% 23% 20% 

  High lived poverty 35% 19% 19% 

Place of residence 
   

  Urban 30% 24% 23% 

  Rural 26% 23% 21% 

Education    

  No formal education 35% 16% 18% 

  Primary 21% 24% 23% 

  Secondary 24% 26% 23% 

  Post-secondary 26% 26% 23% 

Age    

  18-35 years 35% 24% 23% 

  36-55 years 27% 24% 22% 

  56+ years 27% 20% 17% 

Gender    

  Men 28% 24% 23% 

  Women 24% 22% 21% 

Respondents were asked: Which of the following do you think has the most influence in your country, or 

haven’t you heard enough to say? 

 

While earlier Afrobarometer survey rounds did not ask these questions about influence and 

development models, Round 4 (2008-2009) surveys in 20 countries4 did explore citizens’ 

perceptions of the quality of external assistance provided to their countries. A majority of 

citizens said their countries were helped “somewhat” or “a lot” by assistance from the United 

States (54%), whilst pluralities applauded the assistance received from China (47%) and their 

former colonial power (45%) (Figure 7). Across the 20 countries, about two in 10 respondents 

said such assistance helped only “a little” or “not at all,” and about three in 10 said they did 

not know how much such assistance helped their country. 

                                                
4
 Botswana, Benin, Burkina Faso, Cape Verde, Ghana, Kenya, Lesotho, Liberia, Madagascar, Malawi, Mali, 

 Mozambique, Namibia, Nigeria, Senegal, South Africa, Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia, and Zimbabwe. 
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Figure 7: How helpful is external assistance? | 20 countries | 2008-2009 

 
Respondents were asked: In your opinion, how much do each of the following do to help your country, 

or haven’t you heard enough to say?  

Focus on China 

In line with China’s growing importance as a development partner in Africa, Afrobarometer’s 

Round 6 surveys included a series of questions exploring citizens’ perceptions of China’s 

economic activities, its economic and political influence, the usefulness of its development 

assistance, and the sources of positive and negative perceptions of China in their country. 

Extent of China’s economic influence  

Africans clearly recognize the importance of China’s economic activities in their countries: 

Across 35 countries, more than two-thirds (69%) of respondents5 say these activities have 

“some influence” (27%) or “a lot of influence” (42%) (Figure 8). At the country level, at least 

eight in 10 citizens in Mali (90%), Gabon (87%), Cameroon (81%) and Niger (80%) believe that 

China’s economic influence have “some” or “a lot” of influence in their country, whilst fewer 

than half say the same in São Tomé and Príncipe (43%) and Morocco (49%).  

Men are somewhat more likely than women to see China as being influential (73% vs. 66% 

“some” or “a lot”) (Figure 9). The same is true of urban residents (73%) compared to rural 

respondents (67%) and of youth and adults (71% and 70%) compared to older respondents 

(63%).   

                                                
5
 As explained in Footnote 1, respondents in Swaziland were asked about “Taiwan” rather than “China” with 

regard to the extent and quality of influence, positive/negative image, and the utility of foreign assistance. 
Responses (not included in this analysis) may be found using Afrobarometer’s free online data analysis tool at 

 http://www.afrobarometer.org/online-data-analysis. 
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Figure 8: China’s economic influence | 35 countries | 2014/2015 

 
Respondents were asked: How much influence do you think China’s economic activities in your country 

have on your economy, or haven’t you heard enough to say? 
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Figure 9: China’s economic influence | by gender, age, and urban-rural residence | 

35 countries | 2014/2015 

 

Respondents were asked: How much influence do you think China’s economic activities in your country 

have on your economy, or haven’t you heard enough to say? (% who say “some” or “a lot”) 

 

Quality of China’s economic and political influence 

In general, Africans welcome China’s economic and political influence in their country: 

Almost two-thirds (63%) of respondents see it as “somewhat positive” (35%) or “very positive” 

(28%), while only 15% see it as “somewhat” or “very” negative. A significant proportion (22%) 

see China’s influence as neither positive nor negative or say they “don’t know.” 

Countries differ greatly in their assessments of China’s economic influence, ranging from only 

about one-third positive in Algeria (33%), Ghana (34%), and Morocco (35%) to better than 

four-fifths in Mali (92%), Niger (84%), and Liberia (81%). The countries with the highest negative 

ratings are Madagascar (39%), Tunisia (39%), Ghana (36%), and Algeria (35%) (Figure 10). 

Regionally, the influence of China’s economic activities is overwhelmingly seen as positive in 

West Africa (72%), Central Africa (70%), and East Africa (68%). Views are somewhat less 

favourable in Southern Africa (59% positive vs. 21% negative) and North Africa (42% positive 

vs. 29% negative) (Figure 11).  

Views on China’s economic and political influence are somewhat more favourable among 

men (66% somewhat/very positive) than women (60%), among more educated respondents 

(65%-66%) than those with only a primary education (60%) or no formal education (61%), and 

among younger respondents (65% for ages 18-35) than elders (57% for those aged 56 and 

above) (Figure 12). Analysis by poverty level shows no significant variation on this question.  
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Figure 10: Is China’s economic and political influence positive or negative?               

| 35 countries | 2014/2015 

 
Respondents were asked: In general, do you think that China’s economic and political influence in your 

country is mostly positive, or mostly negative, or haven’t you heard enough to say? 
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Figure 11: Is China’s economic and political influence positive or negative?               

| by region | 35 countries | 2014/2015 

 
Respondents were asked: In general, do you think that China’s economic and political influence in your 

country is mostly positive, or mostly negative, or haven’t you heard enough to say? 

Figure 12: Is China’s economic and political influence positive or negative?                 

| by sociodemographic variables | 35 countries | 2014/2015 

 

Respondents were asked: In general, do you think that China’s economic and political influence in your 

country is mostly positive, or mostly negative, or haven’t you heard enough to say? 
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say that it does a “somewhat good” (34%) or “very good” (22%) job of meeting their 

country’s development needs (Figure 13).  

Figure 13: How helpful is China’s economic development assistance? | 35 countries 

| 2014/2015 

 
Respondents were asked: In your opinion, does China’s economic development assistance to your 

country do a good job or a bad job of meeting the country’s needs, or haven’t you heard enough to 

say? 
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About one in five respondents (19%) say China’s assistance does a “somewhat” or “very” 

bad job, while 8% describe it as “neither good nor bad,” 2% say China provides no 

development assistance, and 16% say they “don’t know.”  

Citizens are particularly appreciative of China’s assistance in Mali (where 88% say it does a 

“somewhat” or “very” good job), Côte d'Ivoire (81%), Burkina Faso (78%), Niger (77%), Guinea 

(76%), and Gabon (76%). But fewer than one in three respondents agree in Morocco (21%), 

Egypt (24%), Ghana (30%), and Algeria (32%). Again Madagascar leads in negative 

assessments, with 53% of respondents saying Chinese assistance does a “somewhat bad” or 

“very bad” job of meeting the country’s needs. 

In line with perceptions of China’s influence, about two-thirds of West Africans (65%) and 

Central Africans (64%) praise China’s development assistance, compared to only 36% of 

North Africans (Figure 14). Again, respondents with more education, men, and younger 

respondents are more likely to see China’s assistance as helpful to their country (Figure 14). 

Figure 14: How helpful is China’s economic development assistance? | by 

sociodemographic variables and regions | 35 countries | 2014/2015 

 

Respondents were asked: In your opinion, does China’s economic development assistance to your 

country do a good job or a bad job of meeting the country’s needs, or haven’t you heard enough to 

say? (% who say assistance does a “somewhat good” or “very good” job of meeting the country’s 

needs) 
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What shapes China’s image in Africa?  

In addition to assessing the positive or negative nature of China’s influence, survey 

respondents were asked to identify specific factors that contribute positively and negatively 

to China’s image in their country. Responses show that economic factors weigh most heavily 

in shaping both positive and negative impressions, while political and social considerations 

rank far lower. 

Factors contributing to a positive image 

Respondents were asked to identify which of six factors contributes most to a positive image 

of China in their country. The most frequently cited factors are China’s investments in 

infrastructure and other development projects (cited by 32% of respondents), the low cost of 

its products (23%), and its business investments (16%) (Figure 15). Few respondents cite 

China’s support for their country in international affairs (6%), its hands-off approach to the 

country’s internal affairs (5%), or their appreciation of the Chinese people, culture, and 

language (2%). 

Figure 15: Factors contributing most to a positive image of China | 35 countries                

| 2014/2015 

 

Respondents were asked: Which of the following factors contributes most to positive images of China in 

[your country], or haven’t you heard enough to say?  
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If China’s investments in infrastructure/development and business are most widely seen (by 

47%6 of respondents) as contributing to a positive image, this perception is strongest in 

Central Africa (56%) and East Africa (52%) and weakest in North Africa (36%) (Figure 16). In 

general, citizens place greater emphasis on investments in infrastructure and other 

development than on business investments.  

Figure 16: Investment in infrastructure/development and business as factors 

contributing to a positive image of China | by region | 35 countries | 2014/2015 

 

Respondents were asked: Which of the following factors contributes most to positive images of China in 

[your country], or haven’t you heard enough to say?  

(% who say “China’s investment in infrastructure” or “China’s business investment”) 

 

At the country level, at least six in 10 Mauritians (60%), Kenyans (69%), Gabonese (73%), and 

Zambians (73%) see China’s investments in infrastructure/development and business as the 

factors contributing most to a positive image (Figure 17). In countries whose citizens place 

less emphasis on China’s infrastructure/development/business investments, the low cost of 

Chinese products is often seen as a top factor in China’s positive image, as in Madagascar 

(50%), Burkina Faso (40%), Senegal (40%), Côte d'Ivoire (34%), and Morocco (33%).  

                                                
 

6
 All numbers are rounded, which explains why categories of 32% and 16% combine to 47%.
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Figure 17: Factors contributing most to a positive image of China | by country | 35 

countries | 2014/2015 

 
Respondents were asked: Which of the following factors contributes most to positive images of China in 

[your country], or haven’t you heard enough to say?  
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Factors contributing to a negative image 

While in fact citizens generally view China’s influence on their country favourably, we also 

asked them which factors contribute to negative images of China, and again, the responses 

are primarily economic. More than one-third (35%) of Africans say the poor quality of Chinese 

products damages China’s image. Others cite the concern that China’s activities in Africa 

take jobs or business away from locals (14%), China’s extraction of resources from Africa 

(10%), and Chinese involvement in land grabbing as factors contributing to a negative 

image (7%) (Figure 18).  

While some critics have castigated China for its willingness to work with autocratic 

governments (Africa Research Institute, 2012), only 4% of survey respondents cite this as a top 

factor contributing to a negative image of China. 

While product quality is the most frequently cited negative factor in 26 of the 35 countries, 

perceptions of resource extraction as contributing to negative images of China are far 

stronger in Ghana (43%) and Madagascar (37%) (Figure 19). Resource extraction is also an 

important consideration in Gabon (22%) and Sierra Leone (20%) – both twice the 35-country 

average of 10%. “Don’t know” is the most frequent response in São Tomé and Príncipe (51%), 

Sierra Leone (42%), Burundi (37%), Benin (28%), and Togo (26%). 

North Africa is the most likely region to perceive the loss of local jobs or business as the top 

negative factor (21% for the region, including 27% of Algerians and 26% of Egyptians). 

Figure 18: Factors shaping negative images of China | 35 countries | 2014/2015 

 
Respondents were asked: Which of the following factors contributes most to negative images of China 

in your country, or haven’t you heard enough to say?  
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Figure 19: Factors shaping negative images of China | by region | 35 countries             

| 2014/2015 

 
Respondents were asked: Which of the following factors contributes most to negative images of China 

in your country, or haven’t you heard enough to say?  
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Conclusion 

For Africans, China rivals the United States in influence and popularity as a development 

model. Despite considerable criticism in the media of China’s interests and operations in 

Africa, Africans view China’s emergence as an addition to the economic playing field. In 

particular, its investments in infrastructure and business development, along with its low-cost 

products, contribute to positive perceptions of China. Majorities value China’s development 

assistance and see its influence as more rewarding than detrimental to their country’s 

development prospects.   
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Appendix 

Table A.1: Afrobarometer Round 6 fieldwork dates and previous survey rounds 

Country 
Months when Round 6 fieldwork 

was conducted 
Previous survey rounds 

Algeria May-June 2015 2013 

Benin May-June 2014 2005, 2008, 2011 

Botswana June-July 2014 1999, 2003, 2005, 2008, 2012 

Burkina Faso April-May 2015 2008, 2012 

Burundi September-October 2014 2012 

Cameroon January-February 2015 2013 

Cape Verde November-December 2014 2002, 2005, 2008, 2011 

Côte d'Ivoire August-September 2014 2013 

Egypt June-July 2015 2013 

Gabon September 2015 N/A 

Ghana May-June 2014 1999, 2002, 2005, 2008, 2012 

Guinea March-April 2015 2013 

Kenya November-December 2014 2003, 2005, 2008, 2011 

Lesotho May 2014 2000, 2003, 2005, 2008, 2012 

Liberia May 2015 2008, 2012 

Madagascar December 2014-January 2015 2005, 2008, 2013 

Malawi March-April 2014 1999, 2003, 2005, 2008, 2012 

Mali December 2014 2001, 2002, 2005, 2008, 2013 

Mauritius June-July 2014 2012 

Morocco November 2015 2013 

Mozambique June-August 2015 2002, 2005, 2008, 2012 

Namibia August-September 2014 1999, 2003, 2006, 2008, 2012 

Niger  April 2015 2013 

Nigeria December 2014-January 2015 2000, 2003, 2005, 2008, 2013 

São Tomé and Principe July-August 2015 N/A 

Senegal November-December 2014 2002, 2005, 2008, 2013 

Sierra Leone May-June 2015 2012 

South Africa August-September 2015 2000, 2002, 2006, 2008, 2011 

Sudan June 2015 2013 
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Country 
Months when Round 6 fieldwork 

was conducted 
Previous survey rounds 

Swaziland April 2015 2013 

Tanzania August-November 2014 2001, 2003, 2005, 2008, 2012 

Togo October 2014 2012 

Tunisia April-May 2015 2013 

Uganda May 2015 2000, 2002, 2005, 2008, 2012 

Zambia October 2014 1999, 2003, 2005, 2009, 2013 

Zimbabwe November 2014 1999, 2004, 2005, 2009, 2012 

 

Table A.2: Best model for national development | 36 countries | 2014/2015 

 

United 
States 

China 
Former 

colonial power 
South 
Africa 

India 
Follow own 

model 

Algeria 24% 19% 15% 6% 10% 13% 

Benin 18% 26% 27% 8% 2% 4% 

Botswana 30% 24% 10% 20% 1% 1% 

Burkina Faso* 28% 20% 27% 6% 1% 6% 

Burundi 45% 17% 5% 13% 2% 3% 

Cameroon 20% 48% 9% 10% 1% 2% 

Cape Verde 52% 21% 7% 3% 1% 4% 

Côte d'Ivoire 33% 26% 19% 15% 1% 1% 

Egypt 17% 29% 5% 3% 6% 11% 

Gabon 30% 29% 10% 23% 2% 0% 

Ghana 37% 15% 11% 8% 2% 7% 

Guinea 39% 22% 20% 4% 1% 5% 

Kenya 49% 24% 7% 7% 2% 3% 

Lesotho 14% 18% 4% 38% 2% 1% 

Liberia 67% 25% - 2% 0% 2% 

Madagascar 31% 24% 29% 7% 1% 4% 

Malawi 24% 17% 10% 31% 2% 3% 

Mali 19% 36% 33% 3% 1% 4% 

Mauritius 22% 13% 25% 5% 13% 10% 

Morocco 34% 10% 21% 2% 5% 9% 

Mozambique 15% 36% 6% 15% 5% 6% 
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Namibia 21% 22% 14% 31% 2% 8% 

Niger 24% 28% 27% 3% 2% 8% 

Nigeria 43% 25% 10% 2% 2% 7% 

São Tomé and 
Príncipe* 

29% 28% 12% 5% 1% 6% 

Senegal 33% 28% 16% 3% 1% 5% 

Sierra Leone 43% 18% 13% 1% 0% 2% 

South Africa 36% 26% 12% - 2% 8% 

Sudan 26% 36% 9% 6% 3% 8% 

Swaziland* 20% 23% 11% 32% 2% 6% 

Tanzania 30% 35% 6% 10% 4% 3% 

Togo 33% 19% 14% 15% 2% 1% 

Tunisia 21% 24% 30% 5% 2% 2% 

Uganda 41% 19% 8% 8% 2% 4% 

Zambia 23% 32% 8% 17% 2% 6% 

Zimbabwe 25% 20% 9% 27% 1% 8% 

Average 30% 24% 13% 11% 2% 5% 

Respondents were asked: In your opinion, which of the following countries, if any, would be the best 

model for the future development of our country? 

*See Footnote 1 

 

 Table A.3: Greatest external influence | 36 countries | 2014/2015 

  

United 
States 

China 
Former 

colonial power 
South 
Africa 

India 
International 
organisations 

Algeria 26% 20% 27% 2% 3% 8% 

Benin 7% 15% 54% 1% 1% 5% 

Botswana 27% 25% 11% 15% 1% 6% 

Burkina Faso* 13% 10% 61% 3% 1% 1% 

Burundi 35% 11% 3% 6% 1% 23% 

Cameroon 8% 15% 68% 1% 0% 2% 

Cape Verde 31% 27% 25% 1% 0% 5% 

Côte d'Ivoire 5% 3% 89% 1% 0% 0% 

Egypt 29% 25% 5% 1% 3% 5% 

Gabon 8% 9% 80% 1% 1% 1% 

Ghana 33% 27% 9% 2% 2% 2% 

Guinea 12% 13% 62% 1% 0% 0% 

Kenya 39% 38% 7% 2% 1% 5% 
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Lesotho 9% 30% 2% 36% 1% 2% 

Liberia 87% 8% N/A 1% 0% 2% 

Madagascar 12% 27% 42% 5% 1% 10% 

Malawi 32% 12% 13% 16% 1% 6% 

Mali 8% 13% 73% 1% 0% 1% 

Mauritius 10% 25% 13% 2% 33% 8% 

Morocco 35% 5% 30% 2% 4% 11% 

Mozambique 8% 52% 5% 9% 4% 2% 

Namibia 14% 35% 7% 31% 2% 7% 

Niger 11% 16% 60% 0% 1% 1% 

Nigeria 39% 30% 9% 2% 2% 5% 

São Tomé and 
Príncipe* 

12% 24% 17% 1% 0% 32% 

Senegal 14% 12% 58% 0% 0% 3% 

Sierra Leone 23% 22% 24% 1% 0% 6% 

South Africa 28% 40% 7%  3% 1% 

Sudan 20% 47% 4% 4% 1% 11% 

Swaziland* 9% 35% 3% 36% 2% 8% 

Tanzania 31% 40% 5% 6% 4% 1% 

Togo 6% 7% 62% 2% 0% 8% 

Tunisia 35% 2% 47% 0% 0% 8% 

Uganda 40% 20% 6% 4% 2% 4% 

Zambia 17% 47% 5% 8% 2% 4% 

Zimbabwe 14% 55% 5% 12% 0% 1% 

Average 22% 23% 28% 6% 2% 6% 

Respondents were asked: Which of the following do you think has the most influence on your country, 

or haven’t you heard enough to say? 

*See Footnote 1 
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Introduction 

The African Youth Charter outlines young citizens’ rights and responsibilities, affirming that 

“youth are partners, assets and a prerequisite for sustainable development and for the 

peace and prosperity of Africa” (African Union, 2006, p. 2).1 Article 11 of the charter gives 

every young citizen “the right to participate in all spheres of society” and mandates that 

states encourage youth activism and ensure gender equity in political representation and 

participation (p. 6). Among responsibilities, the charter cites full participation in civic duties 

such as voting in elections and volunteering. The African Union (AU) Assembly declared 2009-

2018 the “African Youth Decade” and released an action plan to promote youth 

empowerment and development throughout the continent, including by raising young 

citizens’ representation and participation in political processes (African Union, 2011). 

The latest results from Afrobarometer surveys in 36 countries reveal a wide gap between the 

aspirations set forth in the AU policy framework and the reality of youth political engagement 

in Africa today. The data show that African governments and development partners have 

considerable work to do to achieve the goal of increased civic and political participation 

among youth, particularly young women.  

African youth (aged 18-35)2 report lower rates of political engagement than their elders 

across a variety of indicators, including voting in national elections. Young citizens are also 

less likely to engage in civic activities such as attending community meetings and joining 

others to raise an issue. While these findings are consistent with research on age differences 

in voter turnout in advanced democracies (e.g. International Institute for Democracy and 

Electoral Assistance, 1999; Norris, 2002), the survey further finds that youth engagement levels 

have declined over time despite the introduction of regional and national youth 

empowerment policies.  

Young women’s political engagement lags behind that of their male peers across all the 

indicators under consideration, although these differences are smaller for voting levels and 

attendance at demonstrations or protest marches. The findings on gender-based disparities 

in engagement levels are consistent with results from the previous round of the 

Afrobarometer surveys (2011/2013), which show that African women are generally less likely 

than men to participate in political processes, despite widespread support for gender 

equality across Africa (see Afrobarometer Policy Paper No. 8, available at 

http://bit.ly/2aFrCnA).  

The persistence of gender gaps even among youth is a measure of the extent to which 

significantly more initiatives are required to empower young women and boost their 

participation – particularly in West African countries, which report the largest gaps on most 

indicators. Women make up less than one-quarter (23%) of parliamentary representatives in 

sub-Saharan Africa (average for single or lower house) and have even lower representation 

in Arab states (18%) (Inter-Parliamentary Union, 2016). Boosting their representation to meet 

the AU’s target of gender parity likely requires raising engagement among young women at 

lower levels of the political process. Greater civic education for all youth, and particularly 

young women, may be one strategy for moving toward the AU aspiration of an empowered 

young citizenry that acts as an agent for prosperity, peace, and development on the 

continent. 

  

                                                      

1
 The African Youth Charter was adopted in July 2006 and came into force in August 2009. As of 1 June 2016, 

42 AU member states have signed the agreement and 38 have ratified it (African Union, 2016). Eight 
Afrobarometer countries are not signatories to the charter: Botswana, Cape Verde, Gabon, Malawi, Mauritius, 
Swaziland, Uganda, and Zimbabwe. Morocco is not a member state of the African Union. 
2
 While the AU’s official definition of “youth” is ages 15-35 years (African Union, 2006), Afrobarometer samples 

include only adult citizens, so this analysis focuses on respondents aged 18-35. 
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Afrobarometer survey  

Afrobarometer is a pan-African, non-partisan research network that conducts public attitude 

surveys on democracy, governance, economic conditions, and related issues across more 

than 30 countries in Africa. Five rounds of surveys were conducted between 1999 and 2013, 

and findings from Round 6 surveys (2014/2015) are currently being released. Afrobarometer 

conducts face-to-face interviews in the language of the respondent’s choice with nationally 

representative samples that yield country-level results with margins of error of +/-2% (for 

samples of 2,400) or +/3% (for samples of 1,200) at a 95% confidence level.  

Round 6 findings are based on almost 54,000 interviews completed in 36 countries (see 

Appendix Table A.1 for a list of countries and fieldwork dates).  

Key findings 

 Political engagement is generally lower among African youth than among their 

elders, particularly in terms of voting. Two-thirds (65%) of 18- to 35–year-old 

respondents who were old enough to vote in the last national election say they did 

so, compared to 79% of citizens above age 35.  

 Slightly more than half (53%) of African youth report being “very” or “somewhat” 

interested in public affairs, while two-thirds (67%) say they discuss politics with friends 

or family at least “occasionally.” Compared to their male counterparts, young 

women report significantly less interest (48% vs. 60%) and discussion (61% vs. 74%). 

 Attendance at campaign rallies is the most popular form of pre-electoral 

engagement among young Africans: One-third (33%) say they attended at least one 

in the previous year, compared to 37% of older citizens. The gender gap in 

participation in rallies averages 10 percentage points and is largest in East Africa (14 

points) and West Africa (13 points).    

 African youth are less likely than their elders to participate in civic activities: Less than 

half (47%) of 18- to 35–year-olds say they attended community meetings at least 

once during the previous year, while 40% joined others to raise an issue (vs. 57% and 

47% for older citizens). Young women’s participation also lags behind that of their 

male peers on these measures of civic activism (by 9 percentage points, on 

average), particularly in West Africa and North Africa (both by 14 percentage points).  

 Not quite half (48%) of youth say they contacted political or community leaders 

during the previous year to discuss an important issue, with lower reported 

engagement levels among young women than men (43% vs. 53%). 

 Youth participation in demonstrations and protest marches is lower than in more 

conventional forms of civic and political engagement, but higher than among their 

elders: 11% of young survey respondents say they attended at least one protest in the 

previous year (vs. 8% older citizens). Again, women report lower participation levels 

than their male peers (8% vs. 13%).  

 Comparison over time in 16 countries shows that youth engagement levels have 

declined since 2005/2006 across most of these indicators, particularly interest in public 

affairs and measures of civic activism (both by 9 percentage points). 
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Youth and development policy in Africa 

Rapid population growth and reductions in child mortality rates in Africa have led to a large 

youth population in comparison to the adult population (the “youth bulge”). In 2010, 15- to 

34-year-olds accounted for more than one-third (35.6%) of Africa’s population (African Union, 

2015). The AU’s policy emphasis on youth development and empowerment reflects the 

economic gains that this demographic shift makes possible (African Union, 2015). Evidence 

from East Asia’s development trajectory in the 1990s indicates that rapid economic growth 

coupled with a large working-age population leads to accelerated growth and prosperity (a 
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“demographic dividend”) – if properly managed by providing adequate employment 

opportunities for young people (Canning, Raja, & Yazbeck, 2015).  

At present, however, youth unemployment is a significant challenge in most sub-Saharan 

African countries and is at its highest level ever recorded in North Africa (International Labour 

Organization, 2015). The AU’s Agenda 2063 aims to eliminate “overt youth unemployment” 

by 2063 (African Union, 2015, p. 160). 

Youth (18- to 35-year-olds) represent 54% of respondents in the 2014/2015 Afrobarometer 

survey, with varying rates of urbanization, educational attainment, and employment (see 

Appendix Table A.2 for demographic profiles of youth respondents). 

Youth political engagement in Africa 

The AU’s African Youth Decade action plan defines “youth empowerment” in terms of young 

citizens’ freedom or ability to formulate and act upon their own choices, rather than the 

wishes of others: “Young people are empowered when they realize that they have or can 

create choices in life, are aware of the implications of those choices, make informed 

decisions freely, take action based on those decisions and accept responsibility for the 

consequences of their actions” (African Union, 2011, p. v). The document acknowledges the 

need to enable this empowerment by ensuring youth representation in the formulation, 

implementation, and monitoring of government development policies.  

Empowerment therefore requires young Africans to be engaged in a range of activities in 

order to ensure their full representation in the political process. Afrobarometer measures 

citizen engagement in a range of dimensions: the extent to which they are interested in and 

discuss politics (“cognitive engagement”), their participation in elections and in civic or 

community events, and their views on various forms of political protest.  

Survey results show that young citizens are less likely to engage in the political process than 

their older peers, except on measures of protest activity. Young women are even less likely to 

be engaged in the political process than their male peers. 

Interest in and discussion of politics 

In a measure of how mentally engaged they are with the political process, a majority of 

survey respondents of all ages say they are “very” or “somewhat” interested in public affairs 

and discuss political matters “frequently” or “occasionally” with their friends and families. 

Youth report slightly lower interest than their older peers (53% vs. 58%) and the same level of 

discussion (both 67%) (see Appendix Table A.3 for detailed results). 

Interest in politics varies widely by country, from seven in 10 among Tunisian (73%) and 

Malawian (71%) youth to only one-quarter of young Ivoirians (24%) (Figure 1). Northern and 

Southern African youth are the most likely to say they are at least “somewhat” interested in 

politics (58%), followed by East Africans (53%), West Africans (51%), and Central Africans 

(44%). 

Interest levels increase with age, education, and material security as measured by the 

Afrobarometer Lived Poverty Index3 (Figure 2). Youth who never lack basic necessities of life 

(“no lived poverty”) are significantly more likely to report being interested in public affairs 

(57%) than those living with frequent deprivation (“high lived poverty”) (48%). In addition, 

                                                      

3
 The Lived Poverty Index (LPI) measures respondents’ levels of material deprivation by asking them how often 

they or their family members went without enough food, enough clean water, medicines or medical 
treatment, enough cooking fuel, and a cash income during the previous year. “No lived poverty” refers to full 
access to all five basic necessities, while “high lived poverty” refers to regular shortages of these goods and 
services. (For more information on the LPI, see Afrobarometer Policy Paper No. 29, available at 
www.afrobarometer.org). 
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youth who are employed full time are the most likely group to express an interest in public 

affairs.4  

Figure 1: Interest in public affairs | 18- to 35-year-olds | 36 countries | 2014/2015 

 
Respondents were asked: How interested would you say you are in public affairs? (% “very interested” 

or “somewhat interested”) 

                                                      

4
 Students represent significant proportions of youth who say they are not employed and either not looking for 

a job (33%) or looking for a job (21%) (see Appendix Table A.5 for full results). 
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Figure 2: Interest in public affairs | by employment status, lived poverty, education, 

age, gender, and urban-rural residence | 18- to 35-year-olds | 36 countries                

| 2014/2015 

 
Respondents were asked: How interested would you say you are in public affairs? (% “very interested” 

or “somewhat interested”) 

 

Two-thirds of young Africans say they discuss political matters “occasionally” (49%) or 

“frequently” (18%) with friends and family, while 32% say they “never” do so. Reported levels 

of frequent discussion of politics are highest among Malawian youth (38%) and lowest in 

Algeria (8%). However, Guinea has the highest proportion of youth who “never” discuss 

politics in their intimate circles (46%) (Figure 3).  

Although there is no difference between the discussion levels of respondents aged 18-35 

years and those aged 36 years and older, the youth sub-sample shows modest differences 

by age. Younger respondents (aged 18-25 years) are slightly less likely to discuss politics at 

least “occasionally” than those aged 26-35 years (65% vs. 69%). Discussion levels among 

young citizens increase with educational attainment and employment (Figure 4).  

Six in 10 (61%) young women discuss political matters at least occasionally, compared to 

about three-quarters (74%) of young men – a gap that is comparable to the gender 

difference in interest levels (12 percentage points).  

Across 16 countries tracked since 2002/2003,5 young Africans’ interest in public affairs has 

declined significantly (from 81% in 2002/2003 to 58% in 2014/2015), while discussion of politics 

has been stable since 2005/2006 (Figure 5; see Appendix Table A.4 for details).  The largest 

declines in interest levels between 2002/2003 and the most recent survey occurred in 

                                                      

5
 Countries tracked since Round 2 (2002/2003) are Botswana, Cape Verde, Ghana, Kenya, Lesotho, Malawi, 

Mali, Mozambique, Namibia, Nigeria, South Africa, Senegal, Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia, and Zimbabwe. 
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Tanzania (by 38 percentage points) and the smallest in Malawi and Mozambique (both 14 

points). 

Figure 3: Discussion of politics | 18- to 35-year-olds | 36 countries | 2014/2015 

 
Respondents were asked: When you get together with your friends or family, would you say you discuss 

political matters frequently, occasionally, or never?   
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Figure 4: Discussion of politics | by employment status, lived poverty, education, 

age, gender, and urban-rural residence | 18- to 35-year-olds | 36 countries                

| 2014/2015 

 
Respondents were asked: When you get together with your friends or family, would you say you discuss 

political matters frequently, occasionally, or never? (% “frequently” or “occasionally”) 

Figure 5: Trends in interest in and discussion of public affairs | 18- to 35-year-olds        

| 16 countries | 2002-2015 

 

Respondents were asked:  

1. How interested would you say you are in public affairs? (% “very interested” or “somewhat 

interested”)6  

2. When you get together with your friends or family, would you say you discuss political matters 

frequently, occasionally, or never? (% “occasionally” or “frequently”)  
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Media engagement 

Afrobarometer also asks respondents about their news consumption from various media 

sources (radio, television, newspapers, the Internet, and social media), which provides an 

alternative indicator of citizens’ engagement with political matters. Previous analysis shows 

that radio is the most popular news source (69% say they listen to the news at least “a few 

times a week”), followed by television (53%), newspapers (22%), the Internet (22%), and social 

media (21%)(see Afrobarometer Dispatch No. 85, available at http://bit.ly/1THHfMR). 

African youth are similar to the general population in their news habits, citing radio as their 

most frequent source 69% “every day” or “a few times a week”). Youth are somewhat more 

likely than their elders to get news from other sources, especially the Internet (30% vs. 13% for 

older citizens) and social media (30% vs. 11%) Still, majorities of young citizens say they 

“never” get the news from social media (61%), the Internet (60%), and newspapers (55%) 

(Table 1; see Appendix Table A.3 for news consumption by age). 

Table 1: News consumption | 18- to 35-year-olds | 36 countries | 2014/2015 

 
Every day 

A few times 
a week 

A few times 
a month 

Less than 
once a month 

Never 

Radio 45% 24% 8% 4% 19% 

Television 41% 15% 6% 4% 34% 

Social media 20% 10% 5% 3% 61% 

Internet 19% 11% 5% 3% 60% 

Newspapers 10% 15% 11% 8% 55% 

Respondents were asked: How often do you get news from the following sources: Radio? TV? 

Newspapers? The Internet? Social media such as Facebook and Twitter? 

Electoral participation 

The African Youth Charter specifies full participation in civic duties, including voting and 

volunteering, among the responsibilities of all young citizens on the continent (African Union, 

2006). A strong majority of African youth agree that voting is an important component of 

democratic citizenship: More than three-fourths (78%) say that a good citizen should 

“always” vote in elections, while 20% say that citizens should only do so “if they choose” (see 

Appendix Table A.6). Afrobarometer measures citizen engagement in a range of electoral 

activities, including voting in national elections, attending campaign rallies or meetings, 

persuading others to vote for a particular candidate or party, and working on a campaign. 

Voting in elections 

Youth are significantly less likely to vote than older citizens. About two-thirds (65%) of young 

respondents who were old enough to vote in their country’s most recent national election7 

report doing so, compared to 79% of citizens aged 36 and older (see Appendix Table A.3). 

One in five youth say they were not registered to vote (10%) or decided not to vote (10%), 

and another 14% cite a range of other issues that prevented them from voting (Figure 6). 

African youths’ voting levels are highest in East Africa (73%), while North African youth (46%) 

trail far behind other regions.8 

                                                      

7
 In 2014/2015, 12% of respondents aged 18-35 say they were too young to vote in the previous  election. 

8
 Afrobarometer regional groupings are: East Africa (Burundi, Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda), West Africa (Benin, 

Burkina Faso, Cape Verde, Côte d'Ivoire, Ghana, Guinea, Liberia, Mali, Niger, Nigeria, Senegal, Sierra Leone, 
Togo), Southern Africa (Botswana, Lesotho, Madagascar, Malawi, Mauritius, Mozambique, Namibia, South 
Africa, Swaziland, Zambia, Zimbabwe), North Africa (Algeria, Egypt, Sudan, Tunisia), and Central Africa 
(Cameroon, Gabon, and São Tomé and Principe). 
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Older youth (aged 26-35 years) are significantly more likely to vote than 18- to 25-year-olds 

(by 14 percentage points, 70% vs. 56%), and rural youth report higher voting levels than youth 

in urban areas (68% vs. 61%) (Figure 7). In contrast to the findings on interest in and discussion 

of politics discussed above, electoral participation decreases with education levels. Young 

women are about equally likely to vote as their male peers (64% vs. 66%; note that a 2-

percent-point difference is not statistically significant). 

Figure 6: Voting in elections | by region | 18- to 35-year-olds | 35 countries | 2014/2015 

 

Respondents were asked: Understanding that some people were unable to vote in the most recent 

national election in [20XX], which of the following statements is true for you? (Notes: This question was 

not asked in Senegal. Results exclude respondents who say they were not old enough to vote.) 

Figure 7: Voted in last election | by employment status, lived poverty, education, 

age, gender, and urban-rural residence | 18- to 35-year-olds | 35 countries | 

2014/2015 

 
Respondents were asked: Understanding that some people were unable to vote in the most recent 

national election in [20XX], which of the following statements is true for you? (% “voted in the last 

election”)  

(Notes: This question was not asked in Senegal. Results exclude respondents who say they were not old 

enough to vote.) 
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Pre-election engagement 

African citizens of all ages are more likely to vote in national elections than to participate in 

pre-election activities (see Appendix Table A.3). Among 18- to 35-year-olds, attendance at 

campaign rallies is the most popular form of pre-election engagement (33%, vs. 37% of older 

citizens), followed by attendance at campaign meetings (25%, vs. 30% of older citizens), 

persuading others to vote for a candidate or party (21%, vs. 26% of older citizens), and 

working on a campaign for a candidate or party (13%, vs. 17% of older citizens). Central 

African youth are the most active, while those in North Africa are the least active (Figure 8). 

As shown in Figure 9, attendance at campaign rallies is somewhat more common among 

employed youth, older youth, men, and rural youth. Young citizens with higher levels of 

material security (i.e. “no lived poverty”) are less likely to participate.  

Figure 8: Pre-election engagement | by region | 18- to 35-year-olds | 36 countries | 2014/2015 

 
Respondents were asked: Thinking about the last national election in [20XX], did you: Attend a 

campaign rally? Attend a meeting with a candidate or campaign staff? Try to persuade others to vote 

for a certain legislative candidate or political party? Work for a candidate or party? (% “yes”) 

Figure 9: Attendance at a campaign rally | by employment status, lived poverty, 

education, age, gender, and urban-rural residence | 18- to 35-year-olds                     

| 36 countries | 2014/2015 
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Youth civic engagement in Africa 

A plurality of African youth believe that ordinary citizens should play a leading role in holding 

elected leaders to account: On average, four in 10 young citizens say that voters should be 

responsible for making sure that local government councillors, the president, and 

parliamentary representatives do their jobs once elected, rather than leaving this task to 

political parties or others (see Appendix Table A.7). However, on three aspects of civic 

engagement, a majority of young Africans are not active: membership in civic organizations 

(religious groups and voluntary associations), civic activism (attending community meetings 

and joining others to raise an issue), and contacting community or political leaders to discuss 

important problems. 

Membership in civic organizations and civic activism  

On average, only minorities of young citizens in the 36 countries surveyed in 2014/2015 are 

official leaders or active members of a religious group (26%, vs. 30% of older citizens) or of a 

voluntary association or community group (19%, vs. 25% of older citizens). Furthermore, less 

than half attended a community meeting (47%, vs. 57% of older citizens) or joined others to 

raise an issue (40%, vs. 47% of older citizens) during the preceding year. Comparison by 

region shows that East African youth are generally the most active citizens, while those in 

North Africa are the least active (Figure 10).  

On average, only 8% of North Africans aged 18 to 35 years are active in religious groups, 

while 14% are active in voluntary associations. Moreover, only three in 10 North African youth 

attended a community meeting (30%) or joined others to raise an issue (31%), compared to 

at least 40% of youth in the other four regions.  

Figure 10: Active membership and civic activism | by region | 18- to 35-year-olds       

| 36 countries | 2014/2015 
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2. Here is a list of actions that people sometimes take as citizens. For each of these, please tell me 

whether you, personally, have done any of these things during the past year: Attended a 
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To further explore this data, please visit Afrobarometer's 
free online data analysis facility at 

www.afrobarometer.org/online-data-analysis. 

Analysis over time shows that these forms of civic engagement have declined in the 16 

countries surveyed since 2002/2003 (Figure 11; see Appendix Table A.4 for details). 

Figure 11: Declining youth civic engagement | 18- to 35-year-olds | 16 countries          

| 2002-2015 

 

Respondents were asked:  
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me whether you are an official leader, an active member, an inactive member, or not a member? 

2. Here is a list of actions that people sometimes take as citizens. For each of these, please tell me 

whether you, personally, have done any of these things during the past year. (% “yes”) 
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Figure 12: Civic activism | by employment status, lived poverty, education, age, 

gender and urban/rural location | 18- to 35-year-olds | 36 countries | 2014/2015 

 
Respondents were asked: Here is a list of actions that people sometimes take as citizens. For each of 

these, please tell me whether you, personally, have done any of these things during the past year: 

Attended a community meeting? Got together with others to raise an issue? 

(% who attended a community meeting and/or joined others to raise an issue) 

Contact with political and community leaders 

Half (51%) of all citizens surveyed by Afrobarometer in 2014/2015 say they had contact with 
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during the previous year. Youth were less likely to have such contact than respondents aged 

36 years and older (48% vs. 56%) (see Appendix Table A.3). East African youth had the 

highest overall contact rates (56%), while North African youth had the lowest (40%) (Table 2). 

Table 2: Contact with political and community leaders | by region | 18- to 35-year-olds 

| 36 countries | 2014/2015 
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African youth have the highest levels of engagement with religious leaders (34%), followed 

by political party officials and traditional leaders (both 26%). In contrast, only one in 10 youth 

say they contacted a member of Parliament (10%) or a government official. 

Analysis over time indicates that young citizens’ rates of contact with political leaders have 

been relatively stable in the 16 countries surveyed since 2002/2003, while those with religious 

and traditional leaders have declined by 7 and 4 percentage points, respectively (see 

Appendix Table A.4). 

Rural, male, and older youth, as well as youth with formal education, are more likely to report 

having contact with at least one leader (Figure 13). Unemployed youth who were not 

looking for a job have lower levels of contact than their peers, while those with full access to 

basic necessities (“no lived poverty”) are significantly less likely to engage with leaders (37%) 

than those living with higher levels of material insecurity (51%, on average). 

When asked about the type of contact they had with these leaders, more youth say they 

went with a group than say they went alone (52% vs. 46%), and they were more likely to 

contact leaders to discuss a community problem than a personal problem (53% vs. 45%) (see 

Appendix Table A.8).  

Figure 13: Contact with political and community leaders | by employment status, lived 

poverty, education, age, gender, and urban-rural residence | 18- to 35-year-olds        

| 36 countries | 2014/2015 

 
(Figure shows % of respondents who had contact with at least one political or community leader in the 

previous year) 
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(21% say they did so in the previous year), while the lowest are for refusing to pay a tax or fee 

(5%) (Table 3). In fact, two-thirds (68%) of youth say they “would never” refuse to pay a tax or 

fee to government as a way to express dissatisfaction. 

Analysis by region shows variation in youth participation levels. Participation levels in 

demonstrations or protest marches, for example, ranges from 6% among East African youth 

to 16% of those in Central Africa (Figure 14). 

It should be noted that Africans overwhelmingly reject violent forms of protest. Across 34 

countries surveyed in 2011/2013, nine in 10 survey respondents of all ages (89%) said they had 

not used force or violence for a political cause in the previous year and “would never do 

this” if given the opportunity. Similarly, 85% of respondents across 16 countries surveyed in 

2002/2003 said the same. 

Table 3: Protest activity | 18- to 35-year-olds | 36 countries | 2014/2015 

 

Yes 

No, but 
would if 
had the 
chance 

No, would 
never do 

this 

Don't 
know 

Joined others in your community to request 
action from government 

21% 59% 19% 1% 

Contacted a government official to ask for 
help or make a complaint 

13% 62% 24% 1% 

Contacted the media, like calling a radio 
program or writing a letter to a newspaper 

12% 61% 25% 1% 

Participated in a demonstration or protest 
march 

11% 38% 49% 2% 

Refused to pay a tax or fee to government 5% 23% 68% 3% 

Respondents were asked: Here is a list of actions that people sometimes take as citizens when they are 

dissatisfied with government performance. For each of these, please tell me whether you, personally, 

have done any of these things during the past year. If not, would you do this if you had the chance? 

Figure 14: Protest activity | by region | 18- to 35-year-olds | 36 countries | 2014/2015 
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Participation in demonstrations or protest marches 

Across 16 countries surveyed since 2002/2003, youth participation in demonstrations and 

protest marches has declined by 6 percentage points, from 15% to 9% (see Appendix Table 

A.4). Still, in contrast to other measures of political engagement examined above, African 

youth are slightly more likely to participate in this form of protest action than older citizens 

(11% vs. 8% on average across 36 countries) (see Appendix Table A.3).  

Disaggregation of the most recent results shows that participation in demonstrations is more 

common among youth with higher education, young men, and urban youth (Figure 15).  

Figure 15: Participation in a demonstration or protest march | by employment status, 

lived poverty, education, age, gender, and urban-rural residence | 18- to 35-year-olds 

| 36 countries | 2014/2015 

 
Respondents were asked: Here is a list of actions that people sometimes take as citizens when they are 

dissatisfied with government performance. For each of these, please tell me whether you, personally, 

have done any of these things during the past year: Participated in a demonstration or protest march? 

(% “yes”) 
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peers across all measures under analysis. It is not immediately clear whether young women 

are choosing not to engage or are being actively prevented from doing so due to social or 

political pressures. 

Systematic comparison of young men’s and women’s responses suggests that the large gaps 

in cognitive engagement (interest in and discussion of politics) may explain the differences in 

participation rates (Table 4). Women are significantly less likely to be interested in and to 

discuss politics, particularly in East and West African countries (see Appendix Table A.9). 

Tunisian youth are the exception to this general pattern: Young Tunisian women are 

significantly more likely than young men to be interested in public affairs (82% vs. 66%) and to 

discuss these matters with friends or family (82% vs. 70%). 

Table 4: Gender gaps in youth political engagement | 36 countries | 2014/2015 

Young African women are less likely to… Male Female 
% point 

difference 

Discuss politics “frequently” or “occasionally”  74% 61% 13 

Be “very” or “somewhat” interested in politics 60% 48% 12 

Contact at least one political or community leader 53% 43% 10 

Join others to raise an issue 45% 35% 10 

Attend campaign rallies 38% 29% 10* 

Attend community meetings 51% 43% 8 

Attend demonstrations or protest marches 13% 8% 5 

Vote in national elections 66% 64% 2 

* Rounded numbers may result in an apparent 1-percentage-point discrepancy. 

  

Among the various forms of political participation, gender differences are smallest for voting 

(2 percentage points, on average), although there is significant variation by country. For 

example, voting levels among young Zambian women lag behind men’s by 13 percentage 

points, while female youth in Cape Verde are more likely to vote than their male peers (see 

Appendix Table A.10). 

Although youth in the Southern African region average the highest levels of gender parity in 

attendance at campaign rallies, Mauritius has the largest gap on this measure (24 

percentage points), followed closely by Kenya (23 points) (Figure 16). Young women are 

slightly more likely than men to participate in this form of pre-election engagement in São 

Tomé and Príncipe (by 3 points) and Madagascar (2 points). 

Young female São Toméans are also slightly more likely to participate in civic activities than 

their male peers (by 7 points). In contrast, young women’s participation lags considerably in 

West Africa: Seven of the 10 countries with the largest gender gaps are in this region (Figure 

17). 

The gender gap in contact with political and community leaders is largest in Guinea (33 

percentage points) and lowest in Madagascar and São Tomé and Príncipe, where male and 

female youth report the same rates of engagement (Figure 18).  

Lastly, Burkina Faso reports the largest gender disparity in attendance at demonstrations or 

protest marches (21 percentage points), while there is gender parity in three countries: 

Mauritius, Uganda, and Lesotho (Figure 19). Young Batswana women are slightly more likely 

to have participated in this form of protest action than men (by 3 points).   
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Figure 16: Gender gap in attendance at a campaign rally | 18- to 35-year-olds           

| 36 countries | 2014/2015 

 
(Figure shows percentage-point difference between male and female respondents who attended a 

campaign rally during the previous year) 
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Figure 17: Gender gap in civic participation | 18- to 35-year-olds | 36 countries          

| 2014/2015 

 
(Figure shows average percentage-point difference between male and female respondents who 

attended a community meeting and/or joined others to raise an issue) 
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Figure 18: Gender gap in contact with leaders | 18- to 35-year-olds | 36 countries           

| 2014/2015 

 
(Figure shows percentage-point difference between male and female respondents who had contact 

with at least one of the six types of leaders) 
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Figure 19: Gender gap in participation in a demonstration or protest march                 

| 18- to 35-year-olds | 36 countries | 2014/2015 

 
(Figure shows percentage-point difference between male and female respondents who participated 

in a demonstration or protest march during the previous year) 
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Conclusion 

Engagement in the political process, an important avenue for citizen empowerment in 

democracies worldwide, is a critical component of the AU’s policy framework for youth 

empowerment in Africa. However, this analysis shows that African youth are generally less 

likely than their older peers to engage in various forms of political participation, including 

voting and civic activism. These findings are consistent with worldwide trends. 

Perhaps greater cause for concern is that participation levels appear to be declining, 

suggesting that African youth are increasingly disempowered.  

Despite AU policies aimed at ensuring gender parity in all member states, young women are 

even less likely than young men to engage in political activism, particularly in West African 

countries. Significantly lower levels of interest in public affairs among young female 

respondents may explain these lower levels of participation. This lack of interest may further 

indicate socio-cultural or other barriers to their participation. 

Interestingly, gender differences in participation rates are smallest for voting in national 

elections, a crucial aspect of political engagement. However, more work is required to build 

their interest in political affairs and participation in other forms of active citizenship, as 

elections offer only periodic opportunities for engagement. Participation in civic activities 

and contact with leaders are particularly important for advancing the needs of communities 

toward positive solutions. 
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Appendix 

Table A.1: Afrobarometer Round 6 fieldwork dates and previous survey rounds 

Country 
Months when Round 6 fieldwork 

was conducted 
Previous survey rounds 

Algeria May-June 2015 2013 

Benin May-June 2014 2005, 2008, 2011 

Botswana June-July 2014 1999, 2003, 2005, 2008, 2012 

Burkina Faso April-May 2015 2008, 2012 

Burundi September-October 2014 2012 

Cameroon January-February 2015 2013 

Cape Verde November-December 2014 2002, 2005, 2008, 2011 

Côte d'Ivoire August-September 2014 2013 

Egypt June-July 2015 2013 

Gabon September 2015 N/A 

Ghana May-June 2014 1999, 2002, 2005, 2008, 2012 

Guinea March-April 2015 2013 

Kenya November-December 2014 2003, 2005, 2008, 2011 

Lesotho May 2014 2000, 2003, 2005, 2008, 2012 

Liberia May 2015 2008, 2012 

Madagascar December 2015-January 2015 2005, 2008, 2013 

Malawi March-April 2014 1999, 2003, 2005, 2008, 2012 

Mali December 2014 2001, 2002, 2005, 2008, 2013 

Mauritius June-July 2014 2012 

Morocco November 2015 2013 

Mozambique June-August 2015 2002, 2005, 2008, 2012 

Namibia August-September 2014 1999, 2003, 2006, 2008, 2012 

Niger  April 2015 2013 

Nigeria December 2014-January 2015 2000, 2003, 2005, 2008, 2013 

São Tomé and Principe July-August 2015 N/A 

Senegal November-December 2014 2002, 2005, 2008, 2013 

Sierra Leone May-June 2015 2012 

South Africa August-September 2015 2000, 2002, 2006, 2008, 2011 

Sudan June 2015 2013 

Swaziland April 2015 2013 
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Country 
Months when Round 6 fieldwork 

was conducted 
Previous survey rounds 

Tanzania August-November 2014 2001, 2003, 2005, 2008, 2012 

Togo October 2014 2012 

Tunisia April-May 2015 2013 

Uganda May 2015 2000, 2002, 2005, 2008, 2012 

Zambia October 2014 1999, 2003, 2005, 2009, 2013 

Zimbabwe November 2014 1999, 2004, 2005, 2009, 2012 

 

Table A.2: Demographic profile of youth respondents| by region | 18- to 35-year-olds 

| 36 countries | 2014/2015 

 
18-25 
years 

Urban Female 
At least 

secondary 
education 

No/Low 
lived 

poverty 
Employed 

West Africa 44% 45% 55% 54% 50% 30% 

East Africa 41% 27% 54% 42% 53% 46% 

Southern Africa 45% 41% 53% 69% 57% 34% 

North Africa 46% 54% 45% 72% 72% 44% 

Central Africa 50% 66% 52% 85% 43% 35% 

Average 45% 45% 53% 62% 55% 35% 
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Table A.3: Political engagement | by age | 36 countries | 2014/2015 

  18-35 
years 

old 

36 years 
and 

older 
Average 

1 Very/somewhat interested in public affairs  53% 58% 55% 

2 Frequently/Occasionally discuss politics 67% 67% 67% 

3 Voted in the last election 65% 79% 72% 

4 

Attended campaign rally 33% 37% 35% 

Attended campaign meeting 25% 30% 27% 

Persuaded others to vote for candidate or party 21% 26% 23% 

Worked for candidate or party 13% 17% 15% 

5 
Official leader/Active member of religious group 26% 30% 28% 

Official leader/Active member of voluntary association 19% 25% 22% 

6 
Attended a community meeting 47% 57% 52% 

Joined others to raise an issue 40% 47% 43% 

7 

Contacted at least one leader 48% 56% 51% 

Contacted religious leader 34% 40% 37% 

Contacted traditional leader 26% 36% 30% 

Contacted local government councillor 19% 27% 23% 

Contacted political party official 14% 16% 15% 

Contacted official of government agency 12% 15% 14% 

Contacted MP 10% 13% 11% 

8 

Joined others to request government action 21% 25% 23% 

Contacted official for help 13% 16% 14% 

Contacted media 12% 10% 11% 

Attended a demonstration or protest meeting 11% 8% 9% 

Refused to pay tax or fee to government 5% 5% 5% 

9 

Get news from radio  69% 71% 70% 

Get news from TV 56% 50% 53% 

Get news from newspapers 25% 20% 22% 

Get news from the Internet 30% 13% 22% 

Get news from social media 30% 11% 21% 

Respondents were asked:  

1. How interested would you say you are in public affairs? (% “very interested” or “somewhat 

interested”)  

2. When you get together with your friends or family, would you say you discuss political matters 

frequently, occasionally, or never? (% “occasionally” or “frequently”)  

3. Understanding that some people were unable to vote in the most recent national election in 

[20XX], which of the following statements is true for you? (% “voted in the election”) (Note: Excludes 

respondents who say they were not old enough to vote) 

4. Thinking about the last national election in [20XX], did you …? (% “yes” 

5. Now I am going to read out a list of groups that people join or attend. For each one, could you tell 

me whether you are an official leader, an active member, an inactive member, or not a member? 

6. Here is a list of actions that people sometimes take as citizens. For each of these, please tell me 

whether you, personally, have done any of these things during the past year. 

7. During the past year, how often have you contacted any of the following persons about some 

important problem or to give them your views? (% “only once,” “a few times,” or “often”) 

8. Here is a list of actions that people sometimes take as citizens when they are dissatisfied with 

government. For each of these, please tell me whether you, personally, have done any of these 

things during the past year. (% “once or twice,” “several times,” or “often”) 

9. How often do you get news from the following sources: Radio? TV? Newspapers? The Internet? 

Social media such as Facebook and Twitter? (% “every day” or “a few times a week”) 
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Table A.4: Youth political engagement | 16 countries | 18- to 35-year-olds                  

| 2002-2015 

  2002/
2003 

2005/
2006 

2008/
2009 

2011/
2013 

2014/
2015 

1 Very/Somewhat interested in public affairs 81% 67% 62% 60% 58% 

2 Discusses politics at least “occasionally”  60% 70% 71% 70% 69% 

3 Voted in the last election - 63% 58% 63% 57% 

4 
Official leader/Active member of religious group 50% 49% 45% 34% 34% 

Official leader/Active member of voluntary assn - - 21% 20% 19% 

5 
Attended a community meeting 63% 60% 57% 56% 51% 

Joined others to raise an issue 49% 47% 49% 51% 38% 

6 

Contacted a local government councillor 24% 20% 23% 19% 20% 

Contacted a member of Parliament 10% 9% 11% 9% 9% 

Contacted an official of government agency 13% 11% 12% 12% 12% 

Contacted a political party official 16% 14% - 13% 14% 

Contacted a religious leader 44% 40% 39% - 37% 

Contacted a traditional leader 30% 21% 21% - 26% 

7 Attended a demonstration or protest march 15% 14% 13% 10% 9% 

Respondents were asked:  

1. How interested would you say you are in public affairs? (% “very interested” or “somewhat 

interested”)9  

2. When you get together with your friends or family, would you say you discuss political matters 

frequently, occasionally, or never? (% “occasionally” or “frequently”)  

3. Understanding that some people were unable to vote in the most recent national election in 

[20XX], which of the following statements is true for you: Voted in the election? (% “yes”) (Note: 

Does not exclude respondents who say they were not old enough to vote) 

4. Now I am going to read out a list of groups that people join or attend. For each one, could you tell 

me whether you are an official leader, an active member, an inactive member, or not a member? 

5. Here is a list of actions that people sometimes take as citizens. For each of these, please tell me 

whether you, personally, have done any of these things during the past year. (% “yes”) 

6. During the past year, how often have you contacted any of the following persons about some 

important problem or to give them your views? (% “only once,” “a few times,” or “often”)10  

7. Here is a list of actions that people sometimes take as citizens. For each of these, please tell me 

whether you, personally, have done any of these things during the past year.11 (% “once or twice,” 

“several times,” or “often”) 

  

                                                      

9 
In 2002/2003, the question text was: “Here is a list of actions that people sometimes take as citizens. For 

each of these, please tell me whether you, personally, have done any of these things during the past year. If 
not, would you do this if you had the chance: Discussed politics with friends or neighbours?” (% “yes”). 
10 

Question text referred to “official in a government ministry” prior to 2008/2009 and to “traditional rulers” 
prior to 2014/2015. 
11 

Round 6 (2014/2015) question text specifies “when [citizens] are dissatisfied with government 
performance.” 
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Table A.5: Employment status | by occupation| 18- to 35-year-olds | 2014/2015 

 

Not 
employed 

(not 
looking) 

Not 
employed 
(looking) 

Employed, 
part time 

Employed, 
full time 

Total 

Student 33% 21% 3% 2% 19% 

Agriculture/farming/fishing/ 
forestry 

20% 11% 20% 16% 16% 

Never had a job 12% 26% 1% 1% 12% 

Housewife/homemaker 18% 10% 3% 1% 10% 

Trader/hawker/vendor 7% 7% 15% 11% 9% 

Unskilled manual worker 2% 10% 18% 9% 8% 

Artisan or skilled manual 
worker 

3% 5% 13% 15% 7% 

Mid-level professional 1% 1% 6% 17% 5% 

Retail/shop 1% 3% 8% 7% 4% 

Clerical or secretarial 0% 1% 2% 5% 2% 

Upper-level professional 0% 0% 2% 6% 2% 

Security services 0% 1% 2% 4% 1% 

Supervisor/foreman/senior 
manager 

0% 0% 1% 2% 1% 

Other 1% 3% 6% 4% 3% 

Respondents were asked: What is your main occupation? (If unemployed, retired, or disabled, what 

was your last main occupation?) 

Table A.6: Citizenship norms | 18- to 35-year-olds | 36 countries | 2014/2015 

 
Always do 

Do only if 
they 

choose 
Never do Don't know 

Vote in elections 78% 20% 2% 1% 

Pay taxes they owe to government 72% 17% 7% 3% 

Complain to government officials when 
public services are of poor quality 

58% 34% 7% 2% 

Agree with the majority of people in his 
or her community on political issues 

34% 48% 15% 4% 

Request personal assistance like help 
with school fees or funeral expenses 
from elected leaders 

33% 45% 19% 2% 

Avoid criticizing the government 30% 38% 29% 3% 

Respondents were asked: For each of the following actions, please tell me whether you think it is 

something a good citizen in a democracy should always do, never do, or do only if they choose? 
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Table A.7: Voter oversight over elected leaders | by age | 35 countries | 2014/2015 

 

Local 
councillors 

President 
Members of 
Parliament 

Average 

Voters should hold them accountable 40% 40% 36% 39% 

Parliament/Local council should hold 
them accountable 23% 31% 17% 24% 

President/Executive should hold them 
accountable 18% 12% 30% 20% 

Their political party should hold them 
accountable 12% 10% 10% 11% 

Don’t know who should hold them 
accountable 5% 6% 5% 6% 

No one should hold them accountable 1% 2% 1% 1% 

Respondents were asked: Who should be responsible for making sure that, once elected: 1) The 

president does his job? 2) Members of Parliament do their jobs? 3) Local government councillors do 

their jobs? (% who say “voters”) 

(Notes: These questions were not asked in Swaziland. The question on members of Parliament was not 

asked in Namibia.) 

Table A.8: Type of contact with political and community leaders | by region               

| 18- to 35-year-olds | 36 countries | 2014/2015 

 Went… To discuss a … 

 With a group Alone Community 
problem 

Personal 
problem 

West Africa 58% 39% 59% 38% 

Southern Africa 54% 45% 54% 44% 

Central Africa 50% 47% 50% 47% 

East Africa 47% 53% 48% 52% 

North Africa 37% 61% 41% 57% 

Average 52% 46% 53% 45% 

Respondents were asked: Thinking of the last time you contacted any of these leaders, did you go: 

Alone or with a group? To discuss a community problem or a personal problem? (Note: Excludes 

respondents who did not have contact with any of the six types of leaders) 
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Table A.9: Interest in and discussion of politics | by gender | 18- to 35-year-olds        

| 36 countries | 2014/2015 

 
Very/Somewhat interested 

Discuss politics frequently/ 
occasionally 

 
Male Female 

Gap 

(% points) 
Male Female 

Gap 

(% points) 

Algeria 48% 43% 5 68% 57% 11 

Benin 63% 38% 25 85% 64% 21 

Botswana 69% 61% 8 75% 65% 10 

Burkina Faso 66% 51% 15 74% 46% 27 

Burundi 58% 45% 13 71% 42% 29 

Cameroon 51% 44% 7 78% 67% 11 

Cape Verde 58% 52% 7 61% 52% 9 

Côte d'Ivoire 33% 18% 14 67% 56% 11 

Egypt 76% 61% 16 77% 61% 16 

Gabon 42% 26% 17 85% 72% 14 

Ghana 62% 49% 13 73% 58% 15 

Guinea 59% 42% 17 66% 46% 20 

Kenya 56% 40% 16 72% 59% 13 

Lesotho 63% 57% 7 74% 70% 4 

Liberia 55% 46% 9 67% 56% 11 

Madagascar 65% 42% 23 70% 47% 23 

Malawi 78% 66% 12 84% 68% 15 

Mali 70% 50% 20 79% 61% 18 

Mauritius 62% 40% 22 75% 54% 21 

Morocco 62% 45% 18 75% 58% 18 

Mozambique 58% 54% 4 62% 57% 5 

Namibia 66% 58% 8 76% 63% 13 

Niger 66% 49% 17 88% 80% 8 

Nigeria 65% 53% 12 91% 76% 15 

São Tomé and Príncipe 49% 50% -1 72% 71% 1 

Senegal 65% 51% 14 89% 79% 10 

Sierra Leone 56% 48% 8 73% 51% 23 

South Africa 59% 52% 7 76% 70% 6 

Sudan 57% 48% 9 66% 58% 8 

Swaziland 55% 44% 11 64% 55% 9 

Tanzania 56% 36% 20 67% 49% 18 

Togo 48% 40% 7 70% 52% 18 

Tunisia 66% 82% -15 70% 82% -12 

Uganda 71% 65% 6 70% 62% 8 

Zambia 63% 53% 10 66% 62% 5 

Zimbabwe 56% 43% 13 74% 66% 8 
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West Africa 58% 45% 13 76% 60% 15 

East Africa 61% 47% 13 70% 54% 17 

Southern Africa 63% 52% 11 72% 62% 11 

North Africa 62% 53% 9 71% 61% 10 

Central Africa 48% 40% 8 78% 70% 8 

       

Average 60% 48% 12 74% 61% 13 
Respondents were asked: 

1. How interested would you say you are in public affairs? (% “very interested” or “somewhat 

interested”) 

2. When you get together with your friends or family, would you say you discuss political matters 

frequently, occasionally, or never? (% “frequently” or “occasionally”) 
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Table A.10: Voting in the last election | by gender | 18- to 35-year-olds                        

| 36 countries | 2014/2015 

 
Male Female 

Gender gap 
(percentage points) 

    

Algeria 37% 34% 3 

Benin 83% 80% 3 

Botswana 58% 57% 2 

Burkina Faso 62% 60% 1 

Burundi 83% 84% -1 

Cameroon 52% 46% 6 

Cape Verde 70% 77% -7 

Côte d'Ivoire 48% 45% 2 

Egypt 68% 69% -1 

Gabon 39% 32% 7 

Ghana 80% 78% 2 

Guinea 79% 83% -4 

Kenya 79% 72% 7 

Lesotho 68% 71% -2 

Liberia 76% 69% 7 

Madagascar 72% 64% 8 

Malawi 75% 78% -3 

Mali 69% 67% 2 

Mauritius 86% 80% 6 

Morocco 35% 38% -3 

Mozambique 77% 70% 8 

Namibia 69% 70% -1 

Niger 76% 75% 1 

Nigeria 63% 54% 10 

São Tomé and Príncipe 79% 80% -1 

Sierra Leone 70% 74% -4 

South Africa 66% 68% -3 

Sudan 42% 39% 3 

Swaziland 67% 66% 2 

Tanzania 67% 61% 6 

Togo 78% 80% -2 

Tunisia 51% 40% 11 

Uganda 71% 64% 6 

Zambia 64% 51% 13 

Zimbabwe 64% 61% 2 

Average 66% 64% 2 

Respondents were asked: Understanding that some people were unable to vote in the most recent 

national election in [20XX], which of the following statements is true for you: Voted in the election? (% 

“yes”) 

(Note: Excludes respondents who say they were not old enough to vote) 
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                             Dispatch No. 126 | 14 November 2016 

South Africans demand government accountability 

amid perceptions of growing corruption 

Afrobarometer Dispatch No. 126 | Rorisang Lekalake and Sibusiso Nkomo 

 

Summary 

A report by South Africa’s Public Protector has triggered the latest scandal involving 

President Jacob Zuma and other state officials, who are accused of improper and unethical 

conduct in the awarding of state contracts. The report was released as the result of a High 

Court ruling (Times Live, 2016) and follows court cases related to the 1999 Arms Deal 

(Corruption Watch, 2014) and the misuse of state funds in the security upgrades of Zuma’s 

personal home in Nkandla (Mail & Guardian, 2016). The latest investigation focuses on 

allegations of Gupta business family involvement in the removal and appointment of 

ministers and directors of state companies, resulting in the improper awarding of state 

contracts and benefits to their businesses totaling billions of rand (Madonsela, 2016). The 

Public Protector has ordered the president to appoint a commission of inquiry, which will 

have 180 days to investigate and report its findings (Madonsela, 2016).  

The Public Protector’s report is popularly known as the “state capture report,” referring to 

corruption enabling powerful individuals, institutions, companies, or groups to influence a 

nation’s policies, legal environment, and economy to benefit their private interests, often 

with negative consequences for economic development, regulatory quality, and the 

provision of public services (Martini, 2016). 

These allegations are likely to intensify citizens’ already-deep concerns about official 

corruption and inadequate accountability. Findings from Afrobarometer’s 2015 survey show 

widespread perceptions of increasing corruption and impunity for officials who break the 

law, along with substantial declines in confidence in the president, satisfaction with his 

performance (Lekalake, 2015), and trust in key political institutions (Chingwete, 2016).  

While South Africans increasingly support media and citizen oversight over the government, 

most do not believe that elections are an effective mechanism for holding their leaders 

accountable, and only a slim majority believe that ordinary people can make a difference in 

the fight against corruption, indicating a need for targeted empowerment efforts. 

Afrobarometer survey  

Afrobarometer is a pan-African, non-partisan research network that conducts public attitude 

surveys on democracy, governance, economic conditions, and related issues across more 

than 30 countries in Africa. After five rounds of surveys between 1999 and 2013, results of 

Round 6 surveys (2014/2015) are currently being published. Afrobarometer conducts face-to-

face interviews in the language of the respondent’s choice with nationally representative 

samples of 1,200 or 2,400 respondents. 

The Afrobarometer team in South Africa, led by the Institute for Justice and Reconciliation 

(IJR) and Plus 94 Research, interviewed 2,400 adult South Africans in August and September 

2015. A sample of this size yields country-level results with a margin of error of +/-2% at a 95% 

confidence level. Previous surveys were conducted in South Africa in 2000, 2002, 2004, 2006, 

2008, and 2011. 

http://www.timeslive.co.za/politics/2016/11/02/Court-orders-Public-Protector-to-release-state-capture-report
http://www.timeslive.co.za/politics/2016/11/02/Court-orders-Public-Protector-to-release-state-capture-report
http://www.corruptionwatch.org.za/the-arms-deal-what-you-need-to-know-2/
http://mg.co.za/tag/nkandla-1
http://afrobarometer.org/publications/ad66-south-africans-have-lost-confidence-zuma-believe-he-ignores-parliament-and-law
http://afrobarometer.org/publications/ad66-south-africans-have-lost-confidence-zuma-believe-he-ignores-parliament-and-law
http://afrobarometer.org/publications/ad90-south-africa-citizens-trust-president-political-institutions-drops-sharply
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To further explore this data, please visit Afrobarometer's online data 
analysis facility at www.afrobarometer.org/online-data-analysis. 

Key findings 

 South Africa ranks first among 36 countries surveyed in 2014/2015 in perceptions of 

growing corruption, with eight in 10 citizens (83%) saying corruption has increased 

“somewhat” or “a lot” over the previous year. 

 More than two-thirds (68%) of South Africans say officials who commit crimes “always” 

or “often” go unpunished. This is above the continental average (59%) and represents 

an increase of 11 percentage points from 2008 (57%). 

 Among institutions intended to hold officials accountable, the Public Protector enjoys 

the greatest public trust (58%), followed by the courts (56%) and the National 

Prosecuting Authority (NPA) (55%). Only 41% of citizens trust Parliament “somewhat” or 

“a lot.”  

 An increasing proportion of citizens want Parliament to hold the president 

accountable (63% in 2015 vs. 47% in 2008) and say the president must obey the courts 

and laws of the country (77% in 2015 vs. 62% in 2008). But more than half say he 

regularly ignores Parliament (59%) and the judiciary (56%).  

 Strong majorities of South Africans support media investigation and reporting of 

government mistakes and corruption (70%) and believe the media is effective in this 

role (82%). However, just half (51%) say citizens’ ability to hold government 

accountable is more important than government efficiency, and only a minority say 

elections are effective at allowing citizens to remove under-performing officials from 

office. 

 More than half (56%) of survey respondents say ordinary South Africans can make a 

difference in the fight against corruption, but this view is less common among rural, 

older, and less educated citizens.  

Corruption and impunity in South Africa 

Even before the latest allegations, eight in 10 South Africans (83%) saw corruption as having 

increased “somewhat” or “a lot” between 2014 and 2015, placing South Africa at the top of 

36 countries surveyed (Figure 1).1 When asked about the extent of corruption in various 

institutions, citizens say government officials, police officers, and local government councillors 

are the most corrupt, followed by the presidency and members of Parliament (Table 1). 

More than two-thirds (68%) of citizens say officials who commit crimes “always” or “often” go 

unpunished, an increase of more than 10 percentage points since the surveys in 2005 and 

2008 (Figure 2). South Africa’s perception of official impunity is above the 36-country average 

(59%) and well above the regional average for Southern Africa (48%) (Figure 3). 

  

                                                
1
 For more results on corruption from the 2014/2015 survey, see the joint Afrobarometer/Transparency 

International report (Transparency International, 2015). 

http://www.transparency.org/whatwedo/publication/people_and_corruption_africa_survey_2015
http://www.transparency.org/whatwedo/publication/people_and_corruption_africa_survey_2015
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Figure 1: Perceived increase in corruption levels | 36 countries | 2014/2015 

 

Respondents were asked: In your opinion, over the past year, has the level of corruption in this country 

increased, decreased, or stayed the same?  

(% who say “increased a lot” or “increased somewhat”) 
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Table 1: Perceived corruption levels in institutions | South Africa | 2015 

 All/Most of them Some of them None of them Don't know 

Government officials 49% 45% 4% 2% 

Police 48% 48% 4% 1% 

Local government councillors 48% 47% 4% 2% 

Presidency 46% 46% 5% 2% 

Members of Parliament 46% 49% 4% 2% 

Business executives 38% 47% 9% 6% 

Judges and magistrates 23% 56% 16% 5% 

Tax officials 23% 51% 17% 10% 

Religious leaders 20% 49% 24% 7% 

Traditional leaders 19% 43% 19% 19% 

Respondents were asked: How many of the following people do you think are involved in corruption, or 

haven’t you heard enough about them to say? 

Figure 2: Impunity for public officials who commit crimes | South Africa | 2008-2015 

 

Respondents were asked: In your opinion, how often, in this country do officials who commit crimes go 

unpunished?  

(% who said “always” or “often”) 
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Figure 3: Impunity for public officials who commit crimes | 36 countries | 2014/2015 

 
Respondents were asked: In your opinion, how often, in this country do officials who commit crimes go 

unpunished? 

(% who say “always” or “often”) 
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Accountability  

The concept of accountability refers to the obligation of elected political leaders to answer 

for their political decisions and has three main features: information, justification, and 

punishment or compensation (Diamond & Morlino, 2004 25). Democracies depend on two 

forms of political accountability: horizontal accountability to state institutions charged with 

maintaining checks and balances on executive power (e.g. Parliament, the judiciary, an 

ombudsman or public protector), and vertical accountability to the larger society, which 

may be enforced by news media reporting, civil-society or citizen activism, etc. 

Horizontal accountability by state institutions 

How much do South Africans trust the state institutions charged with maintaining checks and 

balances on executive power?  

Citizen trust is highest (58% “somewhat” or “a lot”) for the Public Protector, an independent 

institution mandated by the Constitution to strengthen constitutional democracy by 

investigating and redressing improper and prejudicial conduct, maladministration, and 

abuse of power in state affairs (Public Protector, 2009). Majorities also say they trust the courts 

(56%) and the National Prosecuting Authority (NPA) (55%) “somewhat” or “a lot,” while only 

41% express confidence in Parliament (Figure 4).  

Although trust in the courts and Parliament has increased since 2002, both measures 

declined substantially between 2011 and 2015 (by 10 and 15 percentage points, 

respectively). In contrast, confidence in the office of the Public Protector and NPA has been 

stable since 2011. 

Figure 4: Trust in horizontal accountability institutions | South Africa | 2000-2015 

 
Respondents were asked: How much do you trust each of the following, or haven’t you heard enough 

about them to say? (% who say “somewhat” or “a lot”) 
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An increasing majority of South Africans say that Parliament should hold the president 

accountable for how the government spends money: While just 47% of citizens held this view 

in 2008, that proportion grew to 63% by 2015 (Figure 5). The proportion of citizens who say the 

president should obey the law and the courts, even if he disagrees with them, also increased 

during the same period, from 60% to 77% (Figure 6).  

Figure 5: President should account to Parliament | South Africa | 2008-2015 

 
Respondents were asked: Which of the following statements is closest to your view? 

Statement 1: Parliament should ensure that the president explains to it on a regular basis how his 

government spends taxpayers’ money.  

Statement 2: The president should be able to devote his full attention to developing the country rather 

than wasting time justifying his actions.  

(% who “agree” or “agree very strongly” with each statement)  

Figure 6: President should obey laws and courts | South Africa | 2006-2015 

 
Respondents were asked: Which of the following statements is closest to your view?. 

Statement 1: Since the president was elected to lead the country, he should not be bound by laws or 

court decisions that he thinks are wrong.   

Statement 2: The president must always obey the laws and the courts, even if he thinks they are wrong.  

(% who “agree” or “agree very strongly” with each statement)  
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This support for horizontal accountability does not appear to be matched by perceptions of 

President Zuma’s conduct. A majority of South Africans believe the president “always” or 

“often” ignores the law and courts (59%) and Parliament (56%) (Figure 7). These levels have 

more than doubled since 2011. 

Figure 7: Perceptions that president ignores Parliament and the law | South Africa       

| 2002-2015 

 
Respondents were asked: In your opinion, how often, in this country:  

1. Does the president ignore the courts and laws of this country?2  

2. Does the president ignore Parliament and just do what he wants? 

(% who say “always” or “often”)  

Vertical accountability by media and citizens 

Vertical accountability is a key component of democracy, which differs from other political 

regimes in that each citizen “has the same rights and obligations, that is, to be informed (with 

limited exceptions) about official actions, to hear justifications for them, and to act 

accordingly – electorally or otherwise” (Schmitter, 2004, p. 48). In South Africa, recent years 

have seen numerous protests against corruption led by civil society and ordinary citizens, 

while the news media has kept a strong focus on reporting graft.  

Media and accountability 

A majority of South Africans have consistently supported a “watchdog” role for the news 

media. The proportion of citizens who “agree” or “agree very strongly” that the media should 

constantly investigate and report on government mistakes and corruption has increased 

over time to seven in 10 (70%) (Figure 8), and the media is overwhelmingly perceived as 

“very” or “somewhat” effective (82%) in that role (Figure 9).  

  

                                                
2
 In the 2002, 2004, and 2006 surveys, the question asked about "the Constitution." 
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Figure 8: Media should hold government accountable | South Africa | 2008-2015 

 
Respondents were asked: Which of the following statements is closest to your view?  

Statement 1: The news media should constantly investigate and report on government mistakes and 

corruption.  

Statement 2: Too much reporting on negative events, like government mistakes and corruption, only 

harms the country.  

(% who “agree” or “agree very strongly” with each statement) 

Figure 9: Media effectiveness | South Africa | 2011-2015 

 
Respondents were asked: In this country, how effective is the news media in revealing government 

mistakes and corruption? 

Government accountability to citizens 

Since 2011, the view that citizens should be able to hold government accountable – even if it 

slows down government processes – has gone from a minority view (44%) to one held by 51% 

of South Africans (Figure 10). At present, however, only minorities of South Africans believe 

that elections are an effective accountability measure: Just 44% say they are effective in 

ensuring that members of Parliament reflect the views of voters, while even fewer (36%) say 

that elections work “very well” or “well” to enable voters to remove leaders who do not do 

what the people want (Figure 11). 

Despite negative perceptions about the effectiveness of elections in holding officials 

accountable, a majority (56%) of South Africans say ordinary people can make a difference 
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in the fight against corruption. This is close to the average of the 36 surveyed countries (54%) 

and of the Southern Africa region (59%) (Figure 12).  

The perception that citizens can help fight corruption is slightly more common among urban 

residents than rural residents (58% vs. 54%) and among citizens aged 18-49 years compared 

to those over 50 years (57% vs. 52%). Moreover, perceptions of citizen effectiveness increase 

with education: 58% of respondents with at least a secondary education say ordinary people 

can make a difference, compared to only 48% of those with a primary education or no 

formal schooling (Figure 13). 

Analysis by race shows that Coloured citizens are the most likely to agree that ordinary South 

Africans can contribute to the fight against corruption (59%), followed by Black/African 

(57%), white (52%), and Indian (49%) respondents.  

Figure 10: Government accountability vs. efficiency | South Africa | 2011-2015 

 
Respondents were asked: Which of the following statements is closest to your view?  

Statement 1: It is more important to have a government that can get things done, even if we have no 

influence over what it does.  

Statement 2: It is more important for citizens to be able to hold government accountable, even if that 

means it makes decisions more slowly. 

Figure 11: Effectiveness of elections | South Africa | 2015 

 
Respondents were asked: Think about how elections work in practice in this country. How well do 

elections:  

1. Ensure that members of Parliament reflect the views of voters? 

2. Enable voters to remove from office leaders who do not do what the people want? 
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Figure 12: Ordinary citizens can make a difference in the fight against corruption      

| 36 countries | 2014/2015 

 
Respondents were asked: Please tell me whether you agree or disagree with the following statement: 

Ordinary people can make a difference in the fight against corruption.  

(% who “agree” or “strongly agree”)  
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Figure 13: Ordinary citizens can make a difference in the fight against corruption        

| by location, gender, age, education, and race| South Africa | 2015 

 

Respondents were asked: Please tell me whether you agree or disagree with the following statement: 

Ordinary people can make a difference in the fight against corruption.  

(% who “agree” or “strongly agree”)  

Conclusion 

South Africa’s latest scandal is likely to intensify already-deep public concerns about official 

corruption. Based on 2015 survey findings, significant proportions of the population perceive 

high levels of corruption among key institutions, including Parliament and the Presidency. 

Among state institutions charged with holding the executive accountable, the Public 

Protector enjoys the greatest public trust, followed by the courts and the NPA, while fewer 

citizens trust Parliament. Trust in both the courts and Parliament has declined since 2011 amid 

growing perceptions that President Zuma regularly ignores these institutions. 

Although confidence in the media’s effectiveness to reveal government mistakes and 

corruption is high, citizens are divided on the importance of citizens’ role in holding officials 

accountable. Furthermore, relatively few survey respondents see elections as an effective 

accountability measure. These results indicate a need for civil society organisations and the 

media to further educate ordinary South Africans about their rights and avenues for holding 

government accountable, both in the voting booth and through alternative forms of civic 

activism. These efforts should prioritize rural, older, and less educated South Africans, , who 

are least likely to believe that ordinary citizens can make a difference in the fight against 

corruption. 
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Survey Overview 

The Quality of Democracy 
and Governance in South Africa   

Afrobarometer Round 6, 2014-2015 
 

 

 
 

Dates of Fieldwork: 14 August to 21 September 2015 

Sample size: 2,400 

Sampling frame: 2011 South African Population Census with a national population of 51million  

Sample universe: Citizens age 18 years or older, excluding institutions 

Sample design: Nationally representative, random, clustered, stratified, multistage area 
probability sample 

Stratification: Province, race, and urban-rural location  

Stages: EAs, start points, households, respondents 

PSU selection: Probability Proportionate to Population Size (PPPS) 

Cluster size: 4 households per EA  

Household selection: Randomly selected start points, followed by walk pattern using 5/10 interval  

Respondent selection: Gender quota filled by alternating interviews between men and women; 
respondents of appropriate gender listed, after which household member 
draws a numbered card to select individual. 

Weighting: Weighted to account for individual selection probabilities 

Margin of error: +/- 2% with 95% confidence level 

Fieldwork by: Plus 94 Research   

Survey Languages: SeSotho, SePedi, Afrikaans, SeTswana, Tshivenda, Xhosa, Zulu and English 
(Official translations) 

Main researchers: Tina Katembo-Phiri   

Outcome rates: Contact rate:   94.5% 
 Cooperation rate:  67.5% 
 Refusal rate:  13.9% 
 Response rate:  63.7% 

EA Substitution Rate: 3.3% 
 
 
________________________________________________________________________________________
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Note: All figures in the following tables are percentages, rounded to whole numbers. Due to rounding, 
columns may not add up to exactly 100%. Also note that a reported figure of “0” indicates that at least one 
response, but less than 0.5% of all responses, were in this category, whereas a dash (“-“) or blank cell indicates 
that there were no responses in this category. For questions 1 through 100, weighted frequency distributions 
are reported. 
 
Demographic Distribution of the Sample 

 Unweighted Weighted 
Gender 
 Male 50 50 
 Female 50 50 
Location 
 Urban 68 66 
 Rural 32 34 
Region 
 Eastern Cape 13 12 
 Free State 5 5 
 Gauteng 24 25 
 Kwa-Zulu Natal 18 20 
 Limpopo 9 10 
 Mpumalanga 7 8 
 North West 6 7 
 Northern Cape 8 2 
 Western Cape 11 12 
Education 
 No formal education 3 3 
 Primary 12 13 
 Secondary 59 59 
 Post-secondary 26 25 
 Don't know 0 0 
Religion 
 Christian 82 83 
 Muslim 3 2 
 Other 15 15 
 Refused   
Race    
 Black African 70 75 
 White 11 9 
 Coloured 14 12 
 Indian 6 4 
 Other 0 0 

 
Q1. How old are you? 

 Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
18-25 20 19 19 20 19 
26-35 29 25 28 27 28 
36-45 23 25 25 23 24 
46-55 15 15 14 16 15 
56-65 9 9 8 9 9 
Over 65 4 6 6 5 5 
Don't know   1       
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Q2. Which South African language is your home language?  
 Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
English 16 1 11 11 11 
Portuguese           
Afrikaans 19 4 15 13 14 
Ndebele 1 1 1 1 1 
Xhosa 13 16 13 15 14 
Pedi/North Sotho 7 17 10 11 10 
Sotho/ South Sotho 7 3 5 6 5 
Tswana 9 12 10 9 10 
Shangaan/Tsonga 3 8 4 5 5 
Swazi 1 6 3 4 3 
Venda 2 3 3 2 2 
Zulu 20 30 24 23 24 
Asian/Indian           
Other [Specify]:           

 
Q3. Let's start with your general view about the current direction of our country. Some people might think 
the country is going in the wrong direction. Others may feel it is going in the right direction. So let me ask 
YOU about the overall direction of the country: Would you say that the country is going in the wrong 
direction or going in the right direction? 

   Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Going in the wrong direction 68 55 65 62 64 
Going in the right direction 27 39 31 31 31 
Don't know 5 6 4 6 5 

 
Q4A. In general, how would you describe: The present condition of this country? 

   Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Very bad 30 23 27 28 28 
Fairly bad 27 26 28 25 26 
Neither good nor bad 14 17 15 15 15 
Fairly good 24 29 25 27 26 
Very good 5 3 4 4 4 
Don't know 1 2 1 1 1 

 
Q4B. In general, how would you describe: Your own present living conditions? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Very bad 16 19 16 18 17 
Fairly bad 18 22 19 20 19 
Neither good nor bad 21 20 21 21 21 
Fairly good 34 34 35 33 34 
Very good 10 5 9 8 9 
Don't know           
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Q5. In general, how do you rate your living conditions compared to those of other South Africans? 
  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Much worse 9 10 9 10 10 
Worse 19 20 20 19 20 
Same 28 33 29 31 30 
Better 35 30 34 32 33 
Much better 8 6 8 7 7 
Don't know   1   1 1 

 
Q6. Looking back, how do you rate economic conditions in this country compared to 12 months ago? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Much worse 13 10 12 12 12 
Worse 29 23 26 27 27 
Same 35 36 36 35 35 
Better 20 24 21 21 21 
Much Better 3 4 3 3 3 
Don't know 1 4 1 2 2 

 
Q7. Looking ahead, do you expect economic conditions in this country to be better or worse in 12 months’ 
time? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Much worse 14 9 13 11 12 
Worse 18 14 16 17 17 
Same 23 25 24 23 24 
Better 29 30 28 30 29 
Much Better 12 14 13 13 13 
Don't know 4 9 6 5 6 

 
Q8A. Over the past year, how often, if ever, have you or anyone in your family: Gone without enough food 
to eat? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Never 72 66 72 68 70 
Just once or twice 12 17 13 14 14 
Several times 11 10 11 10 10 
Many times 5 5 4 6 5 
Always   1   1 1 

 
Q8B. Over the past year, how often, if ever, have you or anyone in your family: Gone without enough clean 
water for home use? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Never 79 50 70 68 69 
Just once or twice 12 16 12 14 13 
Several times 6 14 8 9 8 
Many times 3 11 6 6 6 
Always 1 8 4 3 4 
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Q8C. Over the past year, how often, if ever, have you or anyone in your family: Gone without medicines or 
medical treatment? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Never 76 61 72 69 71 
Just once or twice 11 16 13 13 13 
Several times 9 13 9 12 11 
Many times 3 6 4 4 4 
Always 1 3 1 1 1 
Don't Know           

 
Q8D. Over the past year, how often, if ever, have you or anyone in your family: Gone without enough fuel to 
cook your food? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Never 77 69 75 73 74 
Just once or twice 12 16 13 15 14 
Several times 7 9 8 7 8 
Many times 3 4 3 4 4 
Always 1 1 1 1 1 
Don't Know           

 
Q8E. Over the past year, how often, if ever, have you or anyone in your family: Gone without a cash 
income? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Never 51 39 49 45 47 
Just once or twice 16 14 15 16 16 
Several times 15 17 15 15 15 
Many times 12 23 14 17 16 
Always 6 8 6 6 6 
Don't Know           

 
Q8E1_SAF. Over the past year, how often, if ever, have you or anyone in your family: Gone without 
electricity in your home? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Never 40 36 41 36 39 
Just once or twice 22 22 20 23 22 
Several times 24 26 25 23 24 
Many times 12 9 9 13 11 
Always 3 7 4 4 4 
Don't Know           
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Q8F. [Regarding the most intense (highest) code circled on Q8A-E, i.e., if the respondent went without any 
item in Q8A-E “always” or “many times” or “several times”:] When you say you went without [insert item]  
[insert frequency], would you say this occurred: about once every two or three months, about once a 
month, two or three times a month, about once a week, several times a week, or every day? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Missing 3 1 3 2 2 
About once every two or three 
months 4 4 5 4 4 

About once a month 8 6 7 7 7 
Two or three times a month 15 21 17 17 17 
About once a week 7 7 7 7 7 
Several times a week 12 19 14 15 14 
Every day 5 13 7 8 8 
Not Applicable 46 30 41 40 41 
Don't know           

 
Q9. How often, if at all, do you or anyone in your household receive money remittances from friends or 
relatives living outside of the country? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Never 92 89 91 91 91 
Less than once a year 2 2 2 1 2 
At least once a year 2 1 1 1 1 
At least every 6 months 1 1 1 1 1 
At least every 3 months 1 2 1 1 1 
At least once a month 2 5 3 3 3 
Don't know 1 1 1   1 

 
Q10A. Over the past year, how often, if ever, have you or anyone in your family: Felt unsafe walking in your 
neighbourhood? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Never 35 50 42 39 40 
Just once or twice 18 17 17 18 18 
Several times 20 16 18 19 18 
Many times 12 8 11 11 11 
Always 15 8 12 14 13 
Don't Know           

 
Q10B. Over the past year, how often, if ever, have you or anyone in your family: Feared crime in your own 
home? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Never 41 58 49 45 47 
Just once or twice 17 12 15 16 16 
Several times 16 14 15 15 15 
Many times 10 8 8 10 9 
Always 16 8 12 15 13 
Don't Know           
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Q11A. During the past year, have you or anyone in your family: Had something stolen from your house? 
  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
No 71 76 72 73 72 
Yes, once 14 15 14 15 14 
Yes, twice 8 5 8 7 7 
Yes, three or more times 7 4 6 5 6 
Don't know           

 
Q11B. During the past year, have you or anyone in your family: Been physically attacked? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
No 86 89 86 88 87 
Yes, once 10 9 10 9 9 
Yes, twice 2 2 2 2 2 
Yes, three or more times 2 1 2 1 2 
Don't know           

 
Q12A. How often do you get news from the following sources: Radio? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Never 10 13 8 14 11 
Less than once a month 3 2 3 2 3 
A few times a month 5 2 4 4 4 
A few times a week 16 11 14 15 14 
Every day 65 72 71 65 68 

 
Q12B. How often do you get news from the following sources: Television? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Never 4 11 6 7 6 
Less than once a month 1 1 1 1 1 
A few times a month 2 2 2 3 2 
A few times a week 8 14 9 11 10 
Every day 85 72 82 79 81 

 
Q12C. How often do you get news from the following sources: Newspapers? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Never 18 34 20 27 23 
Less than once a month 8 13 8 11 10 
A few times a month 17 15 14 19 16 
A few times a week 25 19 26 21 23 
Every day 32 18 32 23 27 
Don't know           

 
Q12D. How often do you get news from the following sources: Internet? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Never 44 64 49 53 51 
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Less than once a month 4 5 5 4 4 
A few times a month 8 7 7 8 7 
A few times a week 15 8 13 12 13 
Every day 29 15 26 22 24 
Don't know   1       

 
Q12E. How often do you get news from the following sources: Social media such as Facebook or Twitter? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Never 47 62 51 53 52 
Less than once a month 2 2 2 2 2 
A few times a month 4 3 4 4 4 
A few times a week 12 10 12 11 11 
Every day 34 22 31 29 30 
Don't know           

 
Q13. How interested would you say you are in public affairs? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Not at all interested 21 18 17 23 20 
Not very interested 23 21 20 25 23 
Somewhat interested 33 38 36 34 35 
Very interested 22 23 27 18 23 
Don't know           

 
Q14. When you get together with your friends or family, would you say you discuss political matters? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Never 26 27 23 29 26 
Occasionally 53 52 52 54 53 
Frequently 20 20 25 16 20 
Don't know           

 
Q15A. In this country, how free are you: To say what you think? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Not at all free 5 2 4 4 4 
Not very free 9 7 7 9 8 
Somewhat free 27 28 29 26 27 
Completely free 60 62 60 61 60 
Don't know   1       
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Q15B. In this country, how free are you: To join any political organization you want? 
  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Not at all free 2 1 2 2 2 
Not very free 5 4 4 5 5 
Somewhat free 17 22 19 18 18 
Completely free 75 73 74 74 74 
Don't know 1 1 1 1 1 

 
Q15C. In this country, how free are you: To choose who to vote for without feeling pressured? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Not at all free 1 1 2 1 1 
Not very free 4 3 3 4 4 
Somewhat free 15 20 16 18 17 
Completely free 79 75 78 77 78 
Don't know           

 
Q16. Which of the following statements is closest to your view? Choose Statement 1 or Statement 2. 
Statement 1: Government should be able to ban any organization that goes against its policies. 
Statement 2: We should be able to join any organization, whether or not the government approves of it. 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Agree very strongly with 1 9 9 9 9 9 
Agree with 1 12 16 13 14 13 
Agree with 2 28 30 27 30 28 
Agree very strongly with 2 48 42 48 44 46 
Agree with neither 2 2 3 2 2 
Don't know 1 1 1 1 1 

 
Q17. Which of the following statements is closest to your view? Choose Statement 1 or Statement 2. 
Statement 1: The media should have the right to publish any views and ideas without government control. 
Statement 2: The government should have the right to prevent the media from publishing things that it 
considers harmful to society. 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Agree very strongly with 1 38 38 39 36 38 
Agree with 1 25 25 24 25 25 
Agree with 2 19 19 19 19 19 
Agree very strongly with 2 17 14 15 17 16 
Agree with neither 2 1 2 2 2 
Don't know   3 1 2 1 
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Q18. Which of the following statements is closest to your view? Choose Statement 1 or Statement 2. 
Statement 1: Men make better political leaders than women, and should be elected rather than women. 
Statement 2: Women should have the same chance of being elected to political office as men. 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Agree very strongly with 1 12 16 19 8 13 
Agree with 1 12 14 16 9 13 
Agree with 2 23 20 23 21 22 
Agree very strongly with 2 50 44 37 59 48 
Agree with neither 3 4 3 3 3 
Don't know 1 2 1 1 1 

 
Q19A. Now I am going to read out a list of groups that people join or attend. For each one, could you tell 
me whether you are an official leader, an active member, an inactive member, or not a member: A 
religious group that meets outside of regular worship services? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Not a Member 56 47 58 48 53 
Inactive Member 14 16 15 15 15 
Active Member 27 35 25 35 30 
Official Leader 2 1 2 2 2 
Don't Know           

 
Q19B. Now I am going to read out a list of groups that people join or attend. For each one, could you tell 
me whether you are an official leader, an active member, an inactive member, or not a member: Some 
other voluntary association or community group? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Not a Member 74 65 71 71 71 
Inactive Member 10 15 11 13 12 
Active Member 14 18 16 15 15 
Official Leader 2 2 2 1 2 
Don't Know           

 
Q20A. Here is a list of actions that people sometimes take as citizens. For each of these, please tell me 
whether you, personally, have done any of these things during the past year. If not, would you do this if you 
had the chance? Attended a community meeting. 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
No, would never do this 17 11 14 16 15 
No, but would do if had the chance 35 29 30 35 33 
Yes, once or twice 17 22 21 17 19 
Yes, several times 22 32 26 25 25 
Yes, often 9 6 9 7 8 
Don't know           
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Q20B. Here is a list of actions that people sometimes take as citizens. For each of these, please tell me 
whether you, personally, have done any of these things during the past year. If not, would you do this if you 
had the chance? Got together with others to raise an issue. 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
No, would never do this 22 17 19 23 21 
No, but would do if had the chance 42 38 40 42 41 
Yes, once or twice 16 17 15 18 16 
Yes, several times 14 23 21 13 17 
Yes, often 5 4 5 4 5 
Don't know           

 
Q21. Understanding that some people were unable to vote in the most recent national election in 2014, 
which of the following statements is true for you?  

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
You were not registered to vote 6 4 6 5 5 
You voted in the elections 71 78 73 75 74 
You decided not to vote 11 8 10 10 10 
You could not find the polling station 1 1 1 1 1 
You were prevented from voting           
You did not have time to vote 3 2 3 2 3 
You did not vote because your name 
not in the register 1   1 1 1 

Did not vote for some other reason 4 4 4 4 4 
You were too young to vote 3 2 3 2 2 
Don't Know / Can't remember 1 1 1 1 1 

 
Q22. On the whole, how would you rate the freeness and fairness of the last national election, held in May 
2014? Was it:  

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Not free and fair 6 4 6 5 5 
Free and fair, with major problems 15 14 14 15 15 
Free and fair, but with minor 
problems 24 27 24 26 25 

Completely free and fair 47 47 48 46 47 
Do not understand the question           
Don't know 7 8 7 8 7 

 
Q23A. Thinking about the last national election in May 2014, did you: Attend a campaign rally?  

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
No 79 69 73 79 76 
Yes 21 31 27 21 24 
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Q23B. Thinking about the last national election in May 2014, did you: Attend a meeting with a candidate or 
campaign staff? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
No 84 79 79 86 82 
Yes 16 21 21 14 18 

 
Q23C. Thinking about the last national election in May 2014, did you: Try to persuade others to vote for a 
certain presidential or legislative candidate or political party? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
No 89 89 86 92 89 
Yes 11 10 14 8 11 
Don't know           

 
Q23D. Thinking about the last national election in May 2014, did you: Work for a candidate or party? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
No 93 94 92 95 93 
Yes 7 6 8 5 7 

 
Q24A. During the past year, how often have you contacted any of the following persons about some 
important problem or to give them your views: A local government councillor? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Never 73 58 65 70 68 
Only once 11 16 12 13 12 
A few times 13 22 17 14 16 
Often 4 5 6 3 4 

 
Q24B. During the past year, how often have you contacted any of the following persons about some 
important problem or to give them your views: A Member of Parliament? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Never 96 95 94 97 96 
Only once 1 3 2 2 2 
A few times 2 1 2 1 2 
Often 1 1 1   1 
Don't know           

 
Q24C. During the past year, how often have you contacted any of the following persons about some 
important problem or to give them your views: An official of a government agency? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Never 92 91 89 94 91 
Only once 3 4 4 3 3 
A few times 4 5 6 3 4 
Often 2 1 2 1 1 
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Q24D. During the past year, how often have you contacted any of the following persons about some 
important problem or to give them your views: A political party official? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Never 88 86 85 90 87 
Only once 5 6 6 5 5 
A few times 5 7 7 4 6 
Often 2 1 3   2 

 
Q24E. During the past year, how often have you contacted any of the following persons about some 
important problem or to give them your views: Traditional leaders? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Never 91 65 80 83 82 
Only once 2 15 7 7 7 
A few times 2 15 8 5 7 
Often 1 3 2 2 2 
Don't know 3 2 3 3 3 

 
Q24F. During the past year, how often have you contacted any of the following persons about some 
important problem or to give them your views: Religious leaders? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Never 73 59 69 67 68 
Only once 6 11 8 8 8 
A few times 11 20 13 14 14 
Often 10 10 10 10 10 
Don't know           

 
Q25A. Thinking of the last time you contacted any of these leaders. Did you go: Alone or with a group? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Missing 1 1   1 1 
Alone 18 27 20 22 21 
With a group 21 34 28 23 26 
Not Applicable 59 38 52 53 52 
Don't know           

 
Q25B. Thinking of the last time you contacted any of these leaders. Did you go: To discuss a community 
problem or a personal problem? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Missing 2 1 1 2 1 
Community problem 22 33 28 23 26 
Personal problem 17 28 19 22 21 
Not Applicable 59 38 52 53 52 
Don't know           
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Q26A. For each of the following actions, please tell me whether you think it is something a good citizen in a 
democracy should always do, never do, or do only if they choose: Vote in elections. 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Never do 2 2 1 3 2 
Do only if they choose 28 20 25 26 25 
Always do 70 78 74 71 72 
Don't know           

 
Q26B. For each of the following actions, please tell me whether you think it is something a good citizen in a 
democracy should always do, never do, or do only if they choose: Avoid criticizing the government. 
  

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Never do 22 16 20 20 20 
Do only if they choose 44 47 43 46 45 
Always do 33 36 36 32 34 
Don't know   1   1 1 

 
Q26C. For each of the following actions, please tell me whether you think it is something a good citizen in a 
democracy should always do, never do, or do only if they choose: Complain to government officials when 
public services are of poor quality. 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Never do 5 6 5 6 6 
Do only if they choose 29 29 28 30 29 
Always do 65 65 67 63 65 
Don't know   1   1   

 
Q26D. For each of the following actions, please tell me whether you think it is something a good citizen in a 
democracy should always do, never do, or do only if they choose: Request personal assistance like help 
with school fees or funeral expenses from elected leaders. 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Never do 18 14 17 17 17 
Do only if they choose 42 43 40 45 43 
Always do 38 42 42 38 40 
Don't know 1 1 2 1 1 

 
Q26E. For each of the following actions, please tell me whether you think it is something a good citizen in a 
democracy should always do, never do, or do only if they choose: Pay taxes they owe to government. 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Never do 8 10 7 10 9 
Do only if they choose 22 18 20 22 21 
Always do 68 66 70 65 67 
Don't know 2 5 3 3 3 
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Q26F. For each of the following actions, please tell me whether you think it is something a good citizen in a 
democracy should always do, never do, or do only if they choose: Agree with the majority of people in his 
or her community on political issues. 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Never do 16 15 14 17 16 
Do only if they choose 56 44 50 54 52 
Always do 26 38 33 27 30 
Don't know 1 3 2 2 2 

 
Q27A. Here is a list of actions that people sometimes take as citizens when they are dissatisfied with 
government. For each of these, please tell me whether you, personally, have done any of these things 
during the past year. If not, would you do this if you had the chance: Joined with others in your community 
to request action from government? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
No, would never do this 27 18 22 27 24 
No, but would do if had the chance 46 43 45 46 45 
Yes, once or twice 12 21 15 15 15 
Yes, several times 11 15 15 11 13 
Yes, often 3 2 4 2 3 
Don't know           

 
Q27B. Here is a list of actions that people sometimes take as citizens when they are dissatisfied with 
government. For each of these, please tell me whether you, personally, have done any of these things 
during the past year. If not, would you do this if you had the chance: Contacted the media, like calling a 
radio program or writing a letter to a newspaper? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
No, would never do this 33 20 26 31 28 
No, but would do if had the chance 57 71 62 61 62 
Yes, once or twice 6 5 7 4 6 
Yes, several times 3 4 4 3 3 
Yes, often 1   1 1 1 
Don't know           

 
Q27C. Here is a list of actions that people sometimes take as citizens when they are dissatisfied with 
government. For each of these, please tell me whether you, personally, have done any of these things 
during the past year. If not, would you do this if you had the chance: Contacted a government official to 
ask for help or make a complaint? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
No, would never do this 27 18 22 26 24 
No, but would do if had the chance 57 65 61 59 60 
Yes, once or twice 8 9 9 8 9 
Yes, several times 5 7 7 5 6 
Yes, often 2 1 2 1 2 
Don't know           
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Q27D. Here is a list of actions that people sometimes take as citizens when they are dissatisfied with 
government. For each of these, please tell me whether you, personally, have done any of these things 
during the past year. If not, would you do this if you had the chance: Refused to pay a tax or fee to 
government? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
No, would never do this 64 70 66 67 66 
No, but would do if had the chance 29 21 27 26 27 
Yes, once or twice 2 2 2 2 2 
Yes, several times 1 1 1 1 1 
Yes, often 1 1 1 1 1 
Don't know 2 4 3 3 3 

 
Q27E. Here is a list of actions that people sometimes take as citizens when they are dissatisfied with 
government. For each of these, please tell me whether you, personally, have done any of these things 
during the past year. If not, would you do this if you had the chance: Participated in a demonstration or 
protest march? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
No, would never do this 47 38 41 48 44 
No, but would do if had the chance 35 42 38 36 37 
Yes, once or twice 8 11 10 8 9 
Yes, several times 7 7 8 6 7 
Yes, often 2 2 3 1 2 
Don't know 1   1 1 1 

 
Q28A. There are many ways to govern a country. Would you disapprove or approve of the following 
alternatives? Only one political party is allowed to stand for election and hold office. 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Strongly Disapprove 41 45 45 40 42 
Disapprove 32 26 29 31 30 
Neither Approve Nor Disapprove 5 5 4 5 5 
Approve 15 18 15 18 16 
Strongly Approve 6 5 7 5 6 
Don't know 1 1   1 1 

 
Q28B. There are many ways to govern a country. Would you disapprove or approve of the following 
alternatives? The army comes in to govern the country. 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Strongly Disapprove 34 40 39 34 36 
Disapprove 32 28 30 31 31 
Neither Approve Nor Disapprove 11 12 10 13 12 
Approve 15 12 14 13 14 
Strongly Approve 6 5 6 6 6 
Don't know 1 3 1 2 2 
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Q28C. There are many ways to govern a country. Would you disapprove or approve of the following 
alternatives? Elections and Parliament are abolished so that the president can decide everything. 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Strongly Disapprove 51 52 52 50 51 
Disapprove 30 26 29 29 29 
Neither Approve Nor Disapprove 8 9 7 9 8 
Approve 8 9 8 9 8 
Strongly Approve 3 3 4 2 3 
Don't know 1 1   1 1 

 
Q28D_SAF. There are many ways to govern a country. Would you disapprove or approve of the following 
alternatives? If the country returned to the old system we had under apartheid.  

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Strongly Disapprove 57 68 60 61 60 
Disapprove 18 13 17 16 16 
Neither Approve Nor Disapprove 10 9 9 10 10 
Approve 11 8 10 9 10 
Strongly Approve 4 1 3 3 3 
Don't know 1     1 1 

 
Q29A. What, if anything, does “democracy” mean to you? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Missing 1 1   1 1 
Understood "democracy" 86 65 82 76 79 
Required local language translation 9 31 14 19 16 
Did not understand the word or 
question 4 3 4 4 4 
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Q29E. What, if anything, does “democracy” mean to you? First response. 
  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Nothing/Democracy has no meaning 4 2 3 3 3 
Civil liberties / personal freedoms 50 44 47 48 48 
Government by, for, of the people / 
popular rule 2 7 5 3 4 

Voting / elections / multiparty 
competition 6 10 8 8 8 

Peace / unity / power sharing 5 9 7 6 6 
Social / economic development 4 5 4 5 5 
Equality / justice 9 7 8 9 9 
Majority rule 1 3 2 2 2 
Governance / effectiveness / 
accountability / rule of law 1   1 1 1 

National independence / people's 
self determination 1         

Mutual respect 1   1 1 1 
Working together 2 3 2 3 2 
Other positive meanings 1 2 2 1 2 
Conflict / confusion           
Corruption / abuse of power 2 1 2 1 2 
Social / economic hardship 1   1 1 1 
Other negative meanings 2 1 2 1 1 
Civilian politics / government           
Change of government / leadership 
/ laws           

Other null/neutral meanings 1     1   
Don't know / Did not understand the 
question 5 4 4 5 5 
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Q29F. What, if anything, does “democracy” mean to you? Second response. 
  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Civil liberties / personal freedoms 16 16 17 15 16 
Government by, for, of the people / 
popular rule 2 3 2 3 3 

Voting / elections / multiparty 
competition 6 10 7 7 7 

Peace / unity / power sharing 6 6 7 6 6 
Social / economic development 6 5 6 5 6 
Equality / justice 10 11 10 12 11 
Majority rule 2 3 3 2 2 
Governance / effectiveness / 
accountability / rule of law 2 1 1 2 2 

National independence / people's 
self determination     1     

Mutual respect 1 1 1 1 1 
Working together 3 5 3 4 3 
Other positive meanings 1 1 1 1 1 
Conflict / confusion   1 1     
Corruption / abuse of power 1 1 1 1 1 
Social / economic hardship 1     1 1 
Other negative meanings 2   1 1 1 
Civilian politics / government           
Other null/neutral meanings           
No further reply 40 36 39 39 39 
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Q29G. What, if anything, does “democracy” mean to you? Third response. 
  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Civil liberties / personal freedoms 7 10 9 8 8 
Government by, for, of the people / 
popular rule 1 2 2 1 1 

Voting / elections / multiparty 
competition 3 4 4 3 3 

Peace / unity / power sharing 4 3 4 4 4 
Social / economic development 4 4 4 3 4 
Equality / justice 5 7 7 5 6 
Majority rule 1 3 2 2 2 
Governance / effectiveness / 
accountability / rule of law 1 2 1 2 1 

National independence / people's 
self determination           

Mutual respect 1 1 1 1 1 
Working together 2 4 2 3 3 
Other positive meanings 1 1 1 1 1 
Conflict / confusion           
Corruption / abuse of power 1   1 1 1 
Social / economic hardship           
Other negative meanings 1     1   
Civilian politics / government           
Change of government / leadership 
/ laws           

Other null/neutral meanings 1     1   
No further reply 67 57 62 64 63 

 
Q30. Which of these three statements is closest to your own opinion? 
Statement 1: Democracy is preferable to any other kind of government. 
Statement 2: In some circumstances, a non-democratic government can be preferable. 
Statement 3: For someone like me, it doesn’t matter what kind of government we have. 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
STATEMENT 3: Doesn't matter 17 12 14 17 15 
STATEMENT 2: Sometimes non-
democratic preferable 17 18 18 17 17 

STATEMENT 1: Democracy preferable 61 68 65 63 64 
Don't know 4 2 3 4 3 

 
30B-SAF. If a non-elected government or leader could impose law and order, and deliver houses and jobs: 
How willing or unwilling would you be to give up regular elections and live under such a government? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Very Willing 34 28 32 32 32 
Willing 29 31 30 30 30 
Unwilling 18 16 18 17 18 
Very Unwilling 16 19 18 16 17 
Don't know 4 5 3 5 4 
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Q31. Which of the following statements is closest to your view? Choose Statement 1 or Statement 2. 
Statement 1: It is more important to have a government that can get things done, even if we have no 
influence over what it does. 
Statement 2: It is more important for citizens to be able to hold government accountable, even if that 
means it makes decisions more slowly. 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Agree very strongly with 1 25 26 25 26 25 
Agree with 1 21 22 20 23 22 
Agree with 2 25 25 26 25 25 
Agree very strongly with 2 26 24 28 24 26 
Agree with neither 1 2 1 1 1 
Don't know 1 1 1 1 1 

 
Q32. Which of the following statements is closest to your view? Choose Statement 1 or Statement 2. 
Statement 1: We should choose our leaders in this country through regular, open, and honest elections. 
Statement 2: Since elections sometimes produce bad results, we should adopt other methods for choosing 
this country’s leaders. 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Agree very strongly with 1 43 47 46 43 44 
Agree with 1 33 31 33 32 32 
Agree with 2 13 12 11 14 13 
Agree very strongly with 2 9 7 8 9 8 
Agree with neither 1 2 2 1 2 
Don't know   1   1 1 

 
Q33. Which of the following statements is closest to your view? Choose Statement 1 or Statement 2. 
Statement 1: Political parties create division and confusion; it is therefore unnecessary to have many 
political parties in South Africa. 
Statement 2: Many political parties are needed to make sure that South Africans have real choices in who 
governs them. 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Agree very strongly with 1 12 12 12 12 12 
Agree with 1 15 14 13 16 15 
Agree with 2 30 33 31 31 31 
Agree very strongly with 2 40 37 40 38 39 
Agree with neither 3 2 3 2 2 
Don't know 1 2 1 2 2 
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Q34. Which of the following statements is closest to your view? Choose Statement 1 or Statement 2. 
Statement 1: Parliament should ensure that the President explains to it on a regular basis how his 
government spends taxpayers’ money. 
Statement 2: The President should be able to devote his full attention to developing the country rather than 
wasting time justifying his actions. 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Agree very strongly with 1 39 44 43 38 41 
Agree with 1 22 20 20 23 22 
Agree with 2 16 17 16 17 17 
Agree very strongly with 2 21 15 19 19 19 
Agree with neither 1 2 1 2 1 
Don't know 1 1 1 1 1 

 
Q35. Which of the following statements is closest to your view? Choose Statement 1 or Statement 2. 
Statement 1: After losing an election, opposition parties should monitor and criticize the government in 
order to hold it accountable. 
Statement 2: Once an election is over, opposition parties and politicians should accept defeat and 
cooperate with government to help it develop the country. 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Agree very strongly with 1 12 15 15 11 13 
Agree with 1 14 15 15 15 15 
Agree with 2 32 29 31 31 31 
Agree very strongly with 2 38 37 37 39 38 
Agree with neither 2 3 2 3 2 
Don't know 1 1 1 1 1 

 
Q36. Which of the following statements is closest to your view? Choose Statement 1 or Statement 2. 
Statement 1: The news media should constantly investigate and report on government mistakes and 
corruption. 
Statement 2: Too much reporting on negative events, like government mistakes and corruption, only harms 
the country. 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Agree very strongly with 1 42 50 49 40 45 
Agree with 1 25 25 23 26 25 
Agree with 2 16 11 13 15 14 
Agree very strongly with 2 16 10 12 15 14 
Agree with neither 2 2 1 2 2 
Don't know   2   1 1 
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Q37. Which of the following statements is closest to your view? Choose Statement 1 or Statement 2. 
Statement 1: Members of Parliament represent the people; therefore they should make laws for this country, 
even if the president does not agree. 
Statement 2: Since the president represents all of us, he should pass laws without worrying about what 
Parliament thinks. 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Agree very strongly with 1 37 42 40 37 39 
Agree with 1 39 34 38 36 37 
Agree with 2 10 10 9 12 10 
Agree very strongly with 2 9 6 8 8 8 
Agree with neither 3 4 4 3 3 
Don't know 1 4 1 3 2 

 
Q38. Which of the following statements is closest to your view? Choose Statement 1 or Statement 2. 
Statement 1: Since the president was elected to lead the country, he should not be bound by laws or court 
decisions that he thinks are wrong. 
Statement 2: The president must always obey the laws and the courts, even if he thinks they are wrong. 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Agree very strongly with 1 8 8 8 8 8 
Agree with 1 12 13 14 12 13 
Agree with 2 29 33 30 31 30 
Agree very strongly with 2 49 43 47 47 47 
Agree with neither 1 1 1 1 1 
Don't know 1 2 1 1 1 

 
Q39. Which of the following statements is closest to your view? Choose Statement 1 or Statement 2. 
Statement 1: The Constitution should limit the president to serving a maximum of two terms in office. 
Statement 2: There should be no constitutional limit on how long the president can serve. 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Agree very strongly with 1 49 54 53 49 51 
Agree with 1 28 27 27 28 27 
Agree with 2 11 10 10 11 11 
Agree very strongly with 2 9 5 7 7 7 
Agree with neither 2 3 2 2 2 
Don't know 2 1 1 2 1 

 
Q40. In your opinion, how much of a democracy is South Africa today? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Not a democracy 7 7 7 8 7 
A democracy, with major problems 49 32 42 44 43 
A democracy, but with minor 
problems 29 40 33 32 33 

A full democracy 12 20 16 14 15 
Do not understand question / 
democracy 1 1 1 1 1 

Don't know 1 1 1 2 1 
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Q41. Overall, how satisfied are you with the way democracy works in South Africa? 
  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
The country is not a democracy 1   1   1 
Not at all satisfied 28 15 22 25 23 
Not very satisfied 27 24 26 26 26 
Fairly satisfied 33 44 39 35 37 
Very satisfied 9 15 11 11 11 
Do not know 2 2 2 2 2 

 
Q42A. For each of the following statements, please tell me whether you disagree or agree: The courts have 
the right to make decisions that people always have to abide by. 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Strongly Disagree 5 3 3 5 4 
Disagree 11 6 10 8 9 
Neither Agree Nor Disagree 6 7 6 7 6 
Agree 53 57 53 54 54 
Strongly Agree 26 26 27 25 26 
Don't Know 1 1 1 1 1 

 
Q42B. For each of the following statements, please tell me whether you disagree or agree: The police 
always have the right to make people obey the law. 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Strongly Disagree 5 2 4 4 4 
Disagree 14 6 11 11 11 
Neither Agree Nor Disagree 7 14 10 9 10 
Agree 44 45 44 45 44 
Strongly Agree 29 33 31 30 30 
Don't Know   1   1   

 
Q42C. For each of the following statements, please tell me whether you disagree or agree: The tax 
authorities always have the right to make people pay taxes. 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Strongly Disagree 4 3 3 4 4 
Disagree 10 4 9 7 8 
Neither Agree Nor Disagree 9 9 8 10 9 
Agree 44 46 46 44 45 
Strongly Agree 30 34 31 32 31 
Don't Know 2 5 2 4 3 
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Q43. Which of the following statements is closest to your view? Choose Statement 1 or Statement 2. 
Statement 1: It is important to obey the government in power, no matter who you voted for. 
Statement 2: It is not necessary to obey the laws of a government that you did not vote for. 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Agree very strongly with 1 41 50 45 43 44 
Agree with 1 36 33 35 36 35 
Agree with 2 12 8 10 11 10 
Agree very strongly with 2 8 6 7 8 8 
Agree with neither 2 3 3 2 2 
Don't know 1 1 1   1 

 
Q44. Which of the following statements is closest to your view? Choose Statement 1 or Statement 2. 
Statement 1: Citizens must pay their taxes to the government in order for our country to develop. 
Statement 2: The government can find enough resources for development from other sources without 
having to tax the people. 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Agree very strongly with 1 32 34 34 32 33 
Agree with 1 29 28 29 28 28 
Agree with 2 18 16 16 19 17 
Agree very strongly with 2 18 16 17 17 17 
Agree with neither 2 4 3 3 3 
Don't know 1 3 2 2 2 

 
Q45A. In your opinion, how often, in this country: Does the news media abuse its freedoms by printing or 
saying things it knows are not true? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Never 17 20 19 17 18 
Rarely 27 28 26 28 27 
Often 33 28 31 31 31 
Always 19 13 17 16 17 
Don't know 4 12 6 8 7 

 
Q45B. In your opinion, how often, in this country: Does competition between political parties lead to violent 
conflict? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Never 10 16 12 12 12 
Rarely 23 22 26 20 23 
Often 31 29 28 33 30 
Always 34 28 32 32 32 
Don't know 2 4 3 3 3 
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Q45C. In your opinion, how often, in this country: Does the president ignore the courts and laws of this 
country? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Never 13 22 17 16 16 
Rarely 18 20 20 18 19 
Often 33 23 27 31 29 
Always 32 26 31 29 30 
Don't know 4 9 5 6 5 

 
Q45D. In your opinion, how often, in this country: Are opposition parties or their supporters silenced by the 
government? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Never 26 42 32 31 32 
Rarely 28 26 28 26 27 
Often 27 16 23 24 24 
Always 12 6 11 10 10 
Don't know 7 10 6 9 8 

 
Q45E. In your opinion, how often, in this country: Does the president ignore Parliament and just do what he 
wants? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Never 17 26 20 20 20 
Rarely 17 19 19 17 18 
Often 31 23 28 29 28 
Always 31 23 28 28 28 
Don't know 3 9 5 6 5 

 
Q46. In this country, how effective is the news media in revealing government mistakes and corruption? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Not at all effective 2 3 3 2 2 
Not very effective 12 12 12 12 12 
Somewhat effective 41 49 42 45 44 
Very effective 42 31 41 36 38 
Don't know 3 5 3 5 4 

 
Q47A. Think about how elections work in practice in this country. How well do elections: Ensure that 
Members of Parliament reflect the views of voters? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Not at all well 14 10 14 12 13 
Not very well 40 33 37 38 38 
Well 32 37 34 33 34 
Very well 10 11 10 10 10 
Don't know 4 9 5 7 6 
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Q47B. Think about how elections work in practice in this country. How well do elections: Enable voters to 
remove from office leaders who do not do what the people want? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Not at all well 19 16 19 17 18 
Not very well 39 39 37 41 39 
Well 26 24 27 25 26 
Very well 10 12 12 9 11 
Don't know 6 9 6 8 7 

 
Q48A. In your opinion, how often do the following things occur in this country’s elections? Votes are 
counted fairly. 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Never 7 7 7 6 7 
Sometimes 23 16 20 21 21 
Often 21 15 18 19 19 
Always 43 55 48 46 47 
Don't know 7 7 6 7 7 

 
Q48B. In your opinion, how often do the following things occur in this country’s elections? Opposition 
candidates are prevented from running for office. 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Never 38 52 44 42 43 
Sometimes 30 26 29 28 28 
Often 13 5 10 11 10 
Always 7 3 6 5 6 
Don't know 12 13 11 14 12 

 
Q48C. In your opinion, how often do the following things occur in this country’s elections? The media 
provides fair coverage of all candidates. 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Never 9 10 10 9 10 
Sometimes 30 29 31 29 30 
Often 26 20 22 26 24 
Always 29 32 31 28 30 
Don't know 6 9 6 8 7 

 
Q48D. In your opinion, how often do the following things occur in this country’s elections? Voters are bribed. 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Never 29 45 35 34 34 
Sometimes 29 27 30 27 28 
Often 16 10 13 15 14 
Always 16 6 13 13 13 
Don't know 10 12 10 11 11 
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Q48E. In your opinion, how often do the following things occur in this country’s elections? Voters are offered 
a genuine choice in the elections. 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Never 5 7 6 6 6 
Sometimes 21 17 18 21 20 
Often 21 19 20 20 20 
Always 48 49 50 47 48 
Don't know 5 9 6 6 6 

 
Q48F. In your opinion, how often do the following things occur in this country’s elections? Voters are 
threatened with violence at the polls. 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Never 45 59 51 48 50 
Sometimes 30 26 28 29 28 
Often 11 4 7 10 8 
Always 6 3 6 4 5 
Don't know 9 8 7 9 8 

 
Q49. During election campaigns in this country, how much do you personally fear becoming a victim of 
political intimidation or violence? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
A lot 6 4 5 6 5 
Somewhat 11 9 11 10 10 
A little bit 21 21 18 24 21 
Not at all 60 65 65 58 62 
Don't know 2 1 2 2 2 

 
Q50. Do you think that the leaders of political parties in this country are more concerned with serving the 
interests of the people, or more concerned with advancing their own political ambitions, or haven’t you 
heard enough to say? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
More to serve their own political 
ambitions - strongly agree 50 40 46 47 46 

More to serve their own political 
ambitions - agree 24 24 23 25 24 

Neither agree nor disagree 9 10 9 9 9 
More to serve the people - agree 11 12 12 10 11 
More to serve the people - strongly 
agree 5 8 7 5 6 

Don't know 2 6 3 4 3 
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Q51A. In your opinion, how often, in this country: Do people have to be careful of what they say about 
politics? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Never 29 31 31 28 30 
Rarely 23 32 26 27 26 
Often 22 20 21 21 21 
Always 25 17 22 23 23 
Don't know 1 1   1 1 

 
Q51B. In your opinion, how often, in this country: Are people treated unequally under the law? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Never 14 20 17 15 16 
Rarely 18 25 20 20 20 
Often 38 31 35 36 36 
Always 29 23 26 28 27 
Don't know 1 2 1 1 1 

 
Q51C. In your opinion, how often, in this country: Do officials who commit crimes go unpunished? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Never 11 17 13 13 13 
Rarely 16 23 19 17 18 
Often 34 32 33 34 34 
Always 38 26 34 34 34 
Don't know 1 2 2 2 2 

 
Q51D. In your opinion, how often, in this country: Do ordinary people who break the law go unpunished? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Never 33 34 33 33 33 
Rarely 28 34 32 28 30 
Often 22 15 18 21 20 
Always 16 15 15 17 16 
Don't know 1 1 1 1 1 

 
Q52A. How much do you trust each of the following, or haven’t you heard enough about them to say: The 
president? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Not at all 42 33 40 38 39 
Just a little 27 25 25 28 27 
Somewhat 18 21 18 20 19 
A lot 12 20 16 14 15 
Don't know/ Haven't heard enough 1 1 1 1 1 
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Q52B. How much do you trust each of the following, or haven’t you heard enough about them to say: 
Parliament? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Not at all 30 20 26 27 26 
Just a little 34 28 30 33 32 
Somewhat 23 33 27 25 26 
A lot 13 18 16 14 15 
Don't know/ Haven't heard enough 1 2 1 1 1 

 
Q52C. How much do you trust each of the following, or haven’t you heard enough about them to say: The 
Independent Electoral Commission (IEC)? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Not at all 18 12 16 15 16 
Just a little 25 18 22 23 23 
Somewhat 28 27 26 29 28 
A lot 26 39 32 29 31 
Don't know/ Haven't heard enough 3 4 3 4 4 

 
Q52C1_SAF. How much do you trust each of the following, or haven’t you heard enough about them to say: 
The Premier of this province? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Never 22 18 22 19 20 
Rarely 27 28 26 28 27 
Often 26 29 27 28 27 
Always 19 21 20 20 20 
Don't know 6 4 6 6 6 

 
Q52D. How much do you trust each of the following, or haven’t you heard enough about them to say: The 
South African Revenue Services or SARS? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Not at all 12 10 12 11 11 
Just a little 22 15 18 20 19 
Somewhat 29 25 29 27 28 
A lot 32 39 36 32 34 
Don't know/ Haven't heard enough 6 10 5 9 7 

 
Q52E. How much do you trust each of the following, or haven’t you heard enough about them to say: Your 
local government council? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Not at all 34 27 30 32 31 
Just a little 30 33 32 30 31 
Somewhat 22 24 23 23 23 
A lot 11 14 12 12 12 
Don't know/ Haven't heard enough 3 2 3 2 2 
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Q52F. How much do you trust each of the following, or haven’t you heard enough about them to say: The 
ruling party? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Not at all 36 23 32 31 32 
Just a little 25 23 24 25 24 
Somewhat 20 26 23 22 22 
A lot 18 26 21 21 21 
Don't know/ Haven't heard enough 1   1 1 1 

 
Q52G. How much do you trust each of the following, or haven’t you heard enough about them to say: 
Opposition political parties? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
  Not at all 30 28 28 31 29 
  Just a little 32 30 31 31 31 
  Somewhat 24 25 24 23 24 
  A lot 11 13 13 11 12 
  Don't know/ Haven't heard enough 3 4 3 4 3 

  
Q52H. How much do you trust each of the following, or haven’t you heard enough about them to say: The 
police? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Not at all 31 20 28 27 27 
Just a little 27 25 26 28 27 
Somewhat 26 34 28 30 29 
A lot 14 21 18 15 17 
Don't know/ Haven't heard enough 1 1 1 1 1 

 
Q52H1_SAF. How much do you trust each of the following, or haven’t you heard enough about them to say: 
The Office of the Public Protector? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Not at all 13 10 13 12 12 
Just a little 22 15 18 21 20 
Somewhat 28 27 26 29 27 
A lot 29 33 34 28 31 
Don't know/ Haven't heard enough 8 14 8 11 10 

 
Q52H2_SAF. How much do you trust each of the following, or haven’t you heard enough about them to say: 
The National Prosecuting Authority, the NPA? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Not at all 12 9 11 12 11 
Just a little 22 16 20 20 20 
Somewhat 30 33 32 30 31 
A lot 24 24 25 23 24 
Don't know/ Haven't heard enough 12 17 12 16 14 
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Q52H3_SAF. How much do you trust each of the following, or haven’t you heard enough about them to say: 
The Directorate of Priority Crime Investigations, the Hawks? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Not at all 12 9 11 11 11 
Just a little 21 15 18 20 19 
Somewhat 27 31 30 27 28 
A lot 28 28 30 26 28 
Don't know/ Haven't heard enough 12 16 11 16 13 

 
Q52I. How much do you trust each of the following, or haven’t you heard enough about them to say: The 
army? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Not at all 10 8 9 10 9 
Just a little 18 15 16 18 17 
Somewhat 31 27 28 31 29 
A lot 39 45 44 38 41 
Don't know/ Haven't heard enough 3 6 3 4 4 

 
Q52J. How much do you trust each of the following, or haven’t you heard enough about them to say: Courts 
of law? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Not at all 16 9 15 12 13 
Just a little 29 25 28 28 28 
Somewhat 31 36 31 34 33 
A lot 22 27 25 22 24 
Don't know/ Haven't heard enough 2 3 2 3 2 

 
Q52K. How much do you trust each of the following, or haven’t you heard enough about them to say: 
Traditional leaders? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Not at all 21 13 18 19 19 
Just a little 20 18 21 17 19 
Somewhat 19 28 22 22 22 
A lot 15 33 21 22 21 
Don't know/ Haven't heard enough 24 8 18 20 19 

 
Q52L. How much do you trust each of the following, or haven’t you heard enough about them to say: 
Religious leaders? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Not at all 14 11 13 12 13 
Just a little 20 18 21 18 19 
Somewhat 29 27 28 29 29 
A lot 31 42 32 37 34 
Don't know/ Haven't heard enough 6 2 5 5 5 
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Q52M_SAF. How much do you trust each of the following, or haven’t you heard enough about them to say: 
Government broadcasting service, you know, SABC TV and radio? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Not at all 7 7 8 7 7 
Just a little 18 12 16 16 16 
Somewhat 37 34 36 36 36 
A lot 36 44 39 38 39 
Don't know/ Haven't heard enough 1 3 1 2 2 

 
Q52N_SAF. How much do you trust each of the following, or haven’t you heard enough about them to say: 
Independent broadcasting services like E TV, Radio 702 and community radio stations? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Not at all 6 6 6 6 6 
Just a little 13 9 11 13 12 
Somewhat 36 29 34 34 34 
A lot 43 51 47 44 45 
Don't know/ Haven't heard enough 2 5 2 4 3 

 
Q53A. How many of the following people do you think are involved in corruption, or haven’t you heard 
enough about them to say: The president and officials in his office? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
None 4 8 5 5 5 
Some of them 41 57 46 47 46 
Most of them 31 20 27 27 27 
All of them 23 12 20 19 19 
Don't know/ Haven't heard enough 2 2 2 3 2 

 
Q53B. How many of the following people do you think are involved in corruption, or haven’t you heard 
enough about them to say: Members of Parliament? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
None 4 5 5 4 4 
Some of them 44 59 48 49 49 
Most of them 35 28 33 33 33 
All of them 16 7 13 13 13 
Don't know/ Haven't heard enough 2 2 2 2 2 

 
Q53C. How many of the following people do you think are involved in corruption, or haven’t you heard 
enough about them to say: Government officials? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
None 3 4 4 4 4 
Some of them 40 57 44 46 45 
Most of them 38 29 36 34 35 
All of them 17 8 14 15 14 
Don't know/ Haven't heard enough 2 2 2 2 2 
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Q53D. How many of the following people do you think are involved in corruption, or haven’t you heard 
enough about them to say: Local government councillors? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
None 3 5 4 4 4 
Some of them 43 55 48 46 47 
Most of them 34 29 32 33 32 
All of them 18 9 15 16 15 
Don't know/ Haven't heard enough 2 1 2 1 2 

 
Q53E. How many of the following people do you think are involved in corruption, or haven’t you heard 
enough about them to say: Police? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
None 3 5 4 4 4 
Some of them 40 62 49 46 48 
Most of them 37 25 32 34 33 
All of them 18 8 15 14 15 
Don't know/ Haven't heard enough 1 1 1 1 1 

 
Q53F. How many of the following people do you think are involved in corruption, or haven’t you heard 
enough about them to say: Tax officials, like South African Revenue Services officials or local government 
tax collectors? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
None 16 18 17 16 17 
Some of them 49 54 50 51 51 
Most of them 19 11 17 15 16 
All of them 9 3 7 7 7 
Don't know/ Haven't heard enough 8 14 8 11 10 

 
Q53G. How many of the following people do you think are involved in corruption, or haven’t you heard 
enough about them to say: Judges and magistrates? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
None 15 19 17 16 16 
Some of them 53 60 58 54 56 
Most of them 21 12 15 20 18 
All of them 8 2 6 5 6 
Don't know/ Haven't heard enough 4 7 4 6 5 

 
Q53H. How many of the following people do you think are involved in corruption, or haven’t you heard 
enough about them to say: Traditional leaders? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
None 14 28 19 18 19 
Some of them 40 50 43 44 43 
Most of them 14 12 13 13 13 
All of them 8 3 6 6 6 
Don't know/ Haven't heard enough 25 8 19 19 19 
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Q53I. How many of the following people do you think are involved in corruption, or haven’t you heard 
enough about them to say: Religious leaders? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
None 21 31 24 25 24 
Some of them 47 53 50 48 49 
Most of them 17 11 14 16 15 
All of them 6 2 5 5 5 
Don't know/ Haven't heard enough 9 3 7 6 7 

 
Q53J. How many of the following people do you think are involved in corruption, or haven’t you heard 
enough about them to say: Business executives? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
None 7 12 9 8 9 
Some of them 46 51 47 48 47 
Most of them 29 19 25 27 26 
All of them 13 9 12 11 12 
Don't know/ Haven't heard enough 5 8 6 7 6 

 
Q54. In your opinion, over the past year, has the level of corruption in this country increased, decreased, or 
stayed the same? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Increased a lot 65 61 63 64 64 
Increased somewhat 19 21 19 20 19 
Stayed the same 10 9 11 8 10 
Decreased somewhat 3 5 4 4 4 
Decreased a lot 2 2 1 2 2 
Don't know 1 2 1 2 1 

 
Q55A. In the past 12 months, have you had contact with a public school? [If yes] How easy or difficult was it 
to obtain the services you needed from teachers or school officials? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Very easy 17 19 15 20 18 
Easy 17 20 16 20 18 
Difficult 4 3 3 4 4 
Very difficult 1 1 1 1 1 
No contact 61 57 64 55 60 
Don't know           
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Q55B. In the past 12 months, have you had contact with a public school? [If yes] And how often, if ever, did 
you have to pay a bribe, give a gift, or do a favour for a teacher or school official in order to get the 
services you needed from the schools? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Missing 4 5 4 4 4 
Never 34 38 31 39 35 
Once or twice     1     
A few times           
Often           
No contact 61 57 64 55 60 
Don't know           

 
Q55C. In the past 12 months, have you had contact with a public clinic or hospital? [If yes] How easy or 
difficult was it to obtain the medical care you needed? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Very easy 18 19 18 19 19 
Easy 24 25 22 26 24 
Difficult 11 13 10 14 12 
Very difficult 6 10 7 8 7 
No contact 41 33 43 33 38 

 
Q55D. In the past 12 months, have you had contact with a public clinic or hospital? [If yes] And how often, if 
ever, did you have to pay a bribe, give a gift, or do a favour for a health worker or clinic or hospital staff in 
order to get the medical care you needed? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Missing 7 7 7 7 7 
Never 50 59 49 58 53 
Once or twice 1   1 1 1 
A few times       1   
Often           
No contact 41 33 43 33 38 

 
Q55E. In the past 12 months, have you tried to get an identity document like a birth certificate, driver’s 
license, passport or voter’s card, or a permit from government? [If yes] How easy or difficult was it to obtain 
the document you needed? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Very easy 15 13 13 16 14 
Easy 17 13 16 16 16 
Difficult 7 9 8 7 8 
Very difficult 4 5 5 3 4 
No contact 58 60 59 58 59 
Don't know           
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Q55F. In the past 12 months, have you tried to get an identity document like a birth certificate, driver’s 
license, passport or voter’s card, or a permit from government? [If yes] And how often, if ever, did you have 
to pay a bribe, give a gift, or do a favour for a government official in order to get the document you 
needed? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Missing 4 3 3 4 4 
Never 36 35 35 36 36 
Once or twice 2 1 2 2 2 
A few times   1 1     
Often           
No contact 58 60 59 58 59 
Don't know           

 
Q55G. In the past 12 months, have you tried to get water, sanitation, or electric services from government? 
[If yes] How easy or difficult was it to obtain the document you needed? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Very easy 7 7 7 7 7 
Easy 11 11 11 11 11 
Difficult 5 8 6 6 6 
Very difficult 4 7 5 4 5 
No contact 73 67 70 72 71 

 
Q55H. In the past 12 months, have you tried to get water, sanitation, or electric services from government? 
[If yes] And how often, if ever, did you have to pay a bribe, give a gift, or do a favour for a government 
official in order to get the document you needed? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Missing 2 3 3 2 2 
Never 24 28 25 25 25 
Once or twice 1 1 1 1 1 
A few times           
Often           
No contact 73 67 70 72 71 
Don't know           

 
Q55I. In the past 12 months, have you requested assistance from the police? [If yes] How easy or difficult 
was it to obtain the assistance you needed? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Very easy 9 11 10 10 10 
Easy 18 16 18 16 17 
Difficult 6 6 5 7 6 
Very difficult 4 3 4 3 4 
No contact 63 63 63 64 63 
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Q55J. In the past 12 months, have you requested assistance from the police? [If yes] And how often, if ever, 
did you have to pay a bribe, give a gift, or do a favour for a police officer in order to get the assistance you 
needed, or to avoid a problem like passing a checkpoint or avoiding a fine or arrest? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Missing 4 3 3 4 4 
Never 32 32 32 32 32 
Once or twice 1 1 1 1 1 
A few times           
Often           
No contact 63 63 63 64 63 

 
Q55K. In the past 12 months, have you had contact with the courts? [If yes] How easy or difficult was it to 
obtain the assistance you needed from the courts? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Very easy 4 3 4 3 4 
Easy 5 5 5 5 5 
Difficult 2 1 2 2 2 
Very difficult 1 1 1 1 1 
No contact 88 89 87 90 89 
Don't know           

 
Q55L. In the past 12 months, have you had contact with the courts? [If yes] And how often, if ever, did you 
have to pay a bribe, give a gift, or do a favour for a judge or court official in order to get the assistance you 
needed from the courts? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Missing 1   1   1 
Never 10 10 11 10 10 
Once or twice 1   1     
A few times           
Often           
No contact 88 89 87 90 89 

 
Q56. If you ever paid a bribe for any of the services discussed above, did you report any of the incidents 
you mentioned to a government official or someone in authority? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Missing 1 2 1 1 1 
No 4 3 3 4 4 
Yes 1 1 1   1 
Not Applicable 94 95 95 95 95 
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Q57A. [If yes on 56] Which of the following happened the most recent time that you reported a bribery 
incident: Authorities took action against the government officials involved? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Missing 1 2 1 1 1 
No, didn't happen   1 1   1 
Yes, happened           
Not Applicable 98 98 98 98 98 

 
Q57B. [If yes on 56] Which of the following happened the most recent time that you reported a bribery 
incident: You suffered retaliation or other negative consequences as a result of reporting the incident? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Missing 1 2 1 2 1 
No, didn't happen           
Yes, happened     1     
Not Applicable 98 98 98 98 98 
Don't know           

 
Q58. Some people say that many incidents of corruption are never reported. Based on your experience, 
what do you think is the main reason why many people do not report corruption when it occurs? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Most people do report incidents of 
corruption 6 12 7 9 8 

People don't have enough time to 
report it 4 4 4 5 4 

People don't know where to report it 5 6 5 5 5 
People don't know how to report it 4 3 4 4 4 
Nothing will be done / It wouldn't 
make a difference 25 21 23 24 24 

It's too expensive to report 2 2 2 1 2 
Corruption is normal / Everyone does 
it 7 7 8 6 7 

People are afraid of the 
consequences 31 29 29 31 30 

The officials where they would report 
to are also corrupt 6 7 6 7 6 

It's government's money, so it's not 
our problem 1 1 1 1 1 

They would implicate themselves as 
bribe-givers 1 1 1 1 1 

Corruption is too difficult to prove 4 3 4 2 3 
Other 2 1 2 1 1 
Don't know 3 3 3 3 3 
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Q59A. How much of the time do you think the following try their best to listen to what people like you have 
to say: Members of Parliament? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Never 42 38 40 42 41 
Only sometimes 38 41 39 39 39 
Often 11 13 11 12 12 
Always 5 3 5 3 4 
Don't know 4 4 4 4 4 

 
Q59B. How much of the time do you think the following try their best to listen to what people like you have 
to say: Local government councillors? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Never 35 29 32 34 33 
Only Sometimes 42 48 46 42 44 
Often 13 16 13 16 14 
Always 7 5 7 6 7 
Don't know 2 2 2 2 2 
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Q60_PT1. In your opinion, what are the most important problems facing this country that government should 
address? First response 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Nothing/ no problems           
Management of the economy 4 2 3 3 3 
Wages, incomes and salaries 2 3 2 3 3 
Unemployment 42 51 45 46 45 
Poverty/destitution 8 5 7 7 7 
Rates and Taxes           
Loans / credit           
Farming/agriculture           
Food shortage/famine 1         
Drought           
Land     1     
Transportation 1   1     
Communications           
Infrastructure / roads 1 4 2 1 2 
Education 3 4 3 3 3 
Housing 8 3 7 6 6 
Electricity 3 4 3 4 4 
Water supply 1 8 3 4 3 
Orphans / street children / homeless 
children           

Services (other)           
Health 2 2 2 2 2 
AIDS 1 1   1 1 
Sickness / Disease   1       
Crime and Security 9 5 7 9 8 
Corruption 8 4 7 6 7 
Political violence           
Political instability / ethnic tensions           
Discrimination / inequality 1 1 1 1 1 
Gender issues / women's rights           
Democracy / political rights           
Agricultural marketing           
Other 1 1 1 1 1 
Don't know           
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Q60_PT2. In your opinion, what are the most important problems facing this country that government should 
address? Second response 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Management of the economy 2 1 2 2 2 
Wages, incomes and salaries 2 1 2 2 2 
Unemployment 15 17 15 17 16 
Poverty / destitution 8 9 8 9 8 
Rates and Taxes 1 1 1 1 1 
Loans / credit           
Farming / agriculture 1 1 1 1 1 
Food shortage / famine 2 1 1 2 2 
Drought   1 1 1 1 
Land 1   1 1 1 
Transportation 1 1 1 1 1 
Communications 1     1 1 
Infrastructure / roads 3 9 6 4 5 
Education 10 9 10 10 10 
Housing 13 9 12 12 12 
Electricity 5 7 6 5 6 
Water supply 2 10 4 5 5 
Orphans / street children / homeless 
children 2 1 1 1 1 

Services (other) 1 1 1 1 1 
Health 3 3 3 4 3 
AIDS 1 1 1 1 1 
Sickness / Disease   1   1 1 
Crime and Security 10 4 9 7 8 
Corruption 8 4 7 6 6 
Political violence 1   1   1 
Political instability / ethnic tensions           
Discrimination / inequality 1         
Gender issues / women's rights 1 1   1 1 
Democracy / political rights           
War (international)           
Agricultural marketing 1 1 1 1 1 
Other 1 1 1 1 1 
No further reply 2 5 3 3 3 
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Q60_PT3. In your opinion, what are the most important problems facing this country that government should 
address? Third response 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Management of the economy 2 1 1 1 1 
Wages, incomes and salaries 2 2 2 2 2 
Unemployment 11 8 10 10 10 
Poverty / destitution 4 4 4 5 4 
Rates and Taxes 1   1   1 
Loans / credit           
Farming / agriculture 1 1 1 1 1 
Food shortage / famine 1 1 1 1 1 
Drought   1   1   
Land     1     
Transportation       1   
Communications   1   1   
Infrastructure / roads 2 7 4 3 4 
Education 8 9 8 9 8 
Housing 9 8 8 9 8 
Electricity 6 5 5 6 5 
Water supply 3 8 5 4 5 
Orphans / street children / homeless 
children 1 1 1 1 1 

Services (other) 1   1 1 1 
Health 8 6 6 8 7 
AIDS 2 2 2 2 2 
Sickness / Disease 1 2 1 2 1 
Crime and Security 12 8 12 9 11 
Corruption 11 9 12 10 11 
Political violence 1 1 1 1 1 
Political instability / ethnic tensions 1         
Discrimination / inequality 1 1 1 1 1 
Gender issues / women's rights   1       
Democracy / political rights           
War (international)           
Civil war       1   
Agricultural marketing   1 1   1 
Other 2 1 2 2 2 
No further reply 7 11 8 8 8 
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Q61A. Thinking of the problem you mentioned first, in your opinion, how well or badly would you say the 
current government is handling this problem, or haven’t you heard enough to say? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Very badly 52 47 51 50 51 
Fairly badly 25 29 25 27 26 
Fairly well 20 22 21 20 20 
Very well 2 1 2 2 2 
Not applicable 1 1 1   1 
Don't know 1         

 
Q61B. In your opinion, is there any other political party that could do a better job in solving this problem?  

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
No 46 54 49 49 49 
Yes 39 29 36 35 35 
Not applicable 2 5 3 2 3 
Don't know 13 12 11 14 13 

 
Q62. Which of the following do you see as the most important difference between the ruling party and 
opposition parties in South Africa? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
There is no difference 24 28 25 26 26 
The honesty or integrity of party 
leaders 23 25 24 24 24 

The religion of party leaders or 
members 6 3 4 5 5 

Their economic and development 
policies 15 12 15 13 14 

The experience of party leaders 15 11 13 15 14 
The ethnicity of party leaders or 
members 4 2 3 3 3 

The personalities of party leaders 5 6 6 5 6 
The regional identity of party leaders 
or members 1 1 2 1 1 

None of these / Some other answer 2 4 2 3 3 
Don't know 4 7 5 5 5 

 
Q63A. Looking at the ruling and opposition political parties in this country, which would you say is most able 
to address each of the following matters, or haven’t you heard enough to say: Controlling prices? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Ruling party 53 64 56 57 56 
Opposition party or parties 21 13 19 17 18 
Neither of them 21 16 20 18 19 
Don't know / Haven't heard enough 6 7 5 8 7 
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Q63B. Looking at the ruling and opposition political parties in this country, which would you say is most able 
to address each of the following matters, or haven’t you heard enough to say: 
Creating jobs? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Ruling party 52 65 55 57 56 
Opposition party or parties 26 14 23 21 22 
Neither of them 18 15 17 17 17 
Don't know / Haven't heard enough 4 7 5 5 5 

 
Q63C. Looking at the ruling and opposition political parties in this country, which would you say is most 
able to address each of the following matters, or haven’t you heard enough to say: 
Improving basic health services? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Ruling party 59 70 62 64 63 
Opposition party or parties 22 12 20 18 19 
Neither of them 15 12 14 14 14 
Don't know / Haven't heard enough 3 6 4 5 4 

 
Q63D. Looking at the ruling and opposition political parties in this country, which would you say is most able 
to address each of the following matters, or haven’t you heard enough to say: 
Fighting corruption in government? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Ruling party 39 44 41 41 41 
Opposition party or parties 35 26 33 31 32 
Neither of them 24 22 23 24 23 
Don't know / Haven't heard enough 3 7 4 4 4 

 
Q64. Please tell me whether you agree or disagree with the following statement: The political opposition in 
South Africa presents a viable alternative vision and plan for the country. 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Strongly disagree 8 8 8 8 8 
Disagree 23 19 21 22 21 
Neither agree nor disagree 20 24 21 21 21 
Agree 30 26 29 28 29 
Strongly agree 14 15 16 13 14 
Don't know 5 9 5 8 7 
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Q65A. If the government of this country could increase its spending, which of the following areas do you 
think should be the top priority for additional investment?  

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
None of the above 1 2 1 2 2 
Education 51 45 49 49 49 
Infrastructure, like roads and bridges 6 17 12 8 10 
Security, like the police and military 11 4 9 8 9 
Healthcare 16 13 12 18 15 
Agricultural development 4 5 5 4 4 
Energy supply 10 11 11 10 10 
Don't know / Can't remember   1   1 1 

 
Q65B. And which would be your second priority? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
None of the above 3 2 2 3 3 
Education 19 19 19 19 19 
Infrastructure, like roads and bridges 8 14 11 9 10 
Security, like the police and military 12 11 12 12 12 
Healthcare 35 26 32 32 32 
Agricultural development 8 9 7 10 9 
Energy supply 14 13 14 13 14 
Don't know / Can't remember 1 5 2 2 2 

 
Q65C. If the government decided to make people pay more taxes or user fees in order to increase 
spending on public health care, would you support this decision or oppose it? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Strongly oppose 30 21 27 27 27 
Somewhat oppose 16 11 16 13 14 
Neither support nor oppose 11 15 12 13 12 
Somewhat support 19 21 20 19 19 
Strongly support 20 26 21 23 22 
It depends 3 4 3 3 3 
Don't know 1 2 1 2 2 

 
Q66A. How well or badly would you say the current government is handling the following matters, or 
haven’t you heard enough to say: Managing the economy? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Very badly 39 28 37 34 35 
Fairly badly 30 32 29 31 30 
Fairly well 27 34 29 30 29 
Very well 4 4 4 4 4 
Don't know / Haven't heard enough 1 2 1 2 1 
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Q66B. How well or badly would you say the current government is handling the following matters, or haven’t 
you heard enough to say: Improving the living standards of the poor? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Very badly 39 28 35 36 36 
Fairly badly 32 35 33 33 33 
Fairly well 24 31 27 25 26 
Very well 5 5 5 5 5 
Don't know / Haven't heard enough   1       

 
Q66C. How well or badly would you say the current government is handling the following matters, or 
haven’t you heard enough to say: Creating jobs? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Very badly 51 51 52 50 51 
Fairly badly 26 27 26 27 26 
Fairly well 19 20 18 20 19 
Very well 4 2 3 3 3 
Don't know / Haven't heard enough   1       

 
Q66D. How well or badly would you say the current government is handling the following matters, or 
haven’t you heard enough to say: Keeping prices down? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Very badly 47 32 42 41 42 
Fairly badly 32 35 32 35 33 
Fairly well 16 28 21 19 20 
Very well 4 2 3 3 3 
Don't know / Haven't heard enough 1 3 2 1 2 

 
Q66E. How well or badly would you say the current government is handling the following matters, or haven’t 
you heard enough to say: Narrowing gaps between rich and poor? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Very Badly 49 42 48 47 47 
Fairly Badly 28 30 28 29 29 
Fairly Well 17 25 20 19 20 
Very Well 3 1 2 2 2 
Don't know / Haven't heard enough 3 2 2 3 2 

 
Q66F. How well or badly would you say the current government is handling the following matters, or haven’t 
you heard enough to say: Reducing crime? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Very Badly 57 45 54 52 53 
Fairly Badly 23 27 24 25 24 
Fairly Well 17 23 19 19 19 
Very Well 4 4 4 4 4 
Don't know / Haven't heard enough           
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Q66G. How well or badly would you say the current government is handling the following matters, or 
haven’t you heard enough to say: Improving basic health services? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Very Badly 20 15 19 18 18 
Fairly Badly 25 25 25 25 25 
Fairly Well 42 48 44 45 44 
Very Well 12 12 12 12 12 
Don't know / Haven't heard enough           

 
Q66H. How well or badly would you say the current government is handling the following matters, or 
haven’t you heard enough to say: Addressing educational needs? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Very Badly 19 12 18 16 17 
Fairly Badly 25 22 23 24 24 
Fairly Well 41 52 45 44 45 
Very Well 15 13 14 15 15 
Don't know / Haven't heard enough       1   

 
Q66I. How well or badly would you say the current government is handling the following matters, or haven’t 
you heard enough to say: Providing water and sanitation services? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Very Badly 18 29 22 21 22 
Fairly Badly 23 31 26 26 26 
Fairly Well 45 34 39 43 41 
Very Well 13 7 13 10 11 
Don't know / Haven't heard enough       1   

 
Q66J. How well or badly would you say the current government is handling the following matters, or haven’t 
you heard enough to say: Ensuring everyone has enough to eat? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Very Badly 29 22 26 28 27 
Fairly Badly 31 34 32 31 32 
Fairly Well 31 37 34 32 33 
Very Well 8 6 7 7 7 
Don't know / Haven't heard enough 2 1 1 2 1 

 
Q66K. How well or badly would you say the current government is handling the following matters, or 
haven’t you heard enough to say: Fighting corruption in government? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Very Badly 60 49 57 56 56 
Fairly Badly 21 27 24 22 23 
Fairly Well 14 18 15 16 16 
Very Well 5 4 4 5 5 
Don't know / Haven't heard enough   2 1 1 1 
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Q66L. How well or badly would you say the current government is handling the following matters, or haven’t 
you heard enough to say: Maintaining roads and bridges? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Very Badly 21 27 23 23 23 
Fairly Badly 25 29 27 25 26 
Fairly Well 40 35 38 39 39 
Very Well 13 9 11 13 12 
Don't know / Haven't heard enough       1   

 
Q66M. How well or badly would you say the current government is handling the following matters, or 
haven’t you heard enough to say: Providing a reliable supply of electricity? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Very Badly 27 23 26 26 26 
Fairly Badly 31 25 30 28 29 
Fairly Well 34 41 35 37 36 
Very Well 8 11 8 9 9 
Don't know / Haven't heard enough           

 
Q66N_SAF. How well or badly would you say the current government is handling the following matters, or 
haven’t you heard enough to say: Uniting all South Africans into one nation? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Very Badly 16 11 16 13 14 
Fairly Badly 26 18 24 23 23 
Fairly Well 41 45 41 44 42 
Very Well 15 19 16 17 17 
Don't know / Haven't heard enough 1 6 3 3 3 

 
Q66O_SAF. How well or badly would you say the current government is handling the following matters, or 
haven’t you heard enough to say: Distributing welfare payments to those who are entitled to them (such as 
old age pensions, disability pensions, child support grants)? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Very Badly 7 7 7 6 7 
Fairly Badly 12 5 11 8 10 
Fairly Well 37 32 36 34 35 
Very Well 44 54 45 50 47 
Don't know / Haven't heard enough 1 2 1 1 1 

 
Q66O_SAF. How well or badly would you say the current government is handling the following matters, or 
haven’t you heard enough to say: Managing immigration? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Very Badly 36 33 37 33 35 
Fairly Badly 33 32 33 33 33 
Fairly Well 20 24 19 24 21 
Very Well 6 4 6 5 5 
Don't know / Haven't heard enough 5 6 6 5 6 
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Q67A. What about local government? I do not mean the national government. I mean your municipal or 
local government council. How well or badly would you say your local government is handling the 
following matters, or haven’t you heard enough about them to say: Maintaining local roads? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Very Badly 25 35 29 28 28 
Fairly Badly 22 28 25 24 24 
Fairly Well 43 32 39 40 39 
Very Well 9 4 7 8 8 
Don't know / Haven't heard enough     1     

 
Q67B. What about local government? I do not mean the national government. I mean your municipal or 
local government council. How well or badly would you say your local government is handling the 
following matters, or haven’t you heard enough about them to say: Maintaining local market places? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Very Badly 21 26 23 22 23 
Fairly Badly 22 23 22 22 22 
Fairly Well 42 38 39 41 40 
Very Well 11 5 9 8 9 
Don't know / Haven't heard enough 5 8 6 6 6 

 
Q67C1_SAF. We are now going to discuss how you rate different forms of government.  I would like you to 
give marks out of 10.  The best form of governing a country gets 10 out of 10 and the worst form of 
governing a country gets no marks at all.  What grade would you give to: The way the country was 
governed under apartheid? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
0 18 23 20 20 20 
1 10 19 12 14 13 
2 11 13 12 11 12 
3 10 7 10 8 9 
4 10 9 9 11 10 
5 12 11 13 11 12 
6 7 3 6 5 6 
7 6 3 5 4 5 
8 7 3 5 6 5 
9 3 1 2 3 3 
10 4 1 3 3 3 
Don't know 2 6 3 4 3 
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Q67C2_SAF. We are now going to discuss how you rate different forms of government.  I would like you to 
give marks out of 10.  The best form of governing a country gets 10 out of 10 and the worst form of 
governing a country gets no marks at all.  What grade would you give to: Our current system of 
government with regular elections where everyone can vote and there are at least two political parties? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
0 3 1 3 2 3 
1 2 1 2 1 1 
2 3 2 2 3 3 
3 5 2 4 4 4 
4 9 6 9 8 8 
5 21 19 20 21 20 
6 16 15 18 14 16 
7 15 22 16 19 18 
8 13 19 14 16 15 
9 5 6 6 5 6 
10 7 5 5 7 6 
Don't know   1 1 1 1 

 
Q67C3_SAF. We are now going to discuss how you rate different forms of government.  I would like you to 
give marks out of 10.  The best form of governing a country gets 10 out of 10 and the worst form of 
governing a country gets no marks at all.  What grade would you give to: The political system of this 
country as you expect it to be in 10 years’ time? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
0 5 4 4 4 4 
1 3 1 4 1 2 
2 4 3 4 4 4 
3 3 1 3 3 3 
4 7 2 5 5 5 
5 12 10 12 11 11 
6 9 5 7 8 7 
7 12 10 11 12 11 
8 12 19 13 15 14 
9 15 17 16 15 15 
10 17 22 18 19 19 
Don't know 2 5 4 3 3 

 
Q68A. Do you approve or disapprove of the way that the following people have performed their jobs over 
the past 12 months, or haven’t you heard enough about them to say: President Jacob Zuma? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Strongly Disapprove 34 32 35 31 33 
Disapprove 33 21 28 30 29 
Approve 25 32 27 28 28 
Strongly Approve 6 14 8 9 8 
Don't know/Haven't heard enough 2 2 1 2 2 
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Q68B. Do you approve or disapprove of the way that the following people have performed their jobs over 
the past 12 months, or haven’t you heard enough about them to say: Your Member of Parliament? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Strongly Disapprove 22 19 23 19 21 
Disapprove 38 24 31 36 33 
Approve 32 42 37 33 35 
Strongly Approve 5 11 6 8 7 
Don't know/Haven't heard enough 3 5 3 4 4 

 
Q68B1_SAF. Do you approve or disapprove of the way that the following people have performed their jobs 
over the past 12 months, or haven’t you heard enough about them to say: The Premier of this province? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Strongly Disapprove 14 17 16 14 15 
Disapprove 22 21 22 21 21 
Approve 41 41 40 42 41 
Strongly Approve 11 15 13 12 12 
Don't know/Haven't heard enough 12 7 9 11 10 

 
Q68C. Do you approve or disapprove of the way that the following people have performed their jobs over 
the past 12 months, or haven’t you heard enough about them to say: Your elected local government 
councillor? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Strongly Disapprove 26 24 25 26 25 
Disapprove 36 34 35 36 35 
Approve 28 31 30 28 29 
Strongly Approve 6 8 7 7 7 
Don't know/Haven't heard enough 4 2 4 3 3 

 
Q68D. Do you approve or disapprove of the way that the following people have performed their jobs over 
the past 12 months, or haven’t you heard enough about them to say: Your traditional leader? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Strongly Disapprove 15 12 14 14 14 
Disapprove 21 16 20 19 19 
Approve 20 43 27 28 28 
Strongly Approve 5 18 10 9 10 
Don't know/Haven't heard enough 39 11 29 30 30 

 
Q69A. Who should be responsible for: Making sure that, once elected, Members of Parliament do their 
jobs? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
The President / Executive 33 33 32 33 33 
The parliament / local council 24 26 26 24 25 
Their political party 18 17 17 19 18 
The Voters 22 21 22 22 22 
No one 1         
Don't know 2 3 2 3 2 
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Q69B. Who should be responsible for: Making sure that, once elected, local government councillors do their 
jobs? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
The President / Executive 17 16 16 17 16 
The parliament / local council 30 33 30 32 31 
Their political party 22 21 22 22 22 
The Voters 29 27 29 27 28 
No one 1   1 1 1 
Don't know 1 3 1 2 2 

 
Q69C. Who should be responsible for: Making sure that, once elected, the president does his job? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
The President / Executive 18 10 15 16 15 
The parliament / local council 40 35 40 36 38 
Their political party 18 21 18 20 19 
The Voters 22 30 24 25 25 
No one 1   1 1 1 
Don't know 2 3 2 3 2 

 
Q70A. Based on your experience, how easy or difficult is it to do each of the following: To find out what 
taxes and fees you are supposed to pay to the government? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Missing           
Very easy 13 15 13 14 14 
Easy 41 29 38 36 37 
Difficult 24 17 22 21 22 
Very difficult 9 8 10 8 9 
Don't Know 12 31 16 21 19 
Refused           

 
Q70B. Based on your experience, how easy or difficult is it to do each of the following: To avoid paying the 
income or property taxes that you owe to the government? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Very easy 4 5 4 4 4 
Easy 19 14 17 17 17 
Difficult 30 22 28 26 27 
Very difficult 31 24 30 28 29 
Don't have to pay taxes 6 9 7 7 7 
Don't know 10 26 14 17 15 
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Q71A. Please tell me whether you agree or disagree with the following statement: Ordinary people can 
make a difference in the fight against corruption. 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Strongly Disagree 12 14 13 12 13 
Disagree 17 14 16 15 16 
Neither Agree Nor Disagree 12 14 12 13 13 
Agree 34 30 32 34 33 
Strongly Agree 24 24 24 23 24 
Don't Know 2 4 3 3 3 

 
Q71B. What is the most effective thing that an ordinary person like you can do the help combat corruption 
in this country? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Nothing / Ordinary people cannot do 
anything 18 20 18 19 18 

Refuse to pay bribes 19 28 22 22 22 
Report corruption when you see or 
experience it 27 22 25 26 25 

Vote for clean candidates 7 8 7 7 7 
Speak out about the problem 7 5 6 6 6 
Talk to friends and relatives about the 
problem 3 2 3 3 3 

Sign a petition 3 2 3 2 3 
Join or support an organization that is 
fighting corruption 9 8 9 9 9 

Participate in protest marches 2 1 2 2 2 
Other 3 2 3 2 2 
Don't know 3 4 4 3 3 

 
Q72. In the last five years, how often, if ever, have you or anyone in your family been directly involved in an 
administrative, civil, or criminal case that has come before a government court or tribunal as a claimant, as 
a respondent or defendant, or as a witness? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Never 87 89 86 89 88 
Once 9 6 9 8 8 
Twice 2 2 3 1 2 
Three or more times 1 1 2 1 1 
Don't know / Can't remember 1 2 2 1 1 
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Q73A. Have you encountered any of these problems in your experience with government courts in the past 
five years: You were unable to pay necessary costs and fees? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Never 8 5 8 7 7 
Once or twice 4 2 4 2 3 
A few times 1   1 1 1 
Often     1     
No experience with government 
courts in last 5 years 86 92 86 90 88 

Don't know           
 
Q73B. Have you encountered any of these problems in your experience with government courts in the past 
five years: You could not understand the legal processes and procedures? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Never 8 6 9 6 8 
Once or twice 3 1 2 3 3 
A few times 1 1 1 1 1 
Often 1   1   1 
No experience with government 
courts in last 5 years 86 92 86 90 88 

Don't know           
 
Q73C. Have you encountered any of these problems in your experience with government courts in the past 
five years: You could not obtain legal counsel or advice? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Never 9 6 10 7 8 
Once or Twice 2 2 3 2 2 
A Few times 1   1 1 1 
Often   1 1     
No experience with government 
courts in last 5 years 86 92 86 90 88 

Don't know           
 
Q73D. Have you encountered any of these problems in your experience with government courts in the past 
five years: The judge or magistrate did not listen to your side of the story? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Never 10 6 9 7 8 
Once or Twice 1 2 2 1 2 
A Few times 1 1 1 1 1 
Often 1   1   1 
No experience with government 
courts in last 5 years 86 92 86 90 88 

Don't know           
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Q73E. Have you encountered any of these problems in your experience with government courts in the past 
five years: There were long delays in handling or resolving the case? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Never 6 4 7 4 6 
Once or Twice 3 2 3 3 3 
A Few times 2 2 2 1 2 
Often 2 1 1 2 1 
No experience with government 
courts in last 5 years 86 92 86 90 88 

Don't know           
 
Q74A. Sometimes people do not take a case to the government courts, even if they think they have a 
legitimate complaint and deserve justice. In your opinion, what would be the most important reason that 
people like yourself would not take a case to court? And what would be the second most important 
reason? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Most people do take cases to court 5 4 5 5 5 
They cannot find a lawyer 4 7 4 6 5 
Lawyers are too expensive 15 16 16 15 16 
Absence of legal aid services / 
absence of free legal help 4 4 4 4 4 

Court costs are too expensive 6 6 7 6 6 
Judges, prosecutors or court officials 
will demand money 5 3 5 4 4 

People don't have enough time to 
go to court 5 6 6 5 6 

The distance to the courts is too far 3 6 4 3 4 
They don't speak the language 
spoken in the court 1   1 1 1 

They don't know their legal rights and 
remedies 4 6 4 4 4 

They don't know how to take a case 
to court 3 1 2 3 2 

They think the processes are too 
complex 3 3 3 3 3 

They expect the case to take too 
long 6 2 5 4 5 

They think the judges and court 
officials are incompetent 1 2 2 1 1 

They do not expect fair treatment 9 7 8 9 8 
They do not think the judges or courts 
are independent 1 1 1 1 1 

Don't trust the courts 8 8 7 9 8 
The courts favour the rich / powerful 5 7 5 7 6 
They prefer to go to traditional 
leaders / local council 1 4 2 1 2 

Fear/They are scared 1 1 1 1 1 
Other 2 2 2 2 2 
Refused           
Don't know 6 5 5 5 5 
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Q74B. Sometimes people do not take a case to the government courts, even if they think they have a 
legitimate complaint and deserve justice. In your opinion, what would be the most important reason that 
people like yourself would not take a case to court? And what would be the second most important 
reason? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
They cannot find a lawyer 1 1 2 1 1 
Lawyers are too expensive 8 5 6 8 7 
Absence of legal aid services / 
absence of free legal help 2 2 1 3 2 

Court costs are too expensive 4 6 4 5 5 
Judges, prosecutors or court officials 
will demand money 4 2 3 4 3 

People don't have enough time to 
go to court 5 7 5 6 5 

The distance to the courts is too far 2 6 3 3 3 
They don't speak the language 
spoken in the court 1 2 1 1 1 

They don't know their legal rights and 
remedies 4 3 3 4 3 

They don't know how to take a case 
to court 3 4 3 4 4 

They think the processes are too 
complex 4 4 3 5 4 

They expect the case to take too 
long 6 5 5 6 6 

They think the judges and court 
officials are incompetent 3 2 3 2 3 

They do not expect fair treatment 9 6 9 7 8 
They do not think the judges or courts 
are independent 1 1 1 2 1 

Don't trust the courts 8 10 9 9 9 
The courts favour the rich / powerful 8 7 9 6 7 
They prefer to go to traditional 
leaders / local council 1   1   1 

Fear/They are scared           
Other 1 1 1 1 1 
No further answer 25 26 26 25 26 
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Q75A. I am now going to ask you about a range of different actions that some people take. For each of the 
following, please tell me whether you think the action is not wrong at all, wrong but understandable, or 
wrong and punishable: Not paying for the services they receive from government? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Not wrong at all 7 6 6 7 7 
Wrong but understandable 53 41 49 50 49 
Wrong and punishable 39 47 43 41 42 
Don't Know 1 6 2 3 3 

 
Q75B. I am now going to ask you about a range of different actions that some people take. For each of the 
following, please tell me whether you think the action is not wrong at all, wrong but understandable, or 
wrong and punishable: Not paying the taxes they owe on their income? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Not wrong at all 5 3 4 5 4 
Wrong but understandable 37 20 31 31 31 
Wrong and punishable 56 68 61 59 60 
Don't Know 2 8 3 5 4 

 
Q76. Which of the following statements is closest to your view? Choose Statement 1 or Statement 2. 
Statement 1: People living in Southern Africa should be able to move freely across international borders in 
order to trade or work in other countries. 
Statement 2: Because foreign migrants take away jobs, and foreign traders sell their goods at very cheap 
prices, governments should protect their own citizens and limit the cross-border movement of people and 
goods. 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Agree very strongly with 1 20 31 23 25 24 
Agree with 1 26 23 26 24 25 
Agree with 2 23 19 21 22 22 
Agree very strongly with 2 26 22 24 25 25 
Agree with neither 3 3 3 3 3 
Don't know 1 2 2 1 2 

 
Q77. Which of the following statements is closest to your view? Choose Statement 1 or Statement 2. 
Statement 1: The governments of each country in Southern Africa have a duty to try to guarantee free 
elections and prevent human rights abuses in other countries in the region, for example by using political 
pressure, economic sanctions, or military force. 
Statement 2: Each country in this region should respect the independence of the other countries and allow 
them to make their own decisions about how their country should be governed. 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Agree very strongly with 1 11 14 13 11 12 
Agree with 1 18 16 18 17 18 
Agree with 2 37 34 35 37 36 
Agree very strongly with 2 29 30 29 30 29 
Agree with neither 3 2 3 2 3 
Don't know 2 3 2 3 2 
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Q78. In your opinion, how easy or difficult is it for people in Southern Africa to cross international borders in 
order to work or trade in other countries, or haven’t you heard enough to say? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Very difficult 13 9 13 10 12 
Difficult 22 21 21 21 21 
Easy 24 20 23 23 23 
Very easy 18 17 18 17 18 
Never try 12 15 13 14 13 
Don't know 11 19 11 15 13 

 
Q79A. In your opinion, how much do each of the following do to help your country, or haven’t you heard 
enough to say: Southern African Development Community / SADC? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Do nothing, no help 14 12 16 11 14 
Help a little bit 23 15 21 19 20 
Help somewhat 20 19 21 18 19 
Help a lot 10 9 11 9 10 
Don't know 33 46 32 43 37 

 
Q79B. In your opinion, how much do each of the following do to help your country, or haven’t you heard 
enough to say: African Union? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Do nothing, no help 15 11 16 11 14 
Help a little bit 21 14 19 18 19 
Help somewhat 19 18 19 18 18 
Help a lot 14 13 15 13 14 
Don't know 31 44 31 40 35 

 
Q80A. In your opinion, which of the following countries, if any, would be the best model for the future 
development of our country: United States, China, [Former Colonial Power, i.e., UK, France, or Portugal], 
India? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
None of these 2 3 3 2 2 
United States 39 31 37 35 36 
China 26 27 26 26 26 
Former Colonial Power 14 7 12 11 12 
India 2 2 3 1 2 
We should follow our own country's 
model 8 9 8 9 8 

Other 1 1 1   1 
Don't know 8 22 11 15 13 
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Q80B. Which of the following do you think has the most influence on South Africa, or haven’t you heard 
enough to say: United States, China, [Former Colonial Power, i.e., UK, France, or Portugal], India, 
international organizations like the United Nations or the World Bank? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
None of these have much influence 2 4 3 3 3 
United States 29 25 30 25 28 
China 44 33 40 40 40 
Former Colonial Power 8 6 7 7 7 
India 3 4 3 4 3 
International organizations 1 1 1 1 1 
Some other country or organization 1 1 1 1 1 
Don't know / Haven't heard enough 12 27 15 19 17 

 
80C-SAF. In your opinion, which of the following groups of countries should South Africa prioritize in her 
international relationships? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Developed countries like the United 
States, the United Kingdom and the 
European Union 

34 22 31 29 30 

BRIC countries, you know, Brazil, 
Russia, India and China 23 25 24 23 24 

Our neighbours, like Botswana, 
Lesotho, Namibia and Swaziland 7 6 6 7 7 

All countries in the SADC region, like 
Zimbabwe, Malawi, Angola and 
Mozambique 

5 6 6 5 6 

All African countries 17 15 16 17 17 
None of the above 2 3 3 2 2 
Don't know 11 23 13 16 15 

 
Q81A. How much influence do you think China’s economic activities in South Africa have on our economy, 
or haven’t you heard enough to say? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
None 4 4 4 3 4 
A little 11 10 10 13 11 
Some 27 30 29 28 28 
A lot 46 30 42 39 41 
Don't know / Haven't heard enough 11 26 14 18 16 

 
Q81B. In general, do you think that China’s economic and political influence on South Africa is mostly 
positive, or mostly negative, or haven’t you heard enough to say? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Very negative 10 6 10 8 9 
Somewhat negative 13 9 12 11 11 
Neither positive nor negative 13 12 11 14 12 
Somewhat positive 34 34 34 34 34 
Very positive 19 13 19 15 17 
Don't know / Haven't heard enough 12 26 15 18 17 
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Q81C. Which of the following factors contributes most to positive images of China in South Africa, or haven’t 
you heard enough to say: China’s support for South Africa in international affairs, China’s policy of non-
interference in the internal affairs of African countries, China’s investment in infrastructure or other 
development in South Africa, China’s business investment, the cost of Chinese products, or an appreciation 
of the Chinese people, culture, and language? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
None of these 6 5 7 4 6 
China's support for the country in 
international affairs 7 6 7 7 7 

Non-interference in the internal affairs 
of African countries 4 3 4 3 4 

China's investment in infrastructure in 
the country 14 10 13 12 12 

China's business investment 28 27 30 26 28 
The quality or cost of Chinese 
products 25 14 19 23 21 

An appreciation of the Chinese 
people, culture and language 1 1 2 1 1 

Some other factor 2 4 2 3 3 
Don't know / Haven't heard enough 14 30 18 21 19 

 
Q81D. Which of the following factors contributes most to negative images of China in South Africa, or 
haven’t you heard enough to say: China’s extraction of resources from Africa, land grabbing by Chinese 
individuals or businesses, China’s willingness to cooperate with undemocratic rulers in Africa, Chinese 
economic activities taking jobs or business from South Africans, the quality of Chinese products, the 
behaviour of Chinese citizens in South Africa? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
None of these 5 7 7 5 6 
China's extraction of resources from 
Africa 5 3 5 3 4 

Land grabbing by Chinese individuals 
or businesses 5 4 5 4 5 

China's willingness to cooperate with 
undemocratic rulers 6 4 5 5 5 

Taking jobs or business from the locals 16 10 15 13 14 
The quality of Chinese products 45 35 40 43 42 
The behaviour of Chinese citizens in 
the country 5 3 4 5 5 

Some other factor 2 2 2 2 2 
Don't know / Haven't heard enough 12 32 17 20 19 
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Q81E. In your opinion, does China’s economic development assistance to South Africa do a good job or a 
bad job of meeting the country’s needs, or haven’t you heard enough to say? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Very bad job 11 7 11 8 10 
Somewhat bad job 15 14 15 14 14 
Neither good nor bad job 17 19 16 20 18 
Somewhat good job 32 29 32 30 31 
Very good job 11 5 9 8 9 
China doesn't give development 
assistance to the country 2 3 2 3 3 

Don't know / Haven't heard enough 12 23 15 16 16 
Refused           

 
Q82A_SAF. For each of the following statements, please tell me whether you disagree or agree? In order to 
fully advance the interests of their members, Trade Unions in South Africa, for example COSATU, SADTU, and 
NUMSA, should operate without any government influence or control? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Strongly Disagree 9 8 9 8 9 
Disagree 24 13 21 20 20 
Neither Agree nor Disagree 10 7 7 10 9 
Agree 27 30 30 26 28 
Strongly Agree 17 18 18 16 17 
Don't know 13 24 14 20 17 

 
Q82B_SAF. For each of the following statements, please tell me whether you disagree or agree? The leaders 
of COSATU are more concerned about political power than the interests of workers ? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Strongly Disagree 4 5 5 4 4 
Disagree 18 12 17 15 16 
Neither Agree nor Disagree 10 8 8 11 10 
Agree 32 26 31 29 30 
Strongly Agree 24 23 26 22 24 
Don't know 12 25 14 19 17 

 
Q82C_SAF. For each of the following statements, please tell me whether you disagree or agree? South 
Africa needs  a new workers’ party that can defend the interests of the working class. 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Strongly Disagree 6 7 7 6 6 
Disagree 14 11 14 12 13 
Neither Agree nor Disagree 13 11 11 13 12 
Agree 30 24 29 27 28 
Strongly Agree 26 25 27 24 26 
Don't know 11 21 12 17 15 
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Q83A-SAF. In 2014, the Department of Home Affairs introduced a number of new regulations aimed at 
improving its ability to manage immigration effectively. For each of the following statements, please tell me 
whether you disagree or agree, or haven’t heard enough to say: People who are persecuted for political 
reasons in their own countries deserve protection in South Africa? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Strongly Disagree 19 20 20 18 19 
Disagree 25 16 22 22 22 
Neither Agree nor Disagree 10 12 10 12 11 
Agree 32 32 34 30 32 
Strongly Agree 10 13 11 12 11 
Don't know 4 6 4 6 5 

 
Q83B-SAF. In 2014, the Department of Home Affairs introduced a number of new regulations aimed at 
improving its ability to manage immigration effectively. For each of the following statements, please tell me 
whether you disagree or agree, or haven’t heard enough to say: Foreigners should not be allowed to live in 
South Africa because they take jobs and benefits away from South Africans? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Strongly Disagree 14 16 14 16 15 
Disagree 29 22 27 26 27 
Neither Agree nor Disagree 16 14 15 16 15 
Agree 23 27 24 24 24 
Strongly Agree 17 20 19 16 18 
Don't know 1 2 1 2 2 

 
Q83C-SAF. In 2014, the Department of Home Affairs introduced number of new regulations aimed at 
improving its ability to manage immigration effectively. For each of the following statements, please tell me 
whether you disagree or agree, or haven’t heard enough to say: South Africa’s immigration policies should 
favour exceptionally skilled foreigners and foreign investors to help the economy grow? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Strongly Disagree 10 14 12 11 11 
Disagree 18 16 18 18 18 
Neither Agree nor Disagree 18 14 16 18 17 
Agree 32 32 33 31 32 
Strongly Agree 19 20 19 19 19 
Don't know 3 3 2 3 3 

 
Q84A-SAF. How would you say the following has changed since the transition in 1994: Your personal safety 
and that of your family? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Much worse 11 9 10 10 10 
Worse 28 15 22 24 23 
Same 20 29 24 23 23 
Better 30 36 33 32 32 
Much better 10 10 10 10 10 
Don't know 1 1 1 1 1 
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Q84B-SAF. How would you say the following has changed since the transition in 1994: Economic 
circumstances for you and your family? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Much worse 10 11 10 10 10 
Worse 27 22 25 26 26 
Same 20 28 23 22 23 
Better 35 33 35 35 35 
Much better 7 5 6 6 6 
Don't know   1 1   1 

 
Q84C-SAF. How would you say the following has changed since the transition in 1994: Employment 
opportunities for you and your family? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Much worse 19 23 19 21 20 
Worse 33 27 31 31 31 
Same 18 22 18 19 19 
Better 24 24 25 23 24 
Much better 6 4 6 5 6 
Don't know     1     

 
Q84D-SAF. How would you say the following has changed since the transition in 1994: Relations between 
members of different race groups? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Much worse 6 8 6 7 7 
Worse 13 12 13 13 13 
Same 23 30 26 26 26 
Better 44 33 41 40 40 
Much better 11 12 12 11 12 
Don't know 2 4 2 3 3 

 
Q84E-SAF. How would you say the following has changed since the transition in 1994: The gap between the 
rich and poor? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Missing           
Much worse 25 26 25 26 25 
Worse 28 24 26 27 26 
Same 26 31 29 27 28 
Better 16 14 15 15 15 
Much better 2 2 3 2 2 
Don't know 3 2 2 3 3 
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Q85A-SAF. In your opinion, which of the following statements provide the best meaning of “reconciliation” 
to you? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
None of the above/Some other 
meaning 2 1 1 1 1 

Forgiveness among different racial 
groups. 32 35 33 33 33 

Forgetting the past and moving on. 42 45 42 45 43 
Reparations for past socioeconomic 
injustice 7 5 7 5 6 

Commitment to dialogue as a means 
of resolving problems 8 2 7 5 6 

Multiracialism, plurality and a united 
South Africa 7 5 6 6 6 

Don't know 2 8 3 5 4 
 
Q85B-SAF. In your opinion, does South Africa still need reconciliation after more than twenty years of 
democracy? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
No 24 36 29 27 28 
Yes 71 53 65 64 65 
Don't know 6 11 6 9 8 

 
Q86A-SAF. In your opinion, how often in this country are people treated unequally because of their race by: 
The courts? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Never 16 24 18 19 19 
Rarely 22 27 25 22 23 
Often 36 24 31 32 32 
Always 23 21 23 22 23 
Don't know 4 4 3 5 4 

 
Q86B-SAF. In your opinion, how often in this country are people treated unequally because of their race by: 
Their current or prospective employers? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Never 13 18 15 14 15 
Rarely 24 26 25 24 24 
Often 40 29 35 36 36 
Always 20 21 21 19 20 
Don't know 5 6 4 6 5 
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Q86C-SAF. In your opinion, how often in this country are people treated unequally because of their race by: 
Potential landlords? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Never 22 27 24 24 24 
Rarely 27 28 27 27 27 
Often 25 16 22 21 22 
Always 15 13 15 13 14 
Don't know 11 17 12 14 13 

 
Q87. What is your ethnic community, cultural group, or tribe? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
English 6 1 5 4 4 
Afrikaans / Afrikaner / Boer 10 3 9 7 8 
Ndebele 1 1 1 1 1 
Xhosa 14 16 14 16 15 
Pedi/North Sotho 6 16 9 10 10 
Sotho/South Sotho 7 3 5 7 6 
Tswana 9 12 11 9 10 
Shangaan 3 9 4 5 5 
Swazi 2 6 3 3 3 
Venda 2 3 3 2 2 
Zulu 20 29 23 23 23 
White / European 2   1 1 1 
Coloured 11 1 8 8 8 
Indian 4   3 2 3 
South African only, or "doesn’t think 
of self in those terms" 2   2 1 2 

Other           
Don't know           

 
Q88A. How often, if ever, are [Respondent’s ethnic group] treated unfairly by the government?  

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Missing 1   1 1 1 
Never 47 62 52 53 52 
Sometimes 26 23 25 26 25 
Often 12 8 12 10 11 
Always 9 4 7 7 7 
Not applicable 2   2 1 2 
Don't know 2 2 2 2 2 
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Q88B. Let us suppose that you had to choose between being a South African and being a [R’s ethnic 
group]. Which of the following statements best expresses your feelings: 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Missing 1   1     
I feel only (ethnic group) 6 6 6 6 6 
I feel more (ethnic group) than South 
African 10 8 8 10 9 

I feel equally South African and 
(ethnic group) 35 31 34 34 34 

I feel more South African than (ethnic 
group) 12 11 12 11 12 

I feel only South African 34 43 36 38 37 
Not applicable 2   2 1 2 
Don't know   1       

 
Q88C1-SAF. Here are some things people say about the way they feel about South Africa.  There are no 
right or wrong answers.  We are simply interested in your opinions.  Please tell me whether you disagree or 
agree with these statements: You would want your children to think of themselves as South African? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Strongly Disagree 1 1 1   1 
Disagree 3 2 3 3 3 
Neither Agree nor Disagree 4 7 6 5 5 
Agree 45 45 44 46 45 
Strongly Agree 47 45 47 46 46 
Don't know           

 
Q88C2-SAF. Here are some things people say about the way they feel about South Africa.  There are no 
right or wrong answers.  We are simply interested in your opinions.  Please tell me whether you disagree or 
agree with these statements: Being South African is a very important part of how you see yourself?  

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Strongly Disagree 1 1 1 1 1 
Disagree 3 2 2 3 2 
Neither Agree nor Disagree 5 8 6 6 6 
Agree 46 44 45 45 45 
Strongly Agree 45 46 46 45 45 
Don't know           

 
Q88C3-SAF. Here are some things people say about the way they feel about South Africa.  There are no 
right or wrong answers.  We are simply interested in your opinions.  Please tell me whether you disagree or 
agree with these statements: People should realise we are South Africans first, and stop thinking of 
themselves in terms of the group they belong to? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Strongly Disagree 2 1 2 1 1 
Disagree 4 4 4 4 4 
Neither Agree nor Disagree 7 7 7 7 7 
Agree 43 43 41 45 43 
Strongly Agree 44 45 46 43 44 
Don't know           
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Q88C4-SAF. Here are some things people say about the way they feel about South Africa.  There are no 
right or wrong answers.  We are simply interested in your opinions.  Please tell me whether you disagree or 
agree with these statements: It is desirable to create one united South African nation out of all the different 
groups who live in this country? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Strongly Disagree 1   1 1 1 
Disagree 4 1 3 3 3 
Neither Agree nor Disagree 8 7 8 8 8 
Agree 45 42 41 46 44 
Strongly Agree 41 47 46 41 43 
Don't know   3 1 1 1 

 
Q88C5-SAF. Here are some things people say about the way they feel about South Africa.  There are no 
right or wrong answers.  We are simply interested in your opinions.  Please tell me whether you disagree or 
agree with these statements: It is possible to create such a united South African nation? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Strongly Disagree 2 2 2 2 2 
Disagree 5 3 5 4 4 
Neither Agree nor Disagree 10 7 9 10 9 
Agree 45 41 43 45 44 
Strongly Agree 36 45 40 38 39 
Don't know 1 2 1 2 1 

 
Q89A. For each of the following types of people, please tell me whether you would like having people from 
this group as neighbours, dislike it, or not care: People of a different religion? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Strongly  dislike 2 2 1 2 2 
Somewhat dislike 3 4 3 3 3 
Would not care 41 53 46 45 45 
Somewhat  like 21 15 19 19 19 
Strongly like 33 26 31 31 31 
Don't know           

 
Q89B. For each of the following types of people, please tell me whether you would like having people from 
this group as neighbours, dislike it, or not care: People from other ethnic groups? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Strongly  dislike 2 4 3 3 3 
Somewhat dislike 4 5 5 4 4 
Would not care 40 50 43 44 43 
Somewhat  like 21 17 20 20 20 
Strongly like 32 24 29 29 29 
Don't know           
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Q89C. For each of the following types of people, please tell me whether you would like having people from 
this group as neighbours, dislike it, or not care: Homosexuals? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Strongly  dislike 18 22 22 17 19 
Somewhat dislike 13 12 13 13 13 
Would not care 43 47 44 44 44 
Somewhat  like 11 9 10 11 11 
Strongly like 15 9 11 14 13 
Don't know   1 1 1 1 

 
Q89D. For each of the following types of people, please tell me whether you would like having people from 
this group as neighbours, dislike it, or not care: People who have HIV/AIDS? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Strongly  dislike 3 1 3 2 3 
Somewhat dislike 7 4 6 5 6 
Would not care 51 56 53 52 53 
Somewhat  like 15 16 15 16 15 
Strongly like 24 23 22 25 23 
Don't know   1       

 
Q89E. For each of the following types of people, please tell me whether you would like having people from 
this group as neighbours, dislike it, or not care: Immigrants or foreign workers? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Strongly  dislike 14 19 18 15 16 
Somewhat dislike 17 14 14 17 16 
Would not care 38 44 40 40 40 
Somewhat  like 15 10 14 12 13 
Strongly like 15 13 13 16 14 
Don't know           

 
Q90A. Do you feel close to any particular political party? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
No, not close to any party 27 12 20 24 22 
Yes, feels close to a party 68 82 75 71 73 
Refused to answer 4 5 5 5 5 
Don't know 1 1   1 1 
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Q90B. [If “Yes” to Q90A] Which party is that? 
  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Missing 1 1 1   1 
African Christian Democratic Party 
(ACDP)           

African Muslim Party (AMP)           
African National Congress (ANC) 37 59 45 44 44 
Azanian People's Organization 
(AZAPO)           

Congress of the People (COPE) 1 1 1 1 1 
Democratic Alliance (DA) 17 7 13 14 13 
Freedom Front  Plus/ Vryheidsfront 
Plus (VF Plus)           

Independent Democrats (ID)           
Inkatha Freedom Party (IFP)   3 2 1 1 
Minority Front (MF)           
New National Party / Nuwe Nasionale 
Party (NNP)           

Pan Africanist Congress (PAC)           
United Christian Democratic Party 
(UCDP)           

United Democratic Movement (UDM)           
United Independent Front (UIF)           
African Independent Congress           
Al Jama-ah           
Economic Freedom Fighters (EFF) 7 6 8 5 7 
Front Nasionaal           
National Freedom Party (NFP)   2   1 1 
Other           
Not applicable 32 18 25 29 27 
Refused to answer 3 2 3 2 3 
Don't know   1       

 
Q91A. Which of these things do you personally own: Radio? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
No, don't own 14 20 13 19 16 
Yes, do own 86 80 87 81 84 
Don't know           

 
Q91B. Which of these things do you personally own: Television? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
No, don't own 9 18 11 13 12 
Yes, do own 91 82 89 87 88 
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Q91C. Which of these things do you personally own: Motor vehicle or motorcycle? 
  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
No, don't own 57 81 60 70 65 
Yes, do own 43 19 40 30 35 
Don't know       1   

 
Q91D. Which of these things do you personally own: Mobile phone? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
No, don't own 7 10 7 9 8 
Yes, do own 93 89 93 91 92 
Don't know           

 
Q92A. How often do you use: Mobile phone? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Never 4 6 5 4 4 
Less than once a month           
A few times a month   1   1 1 
A few times a week 4 4 3 4 4 
Everyday 92 89 92 90 91 
Don't know           

 
Q92B. How often do you use: The Internet?  

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Never 35 60 41 45 43 
Less than once a month 3 4 4 3 4 
A few times a month 8 7 8 7 8 
A few times a week 16 8 14 13 13 
Everyday 38 21 33 31 32 
Don't know   1       

 
Q93A. Please tell me whether each of the following are available inside your house, inside your compound, 
or outside your compound: Your main source of water for household use? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Missing           
Inside the house 79 15 58 57 57 
Inside the compound 11 37 20 20 20 
Outside the compound 8 46 21 22 21 
Don't know   1   1   
Refused 1     1   
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Q93B. Please tell me whether each of the following are available inside your house, inside your compound, 
or outside your compound: A toilet or latrine? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
No latrine 1 2 2 1 2 
Inside the house 75 14 55 54 54 
Inside the compound 15 57 29 30 29 
Outside the compound 9 26 14 15 15 

 
Q94. Do you have an electric connection to your home from the mains? [If yes] How often is the electricity 
actually available? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
No mains electric supply or 
connection to the home 2 4 3 3 3 

Never 3 7 4 5 4 
Occasionally 6 14 9 9 9 
About half of the time 6 4 5 5 5 
Most of the time 46 43 45 45 45 
All of the time 37 28 35 33 34 
Don't know           

 
Q95. Do you have a job that pays a cash income? [If yes] Is it full-time or part-time? [If no] Are you 
presently looking for a job? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
No (not looking) 20 22 18 24 21 
No (looking) 28 39 30 33 32 
Yes, part time 12 14 12 13 12 
Yes, full time 39 25 40 29 34 
Don't know           

 
Q96A. What is your main occupation? (If unemployed, retired, or disabled) What was your last main 
occupation? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Never had a job 7 18 9 13 11 
Student 8 9 8 8 8 
Housewife / homemaker 4 4 1 7 4 
Agriculture / farming / fishing / 
forestry 1 7 3 3 3 

Trader / hawker / vendor 2 3 3 2 2 
Retail / Shop 11 9 6 13 10 
Unskilled manual worker 21 26 22 23 23 
Artisan or skilled manual worker 12 7 17 4 11 
Clerical or secretarial 5 2 2 5 4 
Supervisor / Foreman / Senior 
Manager 6 3 7 3 5 

Security services 4 3 5 2 4 
Mid-level professional 6 4 5 6 5 
Upper-level professional 6 1 5 4 5 
Other 5 3 5 3 4 
Don't know 1 2 1 1 1 
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Q96B. Do you work for yourself, for someone else in the private sector or the non-governmental sector, or 
for government? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Works for  self 9 12 14 6 10 
Private sector 47 37 44 43 44 
Non-Governmental Organizations/ 
civil society sector 4 5 3 5 4 

Government 10 7 9 9 9 
Not applicable 30 38 29 36 33 
Don't know   1 1 1 1 

 
Q97. What is your highest level of education? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
No formal schooling 2 4 2 3 2 
Informal schooling only   1 1 1 1 
Some primary schooling 5 11 5 8 7 
Primary school completed 5 10 6 7 6 
Some secondary school / high school 26 31 29 26 28 
Secondary school / high school 
completed 33 28 31 31 31 

Post-secondary qualifications, other 
than university 16 10 15 14 14 

Some university 4 2 3 4 3 
University completed 7 2 5 5 5 
Post-graduate 3 1 3 2 2 
Don't know           
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Q98A. What is your religion, if any? 
  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
None 6 11 10 4 7 
Christian only 37 25 33 33 33 
Roman Catholic 9 6 8 8 8 
Orthodox           
Coptic           
Anglican 5 4 5 4 4 
Lutheran 2 5 2 4 3 
Methodist 6 7 6 7 6 
Presbyterian 2 2 2 3 2 
Baptist 3 3 3 3 3 
Quaker / Friends           
Mennonite           
Evangelical 1 1 1 1 1 
Pentecostal 5 3 3 5 4 
Independent 1 2 1 1 1 
Jehovah's Witness 1 1 1 1 1 
Seventh Day Adventist 1 1 1 1 1 
Mormon           
Muslim only 3   2 2 2 
Sunni only           
Ismaeli           
Traditional / ethnic religion   3 1 1 1 
Hindu 2   1 1 1 
Agnostic           
Atheist           
Dutch Reformed 2 2 2 2 2 
Calvinist           
Church of Christ 1 2 1 2 1 
Zionist Christian Church 8 18 9 13 11 
Jewish           
Other 3 2 3 2 3 
Refused 1 2 2 1 2 
Don't know 1   1     
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Q98B. People practice their religion in different ways. Aside from weddings and funerals, how often do you 
personally engage in religious practices like prayer, reading a religious book, or attending a religious 
service or a meeting of a religious group? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Never 4 6 7 2 5 
A few times a year 11 10 14 7 11 
About once a month 13 17 15 14 14 
About once a week 28 31 24 34 29 
A few times a week 18 19 16 21 18 
About once a day 10 6 9 8 8 
More than once a day 10 3 5 10 8 
Respondent has no religion 6 8 9 4 7 
Don't know   1 1   1 

 
Q99. If presidential election were held tomorrow, which party’s candidate would you vote for? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
Missing           
African Christian Democratic Party 
(ACDP)           

African Muslim Party (AMP)           
African National Congress (ANC) 42 61 48 49 48 
Azanian People's Organization 
(AZAPO)           

Congress of the People (COPE) 1 1 1 1 1 
Democratic Alliance (DA) 22 8 17 17 17 
Freedom Front  Plus/ Vryheidsfront 
Plus (VF Plus)           

Independent Democrats (ID)           
Inkatha Freedom Party (IFP) 1 3 2 1 1 
Minority Front (MF)           
New National Party / Nuwe Nasionale 
Party (NNP)           

Pan Africanist Congress (PAC)   1       
United Christian Democratic Party 
(UCDP)           

United Democratic Movement (UDM)           
United Independent Front (UIF)           
African Independent Congress           
Agang SA           
Al Jama-ah           
Economic Freedom Fighters (EFF) 9 9 11 8 9 
Front Nasionaal           
Kingdom Governance Movement           
National Freedom Party (NFP)   1 1 1 1 
Other           
Would not vote 7 3 4 7 6 
Refused to answer 13 7 11 10 11 
Don't know 3 3 2 4 3 
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Q100. Just one more question: Who do you think sent us to do this interview? 

  Urban  Rural Male Female Total  
No one           
Afrobarometer or Plus 94 Research 

17 21 19 18 18 

Research Company 11 8 11 9 10 
Non-government or religious 
organization 1   1 1 1 

University / School / College 1   1 1 1 
Private company 9 5 9 7 8 
Media 2 2 2 2 2 
Political party or politician 15 10 15 12 13 
Government 32 41 31 38 35 
International organization or another 
country           

God           
Other           
Refused to answer           
Don't know 10 11 9 11 10 

 
 
 
 



     

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Afrobarometer is produced collaboratively by social scientists from more than 30 African 
countries. Coordination is provided by the Center for Democratic Development (CDD) in 
Ghana, the Institute for Justice and Reconciliation (IJR) in South Africa, the Institute for 
Development Studies (IDS) at the University of Nairobi in Kenya, and the Institute for 
Empirical Research in Political Economy (IREEP) in Benin. Michigan State University (MSU) and 
the University of Cape Town (UCT) provide technical support to the network. 

Financial support for Afrobarometer Round 7 has been provided by the Swedish International 
Development Cooperation Agency (SIDA), the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, the William 
and Flora Hewlett Foundation, the U.S. State Department, the National Endowment for 
Democracy, and the World Bank. 

Donations help the Afrobarometer Project give voice to African citizens. Please consider 
making a contribution (at www.afrobarometer.org) or contact Aba Kittoe 
(akittoe@afrobarometer.org) to discuss institutional funding. 

For more information, please visit www.afrobarometer.org. 

Follow our releases on #VoicesAfrica on Twitter and Facebook. 

Contact: snkomo@afrobarometer.org 
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